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REAUTHORIZATION OF THE HIGHER
EDUCATION ACT AND RE1LATED MEASURES

Part 4Student Financial Assistance: Grants

WEDNESDAY, MAY 16, 1979

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON POSTSECONDARY.EDUCATION,

COTMITTEE.ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pui/suant to notice, at 9:37 a.m. in room
2257, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. William D. Ford, chair-
man of the subcommittee, presiding.

Members 'present: Representatives Ford, Gaydos, and Buchanan.
Staff present: Thomas R. Wolanin, staff director; Patricia F. . .

Rimier, deputy staff director; William C. Clohan Jr., minority as:-
sistant education counsel.

Mr. FORD: The Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education will
come to order for the purpose of continuing hearings on the
reauthorization of the Higher Education Act and other related
measures.

Today's hearing will continue our consideration of the student
financial assistance programs authorized byg,title IV of the Higher
Education Act. Thus far, in our consideration of title IV, the sub-
committee has held3 days of hearings on general isSues and topics
that cid across all of the title IV programs. These issues have
included: institutional eligibility and accreditation, the effects of
Federal student aid on institutional--and State pricing decisions,
and whether less than half-time students should be eligible for
financial aid. a

In addition, we held a field hearing earlier this week at Oberlin'
College in Ohio at which we learned from the experiences and
recomniendations wjth respect to title IV of students and adfninis-
trators representing seven independent liberal arts colleges.

This morning we will begin our consideration of .the specific
programs authorized by title IV, focusing our attention tod# and
at our two hearings next week on the programs of grant assist-
anceas distinguished from the loan programthe basic educa-
tional opportunity grant, the supplemental educational opportunitY
grant, and the State student initiative grant. .

The basic grant program is' making awards of between $200 and
$1,600 to 2.1 million students in the current 1978-79 school year.
With the expansion of the basic grant program enacted by the
Middle-Income Student Assistance Act last tyear, the program will
make grants of between $200 and $1,800 to approximately 1.5 mil-

(1) -



lion additional students durintg the coming academic year inCluding,,
students from a typical family of four with an income of $26,000.

Independent, self-supporting students will be treated equitably .enabling approximately 70,000 independent studrits to be, eligible
for the first tline and increasing the grant award of another°
600,000 independent students.

In ,fiscal year 1979, $6 billion was appropriated for the basic
grant program. The enactment in 1972' of the basic grant program
signaled a decisive shift in Federal polic3) for postsecondary educa-
tion toward placing the primary emphasis oiLsttident assistance as
the Theans for expanding ejiucational opP.Mtinity and assisting
postsecondary institutions.

The supplemental educational opportUnity grant program is t6
oldest of the grant programs. It,,,was created as the educational
opportunity grant program by the landmark Higher Education Act
of 1965 and it signaled a policy breakthrough as the first broad

9,, program of gr ts to undergraduate students based on their finan-
cial need. In fjcal year 4979, $340 million was appropriated for the
supplement educational opportunity grant program and about a
half nlil[iOrS students are -roceivihg 'grants of between $200 and
$1,500 in the current academic year.

The State student incentive grant program was enacted in 1972
to recognize and encourage the efforts of the States in assisting
students through peed-based grants. In fiscal *year 1979, $76.75
million was appropriated for the SSIG program and approximately
225,000 students °are receiving grants as large .as $1,500, in part
funded with Federal matching money under this program. In total,
the States are awarding over $800 million in need-based grants to
students in the current academic year.

I am especially pleased to welcome as our first witness, this
morning Congressman Robert Drinan of Massachusetts.

I note that he may be commenting on a bill that he introduced
with some 30 cospohsors so far. I would expect it to have far more
than that, once the members of this committee hear your argu-
ment for the bill.

I want to compliment Congressman Drinan for recently organiz--
ing a successful conference at Brandeis UniverSity in Massachu-
'setts during the month of March on the topic of" meeting the high
cost of education..

He brought together a number of people to ventilate their ideas
and make their contribution. Our staff was able to participate in
that meeting and reported rn great detail on the suggestions that
occurred and the ctiticisms thht theYTheard at this conference.

Bob, vv6 thank you for inviting this committee to participate.with
you.

6Without objection, the statement of Congressman Drinan will be
included irr full in the record at this point.

[The prepared statement of Hon. Robert F. DrinarrfollowC

2
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TESTIMONY OF CONGRESSMAN ROBERT F. DRINAN BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION OF THE HOUSE
EDUCATION AND LABOR COMMITTEE, WEDNESDAY, MAY 16, 1979.

a

. Mr. Chairman and Members of the SubCommittee: I appreciate
1 . -

the invitation to participate in these important hearings

on the student assistance programs of the Higher Education

Act. I am hAre to discuss my bill, H.R. 272, which removes

home value from cons4.deration'in determining a student's

eligibility for the' most popular of these programs,Ithe

Basic Educational OVportunity Grant program.

As you kn-ow the Basic Grant Program is-the cornerstone

,

of federal financial assistance to college students. In

determining a student's eligibility for a Grant, a rather

'lengthy formula is used, which attempts to consider; in

a uniform and fair manner, a family's total financkal strength.

Obviously, a family's economic position is enhanced by the

pdssession of certain assets-and the Basic Giant Program

takes into account savings.* stocks, bonds and other investments.

Also included in the assets test is the current market value

of the home where"the family resides. -

In my view, if theoprdgram is to insure that all studeRts

seeking grants will be'treated in a uniform and fair manner,

home value should be taken' oqt ok the assets tesC. A home is

a necessity and a nonliquid asset. Unlike'stocks, bonds and

other investments, it is not a source of supplementary income

to a family.

Home values have shot up in neighborho ds across the

countky hut to homeowners this escalation e nOt meant.

Ii
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additional income. They are not living in better homes than

what they purchased ang have haelittle, if any, control over

thd appreciation of.their homes. Alsojust'as value has

increased, so too has the cost of maintenance, utiltities,

property taxes and insurance.

Federal policies since World War II lave encouraged
. a

the American Dream of home ownershlip with considerable,auccess.,

In 1940 fewer than half of American families owned their own
444

homes; AMP nearly two-thirds do. Why should those famiiiees
.,

who bought their homes twenty years ago beflpenalized now '
,

when their children are going off to college? Oqs of my
.1

,

.

conslituents poignantly expressed what this.dichotomy

i

m ans

and I would like to share a part of his. letter with yoL

He said:

When I was younger and working it was possible
for us to purchase a home at a.price we could
afford to pay. Now, we could never even.think
of pdichasing a home in this town, We have managed
to hold on to our home, difficult as this is, but
now I feel I must in good conscience protest what
I feel is a first rate fraud in which our federal

."/P

.government has partibipated.

I.

Why does our government tell us that there are
funcls to help students with their college

.

education, when, in fact, there is nothing more
than words? For three years, even when Illefas ill,
my wife tried to get help foF our son. Op our
income we could not pay the costs of a college
edpcation for him, even in schools that-were not
in dle high cost category. LasttSpring we tried.
again. The BEOG people said we were not eligible.
e had equity in a house. Never-mind our low

itincome level; we were not eligible because we
had struggled for years to keep our home.

41.
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Since introducing H.R. 272, I have received many similar

0
letteis. I have asked HEW y24 provide me with information

on the number of students found ineligfble for Basic Grants

duet0 home value.
I have-not yet received this information.

,

so

In a random aurvey of.localities in my district I

fmind that home valuesnow range from $34,000 to.$1.00,000.

440
In Waltham where.median family income is about $13,009

current home value averages $52,000. In Sudbury where

median income is about $18,000, home value 'averages,. '

$9b,000. In Framingham which is the largest .town.in

Massachusetts, home values average $70,000. Rai:mother,

areas of the country this escalation in market value of

existing homes does not reflect the financial situation

of the homeowner.

On the first page of the pamphlet HEW, sends out on
.

the BEOG program it is noted that:

Since the entitlem6nt nature of the Basic Grant
Program requires all students be treated in a
cónsistent manner on a national basis, a formula
has been developed by the Office of Education and,
approved by Congress. which is.applie0 to all students
in the same way.

41P

'Unfortunately that is not the case. Prhe DWG formula,'

through tile inclusion of home value, man discriminate against

.a Student because of where he or she live's. For example.

two stMents with identical financial backgrounds could.

,be treated differently based on home value,even though the

homes are similar. Within my own congressional distrid

I I
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Congressman Drinan
Page 4

a home valued 45t $34,006 in Fitchbirg might sell for $50,000

in Newton. This pattern of variation in home value is

repeattd acrOss tha nation. In a survey of 32 metropolitan

areal the Library of Congress found a range in the changes

of existing housing costs between 1977 and 1978 of from

minus 5.6 percent to-an increase,of 38.1 percent which I

might note was the rate of escalation in Washington housing
),Costs.

The current formula does allow an asset reservt which

is $25,010 fOr the 1979-80 school year., After 'subtracting

the yeserve from the family'S total assets, the formula

considers 5 percent of that figure to be the sum a fami4

could reasonable be expected to contribute toward the

std4ent'w education in that school yeaY: Thiso-is a fair

way of' treating assets such as savi)14s and investments

but when applied to kome value it has antffair impact.

A family'with a modest' incpme, no savings or investments

but fortunate.to own their home outright would be penalized.

If the current marlet value of'their home ia $50,000

the program woUld assume they.were in a position to
regardless of other*

contribute $1,50 toward the itudent's tuitionA considerations.
thus, families
ol modest income who 4Me Basic Grant Prqgram was,intended

to help are not given fair access in competing for ..'grent
by reason of home ownership.

An additional problem is that.BEW simply asks the

applicant to state the current fair market value of'their home.

They are not asked to provide any verification of that sum.

t.
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This serves to enCou;age subterftive. WhereaS one.fam4ly. '. . .

,
s

4

might give a kehltorts appraisal, another.could simply

\Nitate a.fi§ure that underetates the current markqf val,Ite

4 .
,

of their home. The applicaut is .indirectly encoillAged

to manipulate the method of/determining nee4, to their .

.
.

. . '

own advantage.
t

.

.

't '1.1.i

.

t
Some mieht-have a concern that'remeval otkomellue

would oi)en j11--program tb WealthY families whAhbuld net
.

. .

y
,

. .
.

be' part cipatifig in the program.:..Even with the dttclusidb

.
1

.
.

of hoogralue, 'applicant's families will,be subject to. v.

r,' ' t

thesubstantial test of financial strength which includes .

.consideration of.savings, stocks,'bonda, investments and

41

business holdings. It is unlikely that the removal

of'home vaaue would rearlt intleuse of Vfie program.
e '

#

'The Carnegie,Council on Poltcy Studies in'studyin g
0

'federal aid to.edOcation n a 14.75 repol-t, specifically

4 .called,for eliminatio hola'value.from the-AEOG program.

' 1 would also not tAat thereis a ptecedent for itttch

r,

action. n 1976, Congress removed home valud from+

the Suppl mental S curity Income Propram. SS1 is also.

1.01(

an entit nt programyhich uses a formgla for deterMining

need. e eig re ognized at that time that a home should not be

4
t for t e purposes of such progra0s.

-
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4.

Last year we expanded the a;aAalipility of Rgsic

Grants to middle incomestudents by insuring adequate

funding leirels for this program. By 'so doing we brougbAP

the program closer to its original objective of offering

educational adcess in a uniforr hnd falr manner to
-

.

lower and Middle income studenet. Removing home value

from the program will 64ther that gdal.

lir
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0
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0
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. 272
To amend section 411 of the Migher Education Act of 1965 ti..) exclude from

eligibility calculations for basic grants the value of a family's reedence..1

IN THE HOUSE* OF REPRESENTATIVIOS

/

JarruAsY 15, 1979. ,

Mr. DRINAN introduced the following bill; which -was referred to the Committee
on Education and Labor

A BILL
Tp amend section 411 of the Higher.Educativ Act of 1965 to

exclude from eligibility calculations for basic grants the

value of a family's residence.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa- t

2 lives of the United States of America in Congress aembled,

3 That section 41 1(a)()(B)(ii)(IV of the Higher Educa on Act

4 of 1965 (20 U.S.C. 1070a(a)(3)(B)(ii)(IV)) is amended by in- \

5 sehing after "family" the following: ", excluding the value of

6 such family's principal residence".

7 SEC. The amendment made by the first section of this

8 Act shall be effIctive for the academic year 197-1980 aud

9 thereafter.

0
4 \
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EXTENSIONS OF REMARKS
ITAPROVINO TI1E 11E00 PROGRAM

tION. ROBERT FDRINAN
or staseactruserre

IN TM HOWIE OW HEPHESENTATIVIS8
Wednerday. February 21, 197.

Mr DRINAN Mr. Speaker, on Janu-
ry 15. 1979.1 introduced II R 272 which
removes home value'from consideration
In detei midlipg a student's eligibility for
a basic educational otemrtrinity grant
At the present time the program groups
a home with owlets such Rs moorings,
stneks, bowie; and other Investments In
determining what a family cn be ex-
pected to contribute toward the cost of
higher education Haste grants re the
prune source of Federal Snanclal asslst-
ance for higher education.

BE00 is an entitlement program. In
order to be fair, eligibility tor thin pro-
gram must relate to the total financial
strength of the family. Obviously a fam-
ily's economic position is etihanced by
the possession of certain assets How-
ever, to be truly fair, the program should
make a distinction between assetS which
Are potential source of supplementary
Income Rs savings. stocks, and bonds.
arid a home, whir h is not a source of im-
mediate additional Meow to R I amity.

A home is liquid asset It Is
necessity intendedolor shelter and com-
fort If converted to rash to meet Hu..
istMliel expenses, the family still has

tne often in( tensed expense loco, red by
refinancing or the eboice of finding new

g Over recent years hoilsIng costs
liv veesc elated (it Walk ally A( cm ding
to the Censiis Bureau a home that cost
0.12.000 In 1972 cost 552.000 5 years
la lel In 1977

Pelee% have shot lip lir neighborhoods
ao Foss the Nation, Init to humeri, oleos
Oils escalation has not meant a sinirCe
of additional Ito sole They are not liv-
ing iii better homes than what they
pup hosed and have had little, if ally,
ourtepl ou, the eppreclation of their
homes Also. just as value has ine erased
so too hes the coat of maintenance. util-
ities property takes, end Mtn:Prier.

parents who coved and WHIRR
their home, 10 10 20 $111 1, ago shook'
not be perialirrot liOW when then ehll-
firer] are intrkIne fot help In meeting
higher robs Minn costs Cliv ning /our
110 11 I ,1311110,111 10 tre the Anieri-
an dr am and rederal trs have en.

o unlaced home owriership with loin
Ilif rahle 13h I r in 1910 few et than half
of A:neutron families ouned their own
)))))) es. MM. ONO ly .0 "'Ind, do

F111 OM II V MOM' IMMO,' famines who
have relined ihat dream, the Meow is
their major asset Vet. het arise of Its at,
ill cc .11,317 Over the seeds it ( All Per ye to
iiisqullify thick elnleiren from ninth lim
rum in the bash grant program I Me of
rliy 01,001/PIM 110401,10Y expressed III
a letter tn rile %lb:a this Oif y

means lie sal&

When yoonger rect writhing It um
possible kir tle to puff W.! 116.10 t a price
we could &flood to pay Now. we-tootle nu
even think ot purchasing 119am 101 thl
town Ws Iran rmilagen tohold on to our
home, dtrecult as this le, hut 1101 I feel I
must In good conscience protest what I tett
Is Snit rat* fraud In which ow federal
government her participated.

Wey does our government tell us that
thane are funds to hem Outten's with their
college ducation, when, In fact, there I.
nothing mOla than words? Tor three years,
even when I was III, my wife tried to gst
help for GUI son On our i31(01110 we could
not pay the mata of a college education for
him, even In achuoie tht were not in the
high-colt costegory Last Spring we trled
again The Iowa City Oroup illEtX1) said we
R.,. not eligible Ws had equity In a house
Newer mind our pension, social security, 101
level Income. we wel not eligthie tcaucie
we had ir oggled for yer to keep our home

The basic educational optirotunity
grant program wan a major part of the
Higher Education Amendments of 1972
It represented the first step In a Federal
higlwr education assistance policy aimed
al encouraging equality of`epportunity.
Awardn would be made directly to the
student based on need.

In the pamphlet which HEW sends
out on how ellgIblitty is deleonined for
the BEM tit ogram, It Is stated on page
I that.

Since the entitlement nature of the Panic
Orot erogom leriolr re ail students be
treated in a lonsIstrot 111.11,1 on Ntionuil
Iva.. formula Mu loom deeloped by the
otter* of rou:tion old pproved by Con-
gress whIch is pplied Ii, 11 Itiliterita In the
1111.

The for MUIR 1110,411eA 1)10 11111,0 total
family assets /ire determined (home, Ray-
Ings, stocks. bonds. et cetera) an asset
ttttt ve is man: acted bean the total For
the 1978 79 school year the russet set ml1
or reserve was 017.000 and It will rise to
$25.1100 In the ma riming se hoot year Of
the s11111 reninining_unce the reserve Is
SOW I Ile led. the indents are expected to
be Mile ler contribute 5 petered turnout
ohne album] e(Mth

F.ic example. if the market value of
seas $50,000 end the family seek-

ing a 111,00 fon thr 19 /8 19 school year,
had 010.000 eninining on their 0101 tgage,
then mpilly in the 1 is $40,000 If

Is then 0111 1, nscet. the asset teserve
of tri.ono 01111111 he sold r at ted limn that
siiirc lea Vine ft tidal of $23 Otis. 5 pen cot
of v. hi( h ot $1 150 is the amount the
faintly i mild be epcchel rontrIllute
toward their c hilda mho at It should
he kept In mind that "expel ied family
ootrilmtion" Is not an mit of pot ket
cr11111 culent Iti oilier emelt the fondly

In the above example does not have to
spend 91.150 toward tuition posts in
older to he eligible for P If1 The "ex.
perted family Inntrihrit " Is tisechllialiyi
determining the "student's eller
Index- on ullio 11 eligibIlli y fon the low

11111 is brised
u ill he A -Sler trifle ant ear MI inn In

the RO101111t 1111 I Chit ale expo I ted tar r 011

0;

tribute toward tuition costs, because of
the dIffetenee In f air Mal ket home values
from Mate to State And within states
Thus two families wifh similar financial
prates could live In almost Identical

Ironies In two different neighborhoods and
onegarrilly might be eligible for a BEOG
whereas the would not.

Regional di ernes in home value are
not ttken Into account In the foimula
which determines the "Expected Fatally
Contribution." As result the Inclusion
of home value In determining eligibility
can serve to hinder the objective of the
ilF,00 program "to tteat all students In
&consistent manner on a national basis." '
Although appreciation of home value la
a tritional phenomena, wide disparity in
home value exists. In a survey of 32
metropolitan areas, tbe Library of Con-
gress found a range of from minus 6 6
to 38.1 percent In the increase In costs
of exlsting housing between 1977 and
October 1978. Why should family be
penalized simply by where they live

An additional problem Is trial HEW
simply tsks the applicant tO state tOrn
fair market value of their home. Al-.
though It might be suggested that the
homeowner check with a local relator,
they are no! asked to provide any verifl

.cation. of the sum designated "fair mar-
ket value" of the home Thts serves to en-
courage subterfuge Whereas some Ism.
Iltes will give realtor's appraimai others
VIII simply ptervIde figure which might
understate the MOI k et value If the pro-
gram Li going to be fair It should not en-
tourage Amine-ants to matillailste the
method of determining need to their own
advantage.

Some might atonic that by removing
home value berm consideration wr will
he opening the program to Weillthy fannih-
lies It olionlor he remembered that even
wIthOut b ttttt e value families ate subject,
to the substantial test of financial
sttength whlch Includes consideration of
Ini savings, stocks bonds, Invest
melds, and business Interest It Is un-
likely that rT I of )
lead to abuse of the program 'slue ununild

The Carnegie Council on Polley
Studies when ,1 1111P11114 Fedel al aid to
higher edin ation in 1975 arid making
then len abornericlations specifically
o rated frnl the elimnination of boom Blue
in eleteemlning eligibility for the bask
51.1111 program

here is a I.1 (4 He'll( foe sin ha n lounge
In the law In MU Prowess removed
home saline fr tttt ("minter/akin In dole;
mining eligibility for Sir supplemental

(stilt WOO hm fltil IstillRef 11 lit y
also an entitlement ptogram ("oneness
1 el Orli ted that a 1 is not a liquid
asset and should not be used In deter-
mining need for purposes of 1181,

f-migress will tar reauthorldng the
Maher Vol.( Won Act this yes* Jost lust
scar ue espanded the IR Ori moonlit by
tumbling for a °obsolete level of
funding Fool thus IMO! Ing the partIcips-
lion of none middle income families
We ate brineing the (migrant) closer to
Its ot lamed objectives of °Refine educa-
tional ne re,a in a uniform and fell Inen,.._
um Removing home velure will to
I Infirm that goal

fa
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Mr. FORD. You may proceed directly to highlight it or cormrnent

on it.
Mr. DRINAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, Congressman

Gaydos, and members of the staff.

STATEMENT OF HON: ROBERT F. DRINAN, A REPRESENTATIVE
IN CONGRESS EROM THE STATE OF MASSACHUSETTS t ir

Mr., DRINAI4. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcpmmittee, I
appreciate the invitation to participate in th6se important hearings
on the student assistance programs of the Higher Education Act. I
am here to discuss my bill; H.R. 272, which removes home value
from consideration in determining a student's eligibility for the

. most Popular of these programs, the basic educational opportunity
grant program.

, As you know the basic grant program .is the cornerstone of,
Federal financial assistance to college students. In determining a
student's eligibility for a grant, a rathr lengthy formula is used,
which attWipts to consider, in a unifo'rm and fair manner, a fam-

, ily's total financial strength. ;
Obviously, a family's bconomic position is enhanced by the pos-

session of certain assets and the basic grant program takes into--
account savings, stocks, bonds, and other investments. Also includ- '.'

d in the assets test is the current m rket value of the home where
e family resides.
In my view, if the program is to in ure that all studentti seeking

grants will be treated in a uniform d fair manner, home value
should be taken out of the assets test. home is a necessity and a
nonliquid asset. Unlike stocks, bonds, Nother investments, if is...
not a source of supplementary income to a

-mily

Home values have shot-up in neighborhoo across the countrY,
but to homeowners, this escalation has no meant additional, / '
income. They are not living in better homes th ..what they pun.
chased and have had little, if any, control over the appreciation of
their homes. Also, just as value has increased, so too has the cost of
maintenance, utilities, property taxes, and insurance.

Federal policies sinee World War H haVe encouraged the Ameri-
can dream of homeownershi with considerable success. In 1940,
fewer than half of Americar families owned their own homes;
today, nearly two-thirds of all families own their own home. Why.

* should those families who bought their homes 20 yea& ago be
penalized now when their children are going off to college?

One of my constituents poignantly expressed what this dichot- ')
omy means and, Mr. Chairman, I would like to share' a part of his :

letter with you.
He said: , \ i ,

When I was younger and working it was possible for us to purchase a home at tv
V.

price we could afford to pay. Now, we could nevcr even think of purchasing a ho,me
in this town. We have managed to hold on to our-home, difficult as this is, but nowq
feel I must in OW conscience protest what I feel is a first rAte fraud in which our
Were! Government has participated.

Why does our Government tell us that there are funds to help students with their
college education when, in fact, there is nothing more than words?

For 3 yeare, even When I was ill, my wife tried to get hero for our sone On our
income we could not pay. the costs of a college education for him, even in schdols
that were not in the high-cost category. .

,
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, Last spring we tried agtin.lthe BEOG people said we were not eligible. We had
equity in a house. Islower mind our lowlficome level; we were not eligible beCause we
had struggled ferffearsito keep.9.10 home.

Since introducing H.R. 272, I have received litany similar letters,
Mr. Chairman. I have asked HEW to provide me with informatipn
on the number of students found inNigibIe for basic grants due to
home value.
'Unfortunately, I have not yet received this information.

Chairean, if I may inteifject; I reqtd with' interest the study
from the GAO dated May il, 1979: This relates to inconsistencies
in awarding financial aid to students on the four Federal programs. '
I had hoped to rind in this docujnent a recommendation that'my
particular proptsal should be enacted into law. It apparently.falls
somewhat short of that, but it does recommetd, in essence, that a /-
single system to determine a family's, ability to meet educational

-costs 'be develOped.
In a random survey of localities in my district, I found that home

values now range from $34,000 to $160,000. In Waltham', where the
median family incohie is about $13,000, current home value aver-
ages $52,000. In Sudbury, also in my district, where median income
is about $18,090, home value averages $90,000. In Framingham,
whicji is the largest town in Massachusetts, home values average
$70,000.

As in other areas of the country, this escalation in market value
of existing homes does not reflect the financial situation of the
homeowner:_

On the first page of the pamphlet which HEW sends out on the
BEOG program it is ricked that:

Since the entitlement nature of the basic grant program requires all students be
treated in a consistent manner on a national basid, a formula has been developed by
the Office of Education and ap7tei by Congress which is applied to all students in
the same way.

Unfortunately, Mr. Chairman, that is not the case. The BEOG
formula, through the inclusion of home value, can discriminate n
against 'a student because of where he or she lives.

For example, two students with identical financial backgrounds
cOuld he treated differently based on home v,alue, even though
their homes are very similar.

Within my own Congressional district, a home valued at $34,000
in Fitchburg might sell for $50,060 in Newton 40 miles away.

This pattern, of variation in home value is repeated acrosfid the
Nation. In a survey of 32 metropolitan areat the Library of' Con-
gress found a range in the changes of existing* Housing costs be-
tween-1977 and 1978 of frpm 'minus 5.6 percent to an increase of
38.1 percent which, I might note, was the rate of escalation in
Washington housingsosts.)1

The current formula does allov'ir an asset ifeserve which is $25,000
for the present school,year.' After subtracting the reserve from the
family's total assets, the fOrmula considers 5 percent of that figurei
to be ,the sum a family could reas'onably be texpectecl to contribute
toward the student's education in that particularryear.

This is a fair way of treating assets such as savings andginvest-
ments but when applied to home value, Mr. Chairman, it Ties -an
unfair impact. A family with modest income, no savings or invest-

i
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ments but fortunate -to own their hop* outright, would be penal-
ized.

If the current 'market value of their horhie is $50,000, the pro-
gram wotild assume they were in a positio0 to contribute $1,250
toward the student's, tuitión, iegardless of other considerations.

Thus, families of modest income whom the basic .grant program
was intended to help are not given fair access in competing fof a
grant by reason of homeownership.

An additional problem is .that HEW simply-asks the applicant to
state .the current fair. market value of their home. Theyoare not
Asked to provide any verification of that sum.

This serves to encourage subterfuge. Whereas one family might
give a realtor's appraisal, another could simply state a figure that
understates the current market value of their home. .

The applicant is indirectly encouraged to manipulate the method
of determining need, to their own advantage.

Some might have a concern:that removal.pf- home, value would
open the .program to wealthy families who should not be participat-
ing in the program: Even with the exclusion oP.home value, appli-
cant's families will be, subject to the substantial test of financial
strength which includes consideration' Of savings, stocks, bonds,
investments, and business holdings. It is unlikely that the removal.
of home value Would result in abuse of the program.

The Carnegie Council on Policy Studies in studying Federal. aid
4.to education in a 1975 report, specifically calif(' for elimination
heme value from the BEOG program. I would also note, Mr. Chair-
man, that there is a precedent for such action.

In 1976, Congress_removed home value from the supplementary
. security income provam. SSI is also an entitlement program which

uses a formula for determining need. Congress, at that time in
976, zecognized at that time that a home should not be treated as

,P73 'an asset for the purposes ofsueh programs.
Last year, Mr. Chairman, we expanded the availability of basic

grants to middle-income students by insuring adequate funding
levels for this program. By:so doing, we brought the program closer
to its original objective of offering educational access in a uniform
and fair manner td lower and middle-income students. Removing
home vtlue from the program will further that goal that your
subcommittee brought about so aptly last year.

Thank you, Mr..Chairman.
Mr. Foam Thank you very much.
j think it would be .appropriate to add to the record the list we

have of the cosponsors of your legislation which includes members
of this committee. I would like to say "the only reason I am not a
cosponsor of your bill is that I have taken/ a firm position of not
introducing any legislation until the committee is ready to go
forward with the reauthorization vehicle, but the idea of your
legislation has a great appeal to me. I am very happy that yoU
pressed forward and obtained cosponsors in the dimensions th4
Au have to bring thimatter before this committee.

Nosponsorst H.R. 72: Mr. Barnes, Mr. Benjamin, Mrs. Bou-
guard, Mr. Blanchard, Mr. 'Buchanan, Mr. C rman,. Mr. Dodd, Mr:
Dougherty, Mr. Duncan 'of Tennessee, Mr. 4gar, Mr. Evans of thefl
Virgin Islands, Ms. Ferraro, Mr. Gudger, Mr, Harris, Mr. Kogov-

V
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sek, Mr,LaFalce, Mr.-Lederer, Mr. Mineta, Mr. Mitchell of Mary-
land, Mr.-Moakley, Mr. Moorhead of Pennsylvania, Mr. Murpiiy of
Pennsylvania, Mr. Patten, Mr. Pease, Mr. Price, Mr. Rangel, Mr.
Rose, Mr. Seiberling, Mr. Solarz, Mr. Walker, Mr. Harkin, anahMr.
Neal.] ,

Mr. FORD. In preparation for thefeonsideration of your legisla-
tion, we have tried to get some estimate of what was generated in
'additional costs by making that change. If we drop the home assets-%
and make other changes, the costs start to escalate off the paper.
But if we also drop the asset set-aside from $25,000 to $5,000 at the
same time that we drop the consideration of the dwelling, the
fathily's principal residence, the estimate is only $267 million,
which is not an unreasonable percentage quantum jump for the
purpose of equity.

I think, when considering this, obqously people at OMB will not
approve of ii. If we had $50 in there, they would say "No." [Gener- ,
al laughter.] . ,

But we haven't been overly, impressed with their understanding
of the concept Of equity in these programs up until now. There is,
no reason to believe that their interest .is going to grow. between
now and this fall, at least with this committee.

4 I think Ave would be pleased fo work with you,, Congressman
Drinan, in working out the possible adjustments back ,and forth to
see how we can keep the figures within some reasonable level and
still.achieve the measure of equity. The same sort of frustration led
the people of\California to, in my opinion, foolishly support proposi-
tion 13 out of sheer frustration over something that, on its face,
appeared to be so terribly unfair to them. They reacted and overre-
acted in a way that, in the long run, ia probably going to hurt a lot
of institutions out there. But th'At frustration is moving across the. -.countfiy. ,

It revolves around somebody living in a house who has, in effect,
been evicted from tile house they purchped and,has been placed in
a house that is too expensive for them, becauselhe inflated v lue
of the' house has caused the taxes to go up. The inflated cos

l
of

insuring that inflated Kalue has caused the insurance to go p.
People now find that the s e house they bought 20\ years ago'is
costing them 21/2 times a ye mairitain as a household for their
family. ,.

As you suggested, they do not have any extra bedrooms, they do#
not have additional garages, there is no increase in the value to the
family in living ainenities or in real value. But the tragedy is there
is a paper asset that has absolutely no potential for providing
funds for educatiOn..Unless one perceives of a family selling their
home and moving into public housing, I cannot imagine how they
could capture the equity in their house and use it to educate their
children.

Mr. DRINAN. Mr. Chairman, you state the case for my bill much
. more equitably and forcefully thdh I was able to do. [GenOral

laughter.]
Mr. FORD. Thank yOu. I told you, I am prejudiced in favcdpf thee

bill to start, but I wanted to indicate to you that we are g Eing to
have to figure out some kind of adjustments to accept this.

)
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Mr. DRINAN. There may be some ceilings that would be appropri-
ate, so that the wealthiest people of the country would not be
getting grants that obviously were not intended for them and if
they own a $1 million hpme, maybe some rational classification
could be made so that they .would not be able to exclude that.

%it I amicertain that, your wise counsel here, who helped me
and my forum at Brandeis University so well before, could devise a
formula that would be Rquitable.

Mr. FORD. If I-could think out loud with you, what would be the
reaction to looking at the average dwelling; start with the preced-
ing year and use that for a measuring only the equity above that
value?

As I recall last year, it was $62,000 for the avensage home in the
United States, and each year there is a figure like that generated
early in the, )(ear for the preceding year. Surely, no one could argue
the fact that, if someone had a homestead with'\ an equity at or
below the average cbst of a new horn6 in the country, *e were
rewarding the rich. It is quite difficult for people to realize that the
hove- that their children-are now loOking at that is exactly the
same as the house that they bought when pey were having chil-
dren costs three and four times as much money.

Vsee homes in my working-class neighborhod, factory neighbor-
hoods, not in the suburbs of Wasl#ngton where everybody thinks
they are the only ones who are paying inflated prices, that I closed
as a lawyer in the 1950's for $14,000 and $15,000that are now
selling for $46,000. That rneans that a young couple trying to start.4
their fa in that very same neighborhood, which in many ways
is not al(joyable a place to live as it' wag then, has to come up
With arlownpayment which makes .the rchase of that house
prohibitive. But the family that is livin this house does not
really have anything, because the day tha they sell, they have to
replace their house. They are sort of-in the position of the fellow
with the $1,000 dog that we talk about back home. The fellow came
around to the neighborhood bar with a scruffy looking dog, mostly
a spaniel. He Wasted constantly, it was his proudest boast that
that dog could bring $1,000 any time he was ready to sell it.

Finzilly his friends, tired of his boasting, challenged him to prove
it. He disappeared for a couple of weeks and didn't come in regu-
larly to the bar and when he finally did come in, he ordered drinks
for the house and ptoudly announced thatkby golly, he did, after
all, have a $1'',060 dog because he had just completed the transac-
tion.

One of his friends said, "Well, you don't meanto say that some-
. body actually gave you $1,000 for the dog?" He said, "Well, in

effect they did."
They said, "What dp you mean, in effect they` did?" He said,

"Well, I really didn' at cash, but I got two $rmo, cats for it."
[General laughter.]

It.is sort of what I4appens to a family when they try to change
residences. They cart trade in 'a $50,000 two-bedroom 'home for a
$60,000 two-bedroom home. It is a losing proposition.

Mr. DRINAN. Mr. Chairman, your point is contained in a far less
interesting way in this minibrief from the Library of Congress. I
am certain that your counsel can utilize this. This is "Prices of New
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and Existing 1104nes," current data, updated rather recently, and it
thows the draigit'escalation in the prices of homes that would be .
very relevant t6 trid!Onsideratioti of my bill.

[Document referred to is printed at end of hearing.]
Mr, FORD. But you would work with us in figuring out some

reasonable ceiling so that you do not have the accusation that the
ARoCkefellers *ill qttalify for a grant? That is patent ridiculous

but, you recall, we heard that kind of thing on the r. 1 foUnd
- myself in the extraordinary position late one night in ctober in

, defending the right of the rich to get Federal help against the
,t, vicious attack of one of my conservative Republican friends.' [Gen-
t' eral laughter3

.., Mr. Gaydos? , .
4

Mr. GAYDOS. I have nothing to say other than to point out Sim t
my colleague has demonstrated once again that he is always alert
to what 'should be done. Your written statement With its, accompa-
nying documentation and the plain logic ofjour argument are
excellent. I like the salient point that you make when you say that
the prepedent haii been establiShed in the SSI program: In fact I
will have no -hesitation about joining my colleague as a *sponsor

. of his legislation. 7
Agarn, I want to glose by saying that, the presentation just

cannot be .argued agalst. I think it is excellent. I think you are
tight.on all points.

Mr. DRINAN. Mr. Gaydos, we appreciatthat, and we are listing
your name as the very first cosponsor. [Geftral laughter.]

Mr. FORD. Mr. Clohan, do you have any questions?
Mr. CLOHAN. I don't have any qtiestions, but I want to extend

Mr. Buchanan's apologies for not being able to be here this morn-
ing, and appreciation to you for introducing this legislation.

He, like Mr. fiord, feels that he ought, not to take positions on
postsecondary education legislation prior to completion of the hear-
ings. He felt so strongly about this issue -that he needed to cospon-
sor the bill. I am sure he will foicefully support you.

Mr. DRINAN. We are very, very grateful to Mr. Buchanan.
Mr. FORD. Thank you very much.
Mr. DRINAN. Thank you Very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. FORD. Michael O'Keefe, Deputy Assistant Secretary for Plan-

ning and Evaluation (Education), Department of Health,. Educa-
tion, and Welfare is our next witness.

Do you have a statement? I guess you do. -,
Mr. O'KEEFE. Yes; I do. t
Mr. FORD. Without objection, your statement will be included at

this poisnt in the record in full.
Please proceed to highlight,what you think is most important for .the record. ,
[The pkepared statement of Michael O'Keefe follows:]

,
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Mr. Chairman and members af. the Subcommittee, thefk you tor the invitation

bp appear again before you and participate in your review ot the Federal

student aid programs. I have been asked hy the Chairman bo discuss the

so-called :half-ccet ru1e7 in the Basic Education Opporttety Grant program ,

(BEOG), a provision which has,caused debate and discussion since the'program

was first established in 1972. The purpoee of presentation Will

be to eNplain the workings of ttl,is proyidicsN the effect Olvds, sad the

reasott it is a.widely-discussed issue. I will alsq ormeqyA3escribee4yeral '

altmrnative provisions which havebeiM proposed as ways bd deal with the
.

problems created by 'the rule, and would like to take thelibertY to suggest

siveral criberia.against whidh'these alternatives might be judged.°

It wi,J. not be my Puricee today to present either my ce the Administration:e

tiqns an the BilOG half-cost provipons. th6 As I hope is discussion

wil4 illustrate, changing the half-ccst yule will have someWhat comPlex J-\

OF
effects, and no slhgle alternative:fully satisfies

all the concerns whic1,1,

have been raised.

How ali1 . mid the Half-Cast iule Marls
----

The funcimnental purpose Of46e BEOG program is,to make A possible for

students to attend college by reducing the financial barriers bo attendance.

Ttis'is acoomp1iShed by providing grants bo the loW6r and middle income

studen t.. which compensat for the relative indbility of the family to

finance the cost of college. The size of the grant depends won inoome,../.

so that for a given cost of education the effectAs bp equalize the relative

burden low- and middle-Lncome students face ittgoing to oollege

f

,:Ideally,

2 4

6.
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the combination of the BBOG and the expected family contribution,would either

.
be equal for different inccre students, or at least the disparity in total

3
'fAmily and student resources would be redbced significantly. The manner

in which the BBOG-formula is designed achieves this objeciive, but with

some exceptions restikting from the half-cost rdie. I .

The amount of the Basic Grant award.is detemmined by pubtracting the

expected family contribution to the
student:s. education (which is determined

,by 'the faMily:s finalicial resources) from the maximum award. presently $1,800.

However, the half-cost ru47-rmist also be appal-di the BBOG award cannot

exceed ore-half the cost Of educationAtuitide feesand livtng expenses)..

The determinaiion of tOe expected family contribution is.jayied on

4.

factors such as the size of the famiily,

business assets, and 'Usual epxenses--but

for two families which differ only in Income

amily income, home, farm,'and .

its effect is straightforward:

, the higher incane family

will be.expected to oontribute a larger amount to cover the cost of

education than the poorerfamily. For example, a family of four

with one child in college, an.annual imam of $8,000, and average assets,

is expected to provide about $100 annually to the costs 4 college. If

a similar family has a incane of about $15,000, the expected contribution

increases to about $800. Table 1 (a teach& to this testimony) shows the

the average amount expected for ies of four at varying levels of

income.

The cost ipn is determined for a student who lives on the

by taking the total of actuSli tuition,ofees, roam and board,

plus an ellowance of $400 for and supplies. Average costs of
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education are now approximately. 62800 per year at public institutions

and $4400 per year at private colleges and universities. L

For the.student Who lives off the campus (efther with his or her family

or in off-canpus housing), the coet of education is oonsidered bo be the

=Citation of actual tuition and fees plus $1,100 for living.expenses and

$400 for books and supplies. Thus the minimus cost of iducation--that which

occurs when baition is zero--is $1500, corresponding to &minimum EKG

award fcr the' pooresi.sbudennt.cf $750 (half the cost ct eduCation). A
.

more detailed and tprugh deacriptionof hoW the amount of the BEOG wawa.

is deteralned is included as 'an appendix: bo this testierny..
!

'The Effect ct the Ralf-Cost Rule
$

The half-odetiqule affects only thane staidents attending schools with d

cost cf education Of less than $3,600. .This is the case because; at a cost

-of, nducation of43600.cr more, the $1800 maximum is-the limiting factor, not

the-half-cost rule. The effect-of the half.cost provision in the award
:

formula is that-two students with different family itxxxn3 Who attend a tow-.

cost institution'would reoeive-the sane or similar BEOG:s. At:many :

institutions, this a/Alp difference isCften equalized thryh, aid bo

lower inoome students from the Federal canpus-based programs, loans and

State and institutional programs.

For example, at an,institutian costing $1900 (tuition and fees cf.

$400), students fron families with inoome fran zero tv'to $15,008 will

each receive a $750 REOG award. Up.to a met of.$2300,Students frau fandlies

with inoome-,fran zero to $13,000 will uniformly receive grants ct $1150.

Ibis effect can be most clearly presented in. duirorm. Chart 1
4

(attached) illustrates the effect of the provisicn on two students--one

4

a

,..

3
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wilR$8,000 ly income, the other wi;h $15,000-4ittending a sclohol which
A
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hal; a cost of education of $2300 (tuition and fe7 of $800 per ySar).

The two bars bo the left compare the students under the Current provision,

, I
ttlIkse to the rliht without the half-cost rule. For the middle inoome

student, the expected family contribution is $800. and-the BEOG award is

$1,000 (the $1,800 maximum minus $800). Sinoe $1000 already less than

half the cost of educatibn ($2,300), the6half-Cost rule has no effeot and

the amount is the same with 4 without the provision. In each case, the

'tegaining burden--that amount which must be madeNop from a Larger.family

contributIon, from savings, work by the student or loans--is 5500.

However, for the'lower ilvoone student, the half-cost rule,dces have an

A; impact. Without the provisiOn, the lower-income student woad receive a

*ill= of $1,700 ($1,800 minus the femily contribution of $10Q) and would have
-4

a remaining need of $500--identica1 to that of the middle-iiuome student.

6

But the half-cost iule comes into play. Half the cost of education is $1,150;

1;:ite grant to the lower incane Student is this amount rather than the,

$1,700. The award Is $550 less because of the half-cost rule. The most

important result is #hat th6 remaining' burdens are now disequalImeds the

Irmer inome student must make imp an additional $1050 in support 6ither

than the $500 which the'Middle image student riquires.

There.are verily interpretations of these effects of the palf-cost rule.

Onakan gonclude that low-incoge students at low-cost institutiCnq are'

receiving grants whiat are too small. Howevele it is also possible that

2
middle-income students'at low-cobt schools are receiving grants which are

..t

tt.

,
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relatively too 41 the inequity could,be in either direction. Further,

simple removal of is,icn would hive poo.effects which may be

undesirable. 1P t, would inecreas total costs of Ott prd;tam by

\ about $250 mll on. SeCondly, it would lead to substantial increases in

grant& for low-IncoOelatudents attending low-oost institutions. Fbr many
./

of thee&&tudsnti this would mean that their BEOG awrd would be so large

as WO provide pupport well in excess of the direct d.taJ441ucation. 4

Criteria to Judge Alternatives

There are numerous alternatives to the_half-cost rule which have been

propoqed. Before describing several of these, I would like to suggest

four policy criteria'against which proposals which.addrer thsig half-Obst
\

problem can be evaluated. Each of you may judge one or the other of

,these as less important than others or even as invalid. Itmever;your own

1
views on which of the critera are most important will a4eCt your reaction

1

to the half-cost provision and the various alternatives. Aa yod

ponder the half-cost rule, you might consider the follo4ing criteria:

o Equity Between Students at the Same School. ShoUld the policy
..

objective be to ensure that at a given scbool,the.same frlipion

of a sltdent:s oosts is covered by the combination pf the expected

y contribution and the BECG, irrespective of income? This is

the major concern of those who feel that the cutrent half-cost rule

is unfair And should be correctmd.

o Equity Between Studepts at Different Cost Schools. FOr the same

student at different cost schools, should the amount of self-help

' which is required after fam y'montribution ahoyibleG be the same,*or
-,

(41
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should it be greater at the higher cost institution? Currently, tor

a student with a given family inoome, the remaining burden appro-

priately 1.15=04160s as the cost of attendance increases. That 121,

a student decides bo go bo a
higher-cost college, he or she will

have bo assume shim Share of the increased costs. I suggest,this

n,

criterion becauee some ct the alternatives to the half-cost rule

it

have the opposite
effdt:t--that. is, for same students the remaining

burden remains oonstant-as
the cost of education increases.

o Impact by Family Inoome and Cost of Inititutioni. Should the portion

opt the cost of education
which is 'covered by the BEOG be bncreased

for
lower-iZans students at low cost

institutions? Should it be

decreased for the middle-inoane students at those sdhools? Some

a.

oaMbination of the boo?

o Cost. What increase or
decrease in aggregate oosts of the BEOG

program Ls acceptable in dealing with this issue?

Each of the alternatives
which I will discuss

today may be measured '

against these criteria in different ways.
Charts 2, 3, and 4 compare the

alternatives and the current
provision against each of the first three criteria.

Alternatives to the Half-Cost Rule
-

Item are four alternatives to the half-cost rule which I would like

to d today. Some of these are quite Strelightforward,
others more

AA& they cover the range of possible
alternatives bo the half-

.00st rule and amply
illustrate the tradeoffs which apy change in the rule

will entail.

4

4
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I. Elaiination of
Half-Cost Provision. Some people have

propcmed the simple
elimination of the halfZoost,rule.

This change

would result in equity between too students at the same school by
increasing

the grant to the lower Income stUdent:-it
1.velm up.: Without the'provision,

the amount of remaining
burden is equalised for students with different

family income at the same institution. It
al.qs the effect that th4(rSeaining

burden iNcreases as the toot ct education
lncrees. All studenta whose

awards would te affected
would gain under this cption and low-inomne

students at low-cost
institutions wtald gain the most. For exaMple,

the student with $8000 family income at a zero tuition school would see
his or her grant

nearly double from $750 bo $1400. As I indicated earlier.

this option would be
costlyan estimated $250 million in 1940-el.

2. HalfHHeed. Under this propoial,
the limitation would be changed from

half-cost (half of tuition, fees, and living expenses) to half-need (half
ct the amount.which

remains After the parents:
expected oontribution is

subtracted from the cost of eduqetian).
This alternative would reduce

tht grant to both the low- and middle-inccme
student at the low-oost =boa,

with a greater reduction
for the middle income s nt. However, it would

not reduce the disparity
enough bo fully el te the difference in the

burden remaining after parental comtributi and BECG. This is the :leveling
down': qption -- the opposite extreme bo

elimination of the provision.

Under this opticn, students with family
incomes ranging f S0,000 to

$25,000 and attending the lowest cost institutions
wouid have tr grants

reduced. The least raducticn ($50) would te suffered by the'student with

3 I

V
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family incase of $8,000, the greatest ($450) at $20,000. Reductions utuld

occur for students with educational costs 40 to $3,100, with fewer and

tower middle-incrome students
suftering'reductions as the cost of education

rime. Because all students Wee awards change would loge money, this

alternative would save about $78 million per year.

3. Resource-E9pa1izing.
Under this alternative, the BEOG would be the

lesser atiwo ascuntsli $16809 minus the family contribution (as at presentl,

ar 64,percent of the coat of education minus the family contribution
1

(s4stituting tor the half-cost rule).

Ttis Change would fully,liakinate inoome inequities among students at

low- and middle7olpet
institutions by a combination of increases in grantS

boor the Law inciome students and decreases for higher inocene students. The

re:mining bur& after the family contribution and the Basic Gtant are taken

into account would be the same for both low- and middle-Isom* students. The

owsw

amount of tne remaining burden would also increase for both students at a

. . '

higher costjechool.

Stude ts with family incases up tiO $10,000 and with costs of education

up to sli tly more than $3,100 wtuld
have increases in their grants. Above

$10,000.fTUly income and up to about $25,000, there would be decreases

in the gr t award, with the greatest decrease ($650) being for family

incane of .$15,000 at the lamest oost institution. Some students would

gain, same tla,k4a lose. The net effect Of the change would be a reduction

in the approPkiation for BEOG of about $74 million per year.

This optioh has been prcppeed and widely discussed with tbe percentage

set at 70 percent rather than 60 percent. This change would reduce same-
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what the remaining need faced by DY4- and middle-brio:me students. Those

who gain would reoeive slightly more, those who lose would loee smaller

amounts. (bviously there are numerous possible variations on many,of these

options.

4. Self-Help.. In this proposal, every student would be assumed to

contribute $900 per yeir (through work or loans) to cover the cost of college.

Ite current WOG formula has no such expectation of(lelf-help, and its

inclusion clearly could have substantial implications ior the College Work

Study program. The HMG award would be the lesser oft I) $1,800 minus

the family contribution (as at present), or 2) the cost of education minus

both the family oantribution and $900 in self-help.

As with the third option, this proposal would.result eissity between

',dents at the same thstitubice. However, it would only partiall meet the

second criterion. The remaining burden for all students would be constant

at $900 at institutions pp bo a cost of education of $2,700 (tuition and

fees of $1,200 per year). Above $2700, it would meet the second criterion,

that is, the remaining burden woulit increase as the cost imareases.

The effect on students by imam and cost of education is th'e most complex

bor this alternative. It would decrease the award for the zero inoome student

at a zero cost institution (by $150) but would increase it for lower ificome

studenti at,.sch7ls with costs between $1900 and $3500 (the largest increase

being $450). Awards bo mione-incane students at lower-cost schools would

%be reduced (as much as $750 bor students with family bmaane of $15,000).

4

32
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This is also similar bo the third qption in that same students gain and

sane lcee. Cost estimates for this option. are difficult bo maWe. Using

current BECG recipient data, we estimate that the gains and losses approx-

imately balance off, reediting in little or no change in program costs.

'ads estimate should te regarded with caution: a shift in the relative

proportion of an imam groUp that attends a given cost institution could

Asult in a very different estimate.

Surreary

I have discussed four possible alternatives bo the half-cost rule.

Eliminating the provisicnnot unexpectedlyeliminates the problems which it

crea However, this is accompdished at a substantial increase in to

%
mots of the program and with the effect of producing large increases in

wards,for sane students. At the other extreme, the Second alternative,

half-need, eliminates the inequities bpreducing the grant award to many

students, with larger reductions for middle-imaxne students duel for those

from poorer families. A third approach, which I have called :resource-

equalizing:, would also elindnate the problems and meet the criteria I

suggested. It would do so by increasing some grants (to low-incane students

at low-cost institutions) and decreasing others (to middle-inoane students).

The final alternative would reguire self-help inthe form of work or loans.

This alternative would only partially meet the second of:the criteria I have

4

suggested. Under this option, the la4est-incare stAent would have a slight

reduction in award at the low-oost institution but an increase at middle-cost

institutions. 'Awards would be decreased for middle-income students at low-

e
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I have discussed these options as fully implemented changes in the

BECG calciations. However, any ct then could'te phased in-over time to

#1,
prevent sibstantial one-time reductions for specific categories of

stadents. Further, at current rates of inflation, thcrease in the

cost of educatton could pytly compensate for decreases in

Dealing'with the half-cost rule can be somewhat complex,

given the nuMber of alternatives available and the variations on each of

them. For this reason, a thorough discussion of 'the alternatives can

easily become confusing and utterly withouteming entertainment value.

I hope this relatively.brief summary has served to give-ycu an initial

understanding of the issues without oonvincing you that you Should have .

remained intyour office for that meeting with constituents. If you wish,

I would be paeased bD discuss any of these qp i in farther detail.

Additionally, we'would be happY-to assist y ideration of Sny

- options which are proposed by preparing utlsrablel analyses of their,

uipacts.

Once again, thank you for this.invitation.

\),

0
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BEOG EXPECTED EMILY Ca/TBIBUTICN TO COST OF EDUCATION

(Typical Family of Four With One thild in College)

FamAy Income
Expected Annual
Contribution

$30,000 $1,800

25,000 1,500

c 20,000 1,200

15,000 800

12,000 500

10,000 300

8,D00 ' 100
.p

111,

0

3,000

t

47-669 0 - 79 - 3

3 D`

Table 1
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AIXEFSATIVIP TOM lipap-cogr ppognice;

Effeot on a low income student ($8,000 faaiI bloom) and a middle
incase student ($15,000 family income) attending a moderate mit
inatibition ($2,300).

INUF-EMED
BOUAIATZE

Low middle

4 mni ty Contribution

how MiddIe Low

..040 IMMO

MOO Matti

37
11

Middle

Nemaining Need
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Chart 3

ALTERNATIVES TO THE HAIF-COei RULE

The amount of retraining burden (amount student:mot provide after
family ccaribution and HEOG award) and cost of attendance is
Shownlor varying costs for the hour proposals which equalize the
burden for students at the some instituticc.'

Remaining *
Burden

$2000

$1500

$1000

$500

KEY

Eliminate Half-Cost
Self-Help

.---- Resource Equalization

Resource Equalization

N3
.S.4947/141P. . ......

.

$1500

. r

Eliminate Half7Cogt

1900 2300 2700 3100

NCost of Attmndance.

7*

500 3900

* The current provision and the Half-Need alterhative be shown on
this chart. Remaining burden for a costlpf attendarx varies by inIPMe.

4,
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ALTERNATIVES TO THE HAIF-00ST RULE

Average Basic Grant Award Under Various Proposals-
.

(Award in Dollars)

..

,
CURRENT
PROGRAM

' ELIMINATE
HALF-009T HAIR-REED

RESOURCE
DclUALIZATION SELF-RELP.

LOW COST SCHON($2300) .

-- Low Income ($5,090) 1150 1500 115 1380 1400

,-- Middle Income ($15,0d0) 1000 .1.000 750 fil) 600

7- High Income ($25,000) 300 300 300 0 0
_

..

.
.

MIDDV COST SCHOOL :($3100)

*

-- Low Income ($5,000) 1550 1800 1550 1800 1800

-- Middle Income ($15,000). 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000

-- High Income ($25,000) : 300 300 300 300 300

2

39
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BASIC ETUCATIONAL COPOR.NTUITY GRANT PROGRAM

\
00.

. , * i
.

Pragram Purpose .

.

' '41,!

The BECG is an entitlement progam,administered by the United StateeOffice
of Education (USOE) which provides grants directly to students base upon need.

The amount of the award is loosed on family size, imams, and assets and upon
the oosts"of attendance at a given school., BECG %is the foundatiaR program
of the total studest aid Teckage. Its purpose is to guarantee access and a
degree of choice bp students frau families with low and modest Lnonmes.

program Eligibility Recillyements.

Student Eligibility: At least i f-t ehrollment Ln an undergraduate

program of an eligible postsecondary tituticn, U. S. citizen cc permanent

resident, and demonstrated4inancial

Institutional Eligibility is determined by CE based on legal authorization
to provide a postsecondary program, accreditation status, length of program,

and admission refiuirements. Eligible institutions for Basic-Grants include
traditional public and private four year colleges and unIversities,
ommunity and junior colleges, vocational schools, and proprietary schools.

Peogram Cperation

A Basic Grant opp cation requires specified information on income, assets,
and family facp (size, unusual expenses, number of fami4 mors in
pstseocndary eduction, unreinbursed private elementary and secondary
school costs, employment expenses incurred when both parents or a single .

parent who is head of household is employed). The process for obtaining a

BEOG is as follows:

o Students submit this application bo OE, which determines the
expdcted family contribetion using different formulae for
independent and dependent students.

o Within six weeks, the student.receives a Student Eligibility
Report (SER) from OE, which la used to document eligibility at
the institution of enrollment.

o The Lnstitution calculates theamount of the,student:s Basic
Grant award based upon the SEK6..cost of education at that
institution, and tbe student:ekrallment status.

4.

4
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o T;I:Pinstitution disbursee the funds(to the student (or

- credits the studen :s accounr)-and...is reimbursed by the

Ti6asury. tm-ve limited casee (.refusal of the institution

bp da so) OE pays lhe student directly.

#`7 4

Calculatepof (Awanni Ammult.

4-Families are expected to contribute some portion of disc ionary income,

' a small percentage of family asegts, ai a iizable fractin of the

student:s OWn assets to cover costs of educati9n. Thf12spected family

contribution is.made up of three parts:

o ire contribution from income IS det:.tined
income,after ta:sivon7taxable income,

, of any7GI 13 9.4. tion bepefits are's
sum, the folloWing amounts are subtracted:

TA,7family size oQpet: giqual to the Social .SecuAty
thcgme threshoM (thiW ranges from $4,450 for a

family of two.to,$1J,2519wfor a family of ten):

--A4iVate elementary and secondarY school tuition and feee,

Miet

nalf the value
. From this

Unusual expenses ('excessiva-medical, casualty, theft,

4ptc.); and

,_
, An amount to' oampeneste for added family expenses, due

eitherVae th parents Working or to a single working
cted.

The difference i tOledjusted discretionary income.0,0Wand one-half
percent Of this amoup; is the expected opntribution from income..

o :ftip contribution from assetsois determined ais follows:

.4--. Net asset0 (subtracting related'debt)*are determined

by summing the value'of savings, house eqdity, stocks
and bonds, etc., but excluding tha cash value of life

imurance;

-- (An irunt (the 7asset exclusion) is subtracted from

'th toial. For FY 1979 dids ancyclt is set at $25,000

against home and -savings; $50,000 against toial assets

if-there are farm and business assets.

) .

, I

. ItY A, r
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Tti resulting amount is taxed at 5. percent to give the contribution from
emit assets.

'o The contribution tram 4be student:s own assets is ane-third
of his or her net-Assets.

The three contributions are then and the total adjusted for the
number of children in the faaily are enrolled in postsecondary educa-
tion. Specifically, 100 peroent the amount is taken if only one child
is enrolled, 70 percept if boor 50 percent-if three, rxi 40 percent if four
or more. 4Ite final amount is the expected family tribution for the
dependent student.

For the single independent student:

o The :family size offset: is $3,450 (the poverty threshold for
a one person family) and the expected contribution fram assets
equals one-third of net assets.

o Contribution from income equals 70 percent of discretionary
inoome.

For the independent student with dependents:

o Contribution from adiusted discretionary income is:

4
-- 50,percent for a couple, no dependents; or

4"' 40 percent if there are dependents other than spouse.

o Contribution frail assets as calculated for a family with dependent
students.

The net step En setting the BOX grant is calculation of the cost of
educe ion. This includes: ,

o Actual tuition and fees;

o Living expenses.(actual Indunfs or $1100 whichever is greater);

o A $464-A1lowance for books, supplies, and miscellaneous expenses.-

The final award amount is then determined as.either $1800 minus the expected
family ooniribution or one-half the 006t of education, Whichever is less.
If the result is less than $200, no award is made.

12 t
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However, if the program has been funded'at Ass than the maximum level*

the law provides a formula for reducing awards. For example, in

FY 1978 the maximum award was reduced to $1600 and the $200 minimum awara

was reduced to $50. It is important to note that when
the program is not

fully funded, only the amount of the award, but not the number of eligible

students, is reduced.

Program Coverage

.r)

In academic year 1977-78, -an estkated 1,846,000 students attending almost

6,700 schools received awardk avliaging $853. In academic year 1978-79

the.number of students aided is expected to be About 1,700,000 with an

--------'averNe award of $866. .

Given the oomplexitY of the.above
calculations, it is difficult to

generalize about the average family. However, roughly, at the level

currently requested
in the FY 1979 budget, the amount of the award for

a family of four with one child in college would
Elange from the $1800

maximum if the family has a gross income of $8000 or less, to the $200

minimum for an income of $26,000.

Funding

The program is forward

usAid to mae awards in

funding history of the

funded, i.e., the FY.1979
appropriation will be

acaaemic year 1979-80. The following is the recent

program:

Year
Budget

Maximum Mara

FY 1976
$1,538 M

$1,400

FY 1977
1,692 M

1,400

FY 1978
2,160 M

1,600

FY 1979
2,435 M

1,800

FY 1980
2,444 M

1,800

+It

A
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Distribution cli)S Program Benefits,
Effectiveness

As intended, the bulk of the funds in this program go to students framfamilies with low income. Bough estimates of the share of funds byLmaome groups are as follows:
'

Income Level

Estimated
Share of Benefits

(Percent) in_FY 1979

$0 - $10,000
...

42$10,000 - $16,000
27$16,000 - $20,000
15$20,000 - $27,000
12$27,000 and up

. 3

Ail Incomes

STATEMENT OF MICHAEL O'KEEFE, DEPUTY ASSISTANT ?EC-RETARY 'FOR PLANNING AND
EVALUATION/EDUCATION, DE-PARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFAREMr. O'KEEFE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I alba have some color-ful charts again to present to you as I go through this explanation.My summgry will be a little bit longer--

Mr. FORD. Mike, I would like to tell you that you had been thehigh point of the hearings with yoUr beautiful multicolor chartsuntil Monday of this week, because, like all other humans we havea tendency to be impressed by that which we can see and hear.But on Monday one of the witnesses left the witness chair aftertestifying that he was a 100-percent product of Federal aid toeducation. He went to the piano and played a piece of Mr. Chopin'smusic in a flawless way for the wommittee. We haven't figured outhow to convey that to our colleagues as a part of the record. Thismay be the first record with a taped cassette attached as an appen-dix. [General laughter.]
But we de appreciate the pretty pictures, because that makes us,pant to support your point of view.
Mr. O'KEErg. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Had I gad advancenotice I .had 'been upstaged on Monday, t would have worked alittle harder to provide some embellishment to this presentation,but I will give some little thought to that and see what I can do. Iam not accomplished on the Oano, so I cannot match that.Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I thank youvery much for the invitation to appear again and to participate inthis review of the student aid programs. You have asked me todiscuss the so-called half-cost rule in the basic education opportuni-ty grant program, a provision which has caused debate and discus-sion since the program was first established jn 1972.Ttsday, I would like to explain the workilig of this provision, theeffect it has, and the reason it is a widely discussed issue. I willalso briefly describe several alternative provisions which have beenproposed as ways to deal with the problems created by the rule,and would like to take the liberty to suggest several criteriaagainst which these alternatives might be judged.
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It is not my purpose today, as I hope you understand, to present
either my or the adianistration's recommendations on the BEOG
half-cost provisions. As I hope this discussion will illustrate, chang-
ing the half-cost rule will havç sdm ligt complex effects, and no
single alternative fully satisfie all t e con s which have been,
raised.

The fundamental purpose of the B G program is to make it ,
possible for students to attend college by reducing the financial
barriers to attendance. This is accompl shed by providing grants to
the lower- and middle-income studen which compensate for the
relative inabiy13 the family to fin4nce the cast of college.

The size f the, grant depends upoIn income, so that for a given
. cost of ed cation the effect is to equalize the relative burden low-

and middle-income students face in going to college.
Ideally, the combination of the BEOG and the expected family

contribution would either be equal for different income students or
,. at least the disparity in total family and student resources would

be reduced significantly.
The manner in which the BEOG formula is de4ned achieves

this objective, but with some exceptions resulting from the half-cost
rule.

The amount of the basic grant award is determined by subtract-
ing the expected family contribution to the student's education,
which is determined by the family's financial resources, from thetmaximum award, presently $1,800. However, the half-co rule
must alst, be applied: the BEOG award cannot exceed one- alf the
cost of education, tuition, fees, and living expenses.

The determination 4 the expected family contribution is based
on factors such as the size of the family, family income, home, farm
and business assets, and unusual expensesbut its etTect is
straightfbrward: for two fmnilies which differ only in income, the
higher income Nunily will be expected to contribute a larger
anmunt to co .r the cost education than the poorer family.t

For example, of' four with. one child in college, an
annual income of $8,000 and average assets, is expected to provide
about $100 annually to the costs of college. If a similar family has
an income of' about $15,000, the expected contribution increases t.o.
about $800. Table 1, attached to this testimony, shows the average
amount expected fbr families of fbur at varying levels of income.

. ilw cost of' education, which is the other element in the fOrmula,
is determined fbr a student who lives on the campus by ttking the
total of' actual tuition, fees, room and board, plus an allowance of
$400 for books and supplies. Average costs of education are now

. approximately $2,800 per year at public institutions and $4,400 per
year at private coll(Tes and universities.

For the student who lives off the campus, either with his or her
family or in ofT-campus housing, the cost of' education is considered
to be the combination of actual tuition and fees plus a set amount,
$1,100, fc)r living expenses and $400 for books and supplies. Thus,
the minimum cost of educationthat. which occurs when tuition is

zero is $1,500, corresponding to a minimum IWOG award fOr the
poorest student of' $750 --half the cost of' educatiim. A more aojtailed
and thorough description of how the amount of the BEOG award is
determined is included as an appendix to this testimony.

e.
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0I would like now to calhyour attentio to the effect of the half-
"cost rule. The half-cost rule affects only those students attending
schools with.a cost of education of less than $3,600. This is the case
because, at a cost of education of $3,600 or more, the $1,800 maxi-
mum is the limiting factor, not the half-cost rule. The effect of the
half-cost provision in the award formula is that two students with
different family income who attend a low-cost institition would
receive the same, or similar, BEOG's.,It should be recagnized that
at many institutions, this apparent difference is often equalized
through aid to lower income students from the Federal campus-

, based 'programs, loans and State and institutional programs.
For example, at an institution costing $1,900tuition and fees of

$400students from families with income from zero up to $15,000
will each receive a $750 BEOG award. Up to a cost of $2,300,
students from families with income from zero to $13,000 will uni-
formly receive grants of $1,150.

. This effect can be. most clearly presented in chart form. I directi your attention to the charts which are before you.. Chart 1 illus-
trates the effect,of the provision on two studentsone with $8,000
family incOme, the other with $15,000attending a school which
has a cost of education of $2,300tuition and fees of $800 per year.
This is the cost of an average 2 year public institution..

The two bars to the left compare the students under the current
provision, those to the right without the half-cost rule. For the
middle income student, the expected family contribution is $800
and the BEOG award is $1,000, that is to say, the $1,800 m imum
minus $800. Since $1,000 is already less than half the c of
education, the half-cost rule has no`effect and the amount the
same with or without the provision. In each case, ths rem ning,
burdenthat amount which must be made up from a larger amily
contribution, from savings, work by the. student or loans, is $500.

On both sides of the chart, the middle-income student receives
the same BEOG, has the same BEOG, and has a remaining burden
of the same amount, roughly $500.

However, fbr the lower income student, the half-cost rule does -
have an impact. Without the provision, the lower income student
would receive a BEOG of $1,700$1,800 minus the family contribu-
tion of $100and would have a remaining need of $500identical
to that of the middle-income student. However, at this point, the
half-cost rule comes into play.

Half the cost of education is $1,150; thus the grant to the lower
income student is this amount rather than the $1,700. The award is
$500 less because of the half-cost rule. The most important result is
that the remaining burdens which I discussed in my testimony
several weeks ago, are now disequalized. The lower income student
must make up ati additional $1,050 in support rather than the $500
which the middle-income student requires.

It is very important to point out that there are various interpre-
tations of these effects )of. the half-cost rule. One can conclude that
low-income students at low-cost institutions are receiving grants
which are too small. However, it is also possible that middle-
income students at low-cost schools are receiving grants which are
relatively too large. The inequity could be in either direction.

1.
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further, simple removal of the provision would have two effects
which may be undesirable. First, it would increase total costs of the
program by about $250 million. Second, it would lead to very
substantial increases in grants for low,income students attending
low-cost institutions,. One effect of this is for many of these stu-
dents, their BEOG award would be so large as to provide support
well in excess of the direct costs of education.

There are numerous alternatives to the half-cost rN which have
been 'proposed. Before describing 'several of these, I would like to
suggest four policy triteria agaipstWhich proposals Which address
the half-cost problerk can be evaluated. They include the following:

Equity between students at the same school. Should the policy
objective be to insure that at a given school, the same fraction of a
student's costs is covered by the combination of the.expeCted family
cairtribution and the BEOG, irrespective of income? .This is the
major concern of those who feel that the current half-cost rule is

9 urlfair and should be corrected. It is the major criterion that is, in
effect, illustrated on the first chart.

iSecpnd, there is the question of equity between students at differ-
eilit cbst schools. For the same student at different cost schools,
should the amount of self-help which is required after family con-
tribution and BEOG be the same, or should it be greater at the
higher cost institution? Currently, for a student with a given
family income, the remaining burden appropriately increases as
t le cost of attendance increases. That is, if a student decides to go
to a higher cost college, he or she will have`to assume sorrie share
of the increased costs. I suggest this Criterion because some of the
alternatives to the half-cost rule have the opposite effectthat ie,
for some students the remaining burden remains con4ant as the
ost of education increases over a limited range.

A third criterion is impact by family income and cost of institu-
tion. Should the portion of the cost-of education which is covered
by the 13E0G be increased for lower income students at low' cost
institutions? Should it be decreased for the middle-income students
at those schools? Some combination of the two? ,

This incorporates as a criterion the question of which institutions
or which studen bodies are affected by a !iv n change in this iule.
For example, sithple elimination of the . I t: ton would provide

A large increases for lower income students. is would have a dis-
tionate effect on those students attending community col_

leges, or the lower cost institutions.
So"the question of what institutional sector is affected is one of

9 the questions at stake here.
Finally', I would suggest an OMB question: What are the costs?

[General laughter.)
Or, what increase in agdrégate costs of the BEOG program is

acceptable in dealing with this issue?
I would like now to turn to the four alternatives which I will
esent today and set them against. these criteria. There are four

th t I havo chosen to discuss today. They are widely discussed in
, 'low and among analysts. Some are straightforward, others are

mo omplex.
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I think they represent the range of possible alternatives to the
'half-cost rule and I think will illustrate for you the tradeoffs which
any c nge in that rule is going to entail.

e first option is obviously the etimination of the half-cost
provision. I have discussed it dlittle bit already.

As ipdicated, it would be relatively costly and it would lead to
very large increases for many lower income students attending low-
cost institutions.

Another alternative which has been discussed is what I term the
half-need alternative. Under this proposal, the limit9tion wouliobe
changed from 'half-costhalf of tuition, fees, and living expenses
to half-needhalf of the amount which remains after' the parents'
expected contribution is subtracted from, the cost,of education. This
alternative would reduce the grant to both the low- and middle-
Vicome student at the low-cost school, with a greater reduction for
the middle-income student.

If I could have the next chart, I think it is easiest to point these
out in comparison with a repeat of this first chart. The first two
pairs of bars on this chart are identical to what was shown on the
first chart, and Ittave put the other pree alternatives which I am
discussing next to them.

Perhaps it would 1" useful just to sunimarize what those are and
take them against each.of Ihese criteria,

The ,second alternative iis. one which would equalizewhich I
44,ave entitled "Resource Equalizing"which is aimed at equalizin
the remaining burden and does so by specifying that the BE
I.Nould be the lesser of two. amounts: Eithqr, $1,800 minus the
family contribution, which is the present contribution, or 60 per-
cent of the cost of education"minus the family contribution which

'would be a substitute for the half-cost rule. This proposal has been
V discussed with different percentages-70 percent.

The fourth of)tion that I am discussing today is what we call the .
self-help option. In this proposal, every student would be asSinfied
to contribute $900 a year, through work or loans, to cover the cost
of college. The current BEOG formula has no such expectatiop of
self-help and its inclusion clearly%could have substantial implica-
tions for the college work study program.

In effect, that option, the self-help option, would require that the
BEOG award would'be the lesser of $1,800 or the-cost of education
minus the family contribution and $900 in self-help.

The effect of this is on the remaining burden for the lower
income student or higher income student at that low-cost institu-
tion. As illustrated on the second chart, under the elimination of
the half-cost rule, the inequity or the difference in theemaining
need is removed by increasing the amount of award to the low-
income student. The effect is that any student who is affected by
the provision receives an increase in his or hrr award.

Titehsilf-need provigion moves toward equalizing the two remain-
ing burdens by lowering the amount of the BEOG that the higher
income student receives and increasing the amount that the lower
income student receives. In other words, it starts to bring them
together but does not do so fully. The effect of that is that some
students gain, and some students lose. The students who lose are
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obviously the lower income students. The students who lose are tb_e

more middle-income students attending the low-cost institutions.
The third alternatiye, the eqUalization of resources, has the

effect that at whatever percenta level is chosen, the remaining
burden is made equal for the ,t students. Again, this is done by

,-
reducing the award for the mid e-income student and by increas-
ing the award for the' lower income student, ,bringing the two
together.

Once again, also, the effect is that for a certain group. of stu-
dents, the award is increased and, for another group, the award is
decrtased.

The final alternative isithe self-hetp proposal 'also which makes
the two remaining burdens equal: In this case, it is done by impos-
ing the $900 flat amount that each student is expected to contrib-
ute out of additiorkal work or loans to his own education.

Mr. FORD. Let me ask you one question.
Mr. O'KEEFE. Yes. ,

Mr. Flom). If you carry it up to costs of $2,300, what happens to
the relative admissions and the alternatives when you start moving
.toward more .expensive educational packages? If you have up
$6,000, $7,000, or $8,000, would you expect that this would extend
itself out, or would you expect that you do not have a comparable
impact? . .,-

Mr. O'KEEFE. Remember that the range jn which the hall-cosT
rule affects the student is determined by the maximum, so that for
a maximum of $1,800, above a cost of education of $3,600 or more
the half-cost rule has no effect.

If you move the maximum to V,300, Men below a cost of $4,600
the half-cost rule will have its effect, but not above it.

So if you move the maximum up, you actually increase the
number of students who are affected by the half-cost rule.

Mr. Fotto, The red portion in the margin of your graph that
would serve to run off the top of the paper if you added $4,000?

Mr. O'KEEFE. That is correct.
The maximum and the half-cost rule are coupled. I think it is

important to realize this but it is somewhat complex. The two are
only coupled in that the maximum determines the.goint at which
the half-cost rule no longer has an effect. As you Iti,se the maxi-
mum, in ract, y.ou ir?,clude more and more students who.are going
to be affected by the half-cost rule. X,

Just raising the maximum does not affect the two kinds of stu-
dents, because the maximum is not the determining factor for
either of these w o students. It is the half
mining their ard.

-cost rule that is deter-

Mr. FORD. K.
Mr. O'KEEFE. The second criterion I have suggested is the ques-

tion of how the remaining burden changes fbr the saMe student as
that student decides to go to one it:istitution or another. My apolo-
gies for a somewhat complex chart, but I think it. is an important,
issue.

As I said, f'or the existing provision, this is not a problem and fin-
the half-need alternative, it. cannot be shown because both the
current provision andhfor the half-need proposal, the remaining
burden for a given cosi of attendance varies by incorrie. I cannot.

., (



show one line of this Chart- that represents these two alternatives,
but can do so for the resource equalization, for the self-help.and for
the simple elimination of the half-cost rule.

What this chart shows is that, for a given income student, astthe'
cost of education along _the bottom increases, the amount of re-"-
maining burden is indicated bY the curve. If you eliminate die half-
cost rule and go to higher and higher cost of education, the student
has to pick up more and more of the burden.

In other words, from the economists' point of view, this means
that if the student chooses 'a higher cost product, the student has to
pay relatively more, in spite of the Federal piethat is Orrovided.

With the self-help alternative, because of the" $900 flat amount
that each student is required to. put forth, the curve is flattened so
that between the $1,500 cost of education and up to about $2,700 or
so, the student, in effect, has no change in his or her remaining
burden in looking at a given institution or one that may cost more
or less. Two, within the range of $1,500 to $2,700 the student sees
no difference in price of the institution.

Again, from the point of view of economists, this has a nkative
effect. That is, to sa , the *ndividual purchaser, the student, sees no
price differe ce and the ore is expected by economists to be indif-
ferent to a c oice among ose institutions.

The resou ce equalization is sensitive to changes in costs of edu-
,.. timP, but in a different manner than the elimination of the half-

c t rule. The increase in the amount of remaining burden as you
go from one institution to another institution is lease., up to about
$3,100 at which point it becomes steeper and the increase in
burden that the student has to pick up becomes more and more as
the student goes to a higher cost institution.

Finally, there is the question as to how each of these alternatives
affect 'the actual award at different cost institutions for different'
income students. The final chart in the series that I have presented
illustrates this for three different students and two different insti-
tutions.

I have chosen a low-cost school, the $2,300 that I have used on
the other charts, and I have chosen a middle-cost school at $3,100
and I have shown for low income, middle income and high
which is respectively chosen, in this instance, at $5,000, $15,00
and $25,000. The chart shows the amount of the BEOG award
the current program, for the elimination of the half-cost and
each of the other three alternatives.

With the elimination of the half-cost rule, no less, that is, no
overall awards are reduced and the lowest income studeft at both
the low-cost and the middle-cost institution receives an inorease in
his or her award. At the low-cost Mstitution, it is slightly larger .
than at the higher-cost institution, but it is an increase.

The half-need proposal is the other extreme--it provides eq-uity
for the remaining burden by leveling dcewn. It does not change the
grant receivedby the low-income student at either of those institu-
tionsit actually increases it a little bit for the middle-cost school.
However, it provides a decreasle, for 'the middle-income *student
attending' the lower cost institution. It does not affect the high-
income student at that institution nor does it- affect the middle- or
highzincome student at the higher cost institution.

5 I)
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The resource equalization option gives some students an in-
crease, and some a decrease, The loiver income student again re-
ceives an increase in the award, a larger increase at the lower cost
institution. The middle-income student suffers a decrease in the
amount of his award, as does the higher income studentl

Finally, the self-help provisionat which the $900 of work is
assumed of everyonein essence removes $900 from each of those
others, with the exception of the low-income student attending that
low-cost institution. Again, there is a large reduction for bot/ the
middle-income and high-income student.

Once again, there is no change in the award to the Middle.: or
high-income student at the middle-cost institution from any of
these provisions. There is an increase, on average, for the low-
income student at the middle-cost school.

Mr. FORD. Thank you. I think that is helpful. I am not Aire.
[General laughter.]

What you have done is, in a very orderly fashion, presented
something with one or two horns on it.

Mr: O'KEEFE. YeaNthat has been our observation too.
Mr. FORD. I hope that some place along the line you can coura-

geously stand with us on some position. There are those who advo-
cate total elimination, and thoge who advocate no change.

They feel very krongly about it. It is.one of the areas where the
greatest degree of difference exists in recommendations coming
from associations representing constituencies in the higher educa-
tion field.

My instinct is to look for a compromise when that happens. I do
not see the outline of a compromise on the charts. That is what
leaves me uneasy. I thought you were coming in here with a magic
solution.

Mr. O'KkEFE. I tried my best to identify the ways to look at it. I
'think your observation is correct: This is a, complex issue in which
there are simply trade-offs. It is a classic public policy issue. There
is no single Solution that seems to satisfy all criteria.

Mr. FORD. But iS it not correctthe thing that is involved here
has education measured in terms of tuition and fets As distin-
guished from the other factors that we take into account.

We assume the living style and the cost-of-living, for example, for
aV students to be the same no matter where they are going to
school. That presegits a problem, because the high-cost institutions
tend to be institutions where the students are living away from
home. The,greatest anxiety about the half-cost provision, as it now
exists In the law, is expressed to us by the community and junior
colleges where the overwhelming majority of students do not live
away from home, at least, do not live on campus. They do not live
in institutionally supported or subsidized housing.

Is it possible to work toward a compromise of equity by dealing
with an adjustment tfiat applies itself only to the tuition and fees
portion of the formula instead of the total cost of education por-
tion?

, What would happen, for exawiple, if you said that the haff-cust
.kule would apply in all respectg except that there would be a floor
on the size of a grant for low-cost infttitutions, a minimum one
established for the consideration of tuition? .

47-669 0 - 70 - 4 )
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Mr. O'KEEFE. A minimiim or a maximum?
Mr. FORD. Well, suppose that up to a certain amount of tuition,

you would consider all of the tuition and fees as a part of the cost
without l'espect to half-cost, and then you would consider onl alf
of the total, including living costs and tuition fees, say like $' 0 or
$400. That would be an immediate aid for the commu y and
junior colleges.

ME . O'KEEFE. It is an interesting suggestion, Mr. Chairman. I
would have to take a look at it rather carefully before I give you
my reaction to it.

Mr. FORD. Suppose you visualize developing a package for a
student or a comthunity junior college, a low-cost public institution,
and you visualize the other package at the higher-cost institution.
You could figure out how much of the package you could work.out
in the formula actually, represents the cost of tuition and fees and
then go back and add on the remaining tuition and fees not to
exceed $300 or $500 or $400 or some such figure, so that you picked
up actual tuition costs, or at least you designate' the money as
being for the actual t4tPtion costs for the low-cost institution with-

/out dislocating the actual treatment with respect to standard of
living.

Mr. O'KEEFE. What would you want to accomplish? Which of the
criteria?

Mr. otto. Get the community and junior colleges off my back.
IGeneral ter.]

That ih liot one of the criteria that you have, but tit is one of'
' mine.

Mr.. O'KEEFE. I miggested to Jack Tirrell last night they there i
a combination ol proposals on the halkost rule that probably
would satisfy malty people, that is, eliminate the halkost rule
entirely and federalize the entire community college system. [Gen-
eral laughter.1

Ile congratulated me for finally being half' right. IGeneral laugh-.
ter. I 4To satisfy the community college concern you were talking about
would mean eliminating the provision altogether, resulting in verylarge increases fm students a low cost institutions. However, if--,41
that is your objective, then th re are alternative Ways to accom-.
plish it. \

\There are other ways to look at the inequity; it may go both
ways. You maY want to deal with the problem by some of the
intermediate options that both increase and reduce awards.

M0 r FORD. Well, the practical Problem is that we are dealing with
a finite amout of' resources. We are not really talking about adding
on a substantial amount of' money to provide equity for the low-cost
institutions. We are talking about shifting those resources from one .kind of institution to another. ,

If we simply take the ltall-cost out 4.,it and if you start out with
the assumption that you have a fixed \anmunt of money We Are
going to have available to deal with and, recognize that the short
fall starts to, work against the middle-incoMe student first. At leact,that is what we thought we were designing into MISAA. If youstart to make that adjustment without- paying for the additional
entitlement that is created, that results in the shift in resourcvs
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from the midfile-income student and the high-cost institution to the
low-income student and low-cost institutions.

Mr. O'KEEFE. That is correct.
As I suggest, ways to deal with that might be to phase it in, to

step toward it slowly, to phase it in for the first-year class, for
example, and first- and second-year clasEl the next year and so-
forth, se that no particular student Would end up with tnat award
being reduced.

Mr. FORD. It does not show in the record, but that is not selling
very well in the rows behind you. [General laughter.]

It shows now. [General laughter.]
Mr. FORD. I want to thank you very much for at least laying out

for this record a better understanding than perhaps some people
have had into the sensitivity of this issue ancl the complexity of

this issue. I find that I constantly encounter people foi. whom there
is not ,much of a problem..We could do it one way or the othertoand
that is equity.

Obviously, we are not able to do it that simply within the con-
straints of budgetary consideratigns. It becomes more difficult to
work with ecwity. You can do a lot of things if you have extra-
money to do it with, but it is very difficult to make changes
without money. That resUlts in taking something away from some-
one who previously was entitled to that, and giving it to someone
else.

We have very rarely succeeded in doing that in any kind of
education .program.

But I do appreciate having on the record now the problems that
each of theillternatives suggest in themselves, so that members of
the commifree will have a better understanding of why we have
not been able to come up with an answer that makes every one
happy. 47'

Mr. Buchanan?
Mr. BUCHANAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Actually, I titink'you

hit the nail on the head. Our usual situation is that we need the
funds at both ends, and we have to do either/or; robbing Peter to
pay Paul,sPaul is always on the receiving end.

I do not know what course we can take, but I appreciate your
outline of the alternatives.

Mr. FORD. Thank you very much.
Mr. O'KEEFE. My apologies for leaving the committee it puzzle-

ment and confusion over this issue, but I did try to- lay it out as
clearly as I could.

Mr. FORD. I cannot think why you should be any different from
anybody else who has come here. [General laughter.]

We have a panel, now, consisting of Joel Packer, legislative
director for the U.S. Student Association; Pat Kocian, Coalition of
Independent College and University Students; and Henry T. Yost,
chairman of the Committee on Government Relations of the
American Association of University Professors and profesEiOr at
Am herst College.

Without objection,- the prepared st4tements to the committee by
the witnesses will be inserted in full at this point in the record.

1The prepared statements referred to follow)
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chairman Ford, members of the Stibcommittee4I would 1.kke to.thank )ow for the

opportuniti to as here today. my name is Joel Fackerand I al Legislative DiO4c-

tor of the United States Student.Asfociation (USSA). A. you know me have

appeared here several times 41.1ready on the reauthorisation, ehd I will be

speaking here again oln other ilieuess'euch as loans and.moek-stu4y. I mant.to.

commend this Subcommittee for the thoroughness of these hearings and for

your efforts to seek meaningful student input from WISH and Other orfanizations.

'The programs under review today, tho.three Federal grant programs are

of major importance to studentipile,havs always firmly believed,thet gradts

are the'preferred end most sensible method for financing higher education

for low-income and lower middle-income students. The grant programs should

provide for the base to ensure access ahd if possible choice of inetitutione.

Only after a student's grant aid eligibility has been elhausted should he/sWe

be required te work or take out loans. Bigher.education is vital ter the

well-being of a vereadvanced and technoftgical ociety uch as ours. College

benefits not just those involved in education directly but all citizens.

The current programa, Basic Educational Opportunity Ohs 111400),

Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants (8100), and Sta uient Incentive

Grants ($810),have-pown5steadily,
sometimes rapidly over the la several

years. In general we believe they have worked well. According to t lures

of the. Census in 1967 there was 48.3 peroent difference in college enrollment

rates between those irom families with.incomes of less than 45,000 an those

from families with incomes over $15,000. However, by 1976 this gap had rrow-

ed to 35.8 percent. Significant progress, but eigh that there are still

more steps to be taken to ensure income/dbes not remain a barrier to atten-

dance.

Hy testimony today will not dwell on the current operations of these

programs as NASFAA and others have already spoken to this here. I willosimply

reviewathe Major propoaals that 11884 recommends for improvement in these

programs. All of the changes I will discuss here have been submitted to the

Sub ommittee as part'of our legislative
recolmendations for reauthorization.

eral we believe that all three programa should be continued in essan-
lz

. The changes we propose would either expand award

ity to admit new clienteles such ts the less than
tinily their present

levels, redefine el

ptiird
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half-time students, or.provide better coordination ao# clearer purpoie to the
programs.

Th: improvetalts that this Subcommittee has already succeeded in enacting
as part of the Middle Income Student Assistance

Act (MISAA) ware long

overdue changes that were really the first step of reauthorization. I hope

P.

that the proposals UM hastveloped will be seriously and thoroughly con-
sidered, by the Subcommittee.

A) BASIC EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY Gars (BROC)
4 a

1) Make Basic Grants a True Entitlement.

USSA recommends that new language be adopted twat wOuld clearly define BEN
as a tr i e entitlement program. While in theory it is an entitlement, that is
.the stud t applies, a calculation is performed on their finincialpituation,
and if they qualify under the formula

they are supposed to ,receive the amount
they so qualify for. In raslity4the

award levels are subject to the political
.4ran4 fisCal whims of Congress. If insufficent lavels of money...are appropriated

1
hen the achedule of reduction takes effect and ailmost every student has
is/her award reduced. This situation hes occurred several times, including

the academic year juin finishing. USSA and several other groups including-
A.C. , COPUS, NASFAA, and SHEE0 believe that the BUG program should become,

t is intended to be, the cornerstone of Federal student assistance.
Unless it is dads true entitlemett, the cornerstone will never be firmly in
place and will perhaps undermine the rest of the student aid structure.

2)(Increase /he Maximum Award To bop Pace With Inflation.
,

USSA, along 41th A.C.ECOPUS, CCSSO, NAICU, NASPAA,'and )I.J., urges that Ake

11E0C maximum award, now authorized at $1800 be incr seed. Between FY12 and

FY 80, the Consumer Price Indee(CPI) will have in eased by 75 peZtent, yet

the Basic Grant maXimum will only have risen by Apercent, from.$1400
to $1800. Clearly, the .lower-incone student's who are dependent on BEOG as

an access progrem have been and will consinue to stagger under'the burden of

increamed college coats unless the award level increasep. Raising the maximum

will aleo provide for rd inc saes for the middle-income families recently

made eligible by MISAA. It also offset the problem of the number of

eligible students being reduced each year duefo inflation affecting in-

, comes. A maximum award of $2400 in FY 81 would be necessary to maintain the

2 -
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value of the original gtent. Since this oiaht prove exPensive,if implemented

in one jumi, USSA has lecommended a series of step changes Which weeld.tring

the maximumilo 02,500 in YY 85. While we do not have detailed cost data on

such an increase, roush estimate would place the cost of every $100 increase

in the maximum sward at 0350 million.:

OP
3) Remove the Half-cosi Limitstion.

While lost of the rest of our recommendations ars somewhat non-controversial,

at least within the higher education community, the helf-costcissue once &sail',

is unfortunately creatinglivisions among organisations. OSSA however, hal.

consistently and,strongly opposed provision Which limits the maximum

BUM to no more than ons-half thernost of attendance, as arbitrary and

inequitable. This provision supposedly helps the private institutionally

enticing students to higher cost colleges where they can get the full Basic

Grant they are entitled to. But the Carnegie Council in 1975 concluded,

"Low-income students frequently have only one feasible option for posteen-

odary education: attendance at a near-hy low-priced public institution...

but the present linitation of the ISOG grant makes it impossible to cover

(non-instructional) costs, which may sake their only practical choice bv.

tween not attending4et all, or attending on a part-time basis While working."

Only the lowest-income students who attend lower-cost collges are

adversely affected by the provision. A former staff person of the Smoking*

Institute has said the prevision "punishes the lime'. A.C.Z. estimates that

about 700,000 students are affected by the limitation. he understana that

the Office of &lunation is considering changing the half-cost limit to a half-

need limit. While UM has not yet fully analysed such a proposal, since we

have not men the details of it, we would urge careful evaluation of it,

Particularly its effects on low-income students. Removal of half-cost is also

a top priority of AACJC.

4)Computation of Off-caopus Attendance Coots.

In calculating a studenek cost of atten1encs'ihe statute requires use of

actual mete charged the student by the i stitution. However, for those living

off-campus and not contracting with the institution for room and board sw.

vices, OR has established a national standard figure of $1100. This is

- 3 -
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clearly irrational. First in many cases it Coetf more than this to live off-

campus, and thus these students are being penalized. Second, living expenses

obviously vary from region to region, and thus a national figure doesn't

;lake sense. Lastly, thZle are differences if the student is living with his/

her parents or in separate housing. To alleviate this problem, we have

suggested that campus derive\bwo different figures - an do.ftrage cost for

those living with their parents and a separate average cost for thole who

lire
not. RAMA has made a similar recommendation. Adoption of this proposal

will also ensure that no student receives a BEOG awarelarger than their cot,

Ohich could conceivably happen for those who attend no-tuition institutions

and commute.

5) Expand Maximum Time Limit for EligibilkY for BEM.

Current law restricts a student to four years of eligibility for Basic

Grants unless-the institution ii requiring them to.take remedial courses,

or the program of study they are enrolled in is nofTelly five years in

length. USSA, and such groups as A.C.E., APGA, CAPE, CCSSO, JCET, MAMA, MUSA,

and PCSCU, has proposed extending normal eligibility to five full academic

years or the equivslent for those attending on a part-time basis. We believe'

there are many valid reasons, in addition to the two stated in let:why stud-

dents must go five years to obtain their degree. Transfer students invariably

lose credits, thereby forcing them to attend at least an additional semester

beyond the normal eight. fll'ness, change in majors, academic problems, etc.

are other frequent reasons for attending more than four years. One study

found that only 50 percent of students complete their bachelors degree within

four years. As long as the student is meeting the institution's standards

of academic progress they should not be penalized. We recommend this change

for SEGO also.

6) Treatment of Independent Studente. with Depen nts.

Current law and regulations specify that the assessme ate on income be

10.5 percent for dependent ifudents, 75 percent for sin ipdependentil,

50 percent for independent students with i dependent,and pflet for

independents with two or more dependents. While MISAA ameliorated the problem

of unfair treatment for independents with dependents regsrding asset treat-

- 4 -



ment, it made

treat indepe

income purpo

be treated re,

increasing +hers

enrolling in.411ege,

With re8erd to the single independent student, we do believe they

should be tteated differently, since the student is the only peTsOn living

'eff the income, and therefore should contribute a much higher percentage of

income towarethe cost of education. However, the current 45 percent rates

seem out of line whed compared to the 10:5 percent rate for families. We

suSit reducing this to 50 percent, still five timea that of a family.

7? Direct Proration.of BEOG Awards.

Present OE regulations state that students attending from 1/2 to 3/4 time all

Wreceive1/2the normal Basic Grant, while those frnm 3/4 to full-time

receive .3/4 their normal BEOG. URSA proposes that the awards be reduced in'

direct relatio to the number of credit hours taken by a student. Several

associations have made this recommendation in addition to UBBA.

8) Reduction in Minimum Award
41

If a student's financial situation causessate/he to be eligible for a Basic

Grant of anywhere from zero to $199, they get nothing, since the minimum

award bi statute is $200. We propose lowering this. to 8100. AhOunts of this

size can be effective, especially for part-time students:Processing of

such awards should not prove costly since these people are applying now but

getting no sward. AACJC, NUEA, and CAPE also support this ch:slige.

B) SUPPLEMENTAL,EDUCATIONA1 OPPORTUNITY GRANT8'(8110G)

There is no question that 8E0G continues to be a vitallylieeded program,

particularly for higher cost institutions. With average costs about 83000

at public colleges and almost $5500 at private institutions, it is clear

that e Basic Grant of $1800 or even 82100 is not sufficient to assure

choice of institutions, and for very low-income students perhaps not even

access to public colleges. US8A, as set forth beloe, believes that BEOG needs

to be expanded, more closely tied with BEOG, and made to*serve additional

populations.

53
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no improvements for income assessment rates. Our proposal would

nts with dependents the same as dependent students families for

also. UBBA sees no reason why a given family's income should

cally different if the student is a child or the pareNk With

of older

these

students, many of whom are heads of houdehold,

changes are necessary to meet current needs.

4 - 5 -
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1) Provide Setter Coordination Between .SSOG and BIOG.

USSA believes that the Title IV programa need to be placed in a broad con-

ceptual framework. W6 believe that ,to the/extent feasible student's need

should be mit through a combination of family contributions and Federal/State

grant programs first, through Work-Study and/or other employment second, and

by loans as a last resort. We have advocated for some time placing a statu-

s__

tory limit on Ihe percent of4peed (cost minus family contribution) that can

be met through loans. We recommend that 33 percent be this limit. Conversely

USSA proposes that a statement be added to Sec. 401.of the Act which would

clarify the intent of the grant programs - which would bia-!to meet 70 per-

cen cl student need. Our amendment would do this by setting this as a goal,

ther y not creating undue restrictions on the campus financial aid office.

Ruch a goal will help students to better Plan the financing of their education,

if they can make rough estimates based on this guideline of how much they

may receive in grant aid. P

This goal is in line with the new campusallocation formula OR has

implemented for distribution of campus-based funds, which state that SLOG

should provide, in conjunction with family contributions and other grant

aid, 70 percent of student coet.'in Fall 1975, on the aggregate, 74.6 per.-

cent of college costs were met by grant aid, and family contributions.

g Our second proposal for coordination of the grant programa links the

ap>itj,riation for SLOG with BEOG, by setting the minimum funding threshold

for SE at 20 percent of the Basic Grant appropriation. This will ensure that

HOG keep pace with increases in college costs and increases in BROG, and

thus remains a viable program. Several groups have recommended thie type of

,..11nkage including COPUS, COYNE, NAICU, end NJ.

2) Abolish the Distinction Between Initial Yedr (II) and Continuing Year
Awards.

In practice, this distinction has.,been ignored by the Congressional apprbp-

riations process since a single lump sum hae.been 'apprOved the last several

years. This distinction serves .no useful purpose and should be eliminated'.

This will save institutions much troublesome paperwork, yet stitl leave

schools the flexibility tO decide at ihe campus level whethea to give out

different tyPes of awards.

a
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3) Increase Maximum SEOG Award.

Current law sets a maximum on the yearly SEOG of $2000, but also sets an

overall cuiulative maximum of $4000. USSA recommends that the yearly limit

be raised to $2000 and that the cumulative maximum be increased to 011100.

According to A.C.E., the average college cost will be $5,800 by 1985. Without

Arbstantial ameunts of irant aid low-income and middle-income students will

be forced out.,pf college, certainly from the higher cost ones. Under our

proposal tytotal of the maximum BEOG and 8E0G wallow $4500, still less

than the average cost of college projected. An increase in the 8E0G maximum

has been endorsed by a wide variety of groups including A.C.11, COPUS,

CCSSO, NAICU,.NASFAA, and NJ.

4) Reduce the SEOG Minimum Award Limit.

For SROG even more than for BEOG we would urge lowering from $200 to $100

the amount that the minimum award cantbe. WebeIltve that at the discretion of

the campus financial aid officer a smaller award'may be in order. Examples

of situations that call for a small er sward are studentsqpnrolled in summer

4essions, or for.just one semester, or students who mithdraw at some point'

in the academic year, or simply students with a small need. Groups

such as APGA, CAPE, JGET,NACECE, and,NUEANhave suggeste4 lowering or elimr

inatint/the SEOG minimum award limit.

5) Treattent of Independent Students With Dipendents.

USSA proposes, as we did for BEOG that these students be treated the same as

the family of dependent students in need.analysis. This could be acc ished

by adding a mandate to this efAct to 8ecl. 413C (a)(2).

6) Aid For Less Than Half-Time Students.

As' we testified here last week we support'amending the SEOG program to allow

institutions at their discretion the authority to provide 8E0G to LTHT students.

AACJC, A.C.E, CAPE, CC880, JCET, NACECE, and Ha% have also recommended aid

for less than half-time students.

7) Extend fbeMaximum Time Eligibility For SEOG.

OSSA suggests that the maximue amount of time that a student should be eligible

to receive an SEOC be extended from four to fiVe academic years, or the -

equivalent thereof, if the student is'on leis than full-time basis. Our

reasons for this have been discussed above under BEM.

-\ -7-
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8) Establish Limited Grant Aid for Graduate Students.

Cticently graduate studentsAre totally excluded from shy of the Federal

grant programs. except for loans, the only program they are eligible for

under Title IV is CWS. The Federal government has sharply"curtailed it
commitmentsto graduate education in recent years, and has even tried to

zero out several existing fellowAip programs_Something needs to be done.

In many cases graduate Aegrees are required to enter certain professions.

Without adequate assurances of financial aid, low-income students, many

of whom are minorities will be forced to incur tremendous debt burdens

or not attend at all. USSA proposes that institutions be allowed, if they

so desire, to utilize up to 15 percent of their SEOC allocation to give grants

to graduate students. Such grants cannot exceed 50 percent of the cost of

education. This modest proposal will help alleviate the burden of financing

graduate education, without increasing the costs of the SKOG program. We

also recommend incentives in the SEOG program to encourage States to include
4'

6 grads in their scholarship programs.

9) Revise the State Allocation Formulas.

The current State apportionment formula for SLOG, s well ma NDSL and.CW8,

are all based on enrollment and other factors. For Seog it is based on full-

time enrollment and the full-time equivalent of part-time enrollment. This

makes no sense since funds go to students based on financial need. Because

of the current formulas different States recelp differing percentages of

their approved funding request for SEOG. Thus, .ta student may get vastly

different amounts of SEOG, not because of differing needs, but because of

how their State fared under the formula.

USSA recommends that the formula become need-based. Specifically we

would set SEOG apportionment as 70 peVcent of the aggregate State need for

financial aid. The specific formula would be aft by the Commissioner.based

on such factors as the aggregate cost of education in the State, the

aggregate family contribution, and the amount of BEOG funds received by the

State. This would follow the.principles established in the new campus

allocation formulas based on the "Huff panel" recommendations. Any new

formula should.probably be phased in and include save harmless provisions

to prevent major abrupt shifts of funds between States.

- 8-



One last point about any neWformula based on need. In otder to ensure that

institutions and States do not raise tuition and fees simply to increase

"need" and thereby capture inc eeeee 4 federal. dollars at the expense of

students, we propose that institutival comt increases whictrise at a faster

rate than some set indicator, perhaps the CPI, would not be counted in the

new "Apd" of the institution, unless the institution,cen justify to the

COMmissioner why such extraordinary costs should be covered. Similarly,

the fOrmulas should set some maintainence of effort to prevent States and

institutions from drastically reducing their share of financial assistance.

C) STATE STU6INT INCENTIVE GIANTS (SSIG)

This progvai has admirably served its initial purpose, which was to

encourage States to establish programs of grant aid. Before SSIG, in 1972-

73, only 28 States ran these types of scholarship programs. During the

V current year all 56 eligible States and territories have programs in opera-

tion. This program should %e maintained; expanded, and establish new in-

centives to encourage States to expand coveYage of their program.

1) Abolish Distinction between Initial Year and Continuint Year Awards.

We propose this,for much the same reasons as we did for SEOG. A.C.E. also

prOposes this change.

2) Increase the SSIG Maximum Grant at'ml Include Provisions for Part-

Timetetudents..

We join with such groups as NAME?, A.C.E, CAPE, NUEA, COPUS, NAICU, JCET,

and NJ in recommending an increase in the SSIG maximum. We propose that

it go from $1500 to $2000, xif.a State so desires. In addition, our recommen-

dation would encourage Stat4s to include part-time students and grant' them

authority to include less than half-time student.. Our language specifies

that grants for students attending part-tine be reduced proportionate to,

the normal grant.

3) Establish a Rolling Base Year.

Since many States vastly overmatch the Federal share of EMIG dollars, in-

creases ic their Federal allotment do'not require them to put new State

dollars into the program. Also, they can actually reduce the State share and

not lose Federal funds, because the base year for maintainence of effort is

a fixed one. Ore 'way to overcome this problem and increase the flow of State

dollars is to make the base year a rolling one, that would set a continually

-9-
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updated level for maintainence of effort purpo'ses. Moth MAIM and CONS support

this idea;

4) Eltablish a Two-Tier Pro ram With New Incentives.

Coverage by States of specific types of students varies widely. Only 13

States give awards to part-Aiie students,.while only seven prolide portability

of4grants: USSA believes that it is in the best intoreseof stUtlents for

these programs to more broadly cover different types of stRdents..To require

as a condition of participation that all States do these things is not

feasible, since in many States the State shares far exceed the Federal share.

Many of these States would be completely tempted to drop out of the program

if additional mandates were established. We propose therefore that is two-

tier program be established. Once appropriations rir above $100 million, por-

tions of such funds would be earmarked only for those States which do

specific things, in our proposal include part-time students, graduate students,

tor allow for portability of grants. In this way, no State is penalized for

not expanding their program, while those States which do respond to the new

incentives willbe rewarded. CMS has propose0 similar amendments.

5) Revise State Allotment Formulas.

We propose these formulas become need-based rather than the current enroll-

ment base. For a ritionale see the discussion of this issue under SEOG.

Mr. Chairman, one last area I want to mention is that of processing of

Xrications, not just for grants, but for allFederal and even State and
V

institutional assistance. Unless the money that is available for students

actuslly reaches 6em, it is of no use. The application processing system.is

thus as important as fbe structure of the programs themselves. USSA believes

that the system, not just the form, muet be simplified, yet remain flexible

enough to meet the\diverse needs ofthousands ofrinstitutions, States, and

of course the milli!ons of student financiaraid recipients. While we realize

there are certain problems with legislating the outlines of the system, we

have recommended some specific items which we hope willtput some degree of

rationality into the system. Our proposal would doseveralthings:

a) It authorizes the Comeissioner to establish a common form for all

need-based Federal student aid programs, We hope and urge that this form will

be simplified from the current forms. As you know, OR is already moving in

10-
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this directAon.

b) It authorizes the Commissioner to contract with private processors,

as well as States, to.process this form. We strongly feel that one way to

simpiify the system is to allow'oll processors completeedit, correction, and

printing of output document functions. This would reduce the number of

agencieis student must deal with to one.

c) It mandates that this form, which we hope will be the only one

necessary for the large majority of students, be processed et do charge to

the student. USSA has consistently opposed charging needy students a fee

to tell them how much money they will get from the government.

d) It provides that reimbursement to the processors include eeasonable

costs for monitoring of the quality of financial aid services, information

dissemination, training and coudseling, and research and development activi-

ties to keep pace with technological advances in the field.

e) It allows for-a supplemental form. A. already noted we belieVe that

the core form can be the sole document for meet students. However, we must

recognize that there are certain institutions which will require more data.

The supplemeni should be doordinated with the core form.

'f) It mandates consumer input in the design, implementation, and

evaluation of the aystem.

In closing, I want tonce again thank you for the opportunity to be

here today. I would be happy to answer any viestions you may have.

s.

t
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Mr. Chairmen and Members of.the Subcommittee:I am Patrick W.

Kocian, National Director of the Coalition of Independent College

'Ms

and University Students, or COPUS. COPUS is a national federation

of student chapters, dent goverAments; and state associtionsr

Wow inof students at iriaependent colleges across the country.

its fifth 'year, COPUS is honored to have supported the consistent

loadership of this Subcommittee and its members in advocating the

best in educational opportunity for all studentsp We take great

tAhin appearing before you today to offer our recommendations
.........

f rlauthorization of student grant programs in Title IV of the

Higher Education Act..

As you know, COPUS joined a number of associations in offering

comprehensive legislative language for our proposed amendments to

the Higher Education Act. As the architect of that language, I

personally would not gamble the educational opportunities'

(f future generatiOns of students on its legal soundness. Rather,

wdkwish to offer here our program goals and objectives without bias

tew.irds thv language we hav(1 previously propo:ed to affect tlu.-se

cludq.oc. We truct the Suhcommitte,...! hettcr equiped than we to

write legislation.

Before launching into our reemmendations, I would like 'to

lay out the important premises on which our recommendations have

been developed and are offered here. First, we believe that the

47-669 0 - 79 - 5
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structure in which the federal grant programs are contained is

fundamentally sound and should be retained. If we desire a system

of grant aid that is rational, relatively integrated, correspondent

to the structure of Arican higher education, andliconsistant with

the principle of equal o portunity, than we should all be delighted

to know that our predecessors have already developed such a model

and, roughly, enacted it into law. The current grant programs

represent a surprising, maybe even inadvertant wisdom--the kind'of wisdom
4

that inexplicably, but regularly and fortunately results trom the

American yolitical process. BEOG, SSIG, and SEOG exemplify the

widely-if not universally-held principle of a shared federal,

state, and institutional partnership in realizing equal eaucational

opportunity. The coupling of a standardized student entitlement--

BE0,--with a locally-based, individually sensitive program--SEOG--

represents a fundamentally important recognition that the diverse

needs of millions of students attending thousands of institutions

are better addressed by decentralized decisions, rather yhan by

a single, presumptuous, nameless bureaucracY in Washiugton:

As a new student of national financial aid policy, I have found it

revelatory to perceive a logical theory underlying our grant systems.

The system, we submit, is sound:. It is still evolving, or, at

least, still smoldering from its eruptive birth._ Prudence suggests

that we let, this. structure realize maturity borore we abandon it

for another. Vt we cannot do so without commiting to our grant

4

programs the resources they need to fulfill their design. And here

is where we have undermined the-proud design of Title IV grant aid:

funding of the programs has been unpredictable, arbitrary, and incon-

sistent with the intended relationship between the programs. Until

Ss \,
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4
after all, is why we're,all here. As students in private colleges,

0

. we do.volue independent higher education in our country; moreover,

63
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we can reconcile program intent with program funding, no delivery

systeli t. will result in equitable, rational distribution of financial

Al. Without addressing the funding.problem, we will continue to

have.haOhazard, "crisis" management in Washington, und unmet need

among studónts acrosi the country. In short; our problem is not so muA

the program, but the appropriation.

Our second principle is that,access to only one type of education

is a disappointing promise to students who require another type.

American high'er education is unique and is distinguished by the

diversity it oefers in educational program, environment, objectives,,

flavor, texture, and substance--in short, in the variety of edUcational

1,N
expertence.jt presents to meet the needs,of American students. If

it is this diversity that most defines oui nation's educational

asset, then it is logical that our .commitment. to educational opportunity

be premised on sharimithis'asset with.all students. Choice, then,

is not a luxary in American higher education; -it is an imperative

of American higher education.

f.
Finally, I'd like td'emphasize that we are unique among the

witnesses who will face you. We arc as self-interested as any

interest group, but our intorest is the student interest, and that,

" ii lhat in4ou1 '.cIi''I Iii . i n.. ; i I..i t i,wi

well !wing dil.ectly and dramatically affects our well-being, in the

tuition we pay it1401 in the product it huys. But COPUS trust%

institution to fend well in representing their self

perceived, and wilfully valid needs. Our responsibility is to

students, and our recommendation% are offered as responsive to

ir;
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to student needs.
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Tho students wo roprosent are of two groups: thoso who now

strugglo to fulfill thplr acadomic ambitions at an indopondent institution,

and those who would, f thoy felt that tho awesome price tag Of

an independont higher qucatidi was within thoir reach. But this

is tho only catogorization wo C8re to recognize in our constituency. Wo do not

accept philosophically that anyone is born, or is by economic

or social circumstancos givon to bo, a public or private colloge

student. We know, howevor, that roality does not conform to this

ideal, that oconomie and social circumstances do define edticational

opportunity for many studonts, and Ihat the opportunity for an independont

.
higher educatiow is, by cost, too often limited by such circumstances.

It is to overcome theselimits, and not to preserve them,

that private college students founded COPUS, and that COPUS is

(Y hero today.

BASIC EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY tRANTS (RIOG)

'A Truo Entitlement: The most prominant example of the inconsistency

between opehtional and funding, models in federal student assistance

is the uncertain "entitlement" of Basic Grants. We cannot hope to

achiove rationality and logitamaq in our financial aid 4ystem if

the "corner stone" of that system is threatened annually by the

frequent irrationalit ,of the appropriations process. Our financial

aid polio rat,tlio fouaded on at loo,,t ono ab%ntute, al.1.1 if we can't

guarantee that, we may as well toss in tho towel. The currou-L_
I

student ;lid system emploS the BEOG entitlement as its absolute,

to which other programs refer. If we want this system to work as it lihild,'
.,

it is tilie we solidify its rounda.tion. We join most higher education

associations in urging the Subcommittee to auLl<ze the Ra'sie Grant

as a true entitlement program subject'lo non-diseretionary appropriations.
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Raise the Maximum Award: COPUS recommends incre sing the maximum

BEOG award to recognize the dramatic tuition infrease. thatlhave

been a fact of life this decade. The current maximum BEOG has been

decreased woefully bx. inflation, which particularly diminishes its

relevance to students who hope to attend independent and out-of-sta

public institutions. Merely increasing the award by inflation standards

would require a $2400 award for FY 81. We suggest_that, to maintain

BEOG's role in our federal grant system, the maximum award be raised

to at least $2400 by F Y 81, to account merely fel" inflation since the

program's inception. Whilo this increase is no more or less than

consistent with the program's original intent, it may be politically

difficult to obtain. In that event, we would urge that a. $2400 maximum
0

4
award be acIticved at least by FY 83, although functionolly it is

advised to obtain this incluse sooner.

COPUS also recommends.authorizing marginal step increases in the

BEOG maximum award--perhaps $100 to $200--in order tp rliflect, albeit

not match, projected increases in education costs to students. Such

V°
small incremental increases are unlikely to have significant Inflation-

ary impact, thoughthey can be of important help to students in pffseting_

$300--$600 annual tuition increases.

The Half-Cost Limitation is Vital to this Model of Grant'Aid: OPUS
_ _

strongly sUpportS the retention of the half cost provision within

c'iricnt lr.miewo,I. of .11 P.rdst ald. ct.;;trov(r:016

the)half-'cost'provision is clearly logical in n student itid'structure

that 5 ks to enc.yrape the widest opportunity or educational 'choice

for t ll students.

There aro two argumi;nts surrounding the half-cost issue. One,

on which our recommendation is founded, i. based on incentives 'El.
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student choice; the other is based oR institutional recruitment and

revenue. Unfertunately, the latter argument has obscurred the former

over the years.

In the institutional brawl, we find on one side the high-cost

colleges, usually independent, fearing theft the removal of the

half-cost provision will seqcusly impair their ability to.compete

for student enrollments with lower-cost, usually public institutions.

This lost enrollment', they assert, and the lost revenue it represents,

constitute§ a grave threat to
independent institutions which must

1
rely i'ubstantially on tuition and student aid revenues for operating

expenses. 'Some high-cost institutions,
however, particularly highly

,
prestigious ones, doutit that their recruitment is significantly

affected by federal grant policy, and are not too concerned about

half-cost. Thus, there is some division in those ranks.

On the other side of the institutional debate arc the lower-

cost institutions, who, though not particularly excited

about the potential for increased enrollment With the removal of the

Alpbalf-cost, do certainly covet the substantially inc d BISIIi revenues
.

from currently enrolled students now affected by half-cost. Community
k

colleges in particular, traditionally the iowest-cost institutions,

stand to redeye almost windfall increases in BEOG revenues should

half-cost be eliminated.

Givon tod7ty's cconony, and Cie pcojected decrew.e in nationwide

posTseeondary enrollment, one can understand and genuinely sympathize
.

Iwith the institu6onal concerns.' But we feel that both sides,

pro and con, are arguing from concerns that arc divorce& from

veal question that half-cost represents: do we want a student aid

poii'cy that limits or enhances a student's choice of educational

4141program?

61r.
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I mentioned earlier that COPUS represents two groups of students.

The first group, those already enrolled in the independent sector, have

nothing to directly gain or lose from half-cost (except,'bf course,

to the degree that their institutions suffer lost revenue, and con-

segkntly_raise tuition and cutback programs). It is the second

group, future would-be college students, for whom ite support the

0)

half-cost provision. We cannot help but xonder, and wo ry, what

the impact on these students would be if the federal g ernment

offeredthenia full- or subtantially-full subsidy to live at home

and attend the community college around Ow corner. "How does an

entitled, full federal subsidy to attend the local brancIr3Tute

college affect a low-income high school stndent!s_perception of

educational opportunity in the big, wide wocld? How many low-income

students can resist that kind of incentive, and how many low-income

families wouldn't pressure their kids to take the ii re thing, and

not the nnknown away from home? It would certainly be ironic if

financial aid came this far only to start encouraging students

to choose their educafion on the basis of dollars ra(her than academic

needs. hut it would by no means be amusing for federal financial aid

policy to faciJitate "tracking" low-incCime students into low-cost

colleges. The removal of half-cost is an inadvertant but effective

discrimination in educational opportunity.

DoWt pot me wrong: COPM has no penchant for elf-help. Person-

I b(' every 1;..t .1 I rcc (1, L.:.

2.
want low.income students, or any student, deniedith nancial

aid necessary to attt:nd any chosen college. lipt the ans to this

need is in the same system of which halKcoct is n calculated part:

and balanced funding for the campns based programs. Any stndent

denied needed financial aid by half cost should be able to.obtain that

-
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aid from campus-adminitered and state funds; this is the promise

of the federal, state, institutional partnership of the current grant

programs, if they are appropriately funded. The idea of h lf-cost

is not to withold needed asAistance from any student, but'to provide

that aid in the most neutral manner, ittorder.to enhance the opportunity

11 stuants to shop the educational market.

The half-cost provision exists in a comprehensive system

intended to make available the full offerings of American'higher education

to all students. We think this is a worthy objective of federal student

aid pojicy. Opponents to half-cost pften-times quote the Carnegie

Council on Policy Studies in ilighe Education, in its 1975 report

proposing the elimination of the provision: "Ipw-income students

frequently have only one feasible option for postsecondary education

attendence at a near-bY, low-priced public institution...". In other
t

words, the removal of tho half-cost provision is justified only if

we are willing to,abandon the goal of expanding eduiponal opportunities

for low-income stu ants. But that goal is fundamental to our organization,

and we won't abandOr it. I'm sure that no one else wants to, e4ther.

I hope that that objictive will be prominent in your deliberations

about the intent of student aid policy in the fature.

Olter Concerns: 'COPUS fails to see the rationale for distinguishing

between dependent students and independent students with dependents in A

eligibility for 11E06 iri-jstanee. We recommend that this

distinction bo eliMinated. We further would be amenable to lowering

the minimum BEOC award if the Office of Education and the financial

aid community agree that this can be done without undue increases in

administration and costs.

ii

4
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SUPPLEMENTAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTNITY GRANTS (S(iOG)

The. SUpplemental Grant psrpgram represents well the coordination

built into the grant Wucture of Title IV. It provides supplemental

aid to students who, by virtue of;eitiirevIEOG's, other aid, or
A.

family contribution, already have the Hppe of a college education,

but have real financial need remaining. It is institutionally based;

thereby sensitive to costs, as well as income, in determining eligibility.

SEOC thus has two constituencies: firs , the lowest-income student,

for whom a BEOG alone is not sufficient to afford.even simple access

to education; second, students who may be,ineligible for more than

token BEOG help, but who face thering financial obstacles in attending

many high-cost independent and out-of-state public colleges.

Inconsistent Fundinu SEOG demonstrates an appealing structural

relationship to the other grant programs; its funding, however,

evidences an inconsistency with that functional relationship.

While BEOG has grown in leaps and bounds, SEOG has sputtered along

haltingly and erratically. The intended relationship between SEM

and other grant programs is undermined annually as disproportionate

funding is given it in comparison to BEOG.

Congress has, of course, tried to address this imbalance with

t the famous thresholds. Well, there are some things wrong with

threshol(Is. ie fi proh 1 em I hardly need to ron110144on of: that

'.)me Iv.,opie in thi!, ci.), don't ro,lwct the llmoshold concept, ard

we've got to ht,every year to protect it. Just as troublesome

is that thresholds tend to be Inflexiblewe don't have opportunities

that often to adjust them for current needs. If we want a rational

system of student,itid grants, we've got to assure certain fundingf

relationshfps.

44)

4
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We propose a double threshold for SEOG:. one, a "floating

threshold", relating tho SLOG appropriation to the BEOG appropriation

by percentage: We propose 25%; two, a standard threshold, sort

of a safety against the wiles of the approgriations process, and

'the speculation that if the BEOG program shrinks in response to

decreasing enrollment, the need for SEOG will not decrease proportion+

ately and may even increase. For this second threshold, we propose

$500 million, approximating the-latest institutional requests for

SEOG mo4j Such secure and certain funding relationships are

Ifid;ita the various grant programs are to realize.their intended
k

coor1Lnat ion.

State Allotments Based on Need: The current state allotment formula

for SEOC, bear little if any relationship to aggregate state

need for the funds, and is instead driven primarily by enrollment. We

find this to be perhaps the most irrational provision of Title IV.

It is*defeating to allocate the funds for a need-based program te

states on any basis other than need. We propose that the allotments

be made on aggregat, state need, as determined by institutional

application for funds.

Award Ceilings and Cumulative: COEDS strongly urgesAll increase

in the maximum SEOG award. Mere tuition increases amply justifies

this increase, but it is especially important since SEOG sVrVe5

zI (rcat J)('1(f11t ( oI t.tudent,, at higher cost colleges, the ones

rms.., likely to ::11.tain :.ivnificAnt annual tuition increases.

CONS also finds the cumulative SEW limit to be redundant, in

conjunction with the current 14mit on years of student SEOG eligibility.

t-;
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STATE STUDENT INCENTIVE.GRANTS (SSIG) -.A

SSIG has always been the weakling of federaTst.pdent,yaid programs,

.1
and come appropriation time, we always seem to throw?the;bulk of

our resources behind other programs. Yet by its drign, SSIG is one

of the mist politically Und logically appealing student aid ihitiatives.

The' more we apprehend the finiteness of the federal budget, the more

imperative it seems for us to encourage greater state involvement

in pursuing the goal of educational opportunity. Yet SSIG is

essentially an untried concept, given the small appropriation,,,,,

410,

has recieved and the wide variations state progranks.

Authorization and Incentives: COPUS recommends increasing

the SIG authorization to $150 million. We recommend, however, that

appropriations over a certain floor--we propose $80 million--he

disributed to states which meet specified criteria. he criteria

foil eligibility for these additional SSIG funds must, we believe,

in+do that the state provide SSIG grants to its citizens studying
A

out:of state, or to non- nts studying in state. Lack of such

portability has been the chief complaint about SSIG in the financial

aid community.

SS1G is clearly the program fot the future, the oArtunity

to tap new resources for the new student constitSucies of the 80's.

GradUate students, part-time students, and others should look to

this velatively Fresh re..orvc For their needs in thv ['wore. .It

Would 4, p,01, lederdl polity to employ incen!ivvs H Ihr.SSIG-N

progtam td'encourage states to assume responsibility for meeting

thVe emerging needs.
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Though not specifically a grant-related recommendation, we think'

that this hearing is a'proper opportunity to introduce our concern

about the "maintenanCe of effort" provision under Part F--General

Provisionsof Title IV. This provision requires institutial to

maintainf-level of financial aid expenditures that is determined by

averaging such expeWditures for the three years which preceded institu-

tional participation in the Federal aid programs. Thus, while Federal

student assistance has expanded, many institutions are required to commit

no more resourcevelto student aid today than they did nearly a decade

o
ago. Of course most institutions have, by their own initiative, expanded

t
their financial aid eff r well beydnd the requirements of this current

provision. .COPUS has submitted language to update this provision, by

requiring institutions to maintain a level of "effort" no less than

4011.

-
the average of such expenditures for the years of 1976, 1977, and 1978

(except foP institutions

%
h

u

ich began IATticipation iaeae program after

these dates, for whom the rrent three-year stancLd_m4cd apply).

By updating it as recommended, this provision will 11.11.:entr:demon-

\strated apacity of institution to share responsibility for student
s

opportuni y.

'Illank you again for the opnportunity to outline our proposals

or the,reanthori tion of the student grant program of Title IV

. i I

:-.Ae' ol th ' hi):her 1.:lnk.it II Act . I hop:, ±iho you i I I rely on MP*

to provide an independent college student perspective on these
s

t

important issnes,, and count on our support and assistanc in your

----.)

work ahead.

A\
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Mr. Chairman and Member4of the Subcommittee:

I am Henry T. Yost,tprofesSor of biology at Amherst College. I am

here today in my capacity as Chairman of the Committee on Government

Relations of the American Association of University Professors.

I am pleased to have this opportunity to discus with the Subcommittee

ouvIrecommendations concerning the three grants programs authorized cur-

rently under Title IV. Specifically, I want to provide a fuller rationale

for the recommendations we submitted to this Subcommittee in February of

this year and to suggest additional improvements which should be considered

during the current discussions of reauthorization.

As you know, the American Association of University Professors has

strongly supported Federal higher education programs since their creatiOn

in the mid-1960's and their subsequent expansion undir the Righer Education

Act Amendments of 1972 and 1976 and the Middle Income Student Assistance
1

Act of 1978. The goal of equ 1 educational opportunity, which serves as

the basis for the Federal pro rams, is one that our Association endorsed

t

prior to the passage of the Higher Education Act of 1965 It is a goal

which is consistent with our firm belief that no able stu ent should be

denied the opportunity for a college or university education simply because

the or she lacks adequate financial resources. We continue to be concerned

over the fact that financial resources play a disproportionate role in deter-

mining which students enroll, which reMain. and which graduate. As teachers,

our primary concern is to assure sufficient financial assistance to quali-

fied students to enable them to enroll and carry on their studiesywith

minimal interruption. Moreover, all students must be able to choose from

among the many institutions with diversified academic programs the one

8

4



institution which closely matches his ar her aCademic needs. In order to

achieve equality of opportunity, equality of access, and freedom of choice,

it is esSential that there be adequate financial assistance for students.

The goal of ecteel educational opportunity also contains the promises

of hope and failure. While some speak of the impending deelipe in enroll-

ments in the 19803s, we prefer to speak of the challenges and opportUnities

for the large numbers of students who should be entering colleges and

universities in the 1980's. Ouletas is great, particularly if viewed in

the contexC6'r the past. As,Professor Howard Bowen pointed out recently,

4t-.
Jewer than 15% of the present adult population are Coltege graduates_while

over 50% are high school graduates. Professor Bowen says we could move

rapidly to create "a nation of educated people" partly by increasing the

percentage of youths attending-and partly by enlarging the educational

1 opportunities for adults beyond the usual Jollege age. The seeds of failure

of equ 1 educational pp ortunity lie in Ile inabililpf bo increase the

percent_g of col'ege g aduates during the 1980's. We think the goal of

equal educational opportunity can be fulfilled. But it requires a strong

partnership between government and the academic comMunity.

There are some fundamental principles wOich must be reaffirmed duritig

current discussions about student financial assistance. First, we believe

that society and the family must continue to assume the greater share of

the financia Costs of ducating the bulk of our students. We do not

believe that the costs o education should be shifted to students either

through massive subsidized loan programs or tuition advance programs. The

primary danger in such a proposed shift is that students will be forced to

select their institutions, choose their courses, and pick their careers on

the basts of what will bring the largest financial return in the shortest
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period of time. At the same time, institutions will be under pressure to

offer only career-oriented curricula and to guaranfee,the graduation of all

students. We prefer, therefore, a grants progr'am, which should prove to be

adequate when combined with family contributions, work:study programs., and

a modest loan program.
-

Second, we reaffirm our continuing support for the entitlement prin-
t.,

ciple established lc)/ the Higher lOucation 'Amendments of We regard

the entitlement as the major factor in encouraging low-incon high school

graduates to enroll in colleges and universities. Enactmen of the Middle .

Income Student Assistance Act hag substantially expanded the roup covered

by the entitlement. We commend Congress for its support of the entitlement

principle by providing the necessary funds for those students who are

eligMble for Basic Educational Opportunity Grants. But as we move into

the 1980's, we should consider further expansion of the entitlement. A

true entitlement for low and middle income students is the ideal goal. 'We

must be.certain that low-lncome students have'the maximum benefit of the

, entitigent and that middle-income students become increasingly eligible

for maximum grants. By eliminating the family contribution rate for low-

income students and by further reducing it for middle-income students, we

should be able to encourage a higher percentage of high school graduates

to enter college,imm4diately.

Third, we need to recognize tpat the substantial rise in the cost of

living continues to have a destructive impact la_op higher eddcation.
.

Institutional budgets, buffeted by sharply rising costs, rest On a perilous

ledge. We need to. recognize four areas of serious and immediate danger:

(1) students who cannot afford either rising.tuition rates or the costs

')

EI
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associated with full-time residency on a campus; (2) a potentially lost

. .

generation of young teacher-scholars
for whom there ape a- limited number

lik

of teaching positions and hboprospects of unreasona4ly low beginning

1

salaries for those who do d.
teaching positions; (3) a deMeralized

faculty whose real income 'contfnue's to fall sharply, whose mobility within

the agademic community has come to almost a complete halt, and whose roles

as teachers and researchers are endangered by institutional retrenchment

prggrams; and (4) institutions whose academic programs are now m4ured

not necessarily
in^terms of quality but rather in cost-benefit analyses

whose ability to innovate and experiment have been reduced sharply.

Htgher ucatiom is a national'resource which regaires attention to all of

r

itgineeds. Students aile at the center o f highar education and therefore
7

(, facilities the goals establishcid
in the Higber Education Act are endangered.

4 Our recommmendations fOr changes in the authorization.for the Basic

f

Educational Opportunity Grants are designed to insure that students from
"

require the highen prtie,t46y, but without qualifitd faculty and adequate

disadvantaged and low-income families willippontinue tetweive maximum".
IP.

support. The Basic Grants program was'
designed primarily for th

.

.

stubents.'. We have recommended
increasing the maximum Basic

which represents a 28% iqereasetier the.:prese*nt maximu . Since January,

11

\l:

1977, the cost of living 'has increased by almost 20
/

In effect, the prb-
,

.posed increase reflUts the need to provide a Basip Grant which in.rdal .

...----.
4

.

dollars' equal? the Basic Grant
authorized by 4ibe Higher Education Amendments

. ..%./-

of 1976. To protect aYa-Onst further
erosion of the Bay.c Grant, we have

o-.
recommended a

cost-of-living1Tftcrease fur each of the years that a student

\

." receives a BasR Grant. We think this is a fair and equi.kalale resolution

of a very difficult
prOblemiNh confronts students and the Federal

government alike e

.

47-669 0 - - 6 .1

4.
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Elimination of the one-half cost restriction serves to promote both
4k,

access and choice, in that it would permit low-income students.a much wider

4 choice of institutions:including those out ilf'S,tate and those with pro-

grams more uniquely ifruited to the specific needs of students. The current

restriction discriminates against the low-income student who is required

by financial circumstances to enroll only in low-tuition institutions,

whethef or not such institutions provide the curricula Which students need.

One If our current and pr'imary concerns is that as the cost of living con-

tinues to rise an increasing nom6er of Students will be limiied to those

low-tAition institutions close to home. This is not only unfair to students

who live in areas with liiited educational,facilities but it is also

unfair to those students who attend institutions which deliberately seek

to maintain a geographic balance among their students.

The SupplementAl Educational Opportunity Grants continue to play a sig-

nificant role in student assistance. In 1978-79, the United States Office

of Education approved 3,587 institutional Supplemental Grants programs

estimated to benefit over 460,000 students. It has been our position that

if there were a true entitlement under the Bas'c Grants the Supplemental

, Grants could be eliminated. We are'not yet at that point, althou we

should make it a reality by the mid-1980's. A student aid package consist-

ing of a maximum Basic Grant, compensation provided under the College Work-

c Study pu2Irn. institutional, State or priva&ly financed grants and /

schoJ1Ips, and a low-4st 4oan program should provide adequate financial

F.
ass.is ance to low and middle-iocome students at the majority of our institutions.

Such a proposal would require full fonding'df theoBasie Grants, State

Student Incentive Grants, College Work-Study, and a Federal or State loan

Fa.

,IprogranrComparable to the preseni National Direct Student Loan program.

a' i
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'We coati ue to support our earlier proposal that Supplementi) Grants be :

awarded,t irectly to students. In addition, they should be available to

students'who enroll on a less than half-time basis and the maximum award

should be increased from $1500 to $2000, 41

During the past two decades our Association and our State affiliates

have strongly supported the State scholarship'programs. The State Student

Incentive Grants were desrgned to stimulate those States which did nOt

have need-based scholarship programs. The fuccess of the State Student

Incentive Grants program has been unheralded, grossly underestimated, and

largely unappreciated. The States have overmatched the Federal grants by

as much as 15 to 1. We4note recent developments that include coverage of

almost all nonprofit institutions under the program, expanding the number

of States which provide shcolarships to part-time students, the expansion

of both portabiltity plans and reciprocity agreements among the Itetes, and

the growing interdependence of Basic Grants and the State scholarship

*grams. These are etcouraging developments. More attention needs to be

paid to the portability issue in order that students may have a choice of

institutions which more adequately meet their educational requirements.

One option would be to require that a percentage of the Federal State

Student Incentive Grants should be set aside by the States to finance out-of-

State scholarships. We also believe that the matching percentages under the

1

program should be shifted todspoOde a minimum 60% contribution by the

Federal government. The distinction between initial and cpntinuing grant;

should be eliminated and the maximum award should be i eased from $1500

to $2000. Also, States should be encouraged to include part-time and less

than half-time students.

f
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In concluding my remarks, I urge 'the Subcommittee to consider seriously

.the growing financial strains upon institutions of higher education. The

current inflation threatens the stability of our institutionS, creates

uncertainty among our students, and demorlizes our faculties. Wg urge th4s

.Subconnittee to recommend reauthorization of all those programs.desisned

to assure students of adequate financial assistance. And we also urge you

to address the 'issues confronting our institutions and faculties. Your

actions will be a signal to society as to the level of priority you attach

to higher, education in the 1980's. We Pcippreciate the fact that over the past

two years Congress and the President have dliberately singled out higher

education for a higher priority of funding. We want to see that high

priority continue into the 1980s. We look forward to the final enactment

in this session of legislation creating a separate Cabinet-level Department

of Education, whose responsibilities will include adMinistering the. programi

F

which Congress finally approves for reauthorization. We welcome the

opportunity to work closely with the new Department: Similarly, we appre-

ciate this opportunity to discuss with the Subcomittee our thoughts about

ithe
programs you are now considering.

! Mr. FORD. We will call on each of the members of the panel to
comment on their sthtement, add to it. or highlight it, and reserve
our questionS. I will call first on Mr. Packer.

STATEMENT OF' JOEL PACKER, LEGISLATIVE DIRECTOR,
UNITED STATES STUDENT ASSOCIATION

Mr. 'PACKER.. Thank you, Chairman Ford. It. is once again a
pleasure to be here before this committee. We hope to b here
again on the other programs, the loan programs and the work-
study programs.

Mr. Font). By the way, have you got any internal memos from
over at HEW?

Mr. PACKER. Not lately, but you will be the first to get them if
we do. [General laughter.] .4

The programs under review today, the three P'ederal grant pro-
grams, are of' major import e-to students. We have always firmly
believed that grants a ry1he preferred and most sensible method
for financing higher 9ducaton fbr low-income and lower middle-
income students. T grant programs shoulff provide fbr the base
to insure access mi , if possible, choice of institutions. Only after a
tudent's grant. aid eligibility has been exhausted should he/she be

required to work or take out loans.
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Higher education is vital to the well-being of a very advanced
and technological society sllifkl as ours. College benefits not just
tbose involved in education directly, but all citizens.
"./ The current programs, laasic educational opportunity grants, sup-
plemental educational opportunity grants, and State student incen-
tive grants have grown steadily, sometimes rapidly over the last
several years. In general, we belive they have worked well. Accord-
ing to the Bureau of the Census in 1967, there was a 48.3 percent
difference in college enrollment rates between students from those
families with incomes of less than $5,000 and those from families
with incomes over $15,000. However, by 1976, this gap had narrowed
to 35.8 percent.

Significant progress, but a sign that there are still more steps to
be thlken to insure income does not remain a barrier to attendance.

USRA recommends that new language be adopted 'that would
clearly define BEOG as a true entitlement' program. In
theory it is an entitlement, that is the student applies, a calcula-
tion is performed on their financial situation; and if they qualify
under the formula they are supposed to receive the amount-they so
qualify for.

As you know, in reality the award levels are subfect to the
political and fiscal whims of Congress. If insufficient levels of
money are appropriated then the schedule of reducdon takes effect
and almost every student has his/her award reduced. This situa-
tion has occurred several times, including the academic year which
is just ending.

USSA and several other groups including ACE, COPUS,
NASFAA and SHEEO believe that the BEOG program should
become, as it is intended to be, the cornerstone of Federal student
assistance.

Unless it is made a true entitlement, the cornerstone will never
be firmly in place and will perhaps undermine the rest of the
student aid structure.

USSA, along with ACE, C PUS, CCSSO, NAICU, NASFAA Epid
N.J., urges that the BEOG aximum award, now authorized! at
$1,800 be increased. Between scal year 1972 and fiscal year 1980,
the Consumer 'Price Index wi l have increased by 7r) percent, yet

rthe basic grant maximum wi I only have risen by 28.5 percent,
from $1,400 to $1,800.

Clearly, the lower income students who are dependent on BEOG
as an access program have been and Will continue to stagger under
the burden of increased college costs unless the award level in-
creases. RaiSing the maximum award will also provide for award
increases for the middle-income fifffiilies recently made eligible by
MISAA. It will also offset the problem of the nunther of eligible
students being reduced each year due to inflation affecting in-
comes.

A maximum award of $2,400 in fiscal year 1981 would be neces-
sary to maintain the value of the original grant. Sincd this might
prove expensive, if implemented in one jump, USSA has rftom-
mended a series of step changes which would bring the moimum
to $2,500 in fiscal year 1985. While we do not. have detailed cost.
data on such an increase, a rough estimate would place the cost, of'
every $100 increase in the nuixi mum award at $350 million.
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Our third proposal is the one we have just talked about, which is
that the half-cost provision should be completely eliminated. We
find it to be a completely arbitrary and inequitable rationing
device whichisimply says, if we can't give you enough mpney to go
to a higher cost school, we are not going to give you enough money
to go to a lower cost school.

The Carnegie Councilw4 have a quote from themhas said in.
0. the past:

imw-inconw students frequently have only one feasible option for postsecondary
education: attendance at a nearby low-priced public institution . . . but the -present
limitationfof the BEM: grant makes it impossible to cover noninstructional cost
which mt% make their only practical choice between not attending at all, or attend-
ing on a part-time basis while working.

On.ly the lowest income students who attend lower cost colleges
are adversely affected by the provison. A former staff person at the
Brookings Institution has said the provision "punishes the poor.'"
We think.that should be completely eliminated.

I would just. note in response to Mr. O'Keefe's presentation that
some of the options he laid out, I think, would have very strong'
political implications in enacting them, because a lot( of .the
changes there would primarily affect'the lower income families by
reducing their basic grant awards.

I would find it hard for this committee, or Congress, for after just
last year passing MISAA to provide additional funds to middle-
income families. Turning around and fiddling around with the
basic.grant program and taking away a lot of that-money.

I Will skiRove,r some of the more minor, basic ones and pick out
a few of' the major ones. One of' our other proposals for basic grants
it to extend the total number of' years that a student. is eligible for
the program. Currently, 4 years of' eligibility is the maximum
alloWed except for a few very specific circumsthnces articulated in
law.

We believe, and several other groups have also recommended
that, eligibility should be extended to 5 full aclidemic years or the
equivalent for those attending on a part-time basis. We believe
there arc many valid reasons, in addition to the two stated in law,
why students. must go 5 years to obtain their degree. Transfer
students invariably lose credits, thereby !arcing them to attend at
least an additional semester beyond the norruaLeight. We see no
reason why these people shtlattl be penalived.-

Otir other recommendation fnr basic grants would treat inde-
pendent students with dependents the same as the family of a

, dependent. student in calculating their basic grant award. MISAA
did that. for these students in regards to their assets. There is DOW
equal treatment in consideration of' assets between all categories of
students except for the single, independent student..

We think that. the same treatment should be extended to income,
-because right now, a married student with her own dependents
who is- going to a school has to contribute between 40 and 50
percent of' their inconw, while a dependent students' family has

aonly to contribute bout 10.5 percent of itheir ricome and we see no
'reason why a given family's income should be tiliqited radically
different if the student is a child or the stud(oat is a parent.
Particularly with an increasing number of' older students going to
school. many of' them being heads of' households, we think this
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change would simply refleCt the current realities hi college enroll-
ments.

A1 couple or other recommendations we have for basic grantsI
will skip over these in the interests of time and turn to supplemen-
tal grants.

There is no queslion that SEOG continues to be a vitally needed
program, imrticuIfirly for higher cost institutions. With average
costs about $3,000 at public colleges and almost $5,500 at private
instituLions; it is clear that. a basic grant of $1,800 or even $2,100 is
riot sufficient to-assure choice of institutions, and for very low-

.) Meome students perhaps not even access to public colleges.
USSA, as set Forth below, believes that SEOG ne s to be ex-

panded, more closely tied with BEOG, and made to wry additional
populat ions.

USS-A believes that the title IV prograM needs to e aced in a
broad conceptual framework. We believe that to the ex it feasi-
ble, student's need should be met through a combination F family
contributions and Federal/State grant programs first through
work-study and/or other employment second, and by loa s as a last
resort. We have advocated for some time placi9g a sta utory limit
on the percent of' needcost minus family coaributi nthat can
be met through loans.

.We recommend that 33 percent be this limit. C rsely, USSA
proposes that a statement. be added to section 40 of' the act which
would clarify the intent of' the grant programs which would be to
meet 70 percent of student need. Our amendrm t would do this by
setting this as a'ioa:thereby not creating u due restrictions on
the campus financfal aid office. Suclra goal ill help students to
better phm the Final-Wing or their ethicatior they can make
rough estimates basect on this guideline. of ow much they may
receive in grant aid..

'1'his goal is in line wiFt the rk campus I Ilocat ion formula OE
hris implemented for distribution of,campus-based Funds, which
.states that SEOG should provide, in coll.:Junction with family contri-
butions and other grant aid. 70 percent of Student cost. In fall 1975,
on the aggregate, 7,1.6 percent or college costs were met by grant
aid and himily contributions. Our second proposal .for coordimition
for SEOG with HEOG, by setting the minimilm funding threshold
for SFAX; at 20 percent of the basic grant appropriation. This will
insure that SEOG keeps pace with increases in college costs and
increases in 111,;OG arid thus remains a viable program. Several
groups. have reconimended this type of Ii n including ( .()I'llS,

NAICU. and N.J.
We see absqlutely no purpose for the distinction between initial

year and continuing year grrrnts and I think such a distinction
creates additional burdens on the institutions and has been, in
effect, ignored by Congress and the appropriations process.

Looking at the maximum SE04 award. we would increase that
From the current $1,500 to $2,041. The cumulative liaximurn a
student can receive for the full time they are in schdol is $,1,000.
We would renmve that and simply make it $2,000. in effect, times
years in school, $8MOO.

Again, according to the American Council on Education, average
college costs will be $:-..800 by 1985. Therefore, under the expanded

o.
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levels, we recommend the most grant id a student could possibly
receive would be $4,500 basic grants and supplemental grants,
which would still be less tha'n the average college costs for all
colleges by 1985.

Looking at the minimum SEOG award, the other tide ot the
picture, current law mandates that that be no less than $200. If a
student has need lower than that, they simply get nothing. Again,
we think that is an arbitrary figure, particularly for SEOG.
would like to see that lowered to $100 which we think can be
administered'on a cost-effective basis that can provide some mean-
ingful help to lower income students, or students attending in
certain situations.

Other things have already been brought up to the committee for
extending aid to less than half-time students. We spoke an that last
week, so I will not dwell on that again.

Two other major things we recommend for SEOG I wanted to
touch on a little bit. The. whole area of graduate student financing
is an area which I think has been very largely ignored by Congress,
the administration, and by a lot of the higher. education *roups in
recent years. We would recommend taking some smal steps to
help solve this problem.

Currently; graduate students are totally excluded from any of
the Federal grant programs. Except for loans, the only program
that they are eligible for under title IV is CWS.

The Federal Government has sharply curtailed its commitments
to graduate ethication in recent years, and has even tried to zero
out several existing fellowship programs. Something needs to be

Acme.
In many cases, graduate degrees are required to enter certain

professions. Without adequate assurances of financial aid, low%
income students, many of whom are minorities will be forced to
incur tremendous debt burdens or not. attend at all.

USSA proposed that institutions be allowed, if they so desire, to
utilize up to 15 percent of their SEW; allocation to give grants to
graduate students.

This will.not entail any additional appropriations, and we think
it will help to start solving this problem.

Our last proposal with supplemental grants would revise the
allocation formulas in law that allocate different funds among the
States. The current. formulas for supplemental grants as well as
the other campus-based programs are all based on enrollment, or
other factors, that we feel are particularly relevant to the pro-. grams.

SEM; is a need-based program, yet the money goes to States
.based on enrollment. We don't think thjs makes any sense, since
funds go to students based on financial need. Because of the cur-
rent forMulas difThrent States receive difThring percentages of their
approved Nnding request for SILOG. Thus, a student. may get
vastly different amounts of SEOG, not. because of differing needs,
but because of' how their State fared under the formula.

USAA recommends that the formul become need-based. Specifi-
cally we would set SEOG apportiot ment as 70 percent. of the
aggregate state need for financial aic The specific formula would
be set by the Connniss,i9ner based or such factors as !lit e aggregate

.
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cost cif education in the State, the aggregate family contribution
and the amount of BEOG funds received by the State. This would
follow the principles established in the new campus allocation for-
mulas based on the Huff panel recommendations. Any new formula
should probably be phased in and include save harmless provisions
to prevent major abrupt shifts of funds between States.

One last point about any new formula based on need. In order to
insure that institutions and States do not raise tuition and fees
simply to increase need and thereby capture increased Federal
dollars at the expense of students, we propose that institutional
cost increases which rise at a faster rate than some set indicator
perhaps the CPI, would nOt be counted in the new need of the
institution, unless the_ institution can justify to the Commissioner
why such extraordinary costs should be covered.

Similarly, the formulas should set some maintenance of effort to
prevent States and institutions from drastically reducing their
share of financial assistance.

Looking briefly at the State student incentive program, a couple
of major proposals we have there. The first one Would be besides
some things that pertain to other programs, to establish what we
call a rolling base year. Supplemental grants now requires a main-
tenance of effort on the State's part, but it is based on the year
that they first ever got money under the program. For large States
like New York, Pennsylvania, Illinois, et cetera, they are vastly
overmatched in. State dollars to Federal dollars.

As Federal dollars increase, they do not have to increase their
State's share, because the maintenance 'of effort provision dates
from several years back.

We would like to see, as Federal dollars increase, that States
increase their share also, which is what the intent of the program
is. This could simply be changed by changing some language to
establish a rolling base year for a maintenance of effort whiCh
would continually update the level that a State had to maintain for
their program.

Our other basic, change.'`Oith S G would be to establish a set of
new incentives. Currently, pr ms from State to State vary
widely in what type of students a e covered. Only 13 States give
awards to part-time student, while only 7 provide portability of
grants. USSA believes that it is in the best interest of students fbr
these programs to more broadly cover different types of students.
To require as a condition of participation that all States do these
things is not feasible, since in many States the State shares far
exceed the Federal share.

If additional mandates were placed on the States, they would
probably drop out altogether. New York would be a good example.
Their State share is over $200 million and they get $5 or $6 million
from the Federal Government. They would not be willing if the
Federal Government said you have to include pa*-time students to
do that, because it would cost them about $20 million to $30 mil-
lion in additional State money.

So we propose that once appropriations rise above WO million,
portions of such funds should be eaKmarked only fbr those States
which do specific things, in our pPoposal: (a) include part-time
students; (b) graduate students; or (c) allow fbr portability of
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'Ns th:t causes someone to pay a fee to be told whether they aro needy
or not.

The fourth part of our proposal'.would provide that reimburse-
ment to the processors include reasonable costs for monitoring of
the quality of financial aid services, information dissemination,
training and counseling, and research and development activities
to keep pace with technological 'advances in the field. ,

The fifth part of our proposal Would allow for a s pplemental
tbrm. As already noted, we believe that the core for can be the
sole document for most students: However, we mUgt r ognize that
there. are certain institutions which will require more data. The
supplement should be coordinated with the core form.

, Lastly, our proposal would mandate consumer input 'in the
. design, implementation and evaluation of-the system. .

". In closing I want td once 'again thank you for the opportnpity to
be here today. `I would be happy to answer any questions you may

t .... v 1

, "MrjoRb. ThanIt2you, Mr. Packer.
---,Mtocitri?o.

STATEMENT PATRICK W. KOCIAN, NATIONAL DIRECTOR,
COAITION 0 ' INDEPENDENT COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY

/T. STUDENTS 0%

Mr. KOCIAN. Thank yo r. Chairman. My name is Pat Kocian.
I am the itional director the Coalition of Independent College
and Univ sity Students, call COPU COPUS is in- its fth year,
now, and i honored to work with y and Mr. Buchan n in.sup- -,
porting your advocacy of the best of e ucational opportunity. .

I should add that this is my fit-1st time before your vbcommittee.,;---'
I am appropriately Eynored and nerU1 have already appeared
before the appropri' ions subcomnittees and it is nice to know
that I have a friendlkaudience today. .

I feel much more assured knowing thlit it)el Packer agrees with
most of what I say. I may be able to cut this short.

Before going into our recommendations, I would like to lay out
the two premises on which our recommendations have been devel-

O oped and -are offered here. First, we believe that the structure in
.. which the Federal grant programs are contained is fundamentally
1 sound and should be retained.

If we desire a system of grant aid that is rational, relatively
integrated, correspondent to the gtructure of American hOher edu- ,

cation and consistent with the principle of equal pportunity. then
we should all be delighted! to know tha4o predecessors have
already developed such a model and, roughly, enacted it into law. t

The curre4 grant programs represent a surprising, maybe even
inadvertant wisdomsthe kind of wisdom that inexp.Ncably but. reg-
ularly and fortunately, resillts from.the American political I.) eess.

BEOG, SSIG and SEOG eltemplify the widelyif not univer, ly
held principle of a shared Ifederal, State, and institutional paytne
ship in realizing eqUal edudational 'opportunity.

On the other hand, the coupling of a standardized student enti,
tlement,BEOGwith a locally based, individually sensitive pro"-
grarnSE()Grepresents a fundament ly important. recognition
that the diverse needs of millions of st dents attending thousands

14.4tip
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of inétitutions are better addressed by decentralized, decisions,
rather than by a single, presumptuous nameless bureaucracy in
Washington.

Let me jump into basic grants. Like Joel of the U.S. Students
Association arld many other associations, we strongly urge the
establishment off entitlement in the basic grant program. We think
that this shows that a half-entitlement gemonstrates the inconsist-
ency between the operational design of the program and the fund-
ing design of the program.

If we want a rational system of financial aid, we cannot allow
the cornerstone of that to be threatened every year by,appropri-
tions. We must found our financial policy on one absolute, and if

annot guarantee that absolute, we might as well toss in the
towel in trying to have a rational system of financial aid.

In addition, we propose to raise the national award. Joel laid out
the reasons pretty well. We found that I believe, with inflation,
dealing with the Cdnsumer Price Index since the founding of the
program, the basic grant award probably would be $2,400 maxi-
mum award for fiscal year 1981.

I say if we want to have a rational -system, if we want the
program to meet the needs it was designed to meet, then we should
raise the maximum award to the same level that it was originally.
;f this is politically difficult, and I suspect that it may be, we wOuld
urge that perhaps we could postpone the $2,400 maximum until
1983, but functionally it wotild,be better txrdo it sooner.

We also suaY,est marginal step increases in the BEOG maximum
ards: small, perhaps $100 to $200 a year. These are small in-

creases and are not likely to have big, inflationary impacts. But, at
the same time, they can be a lot of' help to.students who are getting
-$30() to $600 annual tuition increases a year. It may help offset

. that.
We have something to say about half-cost. Why do I not come

back to that?
Other concerns in BEOG, we agree with many other assobiations

again relating to the irrational distinction between dependent stu-
dents and independent students with dependents and assessing
eligibility for basic grants. We think we shaild eliminate that
distinction.

We alsoI cannot say this officially, but I cannot see any reason
why we would not be amenable to lowering the minimum BEOG
award if people like Dallas Martin and NASFAA tell us we can do
it without iy unclue iclministrative hassle.

ovjng o to supplemental grants, we think this program very
repr'ese1nts the coordination that was built into the grants

section qf title IV. It provides supplemental aid to students who, by
virttiec of a basic grant or a famjly contribution, already have a
holly of a college ethication but still need financial aid to obtain it.

It is institutionally based, and thereby sensitive to costs as was
lutende in determining ekgibility. So SEOG h'as two constituen-

. cies: 1 st, the lowest incom e! students for wfirrm a BEOG &one is
ot e lough to make it, and then there is the modarate income

dent who will be eligible for no more than a token 'basic grant
ut s facing the kind of college costs that the students that I

ent"face of upwards of $7,000 and more.
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The problem, then, if SEOG is the logical program, the funding'
mechanism is inconsistent with that logic. Basic grants tend to -

grow by leaps and bounds, and SEOG has grown very eratically.
Largely, I would imagine, because of thelek Congressman who

has other things to think If, BEOG and SEOG look alike. Change
the first letter and they look duplicative. They throw their money
into basic grants and as far as we are concerned, they have done
theirlit for financial aid.

We all know that SEOG and BEOG .are not duplicative. Congrps
has tried to deal with this problem by instituting the thresholds.
While I would think there are some problems with thresholds, I
could.pick one of them. I hardly need to eemind you that there are
some people in Washington who do not respect the threghbld con-
cept.

Every year we have got to fight Ito protect this program. It does
*not seem to make sense.

Another problem with the thresholds is they are inf1exibl6. You
have to wait every 3 or 4 years before we can adjust them as what
isevidenced as to what is a new need. If we do.want a rational
system of student aid grants, we have to assure absolute funding

srelationshi Ps.
So Ike agree wi'th what Joel has proposedor Joel agrees with

what we have proposed. [General laughter.]
In a sort of double threshold for SEOG, the first one would be

the floating threshold which would be the SEOG appropriation, but
%would be related to the BEOG appropriation by percentage. We
have proposed 25 percent.

The second threshold twouLd be a dollar minimum which we
propose at $500 million. I believe it corresponds to the most recent
institutional requests for an SEOG.

The second threshold will more or lessit is a safety. We figure
with this sort of double-threshold concept, we may be able to feel
secuce about the problem in the appropriations process. Elsewhere
in SEOG, we agreed that the State allotments should be based on
aggregate need. It seems that the State allotment formula for
SEOG is probably one of the most irrational pieces in tistle IV.

Perhaps I do not understand the program well enough, but I
cannot imagine why there would be substantial disagreement
among us about basic SEOG allotments on aggregate need.

We would also urge an increase in the maximum SEOG award
for reasons that Joel laid out pretty well. We also think that the
cumulative SEOG award is kind of redundant and if you have a
yearly limit, al§o a lifnit of 4 years or 5.

I have noticed about 30 typos )n the last half hour, and the chief
one of which is the last page is rnisging. [General laughter.]

But I will try to ad lib that. [General laughter.]
That is dealiqg with, SSIG. We believe that SSIG has been, as f'ar

as appropriations, the weaking of' Federal student aid and is logi-
callyand, we would think, politicallythe most compelling and
appealing of' Federal stuselent aid programs becatse we are pulling
in a lot of' State money from all of those obscene surpluses that
they have down there. [General laughter.]
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The problems with it have been prim7irilyit has been underfund-
-ed and there is so much variations of the programs. So, in general,
we propose an inci-ease in fine authorization to $150 million.

We agree with the rolling base-year concept that was given
earlier. '

We also have proposed in our own legislative language we sub-
mitted a two-tier concept, an additional incentive concept. Now, the

lbcriteria that you want to use for the second- tier of allocations,
while it is up for grabs, there are two of them. One, we would like
to see the institution of portability much more widely among the
State progfams. I think that is probably one of the chief com-
plaints.

There are two kinds of portability. I think You could offer the
States either one on tlrcat, but it is allowing.tionresidents studying
in the State to receive SSIG grants, or allowing State residents to
take their grants to other States.

The other concern we would have _is trying to expand the pro-
gram to, as Joel mentioned, part-time students, graduate students.
Of the new, emerging constituencies, SSIG is going to blossom one
of these xears and it is going to be the program of' the future.,

It will probably be quite ,wise for our Federal policy to try to
direct our program towards its constituencies.

Let me roll back to half-cost a little bit. COPUS strongly sup-
ports a retention of the half-cost provision within the current
framework of student grant aid. Despite its controversy, we believe
that the half-cost provision is clearly logical in- a student aid struc-
ture which seeks to encourage the widest opportunity of education-
al choice for all students.

A

Now, as far as I have been able to unde
the files and talking -to people, the-It...tire
about'the half-cost.

One af them, on which our retommenda
on incentives f r student choie; the other il
recruitment a d revenue. Unfortunately, the lattAr arguinent has
obscured *the former over the years.

In the institutional 'brawl, we find on one sidi: the high-cost
colleges, usually independent, fearing that the ret-kovafrof the half-
cost provision will seriously impair their ability't& compete for
student enrollments with lower coSt, usually public, institutOns.

This lost, enrollment, they assert', and the lost revenues it repre-
sents, constiattes a grave threat to independent. institutions which
must rely substantially on tuition and student aid revenues for
operating expenses.

Some high-cost institutions, however, particularly flighly presti-
gious ones, doubt that their recruitment is significantly affected by
Federal grant r?olicy, and are not too concerned abouValf-cost.
Thus, there is some division in those ranks.

the °titer side of the institutional debate are the lower, cost
stittitio Is, who for all practica,l purposes are not too. concerned

c bout. th potential for increased enrollinent with the removal of
the half-cost but instead can faresee substantially increased BEOG
revenueS from currently enrolled students now. affected by half-
cost.

f;

stand it, from looking at
two kinds of arguments

-.
s founded, is based

based on institutional
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.. I have looked at some figures for comniunity colleges which were
meRtioned here particularly. They stand to receive almost windfall
gains, Shod-8 half Cost revenues IYe eliminated. We have no prob-
lems wIth.that, but I think it is important to know Where the'two
'nstitutional combatants are coming from. i- . .

Given today's economy, and the projected decrease in nationwide'
liege applicant pool, one can understand and genuinely synipa- ,

thize with the institutional concerns. But we feel that both sides,
both pro and con, are arguing from concerns that are divorced '
from the real questiop that half cost represents: Do we want ,a
stodent aid polity that limits or encourages a student's choice of
educational program?' . .

One of the groups that COPUS represents, we'believe,,in the
.- future, lkould be college students. It isfor them that We support

. the half' cost college provision.
We cannot help but wonder 4nd worry what the impact on these

students would be if.the Federal Government offered them a full or
subAantially, full ,subsidy to live at home and attend the communi-

v ty college hround the corner. ..
How does an entitred, full Federal subsidy to attend the local

'. branch State college affect- a low7incomeLhigh school'student's per-
ception of educational opportunity in the.bigr wide world? I wonder
how many low-income students can resist that kind of inceotive,
and how many low-income families would not pressure, their kids
to take- the sure thing, and not the unkrimtn awsy from home?

The prOblem is, do we Want a financial %aid system after aJI these '-
years that tends td encourage students-to Chbose tbeir education qn
the basis of dollars rather than academic need? '

But it would liy no means be amusing fdr Federal finantial aid
policy to factlitate tracing low-income students into low-cost %col-

. leges. The removal of half cost )s an inadvertent but effective
discrimikiation in educational opportunisty.

Don't aet me wrong. COPUS has no penchant for self-help. Per-
sonally, I would be happy to see every student.get a free ride. Nor
do we want low-income students, or any student, unable.to obtain
the financial_ aid necessary to attend any college chosen. But the +

.answer to this need is in the same sSfstem of 'which half cost is a
4,/rcalculated part: full and balanced funding fbr the campus-based'

programs. Any student denied tWeded financial aid by half coat
should be able to obtain that aid from, campus-administered and 11'

.. State funds; this is the promise of the Federal, State institutiortal
partnership of the turrent grant proprams, if they are approprikte-
ly funded. The idea of half cost is not to withhold needed assistaoce
from any student, but to provide that, aid iri the most), neutral

, A manner, in order -to enhance the Opportunity of all students to shop
in the.educational.market.

The hajf.-cost provision exists,
.
we believe, in 'a comprehensive'

system intended to make available.the full offerings of Amebricin -
higher education to all students. We, think that is a worthy olAjec-

' lit tive of Federal .student aid policy.
Opponents to half costone particularly on my leftOfte-nfiines

,quote the Carnegie Council on Poltcy Studies in Higher Edtical ion, .
in its 1975 retiort proposing the elimination of'44 provision: 'Low-

. -
income students fteouently have on4y one tensible option for ipost-

Q A
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secondary education: attendance at a nearby, iced public in-
etItuticIgn.',1

.

Mr. PORD. May I interrupt you for just a mo t?
We have some guests in the. back of the r wile are educatbrs

representing, in part, higher education a ; in jiart, elementary
and, secondary education, from the,Peopl epublic of China. This
committee very recently 'had the ple ure of responding to an
invitation to.misit Peking, And we s t 3 very productive 'days in
meeting§ with repreOntatives of cation there who gave the
Chairman of tho committee at le $ a very valuable education in
terms or what theY perceive to i not only their goals, .but their
immediate problems in educati .

would like them tonotic omething that would be a little bit
, unusual in ,their country, ink, bicause 1.4 have lit the table a
representative .4f)f a stud group, a second representative of

. student group;".and a re sentative of faculty members represent-
ing the Association.Of iversity Professors.

The point that. Wa st made wag that the tWo student groups
are, prObablyeore isagreement about half cost with each other
tbohe/they are wit the institutional people or with anyone in the
(Av rnment.

But the imp
ifi/ the studept

nongovernm/ . as j?rivate
to be con

I hop
foefing
the
Wa.

nt difference that you might note is that one of
ps speakirig heoe r'epresents students who are in

al higher education institutions which -we refer to
obis here, a phenomenon that I do not think you have
ed with. IGeneral laughter.]

at someone back there will convey to our guests our
appreciation that,you returned ounwisit and are here id

ted -States obserVilt, not only the way we work here in
gton, but the way in which our very complex educational

sy. 4-ates in the country.
e are Iboking forwarkto future exchanges, becatise we feel we

tive much to learn from sour friends in China and we hope to be of
elp to them. . .. .

For the benefit., of the people at. the table, one of the most
difficult thing for our friOnds in China to understand with respect
.to student exchange is the fact that we charge people to
go to school. They wonde why the Federal Government, as a
practical matter, does not pay for people to go to college. They are
not alone in that cOncern. IGieneral laughter.]

But it is one of the serious problems with respect to developing a
student exchange program in that our students can go there for
edicatioffal opportunities virtually free of charge but it is not
possible to do it the other way, because we have not figured out
how to get Harvard and MIT ifiay from tuitiop and housing costs.
IGerierallaughter. j

. ,....Thank you very much for paying us a visit.
. Mr., PAcKERkt?1 0.4mted to add for the record that one of the
inte'rpreters f&r.thWigro's a feHow named Jay fleilder§on who is
one of' my predecessonW, egislative director of the National Stu-
dent Lobbyewho testified n reauthorization of the Higher Educa-
tional. Act in 1975. .

Mr. FORD. Then, Jay, you are prepared to describe who these .

radicals are at. the table. [General laughtc*.)
.

a
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Thank you very much for comingk
VOICE. Wei do not wish to disturb yaw discussions.
Mr. FORM Go right ahead. I am sorry, but they only had a

'moment.
Mr. KOCIAN. Thanks. I needed that. [General laughter.]
I am actually about through. In sum, I was-just saying that the,,

idea that if the elimination of half cost is necessary because low-
income gtudents often do not have any other place to go but to the
low-cost community college down the street is not very compelling
to me. I think, on the other hand, our objective is to make sure
that those students are not trapped into going to the low-cost
community colleges down the street. I would like to have Ahem
have that oppbrtunity. I think that is a goal that all of us have,
and I will quit while I am ahead. ,

Mr. FAL). Thank you very much.
Prof. Henry T. Yost, speaking on behalf o( the)Committee on

Govenimental Relations of the National AssociMitli of University
Prof ssors.

4TAT ENT OF HENRY T. YOST, CHAIRMAN, cimmITTEE ON
GOVERNMENT RELATIONS, AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF 15N1-
VERSITY PROFESSORS
Mr. YOST. Thank You, Mr. Chairman, and Congressman Buchan- .

san. I aPpreciat6 this opportunity to appear before the subcommit-
tee.

Since there is so much testimony that,is overrapping this mOrn-
ing, I will make a very-brief surnnv ry of my prepared statement
which you afready have.

We support the reauthorizatkon of the basic grants, the supple-
mental grants and the State student incentive grants, but, we hope
the subcommittee will consider some options for improving their
effectiveness in assisting low-income and middle-income students.

What we are going to reCommend is based on a central concern
that fewer than 15 percent of the prpsent adult population are
college gracluates, while over 50 percent are, hig-h schpol graduates,

The goal otequal educational opportunity, which our association
endorsed prior to the enactment of Ihe. Higher, Education 4ct of
1965 requires that in thq 1980's we make a major effort to increase
the percentage. of collegO graduates. We think that such a goal oan
be fulfilled, bbt only if we have a strong partnership between the
Goveryment and the academic community.

A, We have made three recomrdendations kir changes which we
think will improve the basic kants program.

First,-it is necessary to, increaSe the maximum basic grant from
$1,800 to $2,300 simply to keep up with the rise in the cost of

. living.
Second, it 'is necessary to protect the basic' grant from further

erosion against inflation by providing a cost of living increase to
those who receive continuing grants.

Finally, it is essential that the one-half cost be eliminated in
ordet to aLlow low-income students a much greater choice of insti-
tutions.

A major first step would be the elimination of a fmily contribu-
tion rate for low-income students and its reduction an- middle-

47-669 fl - 19 - 1
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incomAtudents. At a very minimum, I ank wt will support H.R.
272 which Congressman Drinan testified about. this morning al-
ready.

Our eventual goal for il-ce suppletnental grants is to' eliminate (them whenever, the basic grants become a true entlUement. Until
that time, howe'ver, we believe that the supplemental.grants should
be iticreased from a maximum of ,$1,500 to, $2,000. We think they

.* should be made available to students who enroll on a less than
halkime basis and we believe that they should be awarded dii-ectly
by The Federal Government to the students ratherAhan, as present- ,

,ly, throkh the intervention of theinstitutions themselves. .
We strongly support the reauthorization of the State student

incentive grants, be.cause they continUe to be so successful in carry-
ing out their purpose. The States, in many cases, have ovematched ,

the ,Federal grants' by as much as 15 to 1. While the development
..bas been uneven, we think that recent devel9pments .in the pro-
grahi are encouraging.

We have suggested in our statement that,- in order,to encourage .

the States to improve portability of State scholarships,. the', law
should require that a percentage df the Federal money required
under the SSW; program be set aside by the State to finance out-pf-
State gscholarships. In addition, the .maximum should be increased
from $1,500 to $2,000.
vk The distinction between initial and cOntinuing grants should be
eliminated and 'the States should be encouraged to include part-
time and less .t.itan half-time students.

In our conclusion, we ask the subcommit-iee to consider the
impact of' the current financial crisis upon the acpiletnic communi-
ty. 'The present situation thryttles the-institutions, createsincer-
tainties among our students and demoraiThes our.faculties.

Whil6 our erimary:co'ncern today is the reauthorization of-the
student assistant program, we Lirge the subcommittee to address
the issues confronting- our institdtions, faculties, imd students.nWe
are looking forward to a continuation of the high priority for the
furiding of,major higher education programs. We are also looking
forward to working closely, with the new Department. of' F.1,ducatiorT,
which we hope this Congress will create, and which we hope-will tie
responsible for admrnistering the programs that you recommend
Sot. reauthorization.. ,

I appreciate this opportunity to discuss these issues with the
committee.

Thank you very much.
Mr. Fditn. Thank you, Mr. Yost.
I will gt.ari off with Mr. Packer. First 'of all, I am pleased .to see

thpt it is possible for the faculty and Students to agree basically on"
principles insthis legislation. I do not think you ought to be any
different than anyone else'in disagreeing on-half costs.

It demonstrates that even idealistic young people tend to vieW
issues from the perspective of their own position, which is' a nice
way of saying that you are ,presently prejudiced In favpr of' the
constituents you are serving and that is what you are supposed to
be doing.

It is.not very helpful to us, however, in trying to balance which('
f these.constituencies are going to make the most on loans.

0 I)
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I know all of you talk about making the basic grants program a
true entitlement. I think that is what we really thought was going 1
to happen,. It does not operate thiit way. That has been pointed out.

. So I do hot think we need to get into that.
But,,r am.intereseed in what both student organizations!h ave to

spay about the ihdependent students, because I have recently discbv-
ered that, while we have made some progress with espect to
independent students,, somewhat to my embarrasEiment, I found
that *ogress has not reached a former constituent who is quite
upset. . . -

, He points out to me that the distinction we make between the
single, or unmEirried, independent student' and the, married inde-
pendent studente does not seem to'make much sense.

w
.

It is a distinction that literally cuts the married, independent
student out of considera,tion of changes that we inade.in the-Middle

. . Income Sludent Assistancg .46icp ,
Both of you are.suggeNtilt.a method of changing thatIn the

case of Mr. Packer,,you suggest that we deal with the percentages
on thd assessment rate which range from 10.5 percent for depend-
ents, 75 percent'for single independents, 50 percent for independ-
ent students witH Aepetidents, and 40 percent for studenth with two
or more dependents.

We corrected the problem with respect to the independent stu-
dents with pendents but left lianging tjiç independent student
who ;has dep ndent§, but is not necvlart13,- 4nrnarried. We start on .

. the assu ion that ajamily of fdur with a income of $15,000 or
o, $20,000 needs help, if there is not a husban and wife situation.

But if tbere is, in fact, a husbatid and wife s uation, and the wife
who wants to attend tichool 'ai-H.--the husband is the breadwinner,
we ignore their true situation and assume that they can pay for
her college.

For some reason we 'believe that was eith an oyersight or lack
. of sqnsitivity on our part. . \

I hope the staff is going. to be able to come u with a solution
that will not causd OMEr to line the tanks up4 in front of the
building.10eneral,laughter.] .

But-cliarly has been brought up enough times now to indicate
very forolfully to me that that is,the AN. 10

May I aSit the student representatives about another issue that
was raised on the BEOG program Monday by a panel of students.
A student pointca out that, if you interrUpt the process by which
you go to ittfIlege and go out and work for a couple of Years first
before entering college, or interrupt college a go back and work .nfl

f

-'and return, to college, the present aystem of consi ering your previ-
ous year's income for the purpose of eligibility resupposes thar
you are*going to continue earning at that.level after giving up 3;our
job to go back to college.

The suggestion, I believe, that was made 'by the students was
'that the sttident aid officer of the institution be given the ability to
determine whethekr, in fact, the previous year's earnings was relat-
ed to what the present year's earning expectation w6u1d be.

Now, the 4.eason that the Office of Education has developed the
_ use of the previous year is ,becauseiit is something that you can

r
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measure. You 'have a tax realm, or somethihg 'else like that, to
deal with.

Recognizing the reluctance that has !Seen Apressed in thq past
by studentsrto accepl the efficiency of the administration in these
programs, we expect %at; if that kind of discretion were giyen to a
student aid officer to make a detemination, they would recognize
circumstanced indicaiting a,drastic reduction. Presumably if a stu-
dent is making $15,000 or $18,000 a yea? before returnihg to school,
the assets 'acquired during that time are still being taken into
acount.

Hut, if you use last year'is inc'ome and. you have a student who is
making $18,000 a year on It 2-year contract to dig ditches in Alaska
or whatever and now returns to school, the presumption is that be
continues to make $18,000.

Would you, as -representatives of the- student associations, be,
willing to see the student aialf ficials have authority to waive.the
previous year 'requirement make that a subjective determina,
tion on eligibility on the basis of their pwn observatidn.of\ the
current status of the student?

Mr. K0C1AN. I will let Joel answer this; I have not studied the
question. My gut reaction is anytime you can employ the campus
concept, the financial aid officer, you are bound to get a much
more acourate assessment of student need. So I .do not have any
particular problem with that.

Mr. PACKER.' It is an interesting problem. A couple of different
factors.

Basic grants does allow, under very specific circumstances, the
student to file a subsequent applicaYion to have their award based
on current year income but, because there are very limited 'circum-
stances, such as.complete loss of,employment, most actions apply to
the disability of a 'parent, or death, fdr most independenrstudents
it dOes _not solve the problem that you refer to where there is a
severe loss, but the person-may still be working part time. For the
campus-based programs, the analysis that is performed does utilize,

,for independent students, current year information which is some-
thing we have zilways strongly supported.

Th,ere have, been, unfortunately, some attempts by the Office of
Education inithe redesign of the cutrent form to change the system
in the change of the form, so that for' the campus-based programs,
also it Rduld shift to what is called prior year, or base year, data,
so that even in that program, independent students would have
their awards Calculated, initially at least, off of previous year
income, with the financial aid officer option to change it.

We strongly oppose the campus-based programs, any shift from
prior year to current year income as in the basic grant pro-

,gram--.
Mr. FORD. Do you not have that the other Way around?
Mr. PACKER. .Excuse me? Yes; from current year to prior year.

Excuse me. For the basic grant program. I guess there are two
ways to dea4with tbe problem. One would be what you lUggested,
which I do not think we have a majoryroblem with, although that
does somewhat deyiate from the overall nature of the program,
which is, in its entitlement formula program. The campus financial
aid officer does,pot change it around.

./

*,
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You have to take a look at-low much flexibility you have, and
, how that might affect things.

The other thing is 'to amend the basic grant programs so that
that Analysis of independent student situations is performed off of
current-year income.

realize When you get into the question of is it verifiable or
measurable, but if what you ate measuring has no relevance, than P.
you can measure it and it can be nice and precise, but what is. th

.sense? -

It is like somebody going in for ..s-pair of shoes and asking Wba
ts nur hat size?,We can measure that, but if it does not have any
relation to what the purpose is, then fine and good.

An even broader solution 'Is ko have it based off initially perliaps
the curilent year data and perhaps offer the flexibility to 6hange it
back, if they feel that that might be too liberal or lenient or
whatever.

I agkee with you, thbug h, that it is a prOblem and we need to
- find some way of solving it.

Mr. FORD. Well, ttie Intern'al Revenue Service has been collecting
an' estimated tax for ydars on the basis of a form filed with your
tax dreturn estimating for self-employed people, or business people,
what,their ipcOrpe for the current year will be. That.is the basis by
whick you thak4 your quarterly pa`yments in.anticipation,of a tax
comparable to the withholding that occurs for wage earners.

. There is a limit on the tolerance for error, which is only imposed
whlen there is the feeling there is fraud involved. That.seems tck
work very well. They never ask for a change in that. It does back
to the fifties, I think, 1954.

It has, worked 'all that, time without any request, for a change.
I suppose rou mighrbe able to .suggest that students are taxpay-

ers, too. I suspect that politically that is the most difficult problem
in tlying to' get flexibility so that there'is residual concern.that
students in institutions are looking for ways to rip off easy Federal
mouy without providing or 'achieving the goal that the Federal ,.
money- is spent for. .

Mr. PACREtt. Mr. Ford, if I could just comment on -Nat a little
bit. L do not think, and I hoPe you docpot think so either, that the
majority of students, or even A significant -minotity, are trying to
rip off the system. I thinkI would think even the Office,of Educa-,

4 tion would agree. ,

I know huo Kornfeld hasastated that most of the pr6lems in
terms of people' getting larger awards than they are entitled to is
not due to deliberate fraud but more confusion. People are not.. understanding the application, or making simple mistakes, or what..
have 'you'. I just wanted to mention that for the record, that we
strongly feel 'that it is very little, a very minimal amount of' direct
fraud am ng students. .

I thirrk they are generally fairly honest about their financial
situationd' for this program. -

*; Mr. FORD. You mention here the portabil ty of SSIG. I think,
Joel, you were hete in 1976 during the 1976 co ference.

Mr. PACKER. Actually, my predecessor. , , -
..Mr. FORD. The discussion was mostly of Vie alternative that was

. suggeked by.COPUS this morning; that is providing for portability
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by giving money to a student to leave the State for his
educg,tion. .. . . .

'We came-to the conclusion tliat it could-not be don't 'then
so many of the States bad programs .Wherein 'the- Federal money
was just a small portion of the total money expended, and it was
'pretty hard to use that very little club to go after the dinosaur.

, I am looking at a table showing percentages of Federal money in
State grant progsamp. Iri New York, it is only 2.6 percent. In
Pennsylvania, it is p.5, and it ranges up to.some 16 States where
apparently madling has achieved its purpose, becaugethey come-
up to 50.percent and stop there.

or- lier

ause

There are a couple of others. Virginia stops at 49.5; Maryland at
48:9because they have all of these impoverished suburbs. [Gener-
al laughter.]

North Carolina, 48.7. ,
.

Tiom suggested a bad cciinputer. They were shooting for 50, and

When you get over on *the other.pfde, you find in Kentucky,
which we like to look at for obvious Mations, only 20 percent of the
prograreig Federal money. fn my State of Michigan only 8.9 per-.
cent.

tou d'not stop.

It would)be very, very difficult to get the lekislatures in.:those
States to let their money 10 out of State, but that .raises a question
thatsmaybe,you can help us with. ?

I was concerned at that time about spending money on nonresi-
dential students or spending money oh a resident of the'State in in
institution outside uf the State, aside from the political consider-
ations. I wonder whether moat of the States cpuld.legally do this?

Mr. PACKER. Let me attempt to ansWer. agree with you corn:
pletely that to niandate the States:have, portability i not very
realistic,politicallyfinancially, or for other reasons. 'What COPUS
has recommended, and our group has recommended, is that there
not be a ratuidate but that a certain percentage orTuilds above 'a
certain level, in our proposal, we are saying funds above $100
million; that those funds be set aside and distributed aniong those
States v/hich do have portability, so no State would.lose any money
than they now have, but would not be eligible to get tile allocation

'of this new ,funding, in that the hew funding wauld_serve gs an
additional incentive to perhaps encourage those States who feel
they can have portability.

,we are recommending it sort of as ,an award for States that
nt to do.that.

Rega`rding the legal question, I iim really not that familiar with
all 50 State constitutions. I believe probably the greater legal bar-
rier would be for students who are cothinft out of State irfto the
new Ste*, counting them as residents, because I think most States

it have some type of residency .provision, as to whetl* (you flare
&nsidered a resident or not of that State for purpose of receiving
State schafarship programs; in-son-le cases a year, sometimes less.

That whole area has always been a subject of litigatiort about
whether those are constitutional or imperrhisaible barriers, so it
does.get into a complex area.

.

Mr. FORD. Is there any State that does not charge nonreddent
students additional tuition?
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PACKER. Not that I ain aware of. -
P .

Mr. FORD. You also are the first ones to raise, during this reau-
thorization, .the question of the' formulas, a subject that always
interests Mr, Buchanan and me.

In 1.976, they were completely neglected; noboa3t wanted to talk
about them. But whea-one looks at the formulas, it is hard to
understand ,how you can Continue justifying some of these that are
very clearly dislocations.

The college work study, for extimple, which we inheriteth from
the poverty 'program and transferred over into higher .education,
has three parts. Each.. State's proportionate share of the full-time

. enrollment in postsecondary institutions;,,the second, each State's
proportionate share of the number of high schbol graduates; and
then third, each State's.proportionate share of related children
living iri families with incomes under $3,000. That last part Made
sense when this was part of the poverty program and it made sense

, up until about1913 when SEOG took over and the BEOG program
came into existence, but what we discovered last year when we
-looked at this program was that practically no one from this
_income level was participating froth the college work study prZi-
gram.

I should hot say practically no one, because a very low percent-
age of the partici'pants were from the very bottom of the income
level because of the advent of BEOG and SEOG money: ,

It seems that we are continuing to target the money on the basis
of. a population ttat is 'not the population. It hap become the work
recipient populatton. . .

Then, over here in SEOG; we see 90 tercent of the SEOG funds
are allotted to States and other eligible jurisdictions, and that is
after the 19-percent set-aside. According to the proportional share
of5 the national f4ll-time equivalent enrollment in post-secondary
institutions, and for that purpose, we counted everybody in gradu-
ate school, eVen' though we do not give tliem any money.

This sounds like a real good deal for 'Massachusetts. [General
laughter.] - .

- . - . N,
,

Mr.-YosT. Don't knock it. [General laughter.]
Mr. FORD. But it leaves the question, again, of a formufa that

coupts people for distributing money but doesn't give an3i money to

_ ,y
the people that you count. We have cleaned up some hc that in

4 eletnntac and secondary formulas. .

i

We would like you to.look at these characteristics. ,

I can see that the word must have gotten to the chairman now.
Mr. Gaul is back here watching me play witli.fo mulas. [General
laughter.] . . .;

Then I wonder about the count of high school "graduates as a
development measure of the proper allobation of these moneys and
recognize that a member of this committee is from New Jersey but,
for interesting reasons, they have a large number or high school
graduates and a small number of college students.

In short, I think that you put your finger in one of ,the things
that is bothering a rot of people that nobody wants to talk about.
Nobody wants to get.into a formula fight. 1.

Both of you are careful enough to 'suggests that any formula
changOs shoulA have grant funded Charges. But maybe we. will be
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ableto at least,take a look at the relevance of therformulas to the
real world, and we hopeoyou.will back up you4recommendations
this morning by tIoing some indepgndent rdsea* on them because
the repearcji aroend here is not trustworthy.

I. get the figures I want, tind others who disagree with me on
_what the element of objective would be get the figures they want.

. We ask the Office of Education 'and the Assistant Secretary for
Education and the Congressional Research Department of the Li-
brary of Congress and we gtt three different sets of figures'.I [Gener-
al laMaterl.

So thltybe--
M.r. KOtIAN. You can trust us, Mr: Chairman. [General laughter.]
Mr. FORD. Mr. Buchanan?
Mr:BUCHANAN. Thank you, Mr. ChairThan:
I wiU . you, if we -have to get into other formula consider-

.. ations, Vain going to be -very happily-reliant on the statesmanship
of the Chair. [General laukliter.]

Because ihe Chair has such statesmanship and because the cos-
position of this committee is Michigan, Indiana, New Jersey, New
York, Illinois, New York, Pennsylvania and Pennsylvania, Ver;
mont, Iowa and Ohió and ,oile Alabama end one Oklahoma and,
thank God, Kentucky. [General laughter.]

Mr:FORD. WQ may consider a second 10-percent set-asidedlGener-
al laughter.]

For Alabagia and Kentucky.
Mr. BUCHANAN. This may not follow exactly along those lines; I

am inclined.to Rgree With something you said in your statement
about which I have puzzled. SOmeone has said anyone who likes
satisage and loves law should never watch,either one being made..
[General laughter.] -

Having been an observer and varticipant in that rtrocess for
itme 15 years, I. really appreciate what you §ay: "The Current
ant programs rePresent a surprising, maybe even inadvertent

wisdom, the kind of wisdom that inexplicably but regnlarly results
in the Ameilkkan political process." I think that tends to be the
case, but I cannot understand something else you saidin short,
"our problem is rwt the program but the appropriation."

So much of both the conflict and testimony, and 'so much of the
essence of die priplems we have to face in this committee is (rested
in inadequate funsling. I do not knOw why this wisdom hasn't
inadverten hit the Appropriations Committee. [General laugh-
tee.]

,I do think that funding is at the heart of the prbblem, so there is
not tiny choice. For example, if you had.adequate funding cl$E0G;
as Slou recommend, and you had greater participation of' 2-year
ccileges in the SEOG program,'I wonder if that would not have the
sanie result as the elimination of half cost.

Mr. KOCIAN. I think that would be preferable in that you would
still be addresging the same need,, but you wouldn't be putting it.all
in one hand. I think thaViS very important'.

We were talking about low-inconle students trying to realize
what kind of college choice they may hatve. If you can.address the
need and put in different areas like that, make sure that plat
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money is hvailable but not so tempting as to preclude a student
from looking elsewhere arid expanding.one's horizons.

Mr. PACKER. I think.--that wovld help. It would be an. imptrove-
tient over the current situation, but we would still have, as one of
our to priorities, removal of the half cost. The basic gfant prd- I
ra is.supposed to be the cornerstone program to build up this. If

yo only give them half a cornerstone, the whole system is going to
topple Over.

So we feel very strongly, it has always been. ope of our major
'priorities from the time the program was first serup, it is just an
arbitrary device.

I think, in Mr. O'Keefe's testimony, he reached the conclusioeI
think it showed thatrthe majorargument-a-gainst it.is that it would
cost more money. That. is an.argumen1 that we have never bought
as reasons for not doing things.

So I would say that would be, helpful, but not the fireferible
solution .

Mr, BUCHANAN. Wo-uld you care to comment fttrther on that?
Mr)YosT. On that?
Mr. BUCHANAN. Yes.
Mr. YOST. I would say, first of all, -Mr. Kocian, the page .he left'

off is not the problem. It.is the page he left in-'---
. [General laughter.]

Mr. YOST. About the half cost provision that is going t,o get.hirn
the "C'?. We feel very strongly--I think we ar in agreement with
Joel Packer about, thisthat if we are going to build a true entitle-
ment in this country and we want to use an existing'mechanism,
then we want to strengthen the BEOG program at every point.
Instead of trading off with SEOG's and beefing.them up,,it seems
to me much better to pare them down h little bit and beef up the
basic grant program...

The HEW tetemony is clear. It would c-ost you $250 million to
knock out the half cost provision. I think it wbuld.be*a reasonable
thing for us to sit around and negotiate where we could find that
$250 million and not necessarily look at title IV. There are a lot of
other places 4ere we 'could find $250 million.

I could also sug-gest some places away from the funding of higher
education where you could find$250 million but do not get me
started on that. .

Mr. BUCHANAN. Thank you, sir. r
I know the SSIG program iS not on less ihan half 'timei, but I

wonder if it is a possibility_ for providing eligibility for less title
hal f-time students?

Mr. FORD. If yoli would yieltl, I think, as a matter of fact, some of
the Stateaiid provide grants_fbr less than half time, do they not?

Mr, PACKER. I think there are two oi three, possibly, that do it. I
is very limited. Yes. I think. that is another area where less th
half-time students can potentially be served.

In fact, in our recommendations, we recommend changes tthat
would allow States to do that. There is some technical language in
the law now that ixould, prevent a State, tekhnically, at leaSt, alma
using the Federhl share to give that to less than half-time stuMts.
It is the definition of "in attendance," which means you havd to be
going at least halftime. A

11)
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You could change those words, whichrwould allow thein to dk so.
We 'would have no objection to using that as one of perhaps s eral
peripheral mechanisms to giite aid to Jess than half-time students, -
but the reality is, I do mit think every State *ill do. that. We may'
have_ the majority, of States not even giving, aid to less than full-
tirrie students. The larger States do not even give aid to less than
full-time stuokntg, so I think it would be unlikely in the near
future that wr wouldrtake two steps-when we hafe- not even taken
the first one yet. . .

Mr. KOCIAN. Our earlier set of recommendations included, as one
of the 'primary criterion for allotting an,Additional tier of money in .

the second .tier, that the State programl included either lesS than
half-time students or graduate students, which is emergiRg as an-
other need.

Giving money to this,program has just been realized, and we are
all kind of -hoping that it'is going fo boom. I think that. is tlk best
place to look right now, for meeting the.needs of these students.

Mr. BUCHANAN. Mr. Chairman, I have no further questions. I arn
sure you all appreciate that while I am confident there are ways to
define, these programs, the funding prsoblem doesmake it very
different problem for us. We could authorize, based on the pre-
sumption ,that what 1,0 authorize would be funded. That would be
one route. But we have to authoriq with the awareness, and
design prOgrams to the awariess, that What we will authorize Will
probably not be funded withjn a country mile of that which wp

eintend and desire.
That is wile a different set of problems. You Ste going to have

to benefieone kind of an institution, to some extent, if you beef up
the assistance to other kinds, and you have to weigh_ low-income
needs against middle-income needs. ,

.I do not know how to escape those problems.

e s.
M. KOC1A1. I g.)iess it is an age-qld problem, burl-would say the

threshold concpt i a good example of the authorizing committee
in trying to assert its muscle, and I will encourage yoU to keep
fighting.

We will be right be.hind you. (General laughterl .4.
Mr. Fyttn. Just one comment with re!spect to Professor Yost's

suggestion. Tom did a quick calculation on the rest of' the Higher
Education Act other thadw title IV. You hye only $240 million in
appropriatiOns for all of the other programs, so we are not really
going to get much fat out of' those.

Mr. YOST. I guess we will have to look elsewhere. (General laugh-
ter.]

Mr. FORD. Thank you very much, gentlemen.
Don Holec, chairman of 'the Title IV Committee, the National

Association of student Financial Aid Administrators and director
of' financial aid at Purdue University.

STATEMENT OF DONAIA- ) IIOLEC..CJIAIRMAN, TITLE IV ChM-
miTTEE. NATIONAL -ASSOCIATION. (W .STUDENT yINAM'IAL
AID ADMINISTRATORS AND DIRMIOR OF FINANCIAL AID,
PURDUE UNIVERSITY

, f
Mr. ,I-10LEc. It is-a pleasure to bOahere, Mr. ChaiTtnan, to have'

this opportunity to testifg" and discuss some of the ! student aid
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eissues felative to 'the Federaf:grlint progtams. FWant to commend
ou on, not only -holding these ,hearings .bt also fOr irtyiting the:: .

-1.3kr*lucation associations to,submit proposals on tife. recOm- ..

Arnendations for changes tette student aid legislation. 1 -this'. .

A is tho.first; time the has.been don. arfd itis cekainly very elpful
to see where everyone ,is coming from and. what agreements we
have, and ,,t,here there are issues that still Oeed further disctission.

:What I would like to discuss. this morning, are somet of our
gpecific recOmmendations !elating to 'the supplerherrtal grant...,prb-
graM and the basic .graht .program. They reall'y' centei." arour)d
three Very-basic goals which weore trying,to dccoMplish with the. . .

- reauthorization provss.
.. . .

.Tl-ie first goal is to provide a reAsonable.andcoritinuing finanCial,
base for the-existing grant.sd stlf-help. Progfams,to assure cur- ..

. rent and future students thatNeir goa17of obtaining pcitgeeondary
j education will nof be to insuffi9ierit finhncial re:.

soutces. . - -.___...... /

ro

V

. ..-. .

There is a needior a .period. of. stabilitY in the 'Federal student
aid programs. A numberOf changes, soine legislative, saint adrnin-
istratixe, .9ave occurred. The p't.es,s is piciiing: Up; different recomJ
mendations, particularly regarding. budgets. There has aused
certainty on the part of students and parents regarding the futur
funding of student-aid progrigms. Students, parents..and iitutio
need tO knoW what funds will be available to pay for a collegeeducation.

To reach our first goal, we recommend the fallowing: 4:
First, make the basic grant program a true errtitlemerit program',

.which we kn'ow is this committee s intent.
Second, 'extend*theibasic grant and supplementalgrant prokramsi

thrmigh June :t( t;' 1986. This wquld give:the programs time to4. stabilize and Mature.
'Third, increase the basic grant award by $100 Anually 'to take

into comiideration *nation, which is cauving the costpf educhticknto rise each year. ) ,
. FOurth, increase the maximum annual supplemental 'grant to$2,09O. TW,level lould provide reasAable choice for ;rnany stu- )dents without them incurring*unreasonable debt burdena

Fifth, increase the threshold levels for thn supplemental grani,,'the national direct student loan 'and college work -study programs.to insure a continued Mance between the grant and sell-help
programs avalilable for students.

Our second goal is to try...to provide more flexibility in the grantprograms 'to adequaeely address' the unique needs 1.1d-.circurn-, stances of individual students. The 'Federal grant progitems- aisedoing a good job of serving.most st dents. 'At the sanie time, wemust, be sensitiveto individual circuThstances.
We recommend that the basic grant and supplement-hi grantprograms hOth be extended to allow participatioh.for p full 5*.yearsof eligibility or until suCh time as the 'student 'actually receivestheir first undergraduate degree. Many students, roe various rea-sons such as illnoss or personal circumsta9ces, changes in degreeobjectives, or tran&r from one school to another, find it/necessary

to attend college for 5 years in order,to get their degrees. Expand-
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- ing their eligibility for the grant programs to. 5 years would help
theni maxim* their educational potential.

Second, there are sections.in the lags dealing with the definition e

of:good standing pr showing evidence of acadeinic or'creative prom-,

..ise that are obsolete.-The educational amendments of 1976 added a .

requirement that students be making satisfactory academic prog- .

ress, in their course of study, as determined by, the instituikOri.

j This provision itself is sufficient to prevent Any abuse or misuse

\ Of.the program. < .

. ' The third goal that we. want tg...achieve is to modify. the burden/

. -some and costly requirements of the -programs while retaining the 9tD

1,

. . npcessary safeguards to provide and insure program accouptability
e", ,afid integrity. We alsp, as I mentioned earlier, are looking for

t flexibility to meet the needs of individual students. We should

< -strive toward removing unneeessary administrative bUrdens that *

,do not: add to, meeti g prograln intent 'or objectives. We .should

. provide the most eff tire 'and efficient delivery which will promote .. .,

1 ' the purposes of the pikfms..
i

There are three areas whiohillwvatld like to discuss here. The
ti

./
first is the removal of the tle o al coSt of education hodeter-

, mining a student's eligibility under the basic grant, program and .
replacing itjwith a new definition Of cost of attendance. )

I. would /like to share with you a typical case, as to how this
Vrovisiqn affects a student, on acamus. Many institutions, such as'. tyl ,,

Purdue and others; will attempt to announce awards to students in .
March and ApOl. ° , ,, $

.. _o

At.lhat-etime, we generally need1-- to use standard housiigg (4

allo*inces, liecaise we do mob know what the student's actual
housing cotj will be on th4.campus.' As I am sure you lell know,-,

, there are variety of plans for students who live on campus, a

A variety of meal plans, different costs depending on thedormitory a ,
studt ;night be iirtvhether they axe* a single roo71, a double

roof* or a triple room, and what have you. ,

Housing assignments are not made until summer, so at the tirne
we make the awaril to the student, it is necessary for us to esti-
mate a standard housing allowave to determine the estimated
basic grant for the student. .

Then, later in the year, at many institptions it will be in Vine or
. July, we have to determine what that actual student's housing

costs will be. At that time,'it is necessary to go bacleantrrevise the ,
4 student's basIC gran,t award.

If that still nt is receiving other aid, it is also necessary to rkse
the othet. -cause if the basic grant award goes up and the
student's nee. ps been fully met, it means that the -other aid the
student.reCeives Must go down.

Then, we getointo a third cycle at the time the otudelft enrolls iner:
t---(ichool where, again, we must check to See whethep or not the

, student is enrolled) as Es full-time, three-quarter or half-time stu-

dent. At an institution like Purdue, that is not ft jp9blem, because
students. either pay one-7fee, whether they) cant 12 hours or 15

hours or 18 hours. On the other hand, niany of our institutions
charge on a per-credit, basis, so if the institution estimated tlip
award based on thes assumption that the. student would enroll for
15 hours but then only enrolls for '12, it is necessary for the

r
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institution to, once again, revise the'stuLnt award for That par,
ticular semester. If the student enrolls for morè4han 15 hours, it is
revised upward.

You have potentially two, three or more revisions going on with
s the student's eligibility for basic grant and their eligibility for

other programs.
Looking at the impact of all of this, the'administrative costs for

institutions is high in terms of having to r9d'etermine the Student's
eligibility at least two cft three times- befre a final award can be
made to the student.

Students get confused in thq process. They have difficulty under-
' standi\hg why- the award toddy $1,400, tomorrow 4,500, and the

day aPte,r $1,600. It is because, the circumstandes are changing
which affects their.eligibility. They have.a difficult time planning
their finances. Other aid programs are also afftcbed, not just the
basic grant, because if the basic grant irtcreasesi someihing else
will deep e.

Some; es that decrease is going to be in the work-study, pro,
es gram. The student may already have started on a work-studY job

and as a result, find that while they intended to work say AO or ,12
hours a week for the whole semester, the 'employer expected the'rp
to be theKe and they now find their eligibility for that program'
decreased..As a result, the student is not able to work the amount
\of time, or the employer is not ablc to have tht)student there for .sik
rliuch as they expebted when they hired the student. . A

NJ All of this is caused by the use of actual costs to determine a
student basic grant eligibility.

Another asOct to look at is who benefits from this kind of
provision? The stUdent who chooses the most expensive kind of
accommodations on the campus going to get the largest grant.
That can Vary by as much as S1200 or $300 depending on the
difference in the room and board 'pcomodations at an institution.

On the other hand, the student ho is most frugal and is trying-,
to keep their expenses down, perhaps by choosing the lower cost
housing ends up by being penalized by having the smaller grant.

4 So, ion essence, their attempt to keep their costs down is rewarded
by the smaller basic grant.

Students living off campus are affected by this significantly. As
you know, in the current program we have a standard $1',100
allowance for room and board i'or students who reside off campus.
That figure has been in f)lace almost since the inception of the
Hogram. Inflation alone would say that the coi4t ogta student living,
Or campus is significantly higher today than it was 5 or 6 years
ago.

. just as a comparison, for your .information, under the current
rules for the basic grant program, our costs at Purdue for the next
year will be $2,430. The real cost for that student, when you ligure,,
in what it really costs for room and board and miscellaneous per-
sonal books and tuition fees is about $3,5507 So the basic grant is
actually only recognizing about two-thirds -of the real cost of a
student attending Purdue University.

In summary,1 we recommend that you replace the use of the
actual cost with i new definition of cost bf education that would

5
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recognize what the true.costs are for students attending a particu-.lar campus and where they are living.
,#' Another concern is the matching provision of the supplemental

grant lirogram. The curren,t statute provides that the students
must be of exceptional fintincial need in order tio qualify for a
supplemental educational opportunity grant. That has been defined
to mean that the student's family contribution be less than, or
equal to, one-half of the student's cost of education as determined
by the institution. While that, in itself, for the.knajority ofAstudents
poses no real significant problem, it, does pose some problems for
ndividual cases.

Let me cite some of them for you. First of all, the definition of
what constitutes a match is restricted. Not all resources qualify for
matching funds in order for a student to receive their supplemen-
tal grant. A student toy have resources to meet their need.after
receiving their supplemental grant, but are not considered match-
ing. .

For example, it a studekt borrows under the guaranteed student
loan program from a commercial lending, institution, those funds
do not constitute a match for a supplemental grant. A student, if
their 'only other resource was a guaranteed student loan, could-not
have a supplemental grant, even though their neea misht be excep-
tionally high.

If a student who works off campus, the earnings for that job
cannot be counted as a match. If the student works on campus or
unlier the work-study program, that is fine. It is difficult for a
student to understand if they already have a job and are4orking
off campus that they have to quit that job and work on 'campus, or
under work itudy in order to match the grant and in orcler to
receive it. There are other government benefits, such as vocational
rehabilitation and others that do not constitute match for the
supplemental grant program: For the group of students that do not
receive other title IV assistance or State assistance or institutional,
this does pose a problem for them.

There is another group of students that have their supplemental
grant matched by a work-study award. An institution will make
that award for the year and the process is run like this. The
supplemental grant /ill normally be dispersed at the beginning of
each semester, half of it each semester, or a third of it each
quarter, depending on the institution. On the other hand, a stu-
dent's earnings from employment under the work-study program
will be paid generally on a biweekly basis or a monthly basis. An
award may be made to a student assuming that they are going to
earn .enough money under the work-study program1to match their
grant.

If, at the end of the semester you find that the student has.zot
earned all of his work-study allocation, the institution must bill
that student,for part of the supplemental grant that was dispersed \
to them. In essence, the student is the loser. They have not been
able to earn all of the work-study and, as a result, they lose part of
their grattbecause of the matching provisions.

There are also students that, because of their own living arrange-
ments are able to live on a smaller budget. They are able to cut
corners. Not everyone is going to spend the 0,550 average resident

1
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student cost at Purdue University. Some stt; erAs a e g6ing to find
ways of cutting that cost, and as Such, they/may'de ide they do not

t need as much aid as is offered to them. , / /
Some of those students are being for d to a cept that loan in

order for them to receive..their suppIe
it

ental g nt, whereas, they
might be able to do without the loan,. /

Others are being forced into multi* loan p ograms. The student
has a guarantded lop program f a par of their need or to
replace the parental contribution bat is xpected. Tay want to
use that same program to borroW hateve other funds are needed.
If a supplemental grant is inclu with eir aid package, it might
not be possible, again, because, f the ni ching provisions.

So these are all Problems t at come up., Not every student has a
Nproblem with these, but t y come/up .and they restrict the aid

officer's ability to work wi that st4dent and.put together,the best
aid package to meet the rticuslarretuden s financial need.

. It also has an impact in term4 of' th adMinistratiVe burden on
institutions tot contin wily Monitor , at ,process, checking every
single payroll to see at students a , in fact, earning the oney
that they need in o der to meet th matching requirements the
program. So we w 1d recommend hat the statutory requi ment,
the exceptional jlnanciàl need clause, jr retained, but that the
provision whic re uires the niatching proVision be eliminated.

I think when you ook at the time when the SEOG program was
created, that provision was irnportant. I think it is 14s important
today, since we haye expanded Federal programs. We have had the
basic grant program created since then. We have also had expan-
sion of a number of State,progAtens.

Another -idea which fre would. hope the subcommittee weuld-
carefully consider during the reauthOrization proCess is the current
bitsic grant delivery system. As the system is cureentlk structured,
the 'Federal Government contracts with an independent processor
to receive and process financial data from students and .their fami-
lies in order to produce an official..student eligibility report for
each applicant.

Originally, thg. system was designed to insure that each student's
award would be calculated in a consistent and equitable manner
and subsequently notified of their .program eligibijity, thus insur-
ing that the entitlement feature of the program was clearly identi-
fied. .

Since the program was enacted in 1972, there have been many t
changes to that process. We now have a system where various
servicers participating in multiple data entry can process the appli,
cation and forward the data onto the central processor in order for -.,,_r
them to produce the student eligibility report. Dr. Martin testified
earlier of the interrelationship between the programs and illustrat-
ed that the Federal basic grant process is still a distinct and
separate entity in a rather complex delivery system.

We would therefore Propose that the operational functions beifig
performed by the Government's grant processor could more effi-
ciently be folded into the existing need analysis services while
retaining all the consistent eligibility entitlement features which
are essentiel to the basic grant program. In addition, this change
would greatly reduce the confusion for parents and studentry would

i 3
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substantially reduce the papernrk gener ted by a separate func-
tion, and would provide for.a more effic'ent and timely coordina-
tion of-our student aid awards.

Under the model -we propose, the stha nts and/or their parents
would simply complete the regular ne d-analysis document and
submit it to one of th44 existing need-an lysia services. The service
would in turn carefully edit 4nd ana ze the primary data elei
ments used in ciculating the studen s eligibility -for the basic
grant program, ancl print the result on the output documents
.which they provide to the student t e institutions, and the State
agencies. The efirrent use of the o ial student eligibility report
would he eliminated thereby enabl g the institution to disbusese
funds to students based on the- r ults of the output documents.

Magnetic tapes and/or roste could be provided directly to State
agencies by the existing ne -analysis services as is currently41one.
Since more than 80 percept .qf the students currently receiving
basic grants identify the institution -at which they plan, to enroll at
the time they submit their basic grant ,applicationt, timely and
efficibnt .announcements of all student aid funding, incr ing the
basic grant award, would be greatly facilitated.

Those students not identifying the in§titution at which they Plan
to enroll would simply take the student's copy of the output docu-
ment received from the need-analysis service to the aid administra-
tor 4 the institution in which they enroll. The aid administrator

'would'me this document to make a preliminary award and request
an official copy of the output document from the need-analyt
service.

Funds for the program would continue to be disbursed to instittir--
tions through the DFAFS system in the same mapner as they are
currently. The institutions would simply complete an annual dis-
bursement for submission to the Office of Education. Complete
disbursement records would be maintained at tile institutioh and
audited according to the existing procedures used for the. cainpus-
based programs. Summary* statistics and program management in-
formation cOuld then be prepared by the Office of Education.

This model would_retain the primary features of the basic grant
pr,ogram which assure a consistent calculation of the student's
award and a timely rfotification of eligibility. In addition to pre-
serving the basic grant entitlement features, this model would also
enhance the coordination of all student aid programs and eliminate
many of the operational procedures currently being duplicated be/
tween the basic grant and campus-based programs.

While we realize that the administrative and operational details
would need to be carefully coordinated during the initial imple-
mentation of this model, it would, ip the long run, be a desirable
thange and an improvement to the oVerall delivery system.

There are other remarks, but in the interest of time I refer hu
to the written testimony that we have. I db want to thank you for
the opportunity to testify here this morning and I would be pleased
to answer any questions that you might have.

[The preparecl statement of Don Holec followsd
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.Mr. Chairman and Members4of the.SubcOmmittee, it is indeed a pleasure

to haviwthe opportunity to Appear befOre you eo discuss the, Titlp IV Student

Assistance grant programs. I am Donald Molec, Director of Financial Aid
.$

at i.urdue University, and current chairman of NASFAA's Title IV Committee.

Accompanying me today is Dr. Dallas t.Irtin, Executive Director or the

Ai
Before beginning our testimony today, allow me Va take this rrtunity..0

to commend,the Chairman for initiating a syNNmatic approach in preparing

everyone for these hearings. lo.my knowledge this is the first time all

of thepssociations in the higher education community4have been invited to
' 1?"

prepare detailed legislatfve recommendations in advance of the actual

hyarings. And the first time each of the members of tha Subcommittee and their
0 fik

staff hpve had the opportunity to &view all these recommendations-in advance.

In addition, we also applaud you for conducting three days of cArervtiew

hearings to help acquaint the Subcommittee with some of the criticallesues

which must be carefully reviewed in the.next few months. These activities,

coupled with the full set.of witnesses scheduled to appeaK bekefre this .

Subcommittee, dramatically illustrate your sincere commitment to insuring

\that each And every issue receives full: 4ins1deratio

Today we would like to briefly discuss some of the specific recommenda-
I

tions which we previously 'presented to yob concerning the BEOG and SEOG

programs and to identify additional issues for which we have not been

able to find complete solutions.

'41*

e
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We h ve careftlly revieweN the existing legislation governing the

Basic Grant 'and SEip programs, and have compared these tothe actual adminis-

'111

trative and operational exkariences.we have had with these programs for the

1

past few years at our institutions. Most of our gilltnt reommendations aie

.designed to meet three goals.- The first goal is te\p"Lide.a reesorable and

continuing financial base for the existing grant and self-help programs to

assure current and future students that their goals of obtaining a,postpecon-;

4 6
dary education will pot be thwarted due to insufficient financial resources.

To achieve thit first'goal we would recommend a. modification to section'

411(a) (1)(A),to extend the Das3c.Graa'progr ough June 30, 1986 and

the adoption of language to clearly e'stabli e program as a true entitlement.

Likewise, we recommend that section 413A(b) (1) be changed to extend the SEOG

program until June 30, 1986. These changes will help to provide program

stability and assure continuation of these vlal pro2rams.

Other changes we have recommended to achieve this first goal are:

1. To provide for a modest, annual $100 step increase in the Basic

Grant liximum award to help parents and studenbs keep pace with

rising educational costs. This will also minimize the number of

students who will become ineligible from year to year due to

increases intheir family income.

i2. To increase the thice'hold levels for the three campus-based

programs (SEOG, NDS14 CWSP) to insure that students will continue

to have a proper balance between grant and self-help funds in their

aid packages. As you know, the threshold levels were initially

established in 1971. The decision by the Congress to enact this

section has proven to be a very wise decision in spite Of attempts

A

.

tt
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ceive supplemental grant's for a pe'riod of more than four academic years except

4

7
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,
by variou140aiiirttrations to eliminate or ignore these provisions'.
I

insti4itions are to be able to provide equitable aid packages

for all aid programs. .

3. To increase the annual SEW maximum award from $1500 to 62000. With

total costs already exceeding $6000 at many Lnstitutions, it ist

essent4alithat the SEOG maximgr aloak be increased. This would pro-

1 vide low and middle-incoTe students the opportunity to attend insfi-

c,

.

tutions of their choice without incunring unreasonably high dellt

to needy students, the continuance of threshold levels isessential.

In addition, the levels must be increased tO insure balanced fundinq

dents.

The second goal we addressed in our recommendations is.to ,provide more
r

flexibili4y in the grant programs to adequately addrfss the unique needs and
4

circumstances Of individuallitudents. While the programs have successflly

1

senved th majority of students, financial aid administrators continually

are preve ted from effectively meeting an individualttudent's unite cir-

i cilmstances due to specific.program restrictiOns..

A frequent example -of these restrictions is the current limitation on

the nuMber of years a student is eligible to.participate in,the grant pro-

grams. The Basic drant program currentlyates that a student may not re-',

ceive an.award for more than four,years unless 1) he/she is pursuing a course

of study leading to aqirst degree which is designated by the Institution

to extend over five years, or 2) ttre student is unable to oempletb a course

of study 1:iithin four academic years because of an institutional requirement

that the student enroll in remediqj courses for which no credit is given

toward the academic degree.
41.

Likewise, the current SEM statutes indicate that a student may not re-

. I
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where 1) the student pursues a course of study leading tO a 'first degree

which is designated by the institution.te extend over five academic years, or

2) the institution etermines that a,student's p;rticular citcumstances

70ece8titate an ad itional year of work in order to complete the course o

study. -While 1.current statute does provide tibme flexibility, studies have

shown that many students require five years in order to complete their academic

.degree. This is particularly true of.many needy students who come frotk

severely disadvantaged environments and 'need remedial work to prepare them for

a regular Course load. In addition, students frequentl experience delay

in receiving their degree because plless or ot rsonal problems.

Therefore, we recommend thaf the current restriction be removed by

changrhg the statute to permit a student to receive Basic or Supplemental

Grants.during the period regaired to complete his or her irst undergraduate

course of study at the institution, except that this period may not4exceed

five academic years as a full-time student. This change will provide inst,i-

tutions with more flexibility to respond to the unique needs of individual

students without placing undue reatrictions on the student. .

Still another change we recommended to meet this particular goal ts

the elimination of those sections in the grant programs which refer to the

student being in good standing or showing evidence of academic or creative

promise. The Educational AmendmentA.O411976 require each student Attegding

I

.0

p.
an institution to maintain satisfactory progress acooYding to the standards and

practices of the institution.

We feel that the satisfactory 'progress language'incorporated in the
Ns,

*Amendments is sufficient to guard against poten:al abuses. At the sam 4me

it provides a more realistic standard upon which to judge other academid-'

related progress. We have, theref e, suggested tl.lot the SatiskiaCtory progreSs
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standard be used consistently throughout all the lirolgtans and eliminate all

kof the other academic standard requi?ements.

The thild goal which our recoMmapdations address the triodi;ication of

burdensome and Wetly requireMents while retainingkthe necessary safeguards

to provide and insure program accountability and integrity. Currently.in

the Basic Grant program actual costs are required in calculating a student's

grant, which makes it nearly impossiBle to establish the grant amount prior

to enrollment. Even then, many institutions will havesevera1 oost figures

W w
to use because of multiple room and Imqd getioas and/or luilitio, And fees

chargedNe the credit hour. At the present time thelbf of Edtitgation

intern ting actuafigeosts 4.i:terany vdt. the students whO'Pay rodM and board
A

tg the +ft ti tution, while using estimates for thOseto live and/or eat

ou ide the nfines of the. school. In addition, students living off-campus A f
IC

dreNtequ y faced with higher actual living costs than the $1,100 the '

Basic Grant ptogram now permtts. These procedures are unfair to mani-Vudents

end are allainistlaVvely cumbersome for all institutions. ,

In order to resolve this problem_and provide realistic criteria-for all

students wc recommend the eliminatioe of the wcirl "iwtual" from the Basic

Grant program and a new definition for the term "cot of attendance." The
.. e

costs of attendance should provide reasonable allowances for all students which

more'accurately reflectlikheir rea

1

educational expenses based upon their

/living arrangements and)the nature of the institution in which they enroll.
P

For the purposes of sect.ion 411(a)(2)(B), we recommend that the term "cost

of attendance" be defined ag: 1) tuition and fees normally assessedda full-time

student at the institution at which the student is in attendance; plus 2) in

aw.

academia year 1980-81, an allowance of $600 for books, supplies and miscel-

laneous personal expenses. In subsequent academic years this allowance shall

4
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be adjusted annually by the Commlsaioner based upcin the Consumer Price Index;

plus ,i6) an allOwance for room and beard costs incurred by the student (not to
.4

include the student's dependeAs or spouse) as follows: (a) in-the Academic

.t
year l60-8l, an allowance of.$1,150 for a student residing at hoMe with his

parents "(commuter). an Oubseque,ilt academic years tlitis allowance would be

adjusted annually by the COmmissioner based upon the Cwisumer Price, Ipdex;

(b) for.dtudentsrbesiding at institutionally owned or operated housing, a

standard allowance determined by the institution based on the,amount normally
f

assessed most of its residents for room and board: or.(c) for all other

students, a standard-allowance determined by the institutiOn based on the

expenses reasonably incurred by such students for room and board. '

In essence, ttie intent of this change is to simply modify ill procedures

for determining a student's cost of attendance for the Basic Grant program

nd to s<plify the admiaistrative procedures thus enabling the institution

a

to notify the student of the actual amount of his or her award in a more

timely fashion. In ad4ition, we would also redefine the student's eligible

,costs for tl4Basic Grant priogrpl and motlify.thelprocedures used to determine

the family's effective income in order to exclude the student's basiciiit;ing

expenses for the nine-month in-school period from the amount to be exempt

from assessment. Together, these two charlges provide foi a more equitable

distribution of Basic Grant funds to all Students regardless of the type of

institution in which they are enrolled.

Other changes we are recommending to achieve the third goal include

eliminating the match y requirement in the current SEOG legislation. The

eicisting statute specifies that.a student must be of exceptional financial

"
need and would not, but for a supplemental grant, be financially able to

pursue a course of study at such an institution. In addition, the Compissioner

1 91

s,
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defines the student with' exoptional.finsncial need as one,whose family

contribution does not exceed 50% of the cost of attendance. These two'.

provisions cOntinue to insure that only4the most needy students will ber

eligible for supplemental grants, therefor& the matching requirementLin

r
the current statute and the regulatory definition as to:what is an acceptable

tch for an SEOG*are an unnecessary administrative burden. Elimination of

this'WV1sion will help te reduce paperwork within the instittition. Likewise.

we have inserted a clause in section 413B(a)(2)(E) to clarify the 4206 mi

imum ac4demic.year award in sEqp. We feel thatI200 Ininimut award is relsson-

able. However, we would propose that a statement at-added which states: "1

"For a student enzplled for less than a fth ). academic year,.the minimum

k
pat/merit Tequiied m4 be'etfuced propbxtiOnately." This.addition is designed

. , . ,

-,foretarafy those situations in which a'student may withdraw.after dile term,

, r enroll for a 49eriod of less than a full academic year. The addition of

6 .

this 174uage will help.to distinguish between a.minimum'award for an ace**

dendc year.and an actual minimum disburaement for an enrollment period. Also, this

,

changb will help to eliminate some of the audit exceptions that are currently '

being ciied in programireviews.

Another area which we'hope the subcommittee will carefully consider

during the reauthorizption proced is the currpst-Basic,Gratit delivery sirs-,

tem. As the system is currently structured, the federal government contracts

N
with an independent procesSOto recei've and process finanCial data from

;

students and their families in order to produce an official Student Engl.

bility Report (SKR) for each Basic Grant applicamt. Original*, the system

was deSigned tb,insure that each student's award would be calculated in a

consistenhand equitable manner;Ania subsequently notified of their prog(am

eligibility, thus ensuring that the entitleMent feature:Of the program was

clearly identified.

4
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However, since the program wee.enactedin 1972, Many changes have

ocred which now make this process less desirable and efficient.. Many

plop); believe that thy Basic Grant program is primarily 'administered by

the Office of Edtication as a simple, separate entifty in dte total deliVery

system. Unfortunately, such is not tfie case: In fact, St the Vast majority

of participating institutions, the required sepaSation of this function from -

pat regular student aid deliVery sytfem has,reate enormous administratir

burdens and extreme difficulties in the proper coor ation of the student

o

aid programs. As the testimony which Dr. Martin prese ed before ths Sub-

committee on May 3rd illustrated,'the federal Basic Grant process is still

another distinct and separate entity in a rather complex delivery-system.

We therefare propose that the operational functions currentlY being performed

by t government's Basic Grant processor could more efficiently be folded

into the e ting need analysis services while retaining all of the consistent

eligibility entktlement features whl,ph are eintial to the.Basic Grant pro-
.

gram. In addition this change would greatly reduce le Confusion 'for parents

erstudentj,, would substantially reduce the paperwork generated by a separate

function,*atid would provide more efficiug/and timely coordination-of all

10

student aid awards.

Under the modeldrwe propose, the students and/oi their parents would'

simply complete'the'regular need.analysis document and submit it to one of

the existing need analysis servicet. The service would in turn carefully

edit and L.nalyze primary data elements used in calculating:the student's
+-

eligibility for the Basic Grant program, and print the results On the output

\
documents viol they provide to, the student, the institutions, and the state

agencies. The current use Of the official Student Eligibility Rqport would

be eliminat70, thereby enabling the institution to disburse funds to studentS.

based on the results oj the output documents.
'

It
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a Ma etic tapes and/or rosters could be provided directly to state

agencies by the eXistingeoped analysis services as is currently done. Since

more than 80% of the studOints currently receiving Basic Grants identify the
0 -

institution at wht0 they plan to enroll at the time they supmit .their Basic

Grant applications, timely and efficient alnouncements of all student aid

funding (including the Btsic Grant award) would be greatly facilttated.
I y.

Those students mit identifying the institution at which they plan to enr011

would simply taZe the student's copy of the output docurdent redeived frOm

the need analysis service to the aid administratoe at the institution in. .

which they enroll. The aid administrator would use this dvcument to make

a preliminary award and request an official copy of the output.docement from

the need analysis service.

0
Funds for the program would continue to be diebursed tooinstitutions

through the DFAFS system in the Same manner as they are currently. The insti-

tutlons would simply compjete an annual disbursement air submission to the
4'

0 ice of Education. Complete disbursement records would be maintained at
., *

the i titutiblind audited a6ording to the existing procedures used for

the cam s-based programs. Summary statistics ahd program Management infor-

mation could en be prepared by the Office0bf Educati,on.
:e

Si

This mode would retain the primary features of the BasiO.Graneprogram

which assur a consistent calculation of the Student's award aqd a timely
p .0

notificatl of eligibility. 'in addition to prdserving the Basic Grant

.

features, this model would also enhance the coordination of all,

. student aid p ograrie. and eliminate many of the operational procedures

currently be.ng duplicated between the Ba,16,Grant. ind campus-based programs.

While we realize that the administrative and operational details would need

tobe carefully coordinated during th,kfcial implementatton of this model,

it would, in the long run, be a des rabie change 9nd an improvementlo the

overall delivery system.

7
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While this concludes our general recommendations, allow me to take a moment

to address several additional issues for which we have not been able to find

complete solutions. While we have recommended increasing Basic Grant maximum

awards by $100 annual increments, we have not addressed the.smd9.fication of

the half-cost provisions of the Basic Grant program. Increasing the Basic

Grant maximum award certainly helps to minimize the nuinbiof students dropped

from eligibility each year due to.increases in family income and provides

financial stability for student's facing increased educational costs. However,

the step increases will not benefit the nwliegt students who are enrolled at

the lowest do4It insatutions. Unfortunately, many of the students affected

by the half-cost piovisions are those who need substantial support since

their families can contribute very little to the cost of their education.

On the other hand, our members feel that if the half-cost provimions are

removed, some students will receive Basic Grant awards which exceed their

overall costs of attendance.

Originally, the half cost provisions were included to ensure that all

students would contribute to the cost of their education, and that no stu-

dent would receiveirore than half of their educational costs from a Basic

Grant award. In actuality, the provision only affects about 700,000of the

neediest students attending twer-cost institdtions. A low-income student

eligible toor the current maximum grant of $1800 receives a reduced award

of $1500 if he/she enrolls in an 'institution with a $3,000 cost of attendance*

1

If the same student enrolls in an institution with a post of $4,000, their

award.will be the full $180D.

While our members realize that there are current financial inequities

with the half-coet provisions, they also fear that removal of the envisions

4
will have a major impact upon the existing federal campus-based and state

grant programs. In J.11 attempt to address thin issue, we have presented ,

4

V



recommendations to adjust the cost of attendance allowances in the Basic

Grant program to insure that student's awards are based on realistic

expenditure budgets.

Still another issue which our Association has carefully reviewed

is the concept of providing grant assistance to students who are enrolled

less than half-time. NASFAA has endorsed th:oncept that aid to all stu-

dents should be based upon need without regard to the number of hours that

a student is taking. However, we 'also believe that a detailed study must

be conducted to carefully review the administrative and cost efficiency of

such an approach before it is implemented.

This concludes our recommendations on the student grant programs,

however, again allow me to thank you for providing us the opportunity to

share our views. If you have any questions we will be happy to respOnd to

them at this time.

Mr. FORD. Thank you. We are going to have to leave. We are on
a 5-minute rule on the floor now, which makes us a little bit illegal
here.

I am going to ask the committee counsel to direct a letter to the
Office of Education with the listing of the procedural recommenda-
tions for their comment on the record at to what they are doing to
implement that and which ones they think can be implemented
and which ones cannot.

NASFAA has already given us suggestions of this kind, but
unfortunately they have not told us whether they want this en-
acted as a statute or, if they do, what specific language they would
like to employ.

I would ask you, having read these suggestions on behalf of
NASFAA for the change, to give us something more specific of
what you would write into the law, how much you would write and
specifically how much you would put into language, expecting a
predictable reaction from the Department in writing regulations
and how much of it should be left in regulations.

We are ithpressed with the recommendatipns. You show us how
to do it now.

Mr. HOLEC. Mr. Chaieman, we will certainly comply with that
and get you the information you requested.

Mr. FORD. Mr. Buchanan?
Mr. BUCHANAN. Thank you, Mr. Chaiiman. I will not ask a

question under the circumstances, but I will associate myself with
the remarks of the chairman.
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Mr. FORD. Thank you very n*h. I am sorry we have to tut this
short.

The committee will stand in recess.
[Whereupon, at 12:30 the subcommittee adjourned.]
[Material submitted for inclusion in the record follows:]

4
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CRS- 1 1876231 UPDATE-04/09/79

The sharp in= in the prices of houses in recent ye rs have caused
serious concerns over the basic affordability of home ownership. On the one
hand,. families- whose incoies have not kept pace with fast-rising housing
prices are being "priced out" of the housing market. This sines to be
particularly true of young families attempting to purchase their first house.
On the other hand, many current homeowners, whose property ts have
risen along with sarket prices, now xperience sharply rising property taxes
which they cannot pay without some reduction in living. standards. In 'many

areas, most notably Califdpnia, this rising tax burden his led or is leading
to local "tax revolts, and a refusal to shoulder further taxes on- property.
As a result Of these, and other concerns, the regular easurement of price
changes for both new andpreviously occupied honsing has taken on added
significance.

This.Bini laief contains information and data on house
following four regularly published series:

"(1) Median sales price of newly constructed .houses, for the U.S. and
geographic regions from 1965 annually to the present, and for the most recent
14 months;

prices from the

(2) 'Median sales price of existing Douses, or the U.S. and geographic
regions from 1968 annually to the present, and for the ost recent 14 eoliths;

regions from 1965 annuall to the present, and for the ost rent 7
(3) Tke,"constapt price index of new houses, for the U.S. and

ce

quarters;

(4) 'Average sales prices of new and existing conventionally financed
houses by'selected major etzrolitan area:, for the ost recent south.

A sore extent/V. description of each of the series is supplied under the
background portiot of this Brief.

1102122IR

The first eries (TABLES I and II Rev Rouses - Median) is compiled by the
Bureau of the Census and is the ost Comsonly used series for analysts and
others when discussing house prices versus family incomes. The median price
is the middle price: that is, one-half of all new houses sold were priced
below this edian and one-half were priced above this median. The -series
measures prices for new, privately owned, one-family houses actually sold in

any given period; it does not include mobile homes, or contractor or
owner-built houses that do not incipde the price of land in the sales price.
Changes in the median Aales price rhflect not only changes in building costs,
but also changing proportions of houses of different sizes, in different
locati4Ms, containing different, amenities, and having other differing
characteristics. Thus, the series is not only an indicator of inflation, but
also of changing size and quality. , Current updates on this series may *be

obtained by contacting the Construction Statistics Division of the Bureau of

the census at (301) 763-5731.

The second series (TABLES III and IV, existing hOnses - median) is
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compiled by the national Association of Realtors from a survey of 140
Multiple Listiag Services in the country. It report* pedian (middle) prices,
refers to single -family houses that were previodhly occupied, and is
generally similar to the Census series for pew houses. Changes in the median
sales price reflect not only changes in building costs, but also changing
proportions offhOuses of different sixes, tc. Current updates on this
series may be obtained by contacting the Departpost 'of Ecoaomics and Research
of the National Association of lealtors at (2027 637-6866.

The third seris (TABLES V and VI, Mew Mouses Index) is compiled by the
Bureau of the Census aad is the only sajor attempt to correct for changes in
the characteristics of houses sold. It is designed to measure changes in
sales prices of nep houses that are similar is 10 physical characteristics to
houses sold in the base year a74. The 10 characteristics. are floor area,
number ti 'stories, nnsber of throoes, air conditioting, parking facilities,
foundation type, geographic division within region. eetropolitan area
lbcation. presence of fireplace, and lot sine. Thus, the index for 1977
shows the average (121, median) price of a sew house sold ia 1977.that.is like
a new house sold in 1974 with respect to these 10 characteristics. Thin
index is probably the best available unmet* of house

ma
pr ce inflation. Note,

)d
inhowever, that no attempt is de to correct for ifferences any

characteristics other than the 10 .listed here. Diffe encos in materials
used, mechanical equipment installed. quelity of W kmanship, and interior or
exterior design.are not considered. Data for r.giodi show price changes in
each region but not levels; regional comparisons shc4ld only be made to show
differences in rates of price change. Current upjtbs on this series say ''''swe
obtained by contacting the Construction Statia1. Divipion of the Bureau of
the Census of the number listed above, or at (301) 763-7842.

. 4

The fourth 'striae (TABLIS V/I and VIII. louses sold by metropolitan area)
is compiled hy the Federal Nom Loan'llank Board, in cooperation with the
Federal," Deposit Insurance COrporation. from individual loan .statistics
reported by a sample of major mortgage lenders. The series covers
fully-amortized conventional- (not FMA or VA) st mortgage loans for
purchasing single family houses, which were ori d by savings and loan
associations, rortgage bankers, commercial ban s mutual savings 'banks.
such lenders generally account for 90% oft ail on tiosal home ortgage
originations. Figures given are average (not median) cos. Because of the
nature of the distribution of home salsa prices, the avera sales price is
nearly always higher than the associated median price. Data on this table is
given for informatioh on current markets only. Specific metro-area prices
ate* fldctuate widely from month to month and therefore too much
sigiificance shbuld not be put on their changes.

.

...

0 s should be cautioned against using any of the data for 1970 as a ate

1:
in

fr which to compute percent increases in prices. The sudden sharp inc e.as(in oderally subsidized housing in 1970 created a downward bs in the price
data for that year which tends to' I* misleading. The data do tend to

i:/i.°

indiate that prices after 1972 have ri n re rapidly than in earlier
periods, but the anomoly in the data, wh ch s pronounced for. median priced
new houses in 1970, makes it difficult t haracterize the changes from about
1969 to 1972. The new price index partially' corrects for thin
phenonenon.

Updates of the data in this Brief may also be obtained from the Noueing
section of the Economics Division of CRS at (202) 41b26-5750 It should he
notd that none of these series is vailable for states, or for any other
geographic area not shown on thlkattached tables.

,

'
..
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TABLE I SIMIAN SALES PRICE OF NEW NOOSES sOLD IN TEE U.S.

_Lissa! intiar_

1965
66
67
68
69
744
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78 ir

$ s

__________Giain

20,000 *5.8
21,400 *7.0
22,700 *6.1
24,700 8.8
25,600 3..6
*23,400 -8.6
25,200 *77
27,600 *9.5
32,500 17.8
35,900 *10.5
39,300 *9.5
44,200 12.5
48,800 *10.4
55,700 14.1.

Source: Bureau of the Census:

$ s

-
____ckaigit

(1978)
Jan. 52,300 -0.8
Feb. 53,200 1.7
lir. 53,200 *1.7
Apr. 53,300 *0.2
Say 55,700 *4.5
June 56,700 1.8
July 54,800 -3.4
Aug. 56,300 *2.7
Sept. - 57,300 *1.8
oct. 58,300 1.8
Nov. 58,700 *0.7
Dec. 59,800 1.9

.
(1979)

a

Jan. 60,200 *0.7
Fb. 61,100 *1.5

t.

Aor

47 9 0 - 79 - 9
6,

1 31

7
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NADIA II 82DIAN SALISrPRICE MP II ER ROUSES

_lathing Istrth_Cutxti
1. s1.

SOLD BY REGION..

, $

kaaual

__Shun
1965 21,500 4.9 21,600 +11.3 17,500' *4.8 21;600 .5.9

66 23,500 *9.3 23,000 +7.4 18,200 .4.0 23,200 .7.4
67 25,400 *8.11 25,100 +8.2 19,400 *6.6 24,100 *3.9
68 27,700 HA 27,400 *9.2 21,500 *10.8 25,100 *4.1
69 31,600 +14.1 27,600 *0.7 22,800 0.0 25,300 .0.8
70 30,300 -4.1 24,400 -11.6 20,300 -11.0 24,000 -5.1
71 30,600 +1.0 27,200 +11.5 22,600 +10.8 25,500 .6.3
72 31,400 *2.6 29,300 '7.7 25,800 04.7.27,500 *7.8 tf
73 37,100 *18.2 32,900 +12.3 39,900 +19.8 32,400 '17.8
74 40,100 *8.1 36,100 +9.7 34,500 +11.7 35,800 .10.5
75 44,000 9.7 39,600 *9.7 37,300 0.1 40,100 .13.4
76 47,300 *7.5 44,100 *1311 40,500 '8.6 47,100 '16.3
77 51,600 +9.1 5/49 1510 44,100 *8.9 53,500 +13.3
78 58,300 +13.0 59:300 15.0 50,300 *14.1 61,300 *14.6

Monthly (not soassonally'adjosted)

(1971)
lJta. )61, 12.4. 58,300 +0.3 46,200 -2.5 58,180 +1.4
'Feb.\ 51470 -4.6 4 000 -5.5 47,800 58,000 -0.2
8ar. 54,1 -7.8 53,600 .-2.7 48,600 60;000 +3.4
.Apr. 53,400 -1.3 56,800 +5.6 47,900 -1.5 60,200 *0.3
Ray 55,800 *4.5 58,800 '3.4 49,600 *3.15- 63,300 +5.5
.Jum 56,700 1.7 59,000 OA $1,900 4.6 62,000
-July 54,800 -3.4 62,600 6.1 50,000 -3.7 60,400'
Rao. 56,300 2.7 51,700 -14.2 52,500 5.0 60,300 -0.2

58,100 *3.2 64,200 +12.9 52,200 -0.6 63,200 +4.1Sopt,
Oct. 55,500 -4.5 62,400 - 2.8 52;600 +0.8 63,900 +1.1
1ov. 63,900 .15.1 60,800 -2.6 52,400 -0.4 65,000 +1.7
Doc. 62,100 -2.8 68,000 11.8 53,700 '2.5 71,680 *10.2

(1979) fl 1
Jan. 63,600 +2.4 55,400 -48.5 53,800 .0.2- 66,700 -6.1
Fob. 59,200 -6.9 59,800 '7.9 56,900 *54, 68,300 *2.4
Sourco: Duman of the census .

32
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TABLE III BEDIAN SALES.PRICE OP EXISTING ROUSES SOLD IN TER U.S.

1nt_am9iallx_1011.024_
Monthly

1968 ni

- __Matt
20,100

__Qqagt

1969 21,800 +8.5 Jan. 45,500 .2.9

1970 23,000 +5.5 imb. 46,300 +1.8
1971 24,800 7.8 Mar. 46,500 0.4
1972 26,700 +7.7 Apr. 48,200 .3.7
1973 28,900 +8.2 May 47,800 -0.8
1974 32,000 +10.7 4 June, 48,400 +1.3
1975 35,300 +10.3 - July 49,400 +2.0
1976 38,100 +7.9 Aug. 50,300 +1.8
1977 42,900 12.6 Sept. 50,200 -0.2

"4.
1978 48,700 .13.5 Oct.

Nov.
50,100
50,700

-0.2
.1.2

Deo. 50,900 -0.4

(1979)
Jan. 52,000 2.2
Neb. 51,900 -0:2

Source: National of Realtors fr

4

11
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TAU! IV MEDIAN MIS PRICE or )(SIMI* MOUSES SOLD -- Of IIGIOX.

Aunual
1968
1969
1970
1971
1977
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1971

__Chants

21,400 na
23,700 +10.5
25,200 *6.3
27,100 *7.5
29,800 +10.0
32,800 +10.1
35,800 +9.1
39,300 +9.8
41,800 +6.4
44,400 +6.2
47,900 +7.9

Istrth.Statzal
$ %

_______Skaa2t

18,200 as
19,000 *4.4
20,100 +5.8
22,100 +10.0
23,900 *8.1
25,300 *5.9
27,700 +9.5
30.100 +8.7
32,900 *9.3
36,700 *11.6
42,200 +15.0

_2221k___
$ %

__Chant

19,000 na
20,300 +6.8
22,200 *9.4
24,300 9.5
26,400 .8.6
29,000 +9.8
32,300 11.4
34,000 0.7
36,500 *4.9
39,800 +9.0
45,100 +1313

___ittt__
$

__Chum

22,900 as
23,900 +4.4
24,300 *1.7
26,500 .9.1
28,400 +7.2
31,000 +9.2
34,800 +12,3
39,600 +13.8
46,100 +16.4
57,300 *24.3
66,700 ' *16.4

Monthly (not soasonally adjusted)

1978
Jan. 44,400 -2.2 39,400 +3.4 42,403 +4.7 61,900 f+3.0
rob. 46,000 +3.6 39,900 +1.3 42,000 0.0 64,800 +4.7
mar. 49,900 -0.2 40,80 +2.3 42,900 *2.1 63,200 -2.5
Apr. 46,100 +1.7 41,200 +1.0 45,000 *4.9 65,300 +3.3
NAY 46,000 -1.5 41,400 +0.5 44,700 -0.7 66,600 +2.0
June 46,300 *0A 42,600 +2.9 45,100 +0.9 65,900 -1.1
July 47,600 +2.7 42,800 +0.5 46,100 +2.2 67,700 +2.7
Aug. 49,600 +4.2 43,100 +0.7 46,900 +1.7 68,300 +0.9
Sept. 50,800 +2.4 43,700 +1.4 45,700 -2.6 68,900 +0.9
Oct.
boy.

49,900
50,900

-1.8
+2.0

43,400,
43,900

-0.7
+13

45,600
46,200

-0.2
41.3

68,900
69,100 +0.3

Dec. 50,600 -0.6 44,400 +1.1 46,800 +1.3 67,500 -2.3

1979
Jan. 51,80e p2.4 44,600 *0.5 47,500 *1.5 71,500 +5.9
Neb. 48.300 , .7 46,000 +3.1 46,800 -1.5 72,600 +1.5

Source: Mationa Association of Realtors'

4
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=MN V PNIC2 INDEX OP INV On-MILT MOUSES SOLD IN TIE D.S.
1971+100._..4

Mama_
2

Altman_
',plied

1965

_Wu__
71.2 +2.3

-WS!
23,300 .

1966 74.2 *4.2 24,200

. 1967
1968
1969

/6.4
80.3
86.5

+3.0
+5.1
+7.7

25,000
26,200
28,300

1970 89.1 +3.0 , 29,100

*971 93:9 ' *5.4 30,700

1972 100.0 6.5 32,700

1973 108.9 *8.9 35,600

1974 119.1 . *9.4 30,900

1975 131.0 *10.0 42,800

1976 , 142.0 +8.4 46,400

1977_ 159.6 *12.4 52,000

Quarter

1977
I 152.6 +3..7 49,800t

II 158.3 *3.7 51,700

III 160.8 *1.6 52,500

IV 170.0 *5.7 55,500

1978
/ 171.7 *1.0 56,100

II 178.7 *4.1 58,400

III 186.6 4.4 % 60 . 900

IV 192.7 *3.3 62,900

Source: Bureau of th Census

>

I.
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e

TAUS VI PRICE INDEX OF $SD 088 FASILT NOOSES SOLD DT ISGIOS

lama

41/1_1112_
s

in__Ckans,

1972=100

INITILgiiitiL
%

Isiu...Satini Imilts_cham

__JIM_
%

Indits_chsamt

1965 6 .2 +4.2 70.6 +3.4 71.1 +1.6 75.13 +1.7
1966 66.8 +7.4 74.7 *5.8 74.3 *4.3 78.2 +3.0
1967 69.1 *3.4 77.7 +4.0 75.4 +2.0 79.4 1.5
1968 75.8 +9.7 82.4 *6.0 749.0 +4.2 81.7 *2.9
1969 82.7 *911 90.5 *9.8 84.5 *7.0 08.9 +8.8
1970 88.2 +6.7 90.7 *0.2 87.5 *3.6 90.3 *1.6
1971 93.8 *6.3 94.1 +3.7 94.2 *7.7 93.3 *3.3
1972 100.0 *6.6 100.0 4.6.3 100.0 +6.2 100.0 +7.2
1973 108.4 *8.4 107.7 +7.7 106.9 *6.9 112.7 *12.7
1974 118.1 +9.1 115.8 +7.5 115.2 *7.8 .126.3 *12.1
1975 128.3 +8.5 126.8 *9.5 125.7 +9.1 141.7 +12.2
1976 138.5 +8.0 138.1 *8.9 134.6 *7.1 157.3 +11.0
1977 142.1 +2.7 153.8 *11.4 147.7 *9.7 186.7 *18.7
1978 156.9 *10.4 175.4 +14.0 164.9 *11.6 221.4 +18.9

k

-1. C

I
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,

TAILS VII AVRIAGI SALI PRIM Of EXISTING NOOSES.SOLD IN
SILICTRD NITROPOLITAN AREAS:. JANUARY 1979

r
4 ...

II!IAtlanta,
1Si:114

.

GA
DaltisOro. RD 54,900
Noston -Mime:Ice -,

Lowoll, RA-IN 54,000

.

Chicago-cary, u -Ili
clueuland -Akron -

f 60,600

Lorain, ON . 52,700
Columbus, ON 5O.5400 ,.

Dallas-Port Wortb, TI 65,000
Dstrimr-Bouldur, CO 67,900
Dutroit -Ana Arlicf, NI 49,400 .

'Gruansboro-limston -
Sal4p -Nigh Point, IC 49,800

Ronolulu, NI 84,000
Noqston.-0444ston, TI 62,900
Indianapolis., IN .

uansas City, NO-IS
42,300
57,100

Los Angeles Long 'leach -

% Chang.

It
20 +11%2
al rE21410E-1112

19 '25.6 ris

.
#

21 2.3
15 -+ 2.7

23 '10.3
.

16 / .10.5
11 +45.4
11' '21.0
27

25 +15.5
2 .15:2
13 + 2.4
30 -15.1
17 +27.7

Inubuip,. 60,800 I 5

touisvil/41, I -IN 0110,900 31 - 9.5

" . Riamiurbrt L illurdal.,4PL, 45,900 18 + 3.7

Rilwaukou-Racinu, WI . A,.-4S,JAO 6 '28.9

Paul, MW -WV 70,2 7b0

v fork -

J4rse C ty, NT-NJ-CT 68,300 8
&I 9.5

+24:9

Pb ladelphia-Wilaington-

k- unton, PA.I.DE -WJ -MD 53,400 22

'Pi urgbl
Phttlir, a; 59,600 16 +14.;/..'"N

PA 46.500 28 + 8.

Portlaird, ON-IA 61,300 te. 14 +24.1

Rachadter, NT 46,740 26 +22.4

St. Louis, MO -IL411r
64,000 12 - 5.9

,

10f

49,900 24 +40.2

Salt Laks Cit
San 014:go, Ce 83,700 3 +21.1

ibn Franclieo
San Jos, dA # 94,100 +15.2

Sqattl. -Tacoma, WA ,. 65,900 +26.0

Tampa-St. Putorsburg, FL 43,800 - 3.5
'

Washington, DC-MD-VA 83,600 , +13.0

Source: Pedepral Noss Loan Board 0.

(.

r
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Houston-Galveston, TX
Im44114411o13-14 Ii
Kansas -City, 140-1CS
Los Angeles-Long Ouch-

Anaheim, CA
Louisville, IM-IN
/finals-Fort Lauderdale, FL
Silvaukee-Racine,.NI
Minneapolis-St. Paul. MN-NI
New fork-Nevark- .

Jersey City, Np.-11J-CT
Philadelphia-Vilningtow- a.
Trenton, Pk-DE-NJ-MD

* Phoenix, A% .

Pittsburgh,,P4
Portland, 01-NA
Rochester, NT
St. Louis, MO-IL
Salt Lake City-Ogden,IUT.

. San Diego, CA
c'San Francisco-Oakland-

San Jose, CA .

Seattle-Tacoma, IA
Tampa-St. Petersburg, FL
Was , DC-SD-VA .4

1878231 UPDATE-04/09179

TRIMS VIII AVERAGE SALE PRICES OF NEWLY BUILT HOUSES SOLD IN
SELECTED METROPOLITAN AMEAS: JANUIRY 1979

J

.41tur .
Atlanta, GA
Saltinore, ND
boston-tavrence-
LoVell, HA-NH

Chicago-Gary, IL-IN
Cleveland-Akron-
Lorain, ON

Columbus, ON - 4(

Dallss-Fdrt North, TX
Denver-Doulder, CO
Detroit-Ann Arbor, MI
Greensboro-Winston-
Salen-Sigh Point, NC

Honolulu, MI .

4. 1_______
65,700
67,600

6t00
8 300

74,900
79,900
75,100
78,200
68,300

62,900
Nk'

Iasi
18

3

24
4

10
7
9
8
17

23
NA

s Change
rin_IERT-122 .

*24.4
*46.0

-20.3
*$4.4

8.9
.. .22.7

.34.6
+20.0
422.4

17.6
NA

64,400 20 .13.9
70,700 .16 0:3
72,100 12 023.0

.

83,100 5 7.9
63,000 22 *27.5
53,300 27 .15.6

VA NA NA

71'000 1W . 3.2

80,600 6 + 0.4

54,800 26 + 1.9
72,500 11 .21.0

NA VA NA

71,200 13 21.5
NA - NA

64,200 21
,NA
17.6

51,500', 28 , - 6.7
65,100 19 -11.7

97,200, 2 9.6-

70,800 15 .40.2

57,100 25 .24.9

'105,700 1 54.6

Sour ral Nome Loan Doard

OP

;$.



REAUTHORIZATION OF THE HIGHER
EDUCATION ACT AND RELATED MEASURES

Part 4Student FinanCial Assistance: Grants

TUE1AY, MAY 22, 1979

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, ""'
SUBCOMMITTEE'014 PCWTSECONDARY EDUCATION,

COMMITN ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Washington, D.C.

The,subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m., in room

2261, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. William D. Ford (chair-

man of the subcommittee) Presiding.
Members present: Representatives Ford, Buchanan and Petri.
Staff present: Thomas Wolanin, staff directort Patricia F. Rissler,

deputy staff director; William Clohan, minority assistant education
counsel; and Jennifer Vance, minority legislatiye associate.

Mr. FORD. The Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education will

come to order thin morning for the purpose of continuing hearings

on the reauthotization of the Higher .FAlucation Act and related

measures.
I want to begin the hearing by apologizing in advance to the

witnesses who are scheduled this morning. We were informed, just

yesterday, that the Democratic Caucus is convening in the House

at 10 o'clock, and under the rules of the House we cannot meet or
conduct business while a caucus is taking place on the floor.

However, I discussed this with the ranking minority member,
Mr. Buchanan, and at the appropriate time we will see that all of
the prepared testimony submitted to the colittee is put in the
record before we reach the ritagic hour.

At 10 O'clock or shortly thereafter when I have to leave, by
agreement with the minority, we can continue the discussion be-
tween the witnesses axid Dr. Wolanint and -Mr. Clohan. So that
while it will all take place in 20 minutes, it may take a little longer
to fill it out and the legal 20 minutes will cover the record.

We don't want to miss the opportunity to get the statements of
the people who are scheduled for this morning into this record.

We elso are very conscious of the fact that we are beginning to
feel the crunch of time in trying to repeat any of these hearings
because to repeat the hearing means we have to displace some
other part of it.

I hope that the witnesses will unde tand that this is a set of
circumstances not of our making, certaiNj not on dur time sched-
ule, and we will .do the very best we n to accommodate it.

Our hearings today and again this Thursday will focus on the
programs of grant assistancethe basic educational opportunity

(13:3)

1 39
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grant, the supplemental educational opportunity grant, and the
State student incentive grant.

Our witnesses this morning will include representatives of the
associations of ,postsecondary education institutions as well as
others with unique experience in the -area of grant assistance.

Without objection, the statements of all of the witnesses sched-
uled for this morning's hearing that have been submitted to the
committee will be inserted in full at the proper point in the record
and we will proceed to discuss those statements and accept further
comment and illumination from the witnesses.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Saunders follows:]

4
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ACE RECOMMENDATIONS ON TITLE'IV REA GRANT i!Ropws

Presented to

SUBCOMMLTTEE OrPOSTSECONDARY EDUCATION'

. COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR

(

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

by

Charles B. Saunders, Jr.
Vice President for Governmental Relations

American Council on Education

May 22, 1979
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Mt. Chairman and Members, of the Subcommittee:

.I appreciate this op ortunity tcj.s.nt the:viewa!Ot,:he American.

Council on Rducation on changes which are neidodin the -opulent 6ant pcograk,

of Title VW BRA. -Voheve.already provided the Subcommittee witlylegislative

recommendations for all Title-IV programa, which,appear in Part 2 of the

Committee Print.

Since most of our recommendations wore developed jointly with other

alsociations and have broad support within the community, I do not intend to

discuss them in detail. Rather, I would like to focus on the major current issues

in the grant programs of Title IV--those issues where there is general,agreement

an the need for change, aod those whore no real consensus has emerged.

A. Basic Grants

AA this Subcommittee charts the course of student aid in the Years

immediately ahead, it is vital to make certain that the Basic Grant does not suffer

further erosion as the foundation of all other grant assistance. Some erosion has

already taken place: when the BEOG program was established in 1972 with a maximum

award of $1,400. this represented the approximate cost of tuition, room and board

in public institutions. The.current maximum of $1,800 will meei only 80 pere

f thelcosts in AY 79-80, only 70 percent by AY 81-82, and only 32 percent by

AY -86.

Although Congress increas he authorised maximum in 1976, this

increase has not been sufficient to maintain the value of the award: while 'the

BEOG maximum will have risen 29 percent between 1972 and 1981, the rise in the

Consumer Price Index over the same period yill be about 85 percent. Since college

cosAs have been increasing only slightly less than the CPI, it is apparent that

112
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further action is needed to protect the value of the Basic Grant in meeting

tho cnats of education in,future years. (We estimate that by 1985".the average

toskl,cost oif attand!uce may approach $4,900 for public two-year colleges, $5,400

for public four-year colleges, and $8,800 for -private four-year institutions.)

perefore we recommend that the maxijsum grant be raised from $1,800 to

102,000 in FY 81, and that it be incrillasod in $100 'annu'al increments thireaftor

to $2,409 /A TY 85. Annual fncrements would serve to Minimize the number of

:middle-income students dropped from eligibility each year because of the way the
9

BEOG formula penalizes skmilies for any increase in income.

It is important to emphasize that this proposal would have two substantial

banefi s beyond sustaining the value of the Basic Grant against future inflation:

; 1. The initial increase from $1,800 to:$2,000 would make a large number

of adilitiouial students at all type, of postsecondary institutions eligible for

Basiq Grant mid. Specifically, we estimate that this wonld ;dd 237,000 students
'

al

who re presently ineligible for the program: primarily students fro* families with

---...Z

int 'es around $25,000 who kre now on the rgin of eligibility for a maximum grant.

2. It would increase grants to current reap/anti at all family iniaZ

levels and at all types of institutions, without significantly changing the

distribution.of recipients bi cost of attendance. We estimate that at a $2,000

maximum in AY,81-82, students attending institutions costing $0-$2,550 would

receive 11.4 percent of the total BEOG distribution, ascomparedtm 12 percent

Of the total they would receive if the maximum remained at $1,800. Students

attending institutions costing $2,551-$3,850 would receive 54 percent of the total,

compared to 54.7 percent at $1,800. Students at institutions costing aver $3.851

would receive 14.7 perce t of the total, compared to 33.4 percent at $1,800.

oe*
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DISTRIBUTION Of AP RIC
mcitgDBIOG

S BY COST OF ATTENDANCE
TO $2,0001

2% Participation)

Cost of

Attendance

Students Studamta

$2,00091.800

90-2,550 382,000 (15.62) $ 270K (11.952) 418,000 (15.572) 5 302M (11.432)

$2,551-3,850 1,303,000 (53.152) $1.236K (54.682) 1,425,000 (532) $1,425M (53.92)

93,851-up 766,000 (31.252) 9 754M (33.372) 844,000 (31.42) 3/ 916M (34.672)

TOTAL 2,451,000 (100%) $2,26114 (LOOP 2,688,000 (1002) $2,1543K (10M)

Half-Cost Issue,

At Os sUe time the Subcommittee should be awmre that, while aggregate

dollars to students at all family income levels would be increased by ralising the

BEOG maximum, recipients with family incomes under 96,500 (primarily stud/tints with

zero family contribution) would receive a disproportionately small share of the

increase. This raises An equity question with relict to law-income students at

low-tuition institutions, because of the impact of thNhalf".cost provision, and the

er
unavailability or underutilixAion df o rant, loan, and work funds at those

. institutions..

0
DISTRIBUTION

4

INCREASING BEDG MAXIMUM TO $2,000:
OF runs AND RECIPIENTS BY FAMILY moms

Students

(722 Participation)

$1,800 S $2,000

. \$ Students

90-6,500 391,000 (16.22) $ 521K (23.22) 391,000 (14.72) $ '542M (20.72)

96,501-12,200 593,y00 (24.22) 682M (30.12) 600,000 (22.32) 741M (282)

512,201-19,500 66400 (27.22) 613M (27.12) 701,000 (262) 721K (27.22)

919,501-24,300 434,000 (17.62) 275M (12.12) 477,000 (17.72) 363M (13.72) 1

924,301-99,999 365,000 (14.82) 179M (7.52) 519,000 (19.32) 277M (10.42)

TOTAL ,2,451,000 (1002) 7 92,261M (1002) 2,688,0011(1002) 92,643M (1002)

Source ACE/PAS, May 1979, based om 02 BEOG model data. (Totals not *sect due to roundl

lii
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The half-cost issue is controversial, and there is no coisensus as to

how to resolve it within the higher education community. On the one hpnd, the

IN, 700,000 low-income students at low-tuition ina.titutions who are affected by
4

half-cost are precisely those who may need proportionately.greater support, since
,

their families can vintribute little or nothiig to the cost of their education.

There is a question how sany of these studsnik are hr:ving their needs met from

other stint sources. Supplementary assistance, whether SSOGs, Work-Study, or loans,

et has historitUlly been less available!yauch studentel State grant aid varies greatly

among the States, yet does provide substantial benefits of some $829 million this year.

On the other hand, there is a strongly held view throughout the community

r that federal grant aid should not provide ad, student vith a "free ride." There
'4

is also a concern that removal of half-cost pould enable some students to receive
.-

grant aid in excess of their costs, because the allowance of $1,100 which.commuter

students receive under the BLOC program say exceed actual costs for those living

at home in soot localities. (At the same time, this allowance which has not been

incree

/43
sed r several years is clearly inadequate for coemuter sehdents living

.,,_.in.)". vete housing. In reviewing the fondly contribution schedule, consideration
K

should be given to establishing a separate, higher allowance fointhese commuter

students.)

Total removal of the hall-cost provision for students at low-,tuition

institutions would also have a substantial effect on these institutions, reducing

their need for Supplemental Grants, College Work-Study, and Direct Loans. This

wduld tindercut support for campus-based aid, iUstead of encouraging a better

balance among all the student support programs. lhe scholarship programs many

states have developed to aid needy, students would also be adversely affected as

federal dollars replaced state dollars and private college students became the

main benefi s of .state progress.

-Ns>
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LO the argummnta over removal or retention ofthe half-cost provision,

alternatives have been explored which would recognize the merits of both positions.

One approach wmild be to expand otlier grant and roan programs to assure that

supplemental aseistance would be available to students at all types of institutions.
a

Soother approach would be to modify the limitation to 60 Percent or two-thirds of cost.

Still another approach would replace,half -cost with a requirement that a student

contribute (in addition to the expected family contribution) a epecific amount

from other sources, whether summor or part -its. earning., work-study, lcraus, or

nonfedere,l. grants. As MIDI Deputy Assistant Secretary Michael O'Keefe testified

before you on May 16 his "Corridor" concept is under active considiration by the

Administration. There ial variations of this concept,,the eflects of

which are under study at ACS.

We urge the Subcommittee to give careful thought' to these options for

reconsideration of the half-cost provision, so that equitable increase, can be

provided for students with documented need at all types of institutions.

leproving Program Stability

Much of the testimony this Subcomaittee has already received has stressed

the need to provide greater stability in the funding and administration of federal

student assistance. To promote the stable development of all Title It proxrfte,

ws remand extendina them at least through FY 85. Assuming that reauthorization

of the higher education statues will not be completed until 014 end of FY 80, this

would provide five full years to implement the amendments--a minimal period to
4

obtain an adequate base for evaluating experience with the Program changes enacted

in this Congress before they come up for ienewal in the first session of the

99th Congreas.

00'
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Student Inforesvion Allowance /

In 1976, Congress amended the Basic Grant program to authorise pn

institutional allowance of $10 per StOG recipient to help colleges'providi

more adequate information for current and prospective students, and tO strengthen

institutional administration of the student aid progreals. Although this provision

has never been funded, the need for it continues. Institutions ere satiog a

greater effort to improve the information they provide to students about the'

student aid system,.and more attention is being paid by the comiunity to the

management of the aid programs. Nevertheless the demands on student aid offfiers--

as cited in detail by Dallas Martin in his testimony to the Subcommittee on May 3--

are enormous and are War:ailing. NASTAA's estimates of the cost of processing

.student aid rum La extess of $100 per student.

Therifore we believe itja essential to assFe that the $10 Per student

allowance will'ke.funded: and we have recommended legislative languala to incorporate

tha allowance into the 81104 award'so thet it woUld be added automatically to the'

awards as pert of the general appropriation for_the protests.

At the same time, 4 equally important to increase the 4 percent

of each institution's total cenyI.2a14 whit* is currently provided for

student information and proirml adainistration. To recognise the increestmt
A

resp9USibility b.inaplack on institutions for the sound adainistration of these

prostra, we tecommod that the allowance be raised to 6 percent.

Famili,Contribution Schedule Issues

The Middle Income Student PasistAM40 Act of 1978 made a number of

improvements id the family contribution schedule whichprovides the formula for

computing the student's expected family contribution. Besides reducing the taxation

rate on discretionary family income, it also liberalised the treatment of assets for -4

independent students with dependents by making it comparable to that of families

I
47-869 0 - 79 - 10 AP
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with'depondont students. In addition, tha calculation of. subsistence costs for

single timiependant students was made identical with that of other students for

purposes of exemption from income.

Marked differences still exist in the taxation rate applied to discre-

tionary income for different
categories of students, however. For 'dependent'

students it is 10.5 percent, for single independent
students it is 75 percent,

for married independ,put
students with no dependents 50 percent, and for independent

students with dependants, 40 percent. The validity of those differences.should he

carefully reviewed, considering the growing preponderance of older, nontraditional,

and part-time students in total college enrollments.
Most of these adilt.students

have low to medium family incomes, and need financial help to continueotheir studies,

yet current law and regulations reflect an earlier bias that their needs do not

have as high a priority as
the education of 18-22 years olds. Agreement is needed

oAra better definition of equitable treatment for adult, part-time students. ot

Another family contribution
schedule issue affecting both independent

and dependent st.4dents is the treatment of home equity assets; Currently the

market value of the.family home must be included in assets, subject to 0125,000

exclusion.
Consideration should be given to

deleting the family home from assets

taxable for purposes of
determining the family contribution,

because it is not

a liquid asset which can be readily applied to a student's postscondary education.

We fipd it unsatisfactory-to
rely on US08's annual snbmission of the

faMily contribution schedule as the sole mechanism for
considering such changes.

We believe thit it may be dasirabla to establish an
independent commission to

make a continuing review of
the various formulas used to measure the ability

4

of students and their families to finance postsecondary
education, and to

recommend
improvemeds in rhe equity of the family contribution schedule.

P"
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Eligibility of Part-time Students

Half-time students aro eligible for a 810G, but the award is reduced for

less-than-full-time students. A recent N/E -sponsored study by the Educational

Testing SerVice on student.aid for adult, part-'time students has noted the illogic

of this reduction. The BLOG formula for all students subtracts the expected family

contribution from the maxisium grant. The resulting award cannot exceed half-cost,

nor need (cost of attendance ainus expected family contribution), but for part -

time students, the grant is further rednced to one-half or three-quarters. This

procedure measures need but provides only part of it, if the student is part-time.

Since the sexism grant is a fixed figure for ail students regardless of the

tuition-level of the institution attended or the studen't's resident or commuter

status, and since the formula already prohihits a student's gralop from exceeding

need, it is inequitable that part-time students have their grants reduced

proportionately more then other students in similar circumstances.

In 1981-82, 280,000 part-time students will be affected by this provision, and

will receive an averaie grant of only $650 compared with the $1,000 average award

received by ftill-tima students, although their needs may be comparable.

Currently, the eligibility of part-time students lor BECGs and (SEOGs)
41

is limited by time restrictions designed for full-time students (four years, or

a fifth year if necessary for special circbmstances). Thus no provision MI Ore

for part-time students working beyond this period to complete their degrees4

Options are to extend the time limitations or to remove them completely. In

either case, problews are presented. Soma limitations are needed to discourage

perpetual study, but any limitations create adm4nistrative difficulties in

monitoring the extant to which a studenes'eligibility has expired.

B. UPPlemental Grants

While the Basic Grant program with its standardized national need

criteria provides the basic foundation of assistance for all students, thi

Cep
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Supplemental Educational Opportudity Grant program is an essential complement
h

to BIOGs, providing flexible assistance to help low- and middle-income students

attend higher-priced institutions. Leis criti2ally important to maintain an

apPropriate balance between thetwo programs in order.to provide choice aS well

as encases over 9 out of 10 SIOG-awards gb to recipients of other forms of

federal aid. InstitOtions ttaseaves, both public and private, already provide

$1.4 billion in grant and work funds to 2 million students. Over $480 sillion of

this total is pima-based grants, but the instiCutions are hard-pressed to suatait

this level of spending, over.throe-euarters of which comes from their unrestricted

general funds. (Further information on student aid,colleges provide from their

4 ' own funds is available in ACE's latest Higher Education Panel Report HO. 42,

"The Institutional Share of Undergraduate Financial Assistance, 1976 -77.")

To assure that stgliants have a balanced packet, of financAal_assittence,

we recommend that the threshold fundina level, for SIOG be raised from_1379 million

to $450 million. This proposel, like others to change co a percentage threshold,

would maintain continued growth in thi program which approximately matches the

growth in BEOGs. 'The importance of this step was recognised by the Subcommittee
*4

last year in writing the Middle Inco4.Student Assiitance Act, and the House-passed

/e
version actually incorporated this provision, but it wes reduced in the final version.

We feel the Bubcomiittee was right the first time, and urge you to reaffirm your

original position. Unlike the Administration, which is rating for.repeal of the-

threihold funding levels for ell campus-based programs, we consider these thresholds

as imPorrent indicators of congreasional judgment as to the balance which should

be maintained among all of the primary federal assistance programs.

Paralleling_ the increase we haat proposed foT Basic Grants, we recommend

that the annual:5E0G maiimum award be raised from $1,500 to $2,000. Thia would

reflect the increased educational costs of recent years. Total costsin many

institutionalready exceed $6.000, and low- and middle-income students need

substantial assistance beyond Basic Grants to high debt:burdens.

15ii
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We recommend that institutions be authorized to use.S;OG funds et t
.

their diecretioa to assist less-than-helf-time students. As Jerry*Roschwalb of

the National Association of;tate Universities and Land-GrantNolleges testified.
a

on our behalf on May 9, this is a preliminary proposal, designed to recognise the 1

fact that a growing preponderance of enrollments in higher edudIton are older,

/

nontraditional, part-time students whvise needs are not addressed by curriht federal

assistence programs (almost hail/of all degree-credit part-time Undergraduates

are less than half-time students). Better data on the needs of pitt-time students

must be obtained before a more comPrehonsive proposal can 'be
,

Under the proposal, grants would be limited to no more ,75 percent of
a

total educational costs, and no more thansphs iodine SEOG for a'full-time student
6

reduced proportionate to tha number of credit-hours for which the student is
*

enrolled. Student aid administrators would alio have the opaolausing up to

20 percent of other campus-based aid for this purpose. The proposal permits

_institutions to assist part-time students as funds are available, but does not

' assure their availability due to the demand for SWGu by full-time students.

It would be critically imporiant to_assure that the proposa4 would not deny

'. assistanc. to currently eligible full-tima and half-time students.

There are several other issues involving theSEOG program which pose

difficult problems, for which we are not yet ae to suggest a resolution but

would call to your attenti:n:
a

Inequities of State Allotaent.Foreula

The state allotment formula.for the distribution of SEOG funds raises

a number Of equity questions. The existing foimula (like those for the CWS,

NM, and SSIG progr ), is' ,largely enrollment driven. Thus if one state hie

7
more higher-priced in titutions and/or more low-income students, that state will

have more unmet need than others with more lower-priced institutions and higher-

inOpme students.

14: trigire
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The SEOG formula has additional inequities: it is based on FTE enrollmea

of all part-time students, even though only those who are nrolled half-time or

more are eligible, and it includes enrollment of graduate students, although they

are not eligible for SEOG funds. The formula could be modified to make need the

controlling principle for distribution of funds to institutions. The institutional

and student data collected by USOZ for AY 79-80 Istribution of campugrbased funds

should be useful in this regard. Any nei formula should take into account

institutional needs for continuing year awards in the application process, to

protect current recipients.

Needs of Graduate Students for Grant Assistants

't The Subcommittee should seriously COnsider the needs of graduate students

for Title I grant essistance, for which they are currently ineligible. Although

the costs of graduate education have risen as fast as any other sector in recent

years, sources of supporf are more restricted. While federal undergraduate

assistance has grown remarkably, government and private aid to graduate students

AI/.

has declined sharply.

TheLlimited funds available to doctoral students are.primarily reserved

0
for the sciences, thrtough research grants awarded to faculty'. Graduete student

4

astistance under Title IX REA ip targeted specifically toracially and ethpicilli

underrepiesented populationS, and provided only 350 awards in 1978-79. AlihouSh
% .

the Administretion is requesting that this program be expenaed to $11 million in

FY 80, this reprssente one-half of one percent of Title IV grant aid--let graduate

-students represent 10 percent of total enrollment in colleges and universities.

With grant funds so severely restricted, and with College Work-Study

'funds. d.void primarily to undergraduates, graduate students have increasingly

turned to the loan programs as their most important source of financing their

education. The Rational Research Council's Doctorate Record File shows that the
0

number of students borrowing jumped from 12 percent in 1971 to 241percent in 1976.

a
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The resultant cumulative debt burdens which are becoming characteristic of graduate

edUcation are a source of greet concern. Graduate students'are being exiected,

even encouraged, to incur debts beyond their means. Student; who ha already

incurred sizeable undergraduate debts can afford to borrow Only a small additionse)(

amount relaave to the cost of a graduat degree. And for most of those in tho

arts sod sciences, prospective salaries in the traditional profession of teaching

and scholarship are modest, andOpell below those of others'professions.

In summary, the current system favors those who have the necessary

financial resources and who do not fear ::srlowing, while imposing a strong

disincentive for talented'disadvantaged students to enter gradUate study in all

but the most highly-paid professions. Federal programs should provide better

assurance that those who have the ability to go to graduate school, end wish to

do so despite uncertain employment prospects, ars not obliged to forsake.their

6 aspirations because they lack financial resources. Consideration should be given

to @standing the SEOG program at least to the first year of graduate study to

provide access for low-income students.

C. State Stu4ent Incentive Grants

This program, although funded at modest levels, has been successful in

stimulating the creation of many new state need-based student, grant programs. Its

future as a major partner to BEOGs and SEOGs in providing federal grant aid to

students is clouded by several problems.

It, too, has a state allotment formula which is largely nrollment

drivex4and which controls the distribution of any appropriation increases in

such a way as to provide no incentive for ind /dual states to increase their

effort. To improvo'their incentive, one option is to provide a "rolling base"

Year for computation of state metching. This would require the states to increase

their SSIG funds annually in order to participate in Ihe program.

6
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Another issue is whether SSIG funds should be made portable across state

lines to eliminate geographical harriers to student choice. It should be noted

that portability could mean ither award of SS/Gs to student* leaving die home

state, or ligibility for SSIGs expanded to all students attending college in the

state regardless of their home state. Proposals for portability are controversial,

depenlirg on whether 'states are importers or xporters of students, and whether

colleges have national or local student bodies. Incentives for portability could

be provided on a voluntary basis through a two-tiered authorization, maintaining

the existing formula for the current program and eitablishing a new basis of

'allocation fér appropriations in excess of the current level, restricting

ligibility for thid allocation to states which 'Provide portability.

We must report no consenaus on resolving these SSIG issues in the higher

education community. However, we do recommend that the $50 million authorisation

for Initial Year grdnts and the "such sums" authorization for Continuing Year grants

be combined into a single "such sums" authorization, to simplify admintotr4cion of

the program. Currently SSIG appropriations are divided into initial and

continuing grant allotments by USOE'regulations, and continuously adjusted as

state needs for initial versus continuing year awards change. This creates a

burden on states with new aid programs, and limits their flexibility in using

SSIG funds. USOE must keep running.accounts on a funds to make sure the

ceiling on a grants is not exceeded, and states seeking to shift surplus

CY funds to II students often must wait until another state chooses to shift

some of its IY funds to CY students.,

44b
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Mr. F-'4a , The' first panel will be Charles Saunders, vice presi-
dent for g Vernment affairs, American Council on Education; Dr.
John P. Ilan, assistant executive director for governmental rela-
tions, Am ican .Aasociation of State ColltTes and Universities, and
Dr. Bett amiltbn, American Association of Community and
Junior C ges.

Charlie; 'would you like to start.

ATATENJiNT OF CHARLES LAUNDERS, VICE PRESIDENT FOR
GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS, A RICAN COUNCIL ON EDUCATION

. .

Mr. SAUNDERS., Certainly, Mr. Chairman. It is a pleasure to be
here. I regret as we all do the need to be so brief.

* My written statement identifies a number of serious problems
that still remain in the grant programs, deopite.the fact that, after
t4/0i leadership of this committee last year in the passage of the
Middle Income Student Assistance Act, it is difficult tg conceive of

..

what might be done for an encore.
.,

But the statepent does highlight several remaining problems.
1.9"- First the, need 0-'make sure that the basic grant doesn't suffer

erosion. We have cited a number of facts to indicate that it already
, has undergone some significant erosion since the original passage
of the act in 1972, and we make the point that further action is
needed to protect the value of the basic grant in the years to come.

We are recommending, as a matter of helping to stabilize the
student assistance programs, that they all be extended until fiscal
1985. By that time the average total cost of attendance at all
colleges is expected to rise very substantially. We estimate that it
may approach $4,900 for public 4-yeax colleges. and $8,800 for pri-
vate 4-year institutions. ,

So we conclude that the maximum grant should be increased to
$2,000 in fiscal 1981 and thereafter in $100 annual increments up
to .$2,400 in fiscal 1985.

We note that this increase would also have substantial benefits, -in that it would make some 230,000 students who are not now
eligible for basic grants eligible. It would also increase grants to
current recipients roughly proportionate to their attendance at the
different sectors of higher education currently.
, This raising of the maximum, however, would create a problem
for recipients with family incomes under $6,500 primarily, students
with a zero family contribution who would receive a disproportion-
ately smaller share a the increage.

So, for these students at low tuition institutions, there is an
equity question raised which geth us into the half-cost issue.

I have to say that there is no concensus in the community on
this very controversial issue. But some of the pros and cons are
stated in the testimony, and we simply ask the committee to give
careful thought to the options for reconsideration of the half-cost
provision and to try to resolve t question of how increases can
equitably be provided for studen with documented need at all
types of institutions. t

Mr. FORD. Can I interrupt you for just a moment?
Mr. SAUNDERS. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. FORD. I think that you will recall the very fruitful discus-

sions we had before we finalized the form of the Middle Income..

1
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Student Assistance Act. After we are forced to break up hefe this
morning, while we can 'still keep the reporter and get it. on record,
I wonder if you would help generate a discussion with the staff
here of possible alternatives that are being suggested by people on
half cost?

It would appear t14 we can't go on indefinitely simply saying it
is an insoluble di mma. There has to be some attempt at some
stage to respond to the concerns that are expressed from both ends
of the spectrum _on half cost. Some people have a deep feelipg that
leaving it alone is perpetkAing inequity and others believe that
making a change develops a new inequity,.

We ought to be able to develop something. I know the difficult
position you are in with your organization in tryingJo balance the
membencliip of the organization which represents people on both
ends of IR spectrum with respect to that.

Go ahead.
Mr. SAyti-WS. I appreciate that, Mr. Chairman. I would be glad

to participate. Although I understand the issue of student informa-
tion allowances is not technically a subject of this hearing, I did
want to call attention to the importance of thoSe allowances and
our recommendations that expansion of those allowances be writ-.
ten into the law in ways which we have already proposed to the
committee in our legislative recommendations.

The gatement also iitifies a number of family contribution
schedule issues. Again, h e there simply is not sufficient agree-
ment to make specific redo. mendations. There is no agreement on
the basic principle of what constitutes the definition of equitable
treatment for adult part-time students. So this is one of the vele),
serious issues that needs further consideration.

In passing, as we discuss these kinds of issues, I would like to
note that we find it unsatisfactory to rely on the Office of Educa-
tion's annual submission of the family contribution schedule as a
sole mechanism for considering these kind of changes.

We think it may be desirable, to establish an independent com-
mission to make a continuing review of the Various formulas used
to measure the ability of the ,students and their families to finance
postsecondary education and make contributions in the sdhedule.

Such a commission could take up, among the Other issues I have
already identified, the question of eligibility of part-time students
another area where general definitions of equitable treatment are
lacking.

The testimony emphasizes the importance of the supplemental
grant program and, Mr. Chairman, our recommendation here is
simply that this committee .reaffirm what it c[id last year in the
passage of the Mitidle Income Student Assistance Act when .you
increased the minimal threshold funding for SEOG's to $450 mil-
lion. Although this 'was later reduced when the bill was later
enacted, we think you were right the first time, and we would like
to urge you to restore that threshold\funding consistent with what
we understand to be the purpose of your action in the first place;
namely, to recognize the very critical importance of the supplemen-
tal grant program and to maintain a balance of support among all
the grant programs. ,

f
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I think I will just stop there, Mr. Chairman, with one further
comment.

We do emphasize very strongly the important problem of deahng
with the needs of graduate students. We don't feel this has received
adequate attention and we urge you to explore very carefully the
problegm of graduate Eitudents.

I note, for example, that the fellowship assistance graduate stu-
dents receive under title IX, the only authority they are 'currently.
eligible for as far as g,rant assistance goes, represents one-half of 1
percent of all title I'V grant aid now being distributed and yet
graduat students represent 10 percent of total enrollment.

So si ply flagging that problem, I would like to conclude my
remarks t this time and proceed to the rest of the panel.

STATEMEFT OF DR. JOHN P. MALLAN, ASSISTANT EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR FOR GOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS, AMERICAN AS-
SOCIATION OF STATE COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
Dr. MALLAN. Mr. Chairman, I am John Mallen, assistant execu-

tive director for governmental relations for the American Associ-
ation of State Colleges and Universities. I am ghere in place of
ChAncellor Robert Kibbee of the City University of New York who
will4also submit an additional statement of his own.

I think because of the limits of time I will 'enter my statement
for the record and pass the microphone,to Dr. Hamilton.

4ATEMENT OF DR. BEM HAMILTON, AMERICAN
ASSOCIATION OF COMMUNITY AND JUNIOR COLLEGES

Dr. HAMILTON. Thank you. I am Bette Hamilton from the Ameri-
can Association of Community. and Junior Colleges. Mr. Parrish
went back to Tennessee because we were led to believe there would
be np hearing this morning. I would be happy to summarize the
statement for the record. CP

The most importiint issue to us is the one Chairman Ford men-
tioned earlier, the half cost issue. We are joined in asking for the
removal of half cost by some 17 organizations. We f el that this is
an inequity which is against students; and we re ly are talking
about apples and oranges when we talk about educ tional products.

People come to community and junior colleges, for inSance, be-
cause the institutions are near home, they may want a part-time
program so they can still work, or' they tnay want technical educa-
tion. Over 55 percent of our students are enrolled in technical
vocational programs which are not offered in other kinds of institu-
tions: Our institutions enroll a large percentage of low-income
people who are penalized by the half-cost rule.

The half-cost rule is an inequity against people who gp to gliklic
institutions and have varying incomes. The issue is 'reallWot
about public and private institutions but about students who have
various income levels. The poorest students get the same amount of
student aid. as wealthier students who attend the same school
beCause of the half-cost rule.

I don't want to belabor this point, but I think oui testimony
highlights some of the problems with keeping the half-cost provi-
sion. We would certainly welcome any participation with staff to
work out a favorable solution to this.

4
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We are also .concerried about inequities for independent students.
Our student body is much older than the traditional-aged college
Studentinknd only about 12 percent of community and junior college
studentWreceive any student aid money. This must be compared to
the fact that we enroll about 40 percent of all undergraduates and
about 50 percent of' tile college freshmen. Our students tend to be
poorer than their counterparts at 4-year colleges. The needs analy-
sis formulae discriminate considerably against the students who
attend 2-year collegesbecause they tend to be independent and
part-time.

I would like to submit the rest of our testimony for the record
and answer any questions you might have.

Thank you.
Mr. FORD. Let me ask you a quick question. We can consider this

for the later discussion. We have talked to people informaily about
the possibility of recognizing that for your type of institution the
principal need, although it Is a very small amount compared to
other institutions, is fbr cash for the tuition payments because the
majority of the students are not living in dormitory-type settings.

. The majority are living in some kind of a home setting where they
are getting some sort of family support, either housing and food, or
bot h.

One possible appioach would be to figure out some sort of a
minimum payment that would cover tuition and be a minimum
even if the regular formula for the BEOG grant did not generate
that amount of money, $250 or $300, wkiatever is worked out as an
average.

That presents the immediate problem encouraging those of
your 'institutions that are below the average to increase tuition to
that level. That could be taken care of by simply making the $250 a
floor but making whatever was being charged in 1978-79, the
second .factor. The floor could not exceed what the 1978-79 charge
was.

We would not start a run on the bank. I.don't suggest this as the
solution, but everybody has talked about playing percentages with
the half cost and we have gotten nowhere for several years in
getting any kind of consensup on that type of approach.

So we are now looking for a wholly different way to try to find a \-
measure of equity for particularly your type of institutions. We
wish when this discussion takes place later with the staff and the
other representatives here that we would consider that as one of
the possible ways with no magic involved in any of the figures or
dates that I hare given you.

It is a different kind,of a concpt than we have dis ssed previ-
ously with respect to adjusting alf cost. I have talked to student
aid administrators and others who tell me this kind p1 approach
email() be administered. I have had no success at al in getting
student aid administrators to take a position on what tie numbers
ought to be.

Mr. Buchanan?
Mr. BUCHANAN. I think I will just keep listening, r. Chairman,

since time is of the essence.
Mr. FORD. Thank you very much.
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Wehave a- panel of George Rainsford, president, Kalamazoo
(Michigan) College; , chairman of the board of directors, National
Association of Independent Colleges and Universities; Father Tim
thy Healy, president Georgetown University, vice chairman of tlIN,...`
boa d of directors, National Association of Independent Colleges
and John Phillips president, National Association of
Indepe ent %lieges and Universities; Harvey Stegemoeller, ex-
ecutive director, Minnesota Private College Council.

Your statement will appear in" the record, George, and you may
'comment on it if you wish.

,

STATEMENT OF. GEORGE RAINSFORD, PROIDE KALAMAZOO

% COLLEGE, CHAIRMAN OF THE B ARD OF IR CTOAS, NA-
TIONAt ASSOCIATION OF INDE NDENT' COLLEGES AND
UNIMSITIES

Mr. RAINSFORD. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I am glad
to acknowledge the fact bhat those who agreed to be here are here.

I am George Rainsford, former president of the National Associ-
ation of Independent Colleges and Universities. In addition to
Father Healy and Hirvey Stegemoeller, John Phillips, president of
the association,is onlhe right of the table.

We have diVided up our testimony to you in three parts. My
responsibility is to discuss the basic grant program. Father eal
will talk about- the basic grants programs. Mr. Stegemoell
describe the proposal we have submitted to you as part of our
recommendations that has already been adopted' by the State of
Minnesota and he wilrgiye you some sense of how that will work,
and John Phillips will alqswer whatever questions we cannot.

Our basic 'proposal is that the committee in its wisdom and the
Congress and the Senate in their wisdom have created a program
that is sound and works, that the proposal, most importantly,
involves a balanced relationship between Federal programs and
State and institutional programs.

Our suggestion is for a rationalization of thoge elements of meet-
ing student need so that reasonable parental contribution, Federal'
basic grants, supplemental grants, State matching and institutional
matching funds, will equal 75 percent of student need with the
balance being provided by self-help efforts either in the 'form .of
earnings or through some of the Federal programs, college work
study and the two loan programs.

Our recommendation is that the basic grant program remain
essentially as it is. We do not feel that the half cost problem is
insoluble. We feel that the Committee and the Congress has already
solved that problem in ways that make considerable sense.

We are suggesting only that the basic grants be increased to
reflect the increase in the inflationary cost of education, $100 per
grant per year, that .the half-cost provision be retained Tg.)r several
reasons.

First, because we find it difficult to understand why the Federal
Governm nt should be asked to do something that neither the
States nor titutions have been asked to do which is to
provide the full meeting of a gtudent need from the basic grant
program.
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We are very much cbncerned that the federalizing of the entire
port program for low-income students will destroy the very

ca fully developed jnitiatives of States like Michigan that have
de oped strong State support programs.

So at we are asking for is a retention of that balance between
Federa nd State and institutional programs.

We also, in reviewing the, data, have pot seen evidence that there
are a large number of students whose needs are not, bei4met. The
students are in fact in institutions. They are receiving pait. of their
support from basic grants and the rest of it from other parts of the
balanced program. ,

Let me turn the microphone to Father Healy to discuss the ways
in which we would hope that the supplemental grant programs
would work.

[Prepared statement of Father Healy follows..]
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STATEMENi BEFORE THE
HOUSE SUBCOMMITTEE ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION

May 22, 1979

By

Fr. Timothy Healy
President, Georgetown University

Representing The
National Association of Independent Colleges and Universities

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

I am Timothy Healy, President of Georgetown University and Vice Chairman of the

Board of Directors of the National Association of Independent Colleges and Universities.

' As George Rainsford already has told you, the core of our proposals for reau-

thorizatifh of the Higher Education Act lies in the student grants area, and the

establis nt of a new federal licy goal of providing sufficient grant aid to

every stud nt to equal 75% of to al student expenses. In order to have any possi-
1,

bility of reaching that goal, however, we must assure that all three federal grant

Pro§ramm continue to grow in a balanced fashion. We recommend a modest, gradual.

growth of Basic Grants to reach a maximum grant of $2,400 by 1986-87.

The basis for our proposals for the two major supplemental grant programs,

SEOG and SSIG, is an attempt to
amre access for all students to all types of post-

y education by tying 'appropriations for SEOG and SSIG to the appropriation

for Rasic Grants.' In 1972, when the three programs were established, the appro.

,priation for SEOG equaled approximately
one-fifth-Of the Basic Grants appropria-

.

tion and the SSIG appropriation equaled
approximately one-twentieth of the Basic

Grants appropriation. Since that time', howevey, various Administrations and appro-

priations committees have contended with eachlother over.fundiOg levels.for these

programs, resulting in severe limitations on' the growth ofcthe-two supplemental

grant programs. For example, although the SSIG appropr4.4i9n has Yrewn from $19

million in FY 1973 to $76 million in FY 1980, it has not ybegun to appr.oach its
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authorized level. SEOG, on the other hand, has groan to become an important supple-

mental grants program only because of the threshold mechanOm, but has received

only one funding increase as a result of the MISAA legislation last year. We be-

lieve it is time to return to Ihe
authorization/appropriations mix established in

the 1972,Amendments. We have, therefore, proposed to change the threshold provision

"-°.

for Basic Grants to.require SEOG
appropriation's to equal at least 20% of the Basic

Grants appropriation. We believe that the use.of
percent* figUres in the thres-

hold,Orovision will serve to avoid a recurrence of the historical differences be-

tween the Congress and the
Administration over what funding'levels should beweet for

these *grams during the appropriations
process, and assure a balanced pattern of

fUnding to serve the 75-percent federal policy goal.

4
Another change recommended for the SEOG program would

actually affect all of

Va

',,,,, he campus-based programs
and the SSIG prograk. That proposal prohibits regulatory

7 ction which reduces eligibility for federal runding by virtue of institutional

,
and/or state efforts which exceed federal matching requirements. Specifically,

Mr. Chairman, this provision is designed to_overcome.an
inequity in the current

regulations governing the allodation of SEOG funds, the sw-called "Huff Panel" reg-

ulations. Those regulations reduce
eligibility for campus-based funds by counting

,100% of state grants and
scholarships and 10% of institutional grants and scholar-

ships.as available4peeurces
and substracting those amounts from an institution's

need for SEOG funds.
ThiS'counting of institutional and state

funds unfairly pena-

lizes those institutions
and states which have made the greatest effort to develop

and finance their.own
supplemental grant programs, and unfairly rewards those state%

.

,and inatitutions which .have not done so.

Although the entire formula did not apply for 1979-80
allocations because of

a temporary "hold
harmless" provision, we now are seeing some hard evidence that

162
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those institutions and states wt1ch have made major efforts to develop. eir own

programs will be adversely aff ted if the formula comes 'into full force next ear.

We are doing our own anflysis of the "fair share" amounts for our institutions and.

have asked the Office of Education to provide uS with the effects on allocations

if state and institutional grants and scholarships were not counted, and we will

provide you with the result's of this analysis as soon as it is available.

Supplemental.Educational Opportunity Grants (SEOG)

Ibu

A roposal relating to SEOG only establishes in the legislation a percdntage.

dis tion of funds between initial-year and continuing-year awards. It is in-

, tended to strike a proper balance between initial-year and continuing-year beards.

Mr. Chairman, this issue camito our attention last year when we discovered some

troubling facts about the administration of the SEOG program.

The existing l'egislafion obligates both the Commissioner of Education and

participating postsecondary institutions to include in their agreements covering

administration of the program provisions designed to make SEOGs "reasonably avail-

\6 et to the extent of available funds, to all eligible students in attendance at
t

the nstitution." Since all undergraduate students in good standing who have
a

"exceptional financial need" are eligible to receive SEOG funds, and since 76% of

total undergraduate enrollment is represented by continuing-year students, we were

surprised to learn that the Office of Education does not apply 76% of the SEOG

appropriation to continuing-year awards.

In fact, for the last two funding cycles, OE has divided the funds 54% for

/

initial-year and 46% for continuing-year awards. We were especially surprised to

k find that 54/46 distributIon applied to the 1979-80 allocations, given the facts

that the SEOG appropriation included,an addition $70 million over the previous

s

47-669 0 - 79 - 11

1 5 3
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year and that this year's funding cycle inyolved an entirely new process fOr

determining institutional awards: OE officials claim that the percentage

distributions are based on institutional requests. .But it appears rather oddi

1
to say the least, that the exact percentage should be applied two years in a.row

when significant.appropriations and regulA/ory changes occurred during those years.

Because we believe there is greater need for continuing-year than.for initial-
.

year awards, we have proposed that a 40% initial-year/60% continuing-year distri-

bution be establiihed in the legislation to assure that OE discretionary decivions

do not adversely affect the needs of continuing-year students.

Other proposals affecting SEOG include:

-- An increase in the maximum SEOG award from $1.500 to $2.000, to re-

flect increased costs of education and the need for-SEDG-te help

meet those inCreased costs.

-- A change in the matching requirement for SEOG so that he institu-

tion is required to provide dollar-for-dollar matching payments from

any combination of institutional and state funds, exclusive of any

federal grant, work, or loan funds. This amendment will correct the

current situation whereby federal funds are double-counted when used

to.match other federal payments, and provide ongoing incentives for

institutions to continue building their own cont.ributions to support

supplemental grants, rather than relying totally on federal funds. .

-- Replacement language.for the current cumulative maximum in order to

provide authority for a student to receive a full SEOG for' five academic

years 14n order to assure that recipients have adequate time to complete

a baccalaureate degree.
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-- Conforming language to exclude home equitk assets from consideration

in calculating the ability of a family to contribute to a student's

postsecondary education, as also proposed for Basic Grants.

1,- A clarification of the authority for the Commissioner to make intra-

1

state reallocations of SEOG funds carried over from the preceding

A

fiscal year, and a requirement that such funds be reallocated by

December 15 of each succeeding fiscal year. Under existing ro-

f
cedures, reallocations, if thy are made at all, ar; made

in the academic year to be useful to the institutions in m

student needs. This change will- dorrect that practice.

State Student Incentive Grants (SSIG)

For the other supplemental grant program, SSIG, we have pros ed langumge

iNhe.authorizing section for SSIG which 'would tie the appropria ion to B.sic

Grants at a five-percent fevel or $100 million,.whichever is great is pro-

posal would assOre that the SSIG program grows in balance with the Basic Grants

program, providing steady, stable fundirrg of supplemehtal grant needs, and con-

tinuing incentives to lipand state effort.

A related propoW would establish a "rolling base year" for SSIG, annually

advancing the base year.upon which additional state expedditures are required to

match federal SSIG allocations. Currently some.states with large, well-establisiled

student grant programs greatly overmatch the federal payment. Some observers

actually have come to view the SSIG program as a disincentive for continued growth

of their pAgrams. The effect..of our proposal will be to provide an incentive

for states to expand their student assistance aprograms, and to provide recognition

40
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to them for their efforts as partners with the federal government. This part

nership has developed fairly well since 1973-74, the first yaar of SSIG oper

tions. when only 31 states provided $364.2 million in need-based scholarship

and grant programs assisting 733,39, students. Today, stimulated by federal SSIG

funding. 57 states and terrtiories sponsor such programs, providing supplemental

grant aid in the aggregate of $828.9 million to 1,242,000 students. Mr. Chair-

man, we believe the establishment of a "rolling base year" is particularly critical

today, in a time of tightening federal budget constraints, to provide ongoing in-

centives for states to increase their levels of student grant support.

We also propose increasing the maximum SSIG award from $1,500 to $2,000,

to reflect increased costs of education and the need for SSIG fdnds to meet

those increased cots.

As you are well aware, Pe continued viability and growth of the SEOG and

SSIG programs is of Critical importance W the continuing accessibility of students

to independent colleges and universities. This fact has been underscored by pre-
(/'

liminary results from our Student Aid Recipient Survey for Academic Year 1978-79.

That data is showing. that 45% of student aid recipients enrolled in independent

colleges and uttiversities across the nation this year received average grants

of $600 under SEOG and $1,000 from Aate and federal funds under SSIG. Without

these grants funds, many of these students would be unable to benefit from inde-

pendent postsecondary education.

Mr. Chairman, that completes my presentation of our proposals for the supple-

mental grants programs. Thank you again for the opportunity to present our views

today. At this time, I would like to turn to Dr. Stegemoeller for a description

of how our proposed system already is working in the State of Minnesota, after

which we would be happy to antler any questions you and Members of the Subcommittee

may have.

SG
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STATEMENT OF FATHER TIMOTHY HEALY, PRESIDENT,
GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY, VICE CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD
OF DIRECTORS, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF INDEPENDENT
COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES \
Father HEALY. Mr. Chairman, I am Timothy Healy, president,

Georgetown University, and vice chairman of the board of direc-
tors, National Association of Independent Colleges and Universi-
ties.

In talking about the supplemental grants and the State student
incentive grants, whaikwe are really proposing is that the balance
originally established by this committee be restored. When these
acts were first passed, the SEOG, supplemental grant was roughly
at one-fifth of the basic grant appropriation and the State student
incentive grant was itt one-twentiegi. During the subsequent years
that relationship has eroded.

What we are really aiming at is a balance so that the supplemen-
tal grants do keep the States seriously and deeply involved. That is
funny testimony coming from- me representing an institution that
doesn't have a State but perhaps because we don't we are respon-
sive to the vagaries of the government and the unwillingness of an
institution to rely on only one source of governmental support.

With the stipplemental grants we are really puzzled by the disal-
lowances of the Huff panel recommendations and we recommend
that those be looked at very substantially by the committee. ,

My point is that it does not behoove me to go out and raise
money for Georgetown because if I raise less, I get mow
litcleral dollars. I am quite §ure that is not the purpose of the
Commission's action and I tfrifik that ought to belooked at.

Turning directly to SEOG', we have a problem with the 4istribu-
tion awartd by the Office of Education in that for 2 fears in
sequence now they have put 54 pet:cent of the money into the first
year and reserved the rest for the second year. That does not
correspond tp the distribution of any institution thatl have ever
seen. While OE claims that that corresponds to the dedrands of the
financial aid officers, one finds it difficult to understand that claim
in view of tlie fact that the exact 54 percent has been repeated 2
years in a row and they are preparing to repeat it for a third when
the funding has changed. We represent at least 800 institutions
which are not satisfied with the distribution.

We would recommend legislative language be created that puts
40 percent in the first year and 60 percent for subsequent years.

Passing very swiftly in summary because you do have my formal
testimony, I would like to ask for changes in the State student
incetive grant, particularly to get the base year on which that
grant,is calculated onto a rolling basis.

This program has been extraordinary. In 1973 it took care of
some 700,000 studentefor a total of $364 million. In 1979 it looks
like it is going to take care of 800,000 students for a total of
$1,200,000. So properly applied it is a massive stimulus to State
activity and support, and you have pulled the States into collabora-
tion with the Federal Government.

would like to ask that the appropriation, first of all, be tied-
to he basic grant appropriation, and, second, that a rolling base
yet r be established. The purpose of botb of those recommendations

I Is
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is to keep a stimulus for the States so that they continue' this
particular kind of support which is very important and enormousla
useful. It gives us a thoroughly balanced program.

The rest, Mr. Chairman, you have in my formal submission. I
would like to say thank you for.your Courtesy in letting us come
and talk to you.

I woltld like to intrkuce Dr. Harvey Stegemoeller who has a
description of what is going on in the State of Minnesota which is
also part of our formal presentation.

[Prepared statement of 14r. Ster-moeller follows:]

1 5 0
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Statement Before The
House Subcomnittee on Postsecondary Education

May 22, 1979

BY

Harvey Stegemoeller
Executive Director of the

Minnesota Private College Council

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

I am Harvey Stegemoeller, Executive Director.of the Minnesota Private College

Council. The Council is an association of seventeen, four-year, fully accredyted

institutions. Prior to my present position I was President of one of those

colleges. I am here at the Chairman's invitation to speak about thejnter-

relationships of the federal anckstate programs for student assistance as you

consider reauthorization of the Higher Education Act.

In Minnesota we have the University Of Minnesota with five campuses, the State

:University System with seven institutions, the Community College System with

eighteen colleges, the Area Vocational Technical Institutes with thirty-three

units, the Priyate Colle6 COuncil with seventeen institutions, and nine other

private colleges -- a total'of eighty-nine collegiate units with an enrollment

of 195,000 students for 1978-79. Minnesota has a commitment in public policy

to provide access and choice in postsecondary e4mcation. The State supports

this policy very generously with total appropriations for the Fiscal '78 and '79

biennium of $741.9 million dollars. In per capita spending for postsecondary

education Minnesota ranks eighth in the,nation with $98.96 per capita. Per

$1,000 of income the State ranks fifth.
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4.

A major comonent of Minnesota's public policy and the supporting appropriations

is that of student financial assistance. To assure access and choice the State

has established assistance programs of Scholarhips, Grants, Work-Study and Loans.

The 197a-79 biennium provided $47 million dollar? for.Scholarships.and Grants;

the next biennium will total $49.5 million dolla:rs. The 197849 biennium
4

provided $3.2 million dollars for Work-Study; the next biennium will total $6.2

milliop dollars. The State Loan program is funded by revenue bonds..wtth $34.4 6N*

million dollars of loans made in the past year. With the family income restrictions

removed under the Middle Income Student Assi Lance Act, a significant increase

is expected since under our S ate Loan pr 414 all students are guaranteed a loan.

(The attached sheet jyr information about the.nlmber of awards and size of

awards and the distribution among systems).

The Minnesota programs are good ones and we hope to make them better with the

appropriations made just yesterday for the coming biennium. But if access and

choice depended on them it would be a different story. The Federal programs

which you have established and supported are fundamental -- should I sey

it"basic"? -- to the reali , of access and choice for students in Minnesota.

Our State programs are imPlortant as they build upon and complement the Federal

programs. at.

Beginning t3<1977 Minnesota adopted the policy that the Federal Basit Grant

and the State nt or scholarship should be more closely related, and that the

concept of self-help should be more clearly articulated. Current policy.ls

that a student shall receive no more than 75% of need from a combination.of the

Basic Grant and the State awardv
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As we continue to study and.to refine our prograins we are convinced that we

are on the right track.- Pis per student costs and needs are increased by the twin

pressures of immediate inflation and known decreases in revenue because of

'declining enrollments, the student assistance programswill be of greater importance.

And the interrelationships of Federal and State programs will be of greater

importance.

IL
For this interrelationship to be healthy and productive I would propose the

following:

1. Maintain the present half-cost limit for the Basic Grants. This

will assure a shared partnership between Federal and State programs
in assisting all students in all sectors. We do not want Federal

programs meeting the total need of some students, nor State pregrams

specially designed for certain students or certain institutions or

certain sectors.

2. Increase the individual award maximum in Basic Grants sufficiently
each year to assure the combination With the State awards meeting

75% of need. Right now we are close to that in Minnesota. However,

any projection over the next five years will see inflated costs

undoing this mutually supportive system:- My estimate is that a
$200 increase per year in the Rasio Grant will be necessary to meet

our objective.

3. Continue the importance of SEOG funds -- and that means increasing

them z- to meet the needs of students in high-cost programs; to

meet the needs of special, individual circumstances that somehow

Ao not fit the pattern; to meet the needs of students who choose

out-of-state institutions.

4. SS1G fUnds were helpful in encouraging states to initiate programs.

These funds need to be increased to further encourage the states

to creative...generous programs to meet student needs. These funds

should not become minor subsidy items of state programs but rather

increase the incentives.

4

Thank you, Mr. Charm and members of the ComMittee.



TABLE 5

System

MirmsoTA STATE SCH( tLARSHIP A NI) GRANT PROGRAMS
80HOLARSHIP AND GRANT ACTIVITY DY EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTION SYSTEMS

FOR FISCAL YEAlLs 1975-1070

Pormint of Undergraduato Knrollmont1 thunbor of Scholarships and Grants Peroontago of Scholarship's and Grants

41975 1976 1077 1070 197Q 1976 1970 1077 1078 1079 1970 1976 1077 1979 1979 4

Private Col logos

Prhato Vocational Schools

Prhato 1th Profossioni

University of Minnutota

State Univorsitiss

Community Coilegos

A VTIs

TOTAL

23.1% 22.3% 22.4% 22.9% 23.2%
1.72 2. 42 3: 82 372 332..

NA
3

NA
3

NA 3
NA NA 3

20.5 20. 1 25. 5 ;4.7 25.1

21.3 20.8 20.1 20.5 21.3

8.4 6.4 8. I 8.0 8.0

19.1 19.8 20.1 .20.1 19.1

6,210 5,202 0,390 8,263 9,120

32 309 502 765

170 1 02 208 204_ _go_
2,960 3,243 4400 4,097 5,812

2, 641 2,005 4,301 5,037 0,000

1,040 1,068 1,762 2,649 2,022

640 1,548 2,070 3;100 4,010

40,1% 304% 31.7% 32.7% 31.0%

. 2 1.0 2.3 2.6

1.4 1.3 I. 0 . 8 .9
23.2 22. 8 20. 7 19. 8 20.1

..1194k.6
.20.4 21.3 21.9 21.1

8.1 7. 6 8. 7 10. 0 9. 8

i
0.6 10.9 14.2 12.5 14.0

100% 100% 1 00% 100% 1 00% 12,002 14,210 20,203 25,298 28,003 1 00% 100% 10011, 100% 1 00%

System

Scholarship and Grant Dollars

1976 19 70 1971 1978

Percentage of Dollar

1979 4 1975 1970 1077 1978

Average Scholarship & Grant Amounts

15794 1075 1070 1077 1078 1079.4

Prtvato ColIoges

vato Vocational Schools

P Watt Health Profession*
Un vc:Iiity of Minnesota

Sin Univorsities

Community Colleges

Avila

24,400,206 $6,520,000120,669,020 $7,969,407
- 31,000 343,000 430,782

117,775 1 56,000 'rico. i5o 141,376
1,932,945 2,979,000 3.774,440 3,396,206
1,143,475 2,630,000 3,014.100 3,172,779

569,450 906,000 1,410,235 1,271,601
395,550 1,075,000 1.010,120 1,110,005

20.949.575 49.7% 11.0% 45.0%

014,099 . 2 1.0 2.5

171, 845 1.3 I. 2 1.0 .e
4,131,210 21.8 22.0 21.1 19.4
3.396,709 10.3 19. 2 20.3 1 8.1

1.103.372 0.4 G.9 7.0 1,3

1,64J,205 4.5 0.1 10.8 0,3

43.7% $810 $1,049 $1,027 $00.1 $905

3.0 900 929 750 803

.8 040 857 1110 693 + Gs7

26.1 031 919 901 670 711
10.0 616 874 040 573 655

0,0 547 000 803 490 498

9.0 71 594 643 361 450

TOTAL. 20,859,400 13,208,000 17103.755 1 7,497,775 20,563,086 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 3692 $926 $861 6692 $711

1 Full-Utno undorgraduate and Vocational *Indent* from DEC!) onrolimpit survey.
Inetriplote counts. Thus thu pornenta aro undorasUmatos.

3 Not available.
-10-

4 As of 2/10/79. Pigures include nursing grants.

to-urco: IlE65 financial AId 3/15/79
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STATEMENT OF HARVEY STEGEMOELLER AECUTIV
DIRECTOR. MINNESOTA PRIVATE 'COLLE COUN

Mr. STEGEMOELLER. Mr. Chairman, I am Hirvey St emoeller
from Minnesota. I ;.+till_try, to be brief. I am the spokesman for how
we think it can be dOne. _.

In Minnesota we have .worked very hard W.-Rome ,,ut, with a
partnership between the Federal and State progoatits. We are
rather excited about how well it works. A comb1rk41on'or Federal
and State programs is meeting 75 percent of the 'student's needs.
We see the basic grant as the basic block ma which we build.

If you go into the half-cost issue, our concern there is that some
State legislators quickly start looking for the Federal programs to
do it all. At this particular time it makes me very nervous to think
of losing that State legislative commitment.

We would like to see the basic grant kept at half cost, but we
would like to see it rolled forward on some basis to keep pace with
inflationary increase.

Our projections are that it would take a $200 per year increase
in the basic grants to give us the ppssibility of our 75 percent

, program of a combination of Federal and State progrqms.
The SSIG was terribly important %ck when. It has somewhat

lost its importance because it is such a small part of our atching
' now. It started out as being truly an incentive for the Stat and at

this point it is less than 4 percent and I don't hear much out it
in the legislature anymore.

With the SEOG, State financial aid officers, both private and
public emphasize the importance of the SEOG to meet all the
vario s unique individualistic exigencies of student needs.

With that, I think I will stop. Thank you.
Mr. FORD. Thank you.

. I note that in a breakdown of the current match with SSIG, of 50
States plus the District of Columbia, Minnesota is fifth from the
top and overmatching with the 25 percent Federal money. This is
offset! by 16 States at the bottom who hit the 50 percent and
apparntly stopped there and 4 others that look like they thought
they were hitting 50 percent when they stopped because they
ended up so close to 50 pereent.

v

- So .for 20 out of the 50, it looks like the,mg,tching worked until
we got to the figure and then stopped, but-the other 30 States
conti4ed on until New York which gets only 2.6 percent Federal
money.in the total package that they are using.

.Cong essman Buchanan added an amendment to the Middle
Income udent Assistance Act, which we had t drop later because
of' difficu ties with the Senate, that would have tried..to.get,us back
td

to a pqint where the Federal dollars would continue to he a stimu-
lus.

Evvrybody on this committee was impressed with that approach
and it passed unanimously with this committee and in full commit-
tee> and did v y well at all stages until we had to deal with the

,---other body and the Office of Management and Budget.
But I am su .e that Congressman Buchanan has not lost his

enthusiasm fin. rying to do something in this area, nor has the
committee lost it. sense of support for his efforts.

Do you have an questions?



Mr. BUCHANAN. No, Mr. Clia man. I wish I could go with you
once to the Democratic Caucus. I would like to vote on this subject

,myself,
Mr. FORD. You could have my vote if you would like.
Mr. RAINSFORD. Mr. Chairman, may I make a concluding com-

ment very briefly? -
Mr. FORD. Certainly. You stay right there. We will let you people

go on. We are going to close the hearing officially, but we are not
going to close it.

Mr. RAINSFORD. I appreciate that. This is only to make the dis-
tinctiveness in some senses of our presentation in that the policy
representtnot the thinking of the staff only but has been voted on
by all of the 800 members and therefore does represent a serious
institutional position of the private institutions across the Nation
rather than the reverse of that.

We are pleased to be able to represent all those 800 institutions
before you this morning and we thank you for your support.

Mr. FORD. I would like to, before leaving, observe on the record
on behalf of the committee as chairman that we are very much
indebted to President Rainsford and to John for the effort they
have put into makihg it possible during the committee's recent
visit to Japan to examine in substantial detail the very in;teresting
system that they have for lhe support of private institutions with
public funds.

I am not at .all sure that any of us were enthiniastic after we
saw the Federal strings that were attached to that aid and that
maybe it looks better from a distance. We might have been more
impressed if we had not seen it up close.

But I do recall President Rainsford was something less than
overwhelmed When counsel reeled out two pages of little things
like moving faculty and o hers that the Governnieri took on to
itself as a condition of givin out the money. It neverth1ess was an
opportunity to see a wholly d fferent approach th are,used to;
We do appreciate, not only your making the arrangementt4 us to
meet with the private college and university aeople, bur-your par-

\ticipation w th the committee in the discussiMis with the Federal
education of ials in Tokyo where we had an opportunity to exam-
ine what the were doing and the background of it, both in the
perspectivvof the Federal officials administering the program and
the private school interests that were intended to be the beneficia-
rie f the program.
.- We nk you wry much for that and the. continuing coopera-

_I.." tion that e have had from your organization and in the effdpts of
this committee.

Mr, RAINSFO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I,

Mr. BUCHANAN. Mr. Chairman, I might point out t t for the
first time, officially 4s a member of t"his comThIttee, w have with
us Congressman Tom Petri of Wisconsin. We very much appreciate
his addition to this stibco mittAand I am sure he will be a very
valuable member. ,

Mr. FORD. k you, hn. I s ose you have seen that Chair-
man Perkins ha ut eve dy on n e that you and Mr. Bailey
are coming on t cornmitte You hJV e one chance),o speak up or
shut up forever.
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Mr. PETRIA think I will be seen and not heard.
Mr. FORD. You are perfectly welcome to sit with us. I am sure

that the details will be worked out becadse we have absolutely.
nothing but support for you. We are pleased to have you join the
committee.

Please excuse me. I am going to dp right for the country and
wrong for my President right now.

Mr. WOLANIN. If we could hear from the third panel, Mr. Charles
Taylor, president, Wilberforce University, National Association for
Equal Opportunity in Higher Education; Dr. Henry Ponder, presi-
dent, Benedict College, United Negro College Fund; Harvey P.
Grotrian, acting director of the office of financial aid, University "of,

Michigan, Presidents' Council of State Colleges and Universities.
[Prepared statement of Dr. Ponder follinws:]
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Mr. Chairman and Members.of the SubcOmmittee:

I am Dr. Henry Ponder, President of Bennedict Col1ege, Columbia, S.C. a
United Negro College Fund .school. I am privileged to represent the United

Negro College Fund and the Forty-One fulTy atcredited private fout year
Colleges and Universities it represents, I am grateful for the opportunity
to share with you, UNCF's recommendations for the reauthorization of

. Title IV (Student.Financial Assistance).

Today, the public strongly supports aid to students with very little
concern being expressed about the financial well-being of the institution.

The two are inseparable and must be dealt with equally. Because
of the great desparity between federal support for the student and little

support for the institutions, it is our hope that Congress will realize

that the small institutions of this.Country are in serious financial

crisises and those conditions are ihcreasing daily. The Federal Govern-

ment must help these institutions ttiat carry a significant burden of

low income students on student iid with intrease administrative allow-

ance support. 4110. t

The costs associated with enrolling federally aided students signifi-

cantly exCeed the tuition and fees which those students pay from that

assistance. There are considerable precedents in student aid and else-

where, for federal support of administrative coSts incurred by insti-

tutions in the operation of federal programs.

Th

0
UNCF agrees with Dr. Robert L. Albright, qiirector of the Moton Ad-

missions and Financial Aid program who wrote% rhe administration of a

-.0°. student f ancial aid office jt perhaps, the most demanding,and least

appreciate task in higher education today. 8/ginning with the NDSL

program, wh.1 was precipitated tOthe Sputnik;"crisis" of 1957, fi-

nancial aid ha exploded into a multi-billion dollar industry. Long

. .past are the days when a registrar or director of admissions could con-

...
currently manage their respective functions while also rather comfortably

administering stu5ent aid. Indeed, in the 1970's, student financial

aid administration became a whole new profession in higher education.

The complexities of student.financial aid adminjstration are not well

understood by the higher education comniunity. Paradoxically, however,

research demonstrates that the financial aid budget--particularly of

small, developing institutions, frequently comprises one third (1/3) to

- one half (1/2) of the total institutival budget. Thus, the admints-,

tration of a stlient aid Qffice is a significant and demanding responsi-

bility which shauld receiv serious attention and the apPropriate persbnnel

and fiscal resources.
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With the adveKt of the various efederal aid programs (e.g., tOe Educational
Opportunity Grant, the Supplemental Educational Opportunity. Grant, tbe
Basic Educational Opportunity Grnat, the National Direct Student Loan
Program, the Guaranteed Student Loan Program and the College Work Study
PrograM) a plethora of distinct and constantly evolving program regu-
lations surfaced. The difficulites in administering these piograms

,

were further complicated by the absence of appropriate technical as- .

sistance resources by the federal government, and a complex system of
-both administering and accounting for the vast fiscal resources being
poured into the various programs.

Ultimately, the boon with which many institutinns viewed these programs
slowly began to be perceived in an entirely different perlpective.
-That is, while the aid programs doubtless brought massive resources to
the campuses; they alsq,created an enarmous potential for disaster via
the rig4d accountabili0 requisites which accompanied these monies..
Moveover, many institutions quickly realized that the three (3) percent
administrative costs allowances which were not totally sufficient for
administering these programs (e.g., personnel, equipmeht, office and
other necessary resource supports). jhis problem was further compounded

. by the shifting of the bulk of the aid resources into the BEOG and loan
programs-- without the appropriate administrative allowance support--
thus causing precious institutional resourcei to be further stretched
to accommodate the accountability requisites attendant to same.

Further, and perhaps more directly relevant to the focus of this paper,
aid officers (and other institutional administrators) have found them-
selves literally swamped in the quagmire of the highly technical, constantly
shifting, and always pressing management accountability demands relative

'to the administration of tie student financial aid programs. Specifically,
after a somewhat extensive period of perfunctory monitoring and Iip
service reviews only, the Office of Education has now instituted a series
of rigid program reviews, compldance audits and other monitoring pro-
cedures (again sans the appropriate technical assistance) which have
caused great anxiety and frustration. In short, the Bureau of Financial
Aid has adopted a posture which insures that periodically every insti-
tution will receive a complete program review (vis-a-vis the financial .
aid programs) and will be held accountable for the banagement and adminis-
tration of student aid funds°.

If;

.11

O.

4
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Basic Educational Opportunity Grant Program (BEOG)

; Definition

,

The.BEOG is the major instFument used to provide accsgss.for students ko
postsecondary educational. institutions. 'As a "foundation" for all other
Federal, state, or private aid Re BEOG awir.ds ranged itom $200 to $1,400
to 1.975 million students in 78 with au appropriation of $1:7 billion.
The United Negro College Fund su ported the passage of the Middle Income
Student Assistance Act OMISSAA), P4.. 95-566, and.the adjustments made to
include financially independent students. The UNCF recommends that the
Congress, by .the intent of the legislation, make it clear that there will not
be a dissipation of participation, but rather an increased participation of
blow-income students who are in the most need.

UNPF Supports
I.

A gradual increase Of the maximum-BEOG to $2,400 based upon
costof-living increases. The absence of such increases will
da gerously hamobr and Curtail the genuine.opportunities for
p tsecondary education'by minority students, who are unable to

C kpup with. the esEalating costs of obtaining an education.
1

BEOG administrative allowance must be increased to 5% and the
Congress should alsommake fiscal provisions for the admini-
strative cost allowance to be given to schools immediately.
Validation, increased e4its, rejected,spplidations and many
other demands by the Office qk Education place overwhelming
responsibilitie4.-on stall institutions that must administer

the BEOG for a. majoritOofetheir students. While the Federal
emphasis is on direct aid to the individual, the Congress pusht
become sensitive to the fact that'these small inc;tutions,
which are serving a vast majority of the student d recip ents,.
are now financially burdened.

0

.Congreda should consider "waiving" the restrict s thar limtt
the carry-over of BEOG funds from the previous er

the amount appropriated. -continuing problems of processing

the HOC applicatiovi may esult in a carry-over arger then
this.amount which w2uld be st o students und the current

provision.

419

41-669 - 19 - 12

it

,,

81.
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4k
UNC17 Opposes.

1
Any attempt tj change the 8E0G Illocations from its; half
cost provision to a half need rule because the proposal to
change to a halt need rule by the Office of Education would
impose a heavy penalty on low-cost institutions and low-
income families and ultimately would be more restrictive
than the currentlhalf cost provisions.'

Example: A family's expected contributions would be deducted
from the tollege 63sts and half of the difference would be

A
the students' award. It is obvious that a low-income student
would receive a smaller grant making it extremeiNlifficult
for that student to make up the difference. It would also
negatively affect low-cost institutions because AY-would be
forced to increasettiution costs.

A cumbersome computer program designed to catch cheaters by
the Office of Education did more harm than good. Last year
this computer system rejected almost. 40% of the HOG
applicants; ironically, the majority of those studehts
rejected were minoritystudents. After a close analysis of
the problem the conclusion was that those students, most of
whom were low-income and the first in their'families to have
the opportunity to attend college, did not know how to
complete the complex forms correctly. This was grossly
unfair to the low-income and the minority community who are
supposed to benefit most from the BEOG program. U ss is

inequity is immediately eradicated, it will have devastating
affect upon the enrollments of all predominantly Black
institutions in the fall ofi. 1979. 4

Supplemental Education Opportunity Grant Program_(SEOG)

ReflaLLI2m

%

The'Supplemental Education Opportunity Grant program (SEOG), a campus-41v
based pxogram, is a last resort grant fund for exceptionally needy students
through 3,600 postsecondary institutions. In 1977-78, 58,400 students
received SMOG awards averaging $500 based on an appropriation of $270
million.

.4%

**:
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UNCF S orts

-- Raising the SEOG maximum from $1,500 to $2,000. SEOG has

bean especially meaningful and helpful to aiduofficers at
Black colleges vis-a-vis the abarty to recognize the
special fiscal needs of minority and low-income students and
to put together a representative aid package. The increased

maximum allowance will give these aid officers more flexi-
bility and rebound even more significantly to the benefit of

low-income students.

-- The establishment of Limited Grant eligibility for graduate

students. The Federal governmen$ has over the last year
curtailed its commitment to'graduate education just as it has

for institutional support. The government has even attempted

to eliMinate several fellowship programs.

The Congress must surely understand that if Federal graduate
assistance does not exist for low-income and minority students,
the government, in effect, is closing the door on them from
seeking many professions which require a graduate degree. The

only recourse for low-incole and minority students, would be
tolbecome tremendously burdened with large loans which is an

economic threat to many for years to cqme. On the other hand,

many minority students would not be able to even obtaArloans,

killing any chance of a graduate degree. This will mean

increased funding for SEOG; however, it would not be

astronomical&

-- Lowering the minimum SEOG award from $200 to $100 at the dis-

cretion of the Financial Aid Director. Many low-incom
students must take remedial.or special snifter sehool cour es.
This smeller SEOG award might be all they wOuld need to

participate in the summer program. %

UNCF Opposes
. ::

-- The suggestion from some quarters that colleges e forbidden

to use Federal student aid funds, e.g., BEOG, and NMI., to

match an SEOG gra student. The Congres ust vehemently

oppose such suggest s. UNCF's rationale f r suggesting suctk

a posture by the Federal governm t is'because currently

SEOG funda are the primary sour of graetaatas directly

controlled by most of the colle s serving predominantly low-

income students. Therefore, to se a requirement that these

schools, and others, find other urces to match these funde
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would not only place a severe strain on the develoOment
function of the already struggling institutions, in regard
to other real needs, but also meght have the adverse afloct
of limiting or terminating an institution's ability to
continue participating in this program.

National Direct Student Loan Program (NDSL)

Definition

The National Direct Student Loan Rrogrifm was established initially
as the NationAl Defense Student Loan PrograM byjiphe National Defense
Education Act of 1956. It is the oldest ntudeneaid program
administered by the Department of HEW. The 'program's purpose is to pro-
vide low interest, deferred re-payment loans to financially needy students
through revolving funds held by participating schools. Loans are limited
to $2,500 for the first two (2) years of postsecondary study to $5,000
for undergraduate study atd to a total of $10,000 throuah graduate
studies. Re-payment may be made over a 10-year period aith deferment and
cancellation for specific kinchr of public service. Schoqj.s set their own
re-payment schedules. Each of the over 3,000 participatrilg schools in
responsible for managing the funds, determining loan award)for students'
needs, as well as for servicing and collecting the loans. Federal contri-
butions to the Capital funds are matched by school contributions
equivalent to one-ninth of the Federal share. During acudemic year
1976-77, 831,000 students were aided with over $565.5 minion in loans.
The average loan of about $5 billion has been loaned tO ome 4.5 million
students..

TNCF Supports

NDSL as the back-up loan program to the Guaranteed Student
Loan program (GSI). for low-income students unable to obtain

a GSL. NDSL continues to be the lender when many states are
not wil ng to "guarantee access" for all potential borrowers.
Over 39% f.all UNCF students are NDSL reciplentA.

Increaned f ing for NDSL cor a 6-year period from 1981-87
or until a bona-fide lender'of a second resort is available
for all students requesting loan assistance.

-- Continuance of the Teacher Cancellation provisions for
teachers who teach in disadvantaged school districts. This
provisions continues to be an incentive for teachers to serve
in areas where they are most needed, at least for a portion of
their teaching career.

fl
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.College Work Study Program (CWS)--

Definition

The College Work Study Program (CWS) provides employment for needy
students who require thescearnings to finance their course of study.
Students may apply who are enrolled at leasi half-time as graduates,
undergraduates or vocational students in approved postsecondary institu-
tions. The institution is responsible for student placement on-campus
or off-campus with a public or private non-profit agency. Students may

be employed up to 40 hours per weak. The appropriation for the CWS

program is divided among the states according to Federal legislative
formula. Each institution receives a lump sum award which is disbursed

to individual students. Individual awaLs cannot exceed 80% of the

total student earnings. For fiscal year 1978, $435 milliXwas appropri-

ated by Congress for this program.

"*.

UNCF Supports
so

Institutions to be authorized to carry forward up to4f()% of

an allocation for College Work'Study to the su g fiscal

year or to utilize up to 10% of the allocatio,P for the
fiblr

succeeding year to meet current obligations. This

recommendation of 102 is for the allowance for errors in
estimates which occur despite the best efforts of the

financial aid administrators.

-- Increasing the authorization levels for CWS by $50 miLlion

each year through 1986-87 because of the cost-of-living
increase would be affected, in large measures, while at the
same time allowing a fey more eligibles to participate.

-- The expansion Of the CWS over a 6-year period io $960 million.

State Student Incentive Grant Program (SSIG)

The State Student Incentive Grant program (SSIG) encourages states to

establish their own under-graduate need-based grant programs. SSIG matches

state aid money with Federal funds on a dollar-for-dollar basis. In 1977-78,

240,000 students were aided with SSIG awards averaging $500 ($250 in Federal

funds), a.aed on an appropriation of $63 million. The 1979-80 appropriation

for SS was $76.75 million. SSIG 1.9 intended to enhance reasonable

"c " for students to.attend postsecondary educational institutions.

lo

1 S 3
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UNCF supports two (2) new provisions that should be added to the
SSIG legislation.

1. GranDe should be "portable", i.e., able to be carried across
state lines by.student recipients, and

2. Grants should be available for part-time studeets on a sliding
scale as per enrollment status.

Agaid, these provisions, UNCF feels, would be beneficial to low-income and
minority students who have demonstrated a rather surprising mobility facto
in their search for the best available opportunity to gain a meaningful
higher educational experience.

Currently there are 13 states which give awards to part-time students
and only 7 states provide portability of grants.

Congress should be cautious in examining the different proposals
whereby. Federal action can substantively affect certain kinds of state
behavior and the extent which'the Federal government should influence
state policy decisions for higher education. The balance between equity in
the treatmedt of states and accuracy in the SSIG incentives and whether the
Federal government has an obligation to continue supporting states it has
enticed into starting or expand,ing grant programs through the promise of

additional Federal aid.

TRIO Programs (Title IV Part A)
- 1

.Definition

The 1FRIO legislation authorizes programs designed to:

1. Identify qualified youths from low-income families,

2. Prepare the students for a program of postsecondary education,

3. Provide special services for such students who artpursuing

postsecondary education.

The spe4a1 pronams are carried out by the Commissioner of Edncation

through grants and contracts with institutions of higher education and
other public and prOate agencies and oiganizations. Services are

specifically designed to assist youths from low-income families who have

academic potential, but who may lack adequate secondary school preparation

.or who may be physically handicapped or disadvantaged because of severe

rural isolation to enter, continut or resume programs of postsecondary
education. Six programs are listed in the law. Five of these are

turrently funded:

v

°4

47
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1. Taaent Search '(TS),

2. Upward Bound (UB),
3. Special Services for Disadvantaged Students (SOS).

4. Educational Opportunity Centers (EOC),

5. Training Authority for Special Program Staffs, and

6. Service Leatning Centers (not funded).

4 UNCF Supports

The eligibility for the program (SSID) should be limited to
postsecondary institutions which offer a minimum of 2 years

of course work toward a baccalaureate degree.

The participants' eligibility in the TRIO programs to be
re-defined for clarity and to assure the continued eligibill.ty

of all ethnic minorities and low-income students. Specific

attention should be given to the factors listed below.

1. Exceptions for qualification guidelinec. Grantees

should be allowed A.0 include a small proportion of
students who do normeet the financial requirements,
but who otherwise would qualify.

2. A physical handicap or geographic isolation should

continue to qualify a student for services.

3. Need for services. Grantees should be allowed to

provide services for a small percentage of students

based solely on theit need fbr.the program.

4. The definition of terms be consistent across the

programs.

5. The proposals for thelconsolidaeion of programs be

evaluated on the extedV to which they meet very
stringent guidelines that are sensitive to the

original intent of the legislation.

STATEMENT OF DR. HENRY PONDER, PRESIDENT, BENEDICT
COLLEGE, UNITED NEGRO COLLEGE FUND

Dr. PONDER. Mr. Taylor was not coming because a the changed
schedule here. What .I will say will more or less represent what he
yvould probably be snying anyway.

Mr. WOLANIN. Yes, go ahead.
Dr. PONDER. My nameois Henry Ponder. I am president of Bene-

dict College of Columbia, S.C., one of the United Negro College
Fund schools.

It is a pleasure to appear here, and Mr. Buchanan is from a
State I hold dear. I spent several years at the Alabama State
University. I moved from there to South Carolina and have enjoyed
My work there.

I am sure that Mr. Taylor Would be in accord with most of what
I am going to say and you have his testimony anyway. We are both
members of the United Negro College Fund, though he would have
been representing another organization here thi# morning.

The United Negro College Fund supports the Middle Income
Student Assistance Act. I think we ought to put that on the record.
This should increase the student pool in student assistance.

1 ../

411,`
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Our'Concern is that this increased participkion must lead to an
increase, also, in the low-income students that are going to be
participating rather than a decrease in that.

So the increase in bringing more into the pool ought tq also
bring more of the low-income students into it. We are concerned
about the administrative allowance that is now in the program.
Right now student assistance is very critical to the survival of the
small private colleges. There is no question about that.

We ask you to retcognize the burden the student assistance legis-`lation places on the institution. The institutions that are doing the
most to carry out the legislative mandate which is to make college
available and attainable to lovaincome students are hurt the most
by this legislation, meaning the student brings the money there,
and ehere are so many students I just don't think that sometimes
we realize the magnitude that this would have on certain schools.

There are certain schools, for example, that have at least 90
percent of their student body on financial assistance. This createsquite a burden.

We think if we could get th s together, it would help out treme
dously.

Now, the limited resources caused this, limited resources and
personnel. We just don't have the people. If you had them, limited
finances, or you can't pay them if yop could find them and then
equipment, the sophistication of having computers to do most of
this tracking is very difficult at small schools.

When you tie this in with accountability, we certainly agree that
these funds ought to be' accounted for and they ought to be -used as
they should be.

But the absence of adequate resources may give the impression
of not being accountable. That is the thing that concerns us. We
feel very strongly that if we could somehow get the administrative

"allowance support up so that schools could employ people to do
this, get the sophisticated equipment, it would help.

I would like to close with a quote from Dr. Robert L. Albright,
director of the Motten admission and financial aid programs, who
said, "The administration of a student financial aid office is per-
haps the most demanding and least appreciated task in higher
education today."

Thank you very uch.
[Prepared statemT of Mr. Grotrian followsd

14,
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Good morning, Mr. Chairman and members ofthetommittee. We

are pleased tihave this opportunity to be here this morning.

*Arne is Harvey P. Grotrian, and I am presently the Actin

Director of the Office of Financial Aid at The University of Michiga

Joining me in our presentation this morning is Henry C. 8ykema, Director

of the Office of Financial Aid at Michigan $tate University. We are

representing the Presidents Council of the State of Michigan, which is

composed of the Presidents of the thirteen state colleges and universities

located in the State of Michigan.

Both Mr. Dykema and I appreciate, Mr. Chairman, the dtligent

effort being .vut forth by you and members ofithis Committee to obtain

input from so many segments of the postsecondary educational community.

It is our purpose this morning to respond specifically to desired changes

in the Basic Educational Opportunity Grant (BEOG) and Supplemental

Educational Opportunity Grant (SEOG) Programs.

BEOG and SEOG Student Eligibility

Presently, student eligibility for Basic and Supplemental grants

is restricted to a maximum of four years. Several major studies have

shown that many students equire more than four years to, -complgte their

undergraduate degrees. Fhis itparticularly true among many needy students,

and particularly those which must take basic or remedial courses. Other

students may be delayed in receiving theTrdegree because af illness or

other personal or family problems.

We are also concerneitabout returning adults ail half:time

students wh9, are unable to complete academic programs within the equivalent

of four academic years. In order to recognize these problems, it is

recommended that BEOG and SEOG eligibility be extended from four to five

years. This would permit continued grant aid to students who have maintained

.1*
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a reasonable level of movement toward their degrees and yet have been

unable to complete a normal'program iri four years. It will also'have,

bt

the effect of not asking these students to.assume an unreasonably igh

level of loaris at a time when many of the students have already rrowed
,

substantial sums and at a time when there is no way to work more than they are

already. We are joined by NASFAA, ACE, and Many other groups in making

....this recommendation.

t

JIEOG ; Average Costs 2

At the present

each student's

I

0

time, it is nicessary for schools to dellOpine

1" college costs for the academic year.before the

exact unt of t awdYd can be calculated. Silite the BE ogram

is the foundation for all o.le awardst the amount of the'BEOG wi 1 imlAct

on all other component& of the 0.,ent's financial aid package. Some

schools will not approve other aid un 1 the 1 amount of the-BE

award is known. Others will estimate.the BE G award based on expected

costs, award other aid, and then adjust other p or down, ff the

1BEOG award changes. At schools like The Un versity of Michigan and

Michigan State University, with a combined totalvf 'tier 13:000 BEOG

recipients, this is not a trivial matter.

One of the primary goals of student financial aid eiffices is

.,to notify students of the final decision on their aid applications .1; a

4\ timely manner and, hopefully, well before the start of the academic year.

A technicality in the computation of the amount of the BEOG award dip

not allow many schools to achieve this objective, wip the result that

award decisionZ-istudents are'diften seriously delayed. If the decisions

are not delayed the decisions must pften be revised, sometime severa

times, as the BEOG award amount ,changes. This ituation creates confusi
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for students and worts and represents an unnecessary administrative

burden for financial aid offices.

We are joined bY ACE and NASFAA in recommending that this

problem be resolved by eliminating the necessity of computing "actual"

costs for each BEOG recipient and replacing it with "average" costs.

The use of average costs.will result in no loss of equity and will remove

in administratively cumbersome problem.

BEOG - Reduction of Awards

Each year, OE publishes a Basic Grant Payment Schedule, which

allows schools to determine each student's award base'd upon family financial

strength, cost of education, and whether the student is full-time, three-

quarter-time, or halef-time.

There have been some vieis expressed that/We ought to have more

hese tables in fact, one table for each credit hour level below

normal full-time study. It seems to us, however, that this search for

absolute equity which would supposedly be achieved if awards were directly

A

, proportional to the level of credtt hours, would bring absolute chaos to

the financial aid delivery system. We believe that the existing payment`

tables showing awards for students who are full-time, three-quarter-time,

and half-time achieve an acceptable level of equity for students and foe

icolleges. Hence, we believe that the Higher Education Act should -

specifically refer to calculating BEOG awards based on full-time, three-

quarter-time, or half-time enrollment. Furthermore, since students are

clillantly dropping and.adding courses, it shoulle clear that there is

no obligation to reduce awards to be.exactly propontional to the number

of credWhours carried. As with calculating the original award, the
c

curreh award payment tables are aliequate and equitable for.award changes

on changes,in credit hours.
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BEOG - A More Equitable Way of Ustg End-of-Year Ball%

We don't need to tell this group that it is not easy to project

annual BEOG expenditures on a nationwide basis. Honest people have honest

differences, and the projections often vary. With the new Middle Income

'Student Assistance Act (MISAA) of 1978 money avai'llible for next yepr,

there is significant legitjmate concern about what the cost of the prbgram

will be..
0

40" At the end of a fiscal year, if thd funds Available for makiny

BEOG,Awards exceed the amount needed to.make payments to student'S by

15 percent or less, then the excess funds can remain available for BEOG

S
awards te.following year. This procedure is fine, and we havetproblem

with it. It provides everyone with some flexibility, and it insures that

the remaining funds will be used to serve needy students in the following

yeat%
,

However, if the funds remaining at the end of the year exceed

the amount necessary to make payments to students by more than 15%, then

the remaining funds must be used to make additional payments to students

during th

F

current fiscal year. At first glance, this provision might be

thought o be a good idea -- if there will be remaining Sands, everyone'sI

BEOG award could be increased in order to spend the money. However, tilings

are often not as they would appear at first glance -- and this is no

exception. Let me give you the following scenario. An academic year has

just ended, and everyone's total aid package has long since been finalized

and disbursed. Most students have left the campus for the summer months.

Schools are preparing fiscal reports for the year just ended and are

heavily involved in processing student applications for the next year.

Then, schools receive word that BEOG awards for the year just ended must
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be increased because more than 15% of the BEOG approptialtion has,not been

spent. The (amount of)' increased BEOG awards would mean that the aid

....package of many students would exceed their need. These students would,

therefore, have to reimburse institutions for the amount of their overaward.

In some cases, campus-based arid institutional awards would have to be

reduced reti.oactively. Students would be confused about why the BEOG was

being increased retroactively; while.other aid was being cut retroactively.

It would not be possible to reach some students. In any case, we don't

think that such activities are how you want us to spend our time. 'Our

goal is to serve students. 'Haase, we'recommend that any time there are

BEOG funds remaining at the end of the year that the funds remlin'Ivailable

for awards in the following year. This is a more rational approacip and

it is one that we commend to you.

BEOG - Administrative AlloWance

The federal, state, and institutio.nal financial aid partnership

requires that students and their families receive good service at every*

step of the financial aid process. Colleges are a vital link in providing

these services since we deal on a face-to-face basis with students and

parents. In other words, we try to personalize and humanize the financial

aid programs which you have established and funded. To do this, we need

counselors who will be sensitive to unique student and family situations

and who will also be aware of federal laws and regulations and can apply

these rules fairly and consistently.

The partnership concept in student aid programs 4 contained in

the current legislation through the provision.of a $10 administrative

allowance for each BEOG recipient. As you may know, a study by NASFAA

showed that it costs institutions an average of $35 to process a BEOG
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application. 'Furthermore, we would. voriture a guess that the.cosA have

increased sinte the survey ;as conducted. Indeed, schools have had to

increase staff to handle both the increased volume of BEOG apOlications .

as well as the validation requirements.

In view of.the'current legislative provision for an administrative

allowance, We believe that it is essential t? fund aderately

proviSion. Such funding would help cover a smill portion of the acival

costs aSsagiated with processing a BEOG application. lnstitutionsivould

continue to cover the largest 'amount of the 1nst1tu6onal processing costs.

The current law provides for mipimum funding levels,Tor SEOG,'

NDSL, and CWS before the BEDG program is funde!). ?Vie recommend that a

'similar minimum funding level for the BEOG administrative allowance be

established to insure that the BEOG administrative allowance be funded
* .

\
at an appropriate level. Under such am arrangement, schbols would,

continue to cover the majority of the costs associatecK70 BEOG

processing, and the federal governmenl would cover a small share of

the costs based upon legislation"whicp has been opthe books for.pthe

time.

Eliminate IY-CY Distinction and Ihrease the Transferability ProVision .
,-. . .

MOst students receive it package.of financial aid resources,

al which'may include a grant, loan, or.job. And, these resources mayvinclude

a BEOG, funds from one or mNore campus-based programs, and institutfonal )
* aid. One of the agreed upoil.objectives in bUilding a financial aid pakIre

is that the components of the financiel id package should not vary_ widevly

from year ta year unless the student's\financial need changes or less

the s u 4 pr6fet .kIsto work one year and borrow funds the next- r insfead
.

.

of worisinV. In any case, we are all agreed that 4ere is a need for.
t

r!'

V
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stability in the components of the financial aid package sO that.students

a4nd parents can plan ahead and so that the yd on't have to contend with

widOnd.unpktdictable fluctuations in indiv4dual awards from year to year.

0Ae of ,the reasons Why the components of an award may fluctuate
-

from year to year is the fact that an institution's share of the funding

in each of the campus-based prorams may vary from year to year: Schoolk

may get what they need in one program but not in another program. To'
1

accommodate these fluctuations and to minimize their impact on Individual

students, we are maktng the folloWing recommendations:

(1) Eliminate the distinction between SEOG-IY and CY awards. The

di;tinction is. an anachronism, it's d holdover from the old EOG

I program, and it has no place ie the SEOG prograM for the 1980's.

(2) At the present time, schools have authority to transfer 10% of

the SEOG appropriation to CMS or to transfer 10% of the CWS

appropriation Ao. SEOG. For the reasons which we have already

poutlined, we belie# that tbe transferability of funds should

be increased from 10% to 20%. It is also-recommended that the

transferability of.funds be expanded to include not onlySEOG

and CWS but NDSLis-well. Based upon'prior discussionsson the

subject of induct:Mg NDSL, we understand there may be some

legal.problems. But we understand that seval 'excellent lawyers

are employed by this Committee, and we have confidence in your

4

abilfty to work out this problem with the aim of helping

thousands and thousandt of.students.
#

SEOG - Packaging Procedures

The purpose of tht SEOG program in ibe caTent,legislation

needt to be clarified. The curi.ent wording states that SEOG's are to
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be available for "qalified students who, for lack of financial means,

would be unable to obtain such benefits (postseconda6 education) without

such a grant." ;he wording that Says "whb, for lack of financial !leans"-,

is confusing and could be interpreted by soae to mean that the"G had "

to be the last item in a financial aid package, after all")ec resources

were exhausted. We do not...believe that such was the Weill of CongresS:

Therefore, it is recommended that the wording be revised.to say that SEOG's

should be available to. "qualified, needy...Students."

V.)

The SEOG Siate Allotment"Formulast

The statutory stabe'allot nt forihulas for tache of the three

ca us-based programs.a4 in neect of ome changes. For example, even

tho h the SEOG progniht to graduate students, the IY-SEOG
_e-

state lotment formul,a cdhtains graduate And undergraduate students.

Furthermoileven-th6pgh the campus-based programs are assigned to

studppfs on the.basis Of 'financial need% thene. is no financial need

calponent in i* current formulas
;

datb on all schools becomes available from OE's new

instittortjon 'h application process, me believe thq it.will be appropriaje.,. ,

4 4 fdn this.CommiVee to examine alternatives relating to the state allotment-
"

fonmuTas. Hopefully, this will occur well before the programs need to be

. s '

. ' rfauthorized once again.

4

-0 In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, we again thank you and the members

lpf the Committee for this opportunity to present testimony as a part of

the process of reauthorizing the Higher Education Act! Mr. Dykema and I

would be pleased to respond to any questiOni. which either you or the

memberi of the Committee might have.

;

rf ; /1
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STATEMENT OF HOVEY P. GROTRIAN, ACTING DIRECTOR OF
THE OFFICE OF FINANCIAL MD, MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSI-

. TY, PRESIDENT'S COUNCIL /OF STATE COLLEGES AND UNI-
VERSITIES (AtICHIGAN)

. ( .
Mr. GROTIUAN. I. am. Harvey Grotrian, acting director Of the

office of financial aid, the University of Michigan.
Mr. Henry Dykema, director of financial aid, Miehigan - State

University, joins me in presefiting testiinony this Morning for the
President'X Council, a council composed of the 13 colleges and
universities located within the State of Michigan.

..

We appreciate the opportunity ,to present testimony before this
cqmmittee, and especially the diligent effort made by this commit-
tr t6 obtain input from so many segments of the postsecondary
educational community.

In responding to the requested testimony on'the two grant pro-
grams, the basic educational opportunity grant program and-the.
supplemental educational opportunity grant programs, we wish to-
make the following recommendations. .., -

We are concerned with the .4-year limitittion which is curxently
the restriction for student eligibility under both of the student
grant programs. We feel, this is of particular concern for needy
students, many of whbm. must take basicior emedial courses.

We are also concerned thatsome students are dèktyed in receiv-
.

ing their flegr s because of i
problems. ,

Currently, the le *slation does not accept these kinds of va

At the present ti e it is also necessary fot schools to deter
,

each student's actual college cost for *an academic year before the
exact amount of the broic educational opportunity grant award oan 0

be calculkt,ed. . ..
-

Since the, basic grant progtam is the foundation for all other
-awards, the amount' of the basic educational opportunity grant will
impact upon all of the components of the student's financial pack-
'age. Some schools'will nokapprove.,the basic grant award untiil the -
award is known. Others will estimate the BEOG award based upon ,
expected costs, award other aid and adjust other ail' up or down if
the BEOG award changes.

This .is an administrative headache forinstitutios such asj the
member instit tions of the; President's Council, and especiallY for
the Unive I: pf Michigan and Michigan State University with a
combined ire : I of over. 13,000 BEOG recipients. This requirement is

.. not a trivial matter. . ,
We are joined by ACE and the National Association of Studelit

Financial-Aid Administrators in recommending that the problem
be resolved by eliminating the necessity for computing actual costs
for each BEOG recipient and replacing it with average costs:4 It is our feeling that the use of average costs will result in no ,
loss of equity and will remove what is iiresently an alministrative-
ly cumbersome problem.

Each year the Office of Education pUblishes a. basic grant pay-
.,

ment schedule which allows schools to determine each student's
award based upon family financial strength, cost of education, and
whether the student is full time, three-quaVer time, or half time.

---)

-1 9 G

and other personal and family.
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There ['cave been some views expressed that we ought to
4
have.

.

morv of' these tablesin fact, one table for each credit hour level

below the normal full time. .

It seems to 'us, however: that the search for absolute equity
which would supposedly be achieved .if awards were directly pro-

. portional to the level of crediehours-would bring absolute chaos to

the financial aid delivery system. .

We believe that the.existing.payinent tables showing awArds for

students who are full time, three-quarter time and half jtime
aciiieve an acceptable level of equity for students and for col14es.

. It is not easy to project dfinual BEOG expenditures on a natio

.wide basis. Many have triO-tbit. Honest people have honest differ-

ences and projections oft6n vary. With the new -Middle Income

Student Assistance Act of 1978 money -beirig available, there is a
significant legitimate concern about what the actual cost of the
BEOG program wiltbe.

At the end of a fiscal year if' funds are available for making
BEOG awards and they exceed the amount needed to make pay-

Inents to students by 15 per,cent/Or less, then the excess funds can
remain available for BEOG awahls the following year.

This procedure is fine and we have no problem with it; It pros-
vides everyone with some flexibility and it insures that the rernain-
ing funds will be used to serve needy students in the following

. .
year.

However, if' the funds which remain at ..the end of the year
exceed the Nnolint necessary to make payments to students by
more than 15 percent, then the remaining funds must be ued to
make additional payments to students during the current fiscal

year. .

At first atn this provision might be thought to be a good 'idea.
However, th gs are often not as they appear at first glance,and
this is no exc ption. The scenario could run something like- this:

The academic year has ended: Everyone's.total aid package has
been finalized and disbursed. Most, of our students haVe left their
ciimpuses for the summer months. We are busy preparing fiscal

reports and internal reports bn the prior year activity. We are
heavily involved in processing stildent aid applicati6ns being re-
ceived from incoming freshmen arid transfer students, and then we
receive word that BEOGawards for the year just ended must lie

increased because more than 15 percent of' the BEOG has not been

spent.
BEM; awards must be increased

the aid packages of many students
students, therefore, would have to
amountPof theirxweraward to bring
need.

. In some cases campus-based and institutional awards would be

reducell etroactiyely. Studfnts would be c_onfused about why their
basic g ints would be increased retroactively while the other aid is .
dec ed retroactively.

Some 0,udents could not be found or found with substantial c

difficulty. Hence, we recommend that whenever there are basic
grant funds remaining at the end of' the fiscal year, that these
funds remain atilttrable for awards the following year.

retroactively. This means that:\
now 'exceeds their need. These
reimburse institutions for the
them in line with their actual

400 1 Q ifI
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Presently the Federal, State, and institutional financial 'aid Part%
fierships require that students and their families receive good-serv-
ice at every step Of the financial aid processes. Colleges are a vital
link in providing these services since we.deal on a face-to-face basis
day .after day, week after week, montlr-after month, 'with Students
and their parents.

In other words, we personalize andi
humnanize the financial aid

programs which4you have established and funded. The partnership
concept of student ,aid prbgrams. 113 contained within the current
legislation which currently provides for a $10 administrative allow-
ance for each basic grant recipient.

. . ,

As you know, a Study by our own national association,shows-that
`the cost for institutions to process, a BEOG student eliiibility
report is approximately $35. 4erefore, af the University ofWichi-
gan and Michigan State Uni ity, the combined estimated cost of
adininistering the basic educatibnal opportunity grant prbgram .4-.
this year is $455,000.

In short, we recommend that a bailie grant administrative allow-
ance be funded. Financial aid offices are verY expensive operation-s.
I presently have_59 staff members. The operating coat of just my
office alone, separate and apart from the cashier office, fron stu-
dent loans, from student accounts, may very well'reach $1 m Ilion
for the 1980-81 year. ,

It is veity helpful to have administrative lowance suppo to
-help offset some of this cost. Presently 1Q1Lprcent of the 9osts of
administering the basic grant program are being absorbed by insti-
tutions.

To summarize very quickly, we are also recommending that the
disqnction between the initial year and the continuing year SEQG
program be eliminated and that we be allowed to transfer funds
between the various prorams tb a greater extent than what is
presently the case. Our full recommendation is contained in our I
prepared statement.

The 13 member institutions of the .President's Council, of the
State of Mich,gan are also concerned about the package proposals
for suppletheihtal grants. This is not something we firid common in
testimony being presented by other groups. Our concernis with the
Current Wording which states that SEOG's are to be available, and
1 quote, "for qualified students who, for lack of financial means,
would be unable to. -obtain such benefits withott such a ,grant."

The wording that says, "who for lack of financial means't is
confusing. It could be ierpreted by..pome that the SEOG had to be

tt.pe last item in the' financial padage aftef all other resources
ere exhausted. We don't believe such was 1116 intent of Congress

and we' are r+mtnending that the wording4lk revised to ,Say that
SEOG's be available to qualified needy students. . % ,

Lastly, we are concerned that through the SEOG State allotment
formula graduate studdits are included. It does give a very differ-
ential treatment to various areas of the country. In several States
the percentagejKaduate students is less than 5 percent. Within
the district it cess of 34 prcent.

Graduate students are not eligible go SEOG funds, yet the3/, are
part of the formula that determines where those funds go.

I, A.

1 9s
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Thankç you very-much' for -the opportunity towpresent this testi-
mony. We wish you the very best in your deliberations.

Mr. BUCHANAN. I think it will be more proper, wider the rules
fotDr. Wolanin todproceed with the hearing; but I will continue to
listen which is mostly what my job is anyway.

I would suggest that we might want to get all the witnesses to *.
the table at this point unlessthere are any questions.

Mr. WaANIN. That would be fine. I am not sure what the
orderly procedure is for thiskind of:proceeding, but why don'A we
begin by asking for reactions to Mr. Ford's suggestion with regard
to the half-cost issue.

Just to repeat the t uggestion, it is to build into the basic-grant
Qormula some minimum level of payment for tuition, not to exceed
some previous year,31978-79, and not to exceed some tuition levM

of $250, $300, or $350. Above that amount, half cost would remain
in effect.

Dr. HAMILTON. C9Uld I answer that?'
M. WOLANIN. Sure.
Dr. HAMILTON. Part of the problem with that is I just came back

from the west coast where as you' know there is no tuition in the
California community colleges. There ate 105 colleges out there.
Yet, I couldn't find one gasoline station open. Every single one of
the stations was charging over $1 d gallon and no one could not get
flo them.

Today, we have problems beside's payirig for tuition in providing
access to postsecondary education. Gasoline for transportation and
child care are very real expenses'. They are not figured into that
$1,100 student budrt figure which is what is used to compute a
commuting student s need.

So there are Many, many students who are handicapped by one-
half cost even at a zero tuition college. I can't imagine how a
concept that just took tuition into play without looking at child

scare, transportation, books, and the like, is going to help gfeatly. In
tfact, it may be an incentive to raiste tuition to that minimal level in
those States where the tuition is cower than the tuition grant
amqunt.

I can't imagine the colleges in Cali(ornia being receptive to that
idea at all, although I am open. I have , not seen anything in
writing and I am open to see what action you will take there.

Mr. WOLANIN. To take care of the problem of tuitions being
4 -raised to the level of the minimum tuitioegrant, the second part of

.the suggestion is that the tuition-related portion of the basic grants
could not exceed either the tuition of some previous year which
would in this case be zero, or $250, $300, or $350.

Does anybody else have any reaction?
Mr. RAINSFORD, TOM, I think it would be perhaps important to

distinguish between whether the equity argument is* an argument
conceptually or is an argument-in fact.

The evidence recently released by the Educational Commission of
the States, arid California is one of the States very specifically
examined, seems to indicate that low income students attending
both the 4-year mid the'2-year public institutions are in school, are
having their needs met through the kind of balanced program that
exists now in the 4-year institutions.

99
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For example, the BEOG grants at1/41,014; the SEOG tit 1,006; State
iristitutional and private grants all combine tos meet the needs. I

, think we need some data that documents the situation in terms of
the equity Argument.

The burden of proof, I guess I would say, is on those Who want to
chande the current system because it does seem to work.

Mr. WOLANIN. It is a truism that everybody in college is paying
,

ihe bills or else they would not be there.
The question, then, is: Who is not in college because of the way

in which' those who are in college are forced to pay the bills? It is
an argument about undue hardship in terms of those in college
now paying the bills.

Mr. RAINSNORD. But you can argue nine other ways by saying if
,you put the entire burden on the Federal Goverhment, it will
expand that portion being mit now by other sources and dry them
up Aich we would be very much concerned about.

I think that balance is absolutely essential.
WOLANIN. Just to pursue that a bit further, are those other

sources now sources that are undue hardships upon the students
who are providing them, that is, are students working an excessive
number of,hours and not getting the full benefit of an education,
albeit they are coming up with the money? What source are you
drYing up? That is the question.

Mr. RAINSFORD. Let me answer that in a slightly different way. I
think we-would feel equally strongly about not having all the low
income students only in one kind of institution. At this point the
impact of the balanced program spreads them throukhout the
entire systern-of higher education, in the higher cost institutions as
well,A,the lower cost institutions. That certainly is the case with
our instftations.

Maybe Mr. Stegemoeller could talk about what is happening in
Minnesota, but I think it is clear that the imiAact is not to group
them, which the change in the half-cost provon, I think, surely
would.

Mr. PHILLIPS. To come back to yourstarting point, though, you
are asking for reactions to a proposed compromise. I think the
point that George is trying to make is that before you start looking
at the need for legislative change, we have an .obligation to docu-
ment thp need for any change or the existence of a real "equity
issue, not a thgoretically stated equity issue but an issue that is
stated in reality, in terms of people trying to-go to school who
might not be able to go to school on a basis which is equitable.

"That is the difficulty I feel in trying to respond to this suggestion
you have been pursuing today, or the corridor suggestions, or the
60-percent idea and all the other ideas that have comebeebfloated
around. The diffiqulty is that we still are waiting for some kind of
a statement of reality based on empirical data about applicants and
receiptents id student aid which brings reason to the theoretical
argument about the 700,000 poor who supposedly are punished,by
the half-cost limitation. \

We have had to go out and get a systematic sample of all the
financial aid applicants' in the independeht sector, and we have
developed a data base from which we can tell exactly what is going

20o
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-on.and what the average financial aid packages look like and what,.
the difficulties of meeting need really are.

It seems to us that for those sdho assume the existence of this
equity problem, it is their responsibility to protide the hard data,
that can assist your committee in trying to determirie whether
there really is a need for 4, change, 'and if so*, then what reasonable
compromises can be sought, based on a plann'ed response to hard
facts. Once you liave,a data base that shows what actually is going
on in the other.sectors, then it seems to rne the committee is in a
better. position to determine w.hother' we should have a little piece
set aside for tuition or we should' look at a,cori-idor, and you cart
test the various options of the data base to see what would happen
if.
s It seems to me tintil those issues are resolved and Nte know what
reality looks like, we are all engaged in a ki\nd of theoretical
argument that, I think, is qdite unfortunate and n'ot a proper basis
fbr new legislation that is going to influence the course of this
country's higher education financing for fhe next 5 years at least.

Mr. WOLANIN. My response to that is that as a social scientist I
have a great appreciation for the limits of' social science:in ever
finding, out with hard data what is an undue burden and who
would have otherWise behaved in some manner and,gone to school
if we had not had such a limitation. .

I am not sure it is an argument that cen be settled on the basis'
of hard data because I don't know what the data would look like
that yo.0 would collect.

Mr. CLOHAN. Bette, what is the average cost of tuition at your
schools and what percentage of the total cost is represented by non-
instructiofial costs?

Dr N.. HAMILTO" It varies from kro in California torover $900 in I

some of' the Eastern States. When you average MO with zero, you
get something like $450, although very few States have exactly a
$450 tuition. It is just the numerical average. The cost varies atso
when you add all the other expenses.

Commu,ting students are limited in Mm student aid budget to a
$1,100 cost. They can't ever claim that it cost them more to go to
school than $1,100. So if you. take $1,100 plus $400 for what they
call miscellaneous expenses, and the amount of' tuition, you get the
student budget. It is $1,500 in California to roughly $2,500 in the
most expensive States.

With regard to tIN,problem John Phillips was just alleging, there
is an inequity Nat is very demonstrative, right now.-YOu can see
it. If' you take three different families, one with an income of
$6300, the averave grant would be $1,000 to the student going to a
community college.

Take another family with a $12,00a income, the grant to their
child to go to that same college would also be $1,000., '

If, you cOnsider a third family with arC.income of' $18,000, the
grant to their child would be almost $900, only a $10(1 difference.

So in the latter case you have a family with an income almost
three times the level of the family with the lowest income yet the
students receive the same BEOG. So that is an- inequity because it
is a big difference for the family with an income of' $6,701) _to make

j
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the ileerence up in unmet needsince the fami y can contribute
nothing.

.

Mr. PETRI. Does that assume any self-helP on the part of .the
studenfl

Dr. AMILTON. There is no self-help assumed in the BEOG for-
mula. In commvity colleges alniost everybody is Already wotking
full time. They have to work in order to go to school. So it is
difficult to use 'a concept r e self-help when they' need self-help
just to-eat. It is a very diçWc.tsituation.

Many people go 1,Q4omnitifi1tr. colleges, as I said before, for
technical education' and prograns that are not offered at the

Thighpr priced institutions, so they would not choose those institu-
tions even if income were no problem,

It is a very difficult squatidn.
- Mr. SAUNDERS. If L could comment on that, too, I don't think it is

accurate to state that the inequity is simply a theorefical,matter. it
is an actual inequity' in the treatment among different students at
the same public institution. You have a clear inequity when two
students, one with zero family contribution, 'and 'another. whose
family cad put up $500, receive identical grants, as happens under

i ., ,.
the present system. . .

So there is an inequity in the distribution of funds among the
students at public institutions because the smile awards are going
to students in different circumstances-of need.

Mr. PHILLIPS. Now come on, you are leaving,out of account the
.other sources of aid which 'are available ,to that student who has
the lower family contributionincluding SEC4, SSIG, and other
State grants as well as work study, and those things apply to them
and not to the other case.

In other words, if is fine to make the equity argument if you
ta into aCcount aU the available resourcei. In the need analysis,
tberfamily situation is taken into account, the cost is taken into
a atunt, and the resources are also taken into account. It is not
simply an argument of having no other'resQurce available than the
basic grant.

Dr. MALLNN. According to the survey wa made of.our 4-year
State colleges and universities, less than 3 percent ofbur students
at Most colleges get SEOG and not a much larger percent get the
nafional student loans. The money is not there. The students are
not getting SEOG grants. That is true in most of the public sector.
Th*y are n'ot getting NDSE or GSL.
,In some instances they are getting college work study. This

morning is the fiikt time I have evei- heard it said that there is
enough student aid out there, to meet all needs, that we have no
problem of needs which need to be addressed by changing the
BEOG's formula because there is no demonstrated problem of
unmet need.

,..

I don't know the ECS study. Is. that the recent one that came
out? I have never heard it said before. Our Whole work in the last
10 years with this committee has been a constant argument that
therei is not enough studentoid. Every testimony todayisays more
student aid.

2n.)
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Mr. PHILLIPS. No one is -arguing there is no unmet needs, bat if
only,3 percent of your students get SEOG,.how do you account for
the public sector getting 40 percent of the SEOG allocations?

Dr. HAMILTON. We have poorg,,r students. In California fewer.
than 30 percent of our institutions participate in SEOG because
that prokram requires a 50-percent match. The students ivho gb to
schools that don't participate in the SEOG or NDSL or CWS, don't
receive a "Package ' to satisfy their unmet need.

Mr. PETRI. Let me raise a larger or more omnibus question of
whaf the role of the State will be -if the formula is changed, arid
what effect that will 'have on retrenchment, reallocation of re-
sources, increasing ofo.decreasing tuitions,or providing more State.
grant money. . ,

You are saying that one of the problems is that the public
doesn't use SEOG to any large extent and one reason is because of

...the matching. The same problem would or could occur in the SSIG.
If the half cost is removed, are State legislatures going to sit

back and say, "We are going to get a lot mork Federal dollarsis it
necessary to continue to allocate more money to the public institu-
tions?" .

Dr. MALAN. As we said in the draft of testimony submitfed eor
Mr. Kibbee, is it desirable public policy to Penalize poor kids to
build coalitions in State regislatures? Shouldn't the merits of State
student aid be judged on their own rather than getting the State's
poor kids to pay?

Mr. PETRI. That ignores the Federal perspective. You just cM-i't
let the States do whatever they want outside the whole Federal
perspective. If Congress takes actions to-essentially reallocate or
give money in a different way, the States in reality ai-e going to
make a dkision, I think, in a lot of the States.

Dr. HAMILTON. kthink the greatest impestus right now to. increase
ttition in the public sector is the one-half cost factoqecause that
means unless student costs are over $3,600, States are not going to
benefit fully from the Federal dollar.

This committe has heard testimony before that capturing more
Federal aid is cot great impetus for States to raise tuitions in the
.publiC sector. It Certainly has affected our institutiOns. On the east
coast where there hre the highest tuitions, it is "a matter of ptiblic
record, that tlike half-cost factor inBEOG .w6s an incdntive4o raise,
tuitionin New York and Pennsylvania especially.

Mr. WOLANIV. I see Mr. Ford's suggestion is not selling.
Dr. MALLAN. I would not give up on it.
Mr. STEGEMOELLER. I am not sure how unique we are in' Minneso-

ta, but w the. community cotlege people there and the State
universit eople there, we are pretty much of one *mind. We do
not have a problem with .the so-called zere parental contribution.
That is our least problem almost. You give me any impoverished,
disadvantliged high school graduate for next year and he will have
the easiest time of any student in Minngsota.

Dr.' MALLAN7-4 wish Robert Kibbee were' here because I don't
think he would say that for New York CitNespite all the State's
generous aid.

Mr. STEGEMOELLER. I can'tlweak for New York City, but in
Minnesota that is not a problem. We have sufficient aeand that
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may be an improper thing to say here, as VVQ, are always talking
about increasing student aidwe do not have a problem with the
lower income stuslent because .we have a very fine mixture of aid
which they are using. The SEOG's are very importantin the public
sector's role-as well as' the private.

Mr. WoLANor Maybe it would be helpful if you could describe
for us how the Minnesota system is structured.

Mr. STEGEMDELLER. Two years ago, we decided before NAIC1.1 did
that we should aim at a 75 percent of need in ,a combination of
Federal and State programs.

So., we have--
WOLANIN: Federal and State grant programs or all pro-.

grams?
Mr.-STEGEMOEILER. Federal and State grant programs. Our legis-

lature has responded very generougly so that we have moved from
$30 Million in the 1976-77 biennium to be slightly over.$50 million
in the coming 1980-81 biennium.

Our concern is. that we hold the interest of the Minnesota State
Legislature to this program lest we lose this partnebTship. ,We don't
want Federal programs to take care of one kind of student or. one
kind of institution and State programs having-to be contrived or
designed uniquely for certain kinds of institutions or programs.

We think the balance across the board is very healthy and we
would like to maintain that.
Or. WOLANIN. Coutd I try anolher facet of the half-cost i6sue?

Concern hag been expr6ssed that the budget for coMmuting stu-
dents has been limited to $1',100 since the inception of the basic
grant program. That concern disguises another' issue which is the
issue of what we are talkirtg about when we talk about the corn=
muting studentl We are really talking about two- very different
classes of students. /

One is a student)dho lives at home and who is getting $1,100 as
a potential maximum living allowance and the Ather is the corn-) -a. muting student'who lives off campus and establishes an iindepend-
ent residence. In the first case it is arguable that the $1,100 is
adequate or, indeed, perhaps more than adequate, for the student
who is living at 'home, generally not paying rent to the family.

On the other firid, the $1,100 for the student who establishes his
own residence with all of the accoutrements of living independent-
ly, the $1,100 may be inadequate.

Would we do anything to *olve some of the inequities in the
program If we distinguished among those two types of students '
requiring, for example, thatthe family contribution schedule dis-
tinguish among those two types of students in setting living
allowances?

Mr. PHILIAPS. This.would beiresponsive to Bette's concern about
the person with the child-care expenses who is Wing independently'
arid limited, to t e $1,100.

Dr. HAMILTOr That is right. Very few community college stu-
dents-live at hoiie with parents; most ard parents themselves. Two-
.year colleges enr ll a smaller percentag of Pi-year-olds. Two-thirds
of our population ,are independent people with child care-responsi-
bilities and the like. That is one of the reasons why half-cost hurts
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smic b becaiuie they .,are limited to the $1,100 budget. ii, fs *eel-
, i8tie.4 1. ,- g . ..

If comniuting studet4 4.,reze given a realjstic budget, dependft!
upon where, they li.red, it` would bA a. step' in' the right directiono .,

and we would be totally suptortive of ihat,ided. ;
Mr. 'PkilLLIPS. But would that get y u into the& incessant probt -

..-

lems about regi al variations iit livin Costs? r . -

Mr. WOLANIN. Now we have the u iform national staridard;for''.
two classes Of 4tudents regardless' of ere they live. We.certainly I

have a gross inequity. Maybe we couct not refine the equities
perfeCtly, but in making that division m'a e we could improve the

t
equity. -.

.' t *I am riot sure if we *ant to go beyRnd distinguishi g between the
students living at home as opposed to .t.he' student Hying in the
apartment by refining that furtijer for regional Variation.. That, .

. would lit the nest level of equity-.
Dr. MALLAN. But don't the campus-base4rograrns nd'w use.Treal.

,

1, living costs\ for the student at home? It is not. real, but estiMated.
living costs. So it is only for BEOG tlflat the restrictive living cost
formula is applied. It seems to us that is a particular inequity.

, The whole' problem -of half-cast Would not be solved, but the
$1,100 commuter payment is a 'iajor problem. Even ;the sttident .

.
living at home is supposededly 'coming from an extremely low-
income familY and may not,be in a position to simply live on his
mother and father which / thinit is tli iMplication of some of these
comments..
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. ..

Mr. CLONAIi. Would tkiis change, in
,combipation with the Ford t,..

proposal providing abbasejuition payment above which you take' t
half-cost, be reasonable? Would thwel two rhanges together work?

Dr.,HAMILTON. The problem is you would not dissolvwthe inequi-
ty thatTharlie was talking about. If youo took the basic tuition plus
one half-cost, you .wolyld have the same dwaAi to people ot varying

4t- incOMes at the same institution and that is the inequity.'
Mr. CLOHAN. That ajaumes that you have no self-help, require-

ment. I realize that the i ts with dependents, tlwit ia a i
..

different story, but that can be taken cIe of' in the other part of
. the fbrmula. .

Dr. HAMILTON. If you use the self-help concept that is another
* 1,,, way of going about it. .

.

si In addition to raising the $1,100, it is realistic to understand that .
there would ibe a self..hblp compOnent for those students not al-

. ready working full 4ime, but not for so eont working 40 hours a
-week. .

*iv a
,

. Mr. RAINSFORD. I think there are indquities iu qther parts of the
...----7 population that we would hope would be adgrassed., The Whble

.' business of the home equity and the extent frwhich that
, disfranchise the middle-income families from the benefith that vere

designed for them in the Middle Income Student Assistance Act" I
think is a critical iggue that we hope will be confronted.

If the basic grants and the supplemental' grants are)iot also
raised in terms of grant limit by authorization and appropriation,1 .

inflation will, do the same thing to mgrry families.who are current-
lyveligible who,will be rendered ineheble.

4
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That seems to be'ano her Major inequity that I hope the mmit.
tee would addres§ itsel 1 kuess our argument is that th re is an
important balance existing now in the program that tends perhaps
not in 100 percent but in an effective fashion' to take ,ear of.the
bulk of stuctents and the'bulk of institutions:

If we are going to talk about inequities, we ought to be sure we
iliave all the inequities on the table.
- Mr. PHILLIP& I think we didn't perhaps _plan, were not quite
quick enough on Our feet, in adjusting to the changing séhe4ules,
find we made another Commitment for an appointment a 11. Per-,.
hAtps if you could excifse us, we are very grateful for the additional

, Mae that has been made available but my team has to go to
thiotheecontest. 4.

..
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; Mr. RAINSFORD. Let me Say, howdvér, before' We-leave; that much
.,as our 41ifferences.may be the things that ypu focused on today, the

,
. higher education community in its total spectrum is very much

T .1 interested in the work-of the Committee. . . fI would stoutly maintain thtit the areas'on which we havqoagree-
ment and where our interests are common are substantially larger .
than those, however vocal and focused they may be, v4ere we are'
divided. . ro

I would no like the Committee to corn the wrong conclusion .
than-full-time student:We haW a part-time student grantlprogram ^' :,...

a6out higher e cation because of soine o t e ways in which we
have 'Aced at ea other thin morning.

Mr. STEGEM LER. ,I am under obligation from my financial aid
officera to -refs the question iqbotit the part-time student or less

in Minneoia; but for the student who is taking one cause in a, cOmmunity college or one course in a private college, we have .- '
!found that it State program and a uniform application analysis is
territiry difficult. .,.

.. .. S64 was uted to say a word for some campus-based approach-tpt
this, that a State grant office or. a Federal BEOG office just 'is no
way to handle this ldss.than half-time student. . I

Dr. MALLANn'hat is not the proposal. It would be done Atmthe
cainpus by campus discretion Without any State.or Federal foimn-
las.

Mr. STEGEMOELLER. I wanted to get it said this morning/.
Father HEALY. Let me exemplify what George was talking abOut.

I am here talking ppincipally on fir basis of experience at CUNY. .
If we co*, get(the 4 years expanded to 5, the last free moment in
American -hig , .%. education was in the early seventies before the
city university law studentS had free tuition and open admission. .You had a pattern established which put no penaltfis on the

1 1

time the .student spent in 'school, no academic or fisci), penalties.
None of that would be true now, b t during thdse 2 yeats we took
the best institution in the syste Queens College and found the
average pattern of students g g through Qu ens College was 51/2
yeats, the- average. These were not Princi ally Open admission
students but principally urban kids partial y putting themselves 4'
through college, partially. nervous about it, and partially making
career changes.

At Georgetown if you want the extra fifth year, you be our guest,
but the tuition is the fee. In the public institutions tthat 5-year

..
..

,
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pattern, particularly in the, urban Institutions, is really What the
student wants.
. On the whole f think their judgment about the pattern is prob-
ably better tiln ours in saying it is a 4-year saaitjacket.

Mr. SAUNDERS. That is one of the recommendations that We have
unanimity about.

Mr. PILLIPS. If we are not.careful,.peacould break out.
Mr. CLOHAN. Would rou send a 0:4)0 of the summary of the

Minnesota program or less-than-half-time students, specifically how
you administer that program?

Mr. STEGEAOELLER. Certainly.
Dr. MALLAN Mr. BuchanimMore panels like Mrs where you

6-have us talking to each other and confronting each other and
.

providing backup data might" be useful rather th'an just talking'
past each other. This was a bit unexpected for most of us'.

Dr. UAMILTON. I Would recommend that we have more _even
nuthbers on teams.

Mr. CLOHAN. You are not out-numbered now.
Mr. WOLANIN. It is quality versus quantity. ..-4

Dr. HAMILTON. Thanks, Tom.
Mr. BLIgHANAN. I won't go that far, but I think you handled yodr

own very well. I do think my impreekon generally is that those
areas of disagreement tend to #rise more because we face the
draconian choice of distinguishing betweeti hicome levels of stu-
dents rather than adequately meeting the total need through ade-
quate funding.

I continue to think that most of these prgblems would be re-
solved simply by adequate funding. I realize yau have to weigh the
State role. You can't just substittite Federal dollars for State dol-
lars. But unless and until educatipn becomes a higher priority in
our eociety, we are going to be confronted with the most complex"
and difficult choices. It is very hattd to achieve equity in my jiidg-,
ment without 'simply increasing the level of support and funding.

Mr. SAUNDERS. Mr. Buchanan, besides agreeing with you, I am
reminded to comment that the administration is proposing elimina-
tion of the threshold levels for the campus-based programs. I did
not cite that portion in my testimony where I said we all strongly
oppose that. We believe those threshold levels represent the best
attempt the authorizing committees have been able to make to
come to grips with these problems and to say thgt these levels
must be met, if a reasonable balance among the ?programs is to be
achieved.

The whole community strongly opposes the administration's rec-
orwnendation to eliminate thoee threshold ceilings.

Soh. CLOHAN. Several of the witnesses this morning recommended
that the campus-based programs be funded as a percentage of the
13E0G appropriation. Is there any concensus on that among the
higher education community?

Some people said 'it ought to be kept a Certain level and they
don't expressNit in terms of a percentage.

Mr. SAUNDERS. I don't see that there is any real difference
among us in air objectives on that. Different associations arrived
at somewhat different solutions to the same problem. I don't see
them Lig inconsistent.
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Mr. CLOHAN. They are not.
Mr. SAUNDERS. In our case We looked at the tgre old levels

looked at what this committre tried to dO, in ,the, ddle IticO
Student Assistance Act last Year, and saw the $4 million as a
reasonable, healthy increase in SEOG's. So We fe that the p e-
dent had been set by this committee and we thinight that 1ed
the most realistic approach to the prbblem. /

Now, the National Association of IndepOdent Collegee Upi-
versifies, as I say, looked at exac.tly the me Objecfive an they
came out with a recommendation-to tie OG's B and a
percentage.

:Mr. CLOHAN. I think the student ass ciationt did, t4O.':
Mr. SAUNDERS. Again,' I don't det t anY differene.philo ophy in

that. .
4Mr. CLOHAN. In .practical t there may 'be a."Affeerence

though. .

. Mr. SAUNDERS. It is tvpvacVecal judgment as to what is.the most
realfstic approach. Op Ihe assumption that the Congress has ac-
cepted the threshold,:.eontept and has raised it frOm time to time,
then the simple aOroaai of saying we need a further increase in
those threshold paYments seems realistic.

Mr. WOLANIN. The ultimate step in that direction is-to make the
gram an entitlement, an automatic claim on the
ry, and then fund all other programs as setasides of

titlement. Therefore, all/student aid becomes an enti-
at is the end of that road,; and I suppose it is a desirable

f we can kin it past the Budget Committee and OMB.
ask Mr. Grotrian at this point' a more specific question.

ntioned the notion of using average costs in the basic grant
. Is it your idea that .there would be a single average cost

ch institution. As I understand it now, there are frequently 20
0 actual cost figures depending upon the combinatioir of living

rangements, meal plans, credit hours, et cetera, that a student
akes.

Are you recommending a smaller subset of the costs or a single
average cost for the institutions?,

Mr. GROWIAN. Basically what we envisioned was a segmenting of
costs with an average cost being used -within 'each segment. This
recognizes the great range of costs, even within a single institution
where you could have as many as 30 or 40 different figures for the
total cost of education. Presently the financial aid administrator is
required to make the BEOG award calculation based upon actual
coiatr3 and that is not an easy task. If we can group students into
one,half, three-quarter, and full-time, it seems that costwise, Just
like enrollment, we could group them into cost groupings.

Mr. WOLANIN. SO it would be a series of average, costs but I
',presume it would be a much smaller set of costs you would have to
deal with.

Mr. GRgTRIAN. Yes.
Mr. WOLANIN. Let me ask Mr. Saunders a question about the

recommendation of some kind of national commission or public
body to make recommendations about needs analysis and financial
aid matters.
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That has always struck me, frankly, as an expression of 'distrust
in the wisdom of the Congress and other people who are selected to
makedecisions about the expendituYe of public funds.

Why is student financial aid more arcane or more requiring
specialized nonpiplic experts than, ,say,, veterans benefits, social
security, medicare, medicaid, all the other programs in which indi-
vidual benefit levels and eligibility are set*.by the legislative Proc-
ess?

Mr. SAUNDEils. It does happen tO be a very complex field. It is
certainly not a-rience. It is enormously 'complex.

Incidentally, we made the recommendation ,in the 1976 reauthor-
ization process that such a commission be established, and obvious-
ly nothing*came- of it. It certainly isn't an expression of dissatisfac-
tion with the congressional judgment. It ismore a. nervousness
about the way in which these issues are presently considered in
which the administration comes up and makes recommendations
which are obviously limited by their budgetary restrictions and
Congress is. really faced with a teike-it-orlleave-it proposition in
accepting or rejecting the family contribution schedule. There is no
give and take to any extent between the Congress and the adminis-
tration as to what the different issues are, 'what the different
inequities are, and how they might be better-accomrhodated.

The time limitations are such that Congress can't really throw
sand in the machinery without stalling the whole studOnt aid
process. That has seemed rather unsatisfactory.

So our recommerrdation is certainly not intended as a cure-all,
but it is suggested that if you had a formal Mechanism where a
nonpartisah body had a responsibility to review the equities of the
farnily.contribution schedule on a systematit basis, not simply once
a year, but providing analysis from time to time and issuing re-
ports, the administration would be under much greater compulsion
to take account of these issues and Congress would have a better
basis for questioning and indicating its desires to the administra-
tion as to how to dear with those inequities. .

So this is just to give the whole process greater v ibility than it
has now.We have an informal process. There is a coalition for
coordination Of student financial aid which is composed of the
services and the financial aid community primarily, and we meet
with the administration on a regular basis-and we have been able
to make some progress because the administration has been willing
to lisfen to us and the committee composed of experts in this field
has made proposals from time to time to the administration which
sometimes are accepted and sometimes are rejected.

But, in the final analysis, the administration doesn't really have
to pay any attention to w.hat the community is saying, and some
kind of an official body which wodld represent the best current
thinking about the equities of the whole process I think would be. a
useful balance to the administration simply sending a schedule dp
the Hill and telling Congress you better accept this fast because if
you delay it we are going to mess up the whole student aid system.

Mr. WOLANIN. I think there is a critical distinction between a
body that provides studies, advice, and analysis as opposed to a
body to whicb is adbicated public responsibility for determ4ing the
family contribution schedule And allocating public funds .
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Mr. SAUNIAERS. j' am not suggelging the latter.
Mr. WOLANIN. &Me, people have. .

I anf simply
nsidered as a
equity issues.
iddle Income

ns to deal with

Mr. SAt*Egs. I know, but I wouldn't go that far.
throwing thp idea out as sdmething which might be
<further bMatice in helping you grapple with these

Mr. WOLAIN. I would also point out that the
StudenOssistance 4ct attempted by legislative me
some/ of the inequities in theafaniily assessment rat

Qertainly our experience wit% independent students earlier i'his
spring indicated that at leak on some issues tihe committee is
w)Illin$ to, not accept orpia take-it-or-leave-it basik the administra-

I tior4family contribution sc edule.
ti I vOondbr if the cure for skkme of the tproblerni also dbeEkri,t in
peviSing the process by which the Congress cOnsiders the faifily
Contribution schedule, either the timing of that process, the ability

the Congress to partially reject ,the schedule or to refine that
Process' rather than to create a new body out there somewhere.

Mr., SAUNDERS. I think that, viould be desirable, but I think both
could be" dome and an advisory body would be helpful in that that
weild give Congress theaadvice of a group which has 'looked at the
whole system and reviewed the equities of the entire system rather
than focusing for very short periods of time on one particular
glaring issue.

Mr. CLOHAN. What would be the private needs analysis services'
resyronse?

Hoy', would you see their role in this task force, should it be
established? -

Mr. SAUNDERS. I would think they certainly ought to be repre-
sented in such a body, but I think it should represent the total

.community. It shouldn't be a vehicle for simply articulating the
goals of the fervices.

Mr. WOLANIN. Who would appoint such a body?
Mr. SAUNDEkS. We don't have a specific recommendation. This is

going to be the subject of a cohference later this summer and we
hope to develop some specific recommendations, but, beyond that, I
simply couldn't lay out a specific proposal.

r. BUCHANAN. I was thinking maybe you oUght to expand your
retefrimendation and include these other folks that Torn mentioned
like social security. .

Mr. acliAN. You said student information was important, al-
though largely overlooked, and ACE has done quite a bit on one
phase of ittuition refund policies.

The Ann Arbor Conference came up with a possible alternative to
section 493 regarding student information. Have any of you lookedi
at that recommendation. It would require specific .data that the
institutions would have to provide, things that they should provide,
ands things that it would be nice to have?

Mr. SAUNDERS. I am afraid I don't have that with Me today, Bill.
We have looked at that and we have some serious conetrns about
it. My recollection isand this wk.seygral months agobut, look-
ing it over, we felt that this would present some very serious
problems in terms of increasing the paperwork burden on institu-
tions.

SS
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I think some of those recommendations may very well have 1:;een
superseded by the recommendations on tuition refund policy, which
I was very happy to see in the monthly -bulletin published by. the
I3ureau of Student Financial Aid, just the one that came out in the

i last week.or so. . ..
They report on our_ recommendations and they say specifically

that the adoption of these kinds of recommendations by the com-
mun.ity will make it unnecessary Iror the Office of Education o
regulate this area. We are very p1ea4ed with that statement.
' Mx, CLOHAN. Of course at is one part of student information.

Mr. SAUNDERS. Yes, itis : .

Mr. CLOHAN. Regarding administrative gosts, one of the problems
that occurs every year in the process of BEOG alipropriations is
that the institutions never get their administrative allowance.

Would there be any reasffil why administratiVe fees shouldn4 be
.a percentage of the BEOG appropriation? .. 1

Mr. SAUND s. No. We have made specific legislative recommen-

ati n and
datsions t.,kw6t, h ve already beentsubmitted to the committee which
would tie those in automatically to the total appropri
would be received by the institutions automatically.

Mr. CWHAN. To what extent do you think that becaus there is
no administrative fee funding, tuition pricing is increas just to
make up for that cost of processing the BEOG application?
. Dr. HAMILTON..I don't think it has had that effect on our sector
yet because the student aid office has not had very careful toyer--
sight brcampus decisionmakers, but I do think there has been an

s-bf students not beingdiable to fill out theiref rifect o the services4he_students get and don't get. When there is
uch a high percentage

BEOG form, it is definitely a function, I bellitIve, of poor manage-
ment and personnel practictS in the student aid offices. We were
told at our conference in Chicago ehat the Middle Income Student
Assistance Act will increase the volume that the student ali d offices
'will have to accommodate this eoming fall by three and a half'
,times. I expect that not many of., our institutions have hired any /

dditional student 4 id counselors or clerks: If new personnel
eren:t budgeted for last year, it is just'going to be terrible this
ear. I don't think that student aid processing is going to improve

all:,
ventually somebody wifl draw fie conclusion between. actual. , .

cos arid services rendered, but you are ahead of them that costs
can e accommodated through an increase'.

Mr. CLOHAN. But i 's tied to the BEOG awropriatioq. How can
you be sure that the st, ent aid office getrthe money instead of
the institution? .

Dr. HAMILTON. The law more or less requires that now, doesn't
it? .

Mr. CLort4r*. Yes. .,
Dr. HAMII:roN. After 3 percent. The. firsi. 3 can be used ils free

money, I believe. ,

Mr. SAUNDERS. I believe Dallas Martin's testimony 'a couple of
weeks ago was very striking in detailing all the things student.aid
officers have to do, and obviously there are going to be enormous
problems in the years Ahead, and I think we feel, anyway, that the
Office.of Education recogni4es this problem.

,
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They have put a.great deal of effort in the last year or so 'into
training and the need to strengthen the whole administration of
student aid and we understand 'that the Office of Education did
argue very-strongly for budgeting funds for those student informa-
tion allowances, but it was just 'something that got whacked out at
the Office of Man4ement and Budget at the last minute.

So we feel that the Qtfice of Education has. een supportive of
-funding or the Atudent information allowances and we would like
to see that made an automafic part of the law.

Mr. GROTRIAN. One of the weaknesses in requiring that thiise
additional allowance dollars be used in the financial aid office is
that it can be a wash between the institutional support of the
financial aid office and the additional administrative' allowance
dollars being provided. r

Dr. HAMILTON. You .would- have to put a maintenance of effort
clause in. There are ways to do that.. . 3

Mr. WOLANIN. You, along with a number of- others, recommend
increasing the maximum size of the basic grant 'and it has been
recommended up to various level and phased in at various rates.
Do you have any idea what it costs to increase the size,of the
'maximum?

Mr. SAUNDERS. Yes, Tom. If I can find my testimony, I did have a
note on it.

It costs $382 million to raise the maximum grant from $1,800 to
$2,000 and our estimate is that those hundred-dollar annual incre-
ments thereafter to $2,400 would not cost additional because it
would be a wash from the people falling out at the top of the
program.

So the total cost would be $129- million, to go from $1,800 to
$2,400.

Mr. CLOHAN. You suggested thiat some of the SEOG funds be
made available to first-year graduat,e students. I think some of the
prior recommendations set that at the discretion of the institution
not to exceed a certaip percentage..

Mr. SAUNDERS. Used for graduate students and I would have to
say, Bill, we did not make a specific recommendation and I was
simply calling attention in my testimony to the problems of the
graduate students and suggesting that that was one of the things
that might be looked at.

We don't have a specific recommendation. The Association of
American Universities and the graduate commipity are working ,
now trying to develop some specific recommendations.

John and I met with them yesterday. They expect to make a
presentation 'to' this committee. But there isn't a specific recom-
mendation that we can cite right now.

Mr. WOLANIN. No further questions.
4. Mr. BUCHANAN. Any questions?

Dr. 'Yonder, you have been a silent partner to much of the
discussion. If you have anything to add in response or otherwise'
before we adjourn, We would bewpleased to hear you.

I want to join Tom and Bill and Bill Ford in thanking you all for
your testimony and we will continue theconversation.

I would like to echo what Bill Ford said. There surely must be
some way. You do have substantial areas of agreement. There must,
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be some way we can come up 'with e format of that half-cost
controversy that will at least have some chance of being tolerable
on both sides. Thete must be some way.

Perhaps we will just have to choose, but if you are not too highly
pleased -with Bill's trial balloon, I wish you would keep thinking
'whether there is some kind of compromise that might be-accept-
able. ,

Dr. MAIA.AN. I would like to personally think further aboidethat
trial balloon. I think others should. I think it might have possibili-
ties.

Mr. CLOHAN. In. your considerations, include transportation and
noninstructional allowances in combination with the Pord proposal.

Mr. SAUNDERS. 11Do you have a description of that, Tom?
Mr. WOLANIN.'II can describe it for you again, but it,, is not

written down.
Mr. SAUNDERS. It would help to have something written down so

we are all working from the same set of pternises.
Mr. BUCHANAN. I think we have officially been adjournedlor

some time so Toni and Bill and I 'unofficially adjourn the commit-
tee and thank you all.

[Whereupon, at 11:30 a.m. the subcommittee was adjourned.]
Material submitted for inclusion in tte record follows:]
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Mr. Chairman and Members of ttk! Subcommittee;

My neme is Jess H. *arrieh,'Presidint of Shelby Stu! 40\ulity.College and

,

Chairman of the Boar:1 bf Directors of the American Association of Community and-
Junior College': I am pleamed to represent the 1000 institutional meibers-of

11(

AACJC today with our recommandations concerning the grant programs in Title IV

of the Higher Education* Act. I am accom>àLisd. by Dr. Bette Hamilton of th AACJC
4

staff. Attachment A(Irs an article on our topic today, euthPred'by Dr. Hamilton,

and ptOlishad in the last issue of Change megazint. Althnugh AA C Imufaeveral

el-
ptopoials regarding the var/rus Titles of the Higher EducatiqQA014 clearly

4 AL
Title IV and, 4speciall-,othe grant progral of Title IV are of.highest Priority

to the students wo serve.

BACKGROUMD

Communiey.and junior colleges and technical institutes enrolled approXAsately

4.1 milliun credit,students in the fall of f078, 402 of all undergraduates in

postsecondary grucatioM ;Ind ibout 55% of the total freshmat class.' It can be.:- `

seen in Figure I that in 1976 the U.S. Census found only 512 of the total college

enrollment were 18-24 year old children. Of these students, 411 were enrolled

part-tipe 4nd over 522 weremomen (See Figure II). By and large the vast majority

of tlIpse students had lower family incomes than their cohnterpartp enrolled in

fourlyear'colleges and universitites. Of the total minority students enrolled

in 1978 in postsecondary approximately 40% of the full-time studentS

and 91% of,the. part-time students were attendIng two-year Institutions (gee

Attachment B). .1r
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Of the funds allocated.for federal studentassistance programs in 1976 (latest

available data).-approximately 36% of the BEOG appropriations, 20% of SEOG, 24%

40 a

of CWS, 92 of NDSL-and 82 of GSL funds were awarded to students attending both

public and independent two-..year institutions. AAGJC estimates, however, tilat

fewer-then 12% of ehe student body at cOmmunity and junior colleges participate

in at leasC.ons of the federal student assistance progr4ms. 'This low participation

rate among relatively low income people is the result ol a'Oariety oefaCtors

including:

- discrimination in pr6grAkm eligibility

- discriRination in award amounts

- discriminetion4n the "pareds mnalyais" system.

- poor information to students

- relat4vely low tuition

- poor administration of the Sid programs, especially the

campus based, at the institutional level.

While we cannot control all the factors mitigating igain:t needy students

participating, more fulli in the federal grant'programs, it appears that eliminating
,.)

the structural barriers imposed by legislation,and, to some degree, regulations,

would be a direct way to improve the chances for these students to plater and

remain in postsecondary education and to subsequently better survive in their

chosen endeavors. The rest 'tour testimony will concern itself with needed

improvements in federal legislation to aid needy students to participate in the

federal student assistance programs. We will foxes on three groups of students

shown in Figure III. First,ebose hindered by the one-half cost limitation in

BEOG, second, equity for independent students and, third, the less-than-half-

time students.
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I. ON7 THE !HALF COST LIMITATION IN REOG .

ow ' 4

Th. number ONE priority of AACJC and the 4.1 million students they serve is

r.
the REMOVAL Of THE ONE -11A6 ODST LIMIATiON IN THh BiSIC'EDUCATIOAPPORTUNITY °

oft 21 4

a

GRANT PROGRAM. We pin find no'justification fox its continuarion'.' The bnlief

that the one-half cost limitation protects diversity in hisher education by'

giving an edge to prieyate,4tetutions will be shown to be the myth it ise4This
#

is not.a public -privato issue - this in an -issue of inequity AMONG STUDENTS orr%
. a

VARYING DEGREES Of NEM ESPECIALLY THOSE WHO ATTEND LOW COST PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS.

Various organisations gnd associations Jona with AACJC in asking Congress that

the discriminatory ono-half cost linitstion'be removed. These include:

American Association of State Colleges andyniversities

Ameiican Association of Minority Veterans Program Admiastrators

American federation of Teachers - Colleges anh Unilrersitins Department

-Amarredm AsiOaltion of University Professors

American Indian Higher Education 'Consortium
4'

American Vocational Association

of Women in'Community and Jimirr Colleges

Council on Black American Affairs

El Congreso National de Asuntos Colegiales

Naiional AssoCiation for Equal Opporttinity in Higher Education

National Association of. State Universities and Land-Grant Colleges

National Association ofyeterans Program Administrators

National Council for Community' Relations

1 fennsylvanirr Cal:mission for Community Colleges

United Negro Grillage Fund

United States Student Association.

National Education Association

22 i )
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1

Scholars, such as David Breneman, Chester E. Finn, Jr. and Alfred Fitt, have

pointedly detailed the bizarre effects of the one-half limitation in BEOG:

Chester E. Finn atated in a 1975 issue of The Chronicle of gigher Education:

"...Very few people understand how making some colleges less attractive
A

to needy students actually iarroves access of choice or how it strengthens

. the pluralistic system of American higRer education. Those who do under-

stand will be increasingly hard pressed to justify the notion that PUNISHING

THE POOR is desirable social policy."

David Breneman and Finn state in their bogk, Publid Policy and Private

Higher Education (p. 435) that the one-half cost limitation in BEOG:

"takel a painful toll on the neediest students enpdiling at the

lowest pricedkcolleges and thus IMPEDES ATTAINMENT OF THE FEDERAL GOAL

OF ACCESS. -The arguments to preserve it advanted by some private

college spokesmen should be seen for what they *re - ENTIRELY SELFISH."

In a December 1978 personal paper circulated by Alfred Fitt, the Generaf

Counsel for the Congressional Budget Office, he commented:

"The half-cost BEOG ceiling grew out of the Congressional belief

that no one should get a 100 percent free ride.

"There are a couple of flaws in such an approach. In the first

place, lots of students get a 100 percentfree-ride from their parents,

and there is nothing the Congress can do about that. It is only the

children of the poor who can be denied a 100 percent free ride; and

when the point is put that way, it is not an attractive point.

"But there is another flaw that is even more compeliing. The half-

cost ceiling misses mdst of the targets; in practice it hits only the

poorest students at the least expensive institutions...That makes no Aiblic

policy or other :sense at all."

4
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,1Serious quations of so\c equity arise when BEOGS are given to high

higher, income students, while the lowest income students, who atten low tuition

institutions in disproportionate numbers, are still being short-c ged. Data

on full-time community college students iddicate that they tend o be poorer than

their four-year and/or.private college counterparts.

'Table I hishrights that two-year colleges, both public and independent, tend

to enroll students from families with lower indoachan four-year colleges. Public
..... -

two-year colleses, especially those with tuition loss.than $200 per year enroll tha

poorest atimients. Data collected from other sources also substantiate'the point

that two:year postsecondary institutions nroll a larger proportion of low income

students. Ann Stouffer Bisconti of the UPC Foundation found that full-time fresh-

men with parental-incomes below $10,000 accounted for 26.82 of all who entered

two-year colleges, but just 13% of all who entered universities. Thus a study

by the Pennsylvania Higher Educetion Assistance Agency shows the removal of the

one-half cost limitation in that state would cost about $7.7 million, with 802

going to those with incomes under $12,000, and 63% to those under $9,000 income.

The half-cost provision was incorporated into the 1972 legislation authorizing

BEOG in an attempt to create a "market" for postsecondary education and give higher

tuition colleges an edge in the competition. The problem arises, however, in the

comparing of the products offered by community colleges and those at higher priced

- especially independent c011eges. In most cases tkese products are "apples" and

"oranges". Students attend community and junior colleges and technical institutes

for other reaapns besides the price differential; they may want an occupational

postsecondary curriculum,an institution near home and/or a flexible part-time

schedule. Usually these items are not offered a four-year and private institutions;

2"y A,
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thus Students would not ctoosa. tye higher tuition institutions if money were indeed

no obstacle. What has happened is that studihtstfrom the poorest economic spectrum

have been Undicapped by the half.cost limitation in obtaining a community and

,junior college education. Here are three examples:

For a family if four, Ono working, ono in college, let'ta than $25,000

in assets, the BEOG grant in 1979 ior a Public college (average cost $2,000) and

an Independent college (average coat $4,800) nbuld bo as followst

Income Family Contribution limp Award 0

Public, Independent

$ 6,70b $0 $1,012 $1,800

1124000 1 $500 % $1,012 $1.376

$13,000 $1,000 $ 826 '$ 826.

In y own metropolitan area a student wanting the.programs at Shelby State

Community College can receive ass a.maximum an $888 BEOG grant, b6t if h makes,

\the4hoice of a nearby private college, the BEOG grant can be $1,800.

AACJe hilieves that in so far as "student choice" is a national obj eel**,

it should be encouraged by-other met:ns than by prohibiting or discouraging access

to postseconnar/ education for the poorest of our society. We reiterate; the one-

half cost limitation i0 BEOG should be removed. It doss nothing to foster di'ver-

sity - it just discriminates against financial aid for this nation's poorest

college students.

II - EQUITY FOR TAPEPENDENT STUDENTS
ef

The second concern of AACJC is that barriers, prohibiting independent (self-

supporting adult) students from participating fully in the federal aid programs,

be removed. When the original Higher Education Act was authorized in 1965, it may

have beeh true4that the majority of college students were between the ages of 18

and 22 and dependent upon their parents for support. This, however, is no longer

the'case.

0 .

`t
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According to data collected from the U.S. Census Bureau (shown in Figure I)

approximately 442 of the totel c011ege enrollment in the spring of 1975 wer heads

and/or spouses Of households; only 51Z were 18 to 24 depandaht children and 52

were other family members. At community and junior colleges, the average college

as now 30 - it is 35 imong women students:

Data, also from the Census Bureau, indicate that the family incomes of dies.

adults (heads/spouses of househelds) were lower generally than their traditional

ege'cohorts. Yet,.adult students (called "independent" students in student aid

jargon) received only 25Z of the student aid allocations in 1978-79. Of those

independent students who received aid in 1978-79, approximately 922 were full-

;Ina students and 82 were part-time studentm. Yet, the vast majority of adult

v.'
/

students enrolled in postsecondary educetion are enrolled part-time.

There*appear, therefore, to be distinct but interrelated factors whicH

mitigate agiqnst in adult college student with financial need receiving aid (1)

the "independent" classification and (2) the neessity to be a part-time student.
*

1 - The Independent Classification. To be classified as an independent

..it
4

-student, an ind vidual cannot hav4 received more Len $750 in assistance from

this/her parent i during the current year, plan to receive $750 the next year and

cannot have received more than $750 in the year previous to applying for financial

aid as an Independent student. The student cannot be claimed as an income tax

exemption during any of the sam three years by his/her paeent; and the student

.cannot have lived with his/her parent more than six weeks during those same three

years.

The Office of Edmcation regulations define an independent tudent la this

rather telnical manner to discourage parents from hirking their responsibilities

for helping to pay for the postsecondary education of their children.

-10-
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such a definition of independent student, by its very nature, suggests that *the

"independent" Category is soeewhat atypical or illegitimatlamnd does nothing to

recognise that ray of so-called "Independent" dtudents may indeed be parents

themselves and adults by anyone's standards.

The two last often used needs analysis systems - the uniform 'methodology

and the BEOG -.apply different formulaeto independent and dependent students.

When one looks cereenlly at the leform Methodology - (which is not "uniform") it

cioarly discrbsinates against full-time independent students and it.is totally
-

inappropriate for deteraining financial "need" among part-time stud;nts. (Please

1
refer to Table II "Major Differences Between the Dhiform Meth ology and the

BEOG Needs Analysis Systems"). You eill notice that independent students are

expected to contribute 100 percent of'their discretionary incodeirtoward their

postsecondary expenses, while rho families of dependent college students are asked
,

i'
to contribute from 22% to 47% 0 their discretionary income (called ALI - Adjusted

i
Available Income) depending upon their income. This expected contribution

compares with a 10.5% rate under the BEOG neer analysis system for the 'families

of dependent students Ind a 75% contflbution rat ingle independent stuOnts,

1 SOZ contribution rate for independent students with one d dent - and a 40%

s'...'4contribution rate for independent students with two or sore depen an ts. The

eipected contribution rate for independent students was an area of discrimination

,not chan BP in BEOG by the Middle Indus Student Assistance Act.

AACJC recommends that the expected contribution rate in the BEOG progran
,

for independent students wih dependents be lowered to the level allowed for

families with similar dependents - 10.52 It'makes no sense to us to discriminate

A

2 9 )
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TAILS II
(Part 1),

tJ DIFFEREIM EOM THE INIFORI

PETHOMY N PEW WEDS NOLYSIS SYMMS

1241POPH IETMODOLOGY SEOG WEDS

STUDENT
JASSIFICATICM IMEPEMENT

TREADENT

VOLT SIZE
,F-SET OR
reARD

10

The Standard Maintenance
Allowance for Independent
tudenis is called the

Independent Student Allow-
ance (ISA). It is calcu1-
*led on the IILS "low

budget" consumption
e stimate, djusted tor
family site and age. The
atandard maintenance
anemones. tor independent

students in 1979-60 ate se
follows.

family size
(Including Under .55 or
Student) 35 Above

1 3,620 3,930.

5,130 7,100
1 6,770 3,450
4 5,080 10,920
5 10,260 12,590
6 12,120 15,070

tech add'l
dependent +1,070 +1,290

Any college that has
developed its own budget for
independent students based
on local conditions, can use
that instead of the standard
ISA figure.

DEPENDENT

e

ANALYSIS AS IMPROVED BY MISAA

rIte Standard Maintenance 11)
Allowance reptesente an
Allowance for the bogie
necessities of the
family, excluding the
dependent pplicent
whose expenses aro
considered as part of
the "cost of education"
lsudget.

IMA, for 197940 era es
follows.

Vaaily size
(Including
Student)

2 3,360
3

6,670
4

5
5,240

9,710
11,370

INTERMENT EEPENDENT

(2)

1,100 in Ff74; 1,200 in family'
Ft79 if MISAA not ose
followed; 43,450 in IT
79 if MISAA followed.
Tor eingle students

withoutdependents only.

tamily'Siae Off-sets for
independent students
with a spouse and/or
dependents are equal to
those of families of

dependent.iellege
students.

4

2
3

4

5
6

Off-flets

,1979-80

4,450

5,400
6,550
5,050

k 9,150
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TABLE 11

(Part, 2)

NA DIFFERENCES ,BEDIEEN 1HE MIRA

tElKOIDGY NC BECG NEEDS NPLYSIS SYSIBIs

1.IHW01V4 'METHODOLOGY IEOG NEEDS MPLYSIS AS IMPROVED ST MISAA

SUMO
CLASSIPICAIg

11. ASSETS

INDEPENDENT INDEPEP1DENT DEPENDENT

An asset protection allow
mince is subsracted'from the

value of the assets end the
remainder is taxed at a
rate of 352. TheNceset
ccccc soca alluvcmes varies
accordlnuto the family
else and the applicant's
411111 as follows.

Asset Protection'Allomence

Too or Hors Oos

hit Persons WISE

21 or
less
26

27
28
29
30

31

32

33

34

35

36
37

39

40 er

0 0

750 380
1,sip 750
2,280 1,130
,020. 1,510.

3,770 1,690
4,520 2,260
5,760 .2,640
6,0111 3,020
6,40, 34390
7,540 -1.3.770
6,290 4,15
11,050 4,520
9,800 4,900

10,560 5,260

more 11,310 3,660

Any direct assets
of depsmdeats taxed
at a 352 rote.

&MIR holt1040One
including reserve
sllowahce for ,

retirement, are

_subtracted from the
met Retch of
parental owlets.

The remainder is
temod st a 12% rate.

(1) All assets of stodenti
taxed st 332 rats im
1176. Nay lie im

affect for IfY79 If
MUM ROP f011omeds

(2) In 'TEO, Assets in
excess of $25,000 will
be taxed st s 5% rate.
H. tsx ea the first
$23,00dref assets.

2

(

32 taxing of family
@soots in emcees of
$2%000.

04 lea OR 14,011
$23,000 of @soots.

4_
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?NILE III

fikittt DIRECKES afai g

PETHINID3Y N WOG NEEDS NIALYSIS SYMMS

LNIFORM KrTMOOLOGY A

BOG NEEDS ANALYSIS
AS IMPROVED EY MISAA

.o

. STUDENT
ASSIPICATION

INDEPENDENT

ii

INDEPENDENT DEPENDENT

EXPECTED
CONTRIBUTION
Of INCOME
APTIR.TAXES,
KTC.

1

no; e$ incase
after taxes sod

ISA allowances.

4

Adjusted Available Ingres (A411.)* is taxed st &-
Marginal Kate from 22 to 471.

ML Taxation Reis

leas than $3,410 No taxi (eligible far s living
subsidy up to $750 to bring
income up to the MA figure-
based en t y Standard.)

3,409-4,790

4,791-5,990

5,991-7,190

7,191-4,390

0,391-9,40
.A

9,591 or more

2EE of AAI

.$1,054 +

$1,354 +

$1,702 +

$2,110 +

$2,590 +

251 of AAI over $4,790

291 of AA1 over 45,990

341 of AAI over $7,190

401.peAAI over $11,3W

471 of AA1 over $9,590

*Adjusted Available'IncomeAvellable Income + income
supplement from discretionary net worth.

4tOdent expected to contribute from moron amines
$500 as preirsehmans $600 an presophomorel amd $700
se prejunior and profeldpr.

229

75* if single
301 if married
402 11,respoe -

sible for 01 of studeni
drm/Onto gnome

10.51 of p 1

intone

No summer earnings

required.
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against a family member in the awarding of federal financial assistance -4 merely

because the family sember is.a parent rather than a child. Similarly, we ask

that the'contribution rate for independent students without other dependents be

lowered from 73% to some realistic level - such as 35%. -(Ideally, it should be

10.5% as well - but, there may then bathe incentive to abuse the systemSby soma
p.

parents claiming that their students are prematurely independent.)

The Uniforn Methodology also discrimidates against independent students in

the "taxing" of their assets to determlne the expected contribtuion: Independent

students, age 25 or less, are giVen no asset reserve, 100% of their assets are,

taxed at a rats of 35% - as if their assets were totally liquid and could bs

easily transformed into cash to pay for college. Independent students over the

41c
age of 25 are given small asset reserves, which ilk ith the age of the

/04

student, and the worth of the/if/Isolate are then d at the 35% rate.

Families of dependent students, however, under the Uniform Methodology,

are allowed sore generous reserve allowances and their remaining assets are
4.

ed at a 12% rate. This compares with the federal BEOG needs'analysissystem,

Which allows families an asset allowance of $25,000 - for both independent and

dependent students - ing any remaining assets at a 5% rate. If assets are

indeed an indicator of financial well-bein(the families of independeAt and

dependent students should be charged similar rates, be allowed similar exemptions

and that the treatment of assets, generally, be similar to t BSOC needs Analysis

system as improved by MISAA in 1978.

AACJC supports the work of Leo L. Kornfeld, DepUty Commissioner for Student

Financial Assistance. We believe that thousands of citizens sze handicapped in

their access to postsecondary education by thp maze of federal orate and paperwork

-15-
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a.

'in the applications for fderal financial aid. For this year, abOut 332 or 600,000

applicants for REOG have been yejected. But 364,000 are by USOR statements "in limbo"

irith no final action taken. We know ti'e Subcommittee will ,be as concerned as we

are that last year this caused a 272 reduction in awards for incomes under $4.000

and even i 162 reduction for those with $12-13,000 incomes. We are also rather

appalled by the fact that different needs analysis systems produce remarkably

different results for similar kinds of students attending similar kinds of insti-

tutices. vs. num THAT THERE SHOULD II ONE SIM= APPLICATION FORM TO APPLY FOR

ALL FED1RAL stow FINANCIAL AID, TREAT STUDENTS AS EQUALLY AS POSSUMS BY US/NG

4

4

ONE "NEEDS ANALYSIS AND'IMAT THE FEE FOE,APPLYING FOR FINANCIAL AID SHOULD RE

ELIMINATED FOR TEX CAMPUS BASED PROGRAMS. Ws do not ruls Out the possibility that
s.

several processors of need* analysis forme can contimi to determine a student's

need and ward. We do think, however, the form should be standardised tsid the

formulae provide equity for both independent and dependent students (full-time

and part-time). Eliminating the fee for students to apply for aid under the campus

based program should promote a higher participation rate in the federal programs

while adding less than 12 to the total cost of the programs. (The U.S. Government

does not ask social security, welfare, food stamp or medicare applicants to pay

to hal their application processed for eligibility.)

2 - Part-Time Student Status. The second factor discouraging adult students

who demonstrate financial need from participating more fully in the federal student

aid pralines, is that the majority of adult studen tend to enroll part-time 4nd

that the federal programs discriminate against par -time students, in a number of

ways. The Basic Educational Opportunity Grant program and the Supplemental

Educational Oprnortunity Grant program require that the student be enroll at least

-16-
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one-half tima - usually that maans taking at least two courses - to be eligible

for any student aid. Additionelly, each of thee. prograns require that tha

iemonstrated need be at least POO for the student to be eligible. Since switrds

to half -time students are one-half of.what they would be'if the student were en -

.- -rolled full-thee, half -tineto three-quarter time students musrdenonstrate a

financiilutdd of $400 or greater to be above the $200 cut-off level and receive

say aid atUll. / 4

AACJC recommends that tht,congress lower the arbitrary minimum of $200 in

the BEOG and SLOG programs to a cost-effective lower amount, such as.$50. (It is

generally accepted that it costs se institution about $35 per stuaent to administer

federal student aid programs.) We also ask that the SSIG prograwbe amended so

that states wodld be lecouraged to provide matching funds,to pay for student

assistance.for needy adults attending college part-time, including loss -than -half -

tide cjuggiut,,

- FEDERAL ASSISTANCE TO LESS-THAN-RALF-TIM STUDENTS

AACJC joined with other alsociations mho.submitted testiaony OA May 91,1979

to this Subcommittee requesting that the Supplemental Educational Opporeoaity Grant

prograa be oplined up to students attending college on a less-than-half-time basis.

We do so for a number of reasons.

Most importantly, AACJC supports a goal of Oniveral opportunity to postsecondary
-

education for all,.our citizens. Finapcial barriers to postsecondary education are

sitst barriers to eliminate. Many citizens who can only attend college less-

21? r)..3$

1

-17-
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4.01e*
than-half-time heed envious financial need Aki yet they ars highly motivated to

improve their fu*ures.for their faailies and themselves. Most of the leas -than -

half-tine students are adults who were denied educational oppoftunitias when tb'ey
,(

'were youth. They n3w find themselvis with fanilies/dsad st;4 jobs, and incredibly.,

'Irising.costi to maintain a standard of living above the povertpleval. Those leis-

than-half-time stUdents work full-time for the most part, they pay taxes 86 age

other people's children can go to collegssef their choiee,"and.now, we believe,

than tr as well should be helped a littln to'improve'their iot in life:

7 We subnit furthnr that it leekss no sense !fall a In termS of educational

policy or concern for the federal budget - tor needy students to 11% denied fedlral

-1
student aid mere;y because they are working full-tine and can only attend school

part-time. Unemployed workers or:given much more generous subsidies under =A

$

to obtain atelier educafion and training, and incatterated convicts are eligible 8er

4

student.assiptence alrfull -tine students.
,

COST RTIMATES rolt,younimc EQUITY IN TEl PAUL GRANT PROGRAMS

What we are considering here today ip-smnpoOt of our national manpower policy,.

the developmentef 3,04 LObtry's most precious resource, the improvement of OUT

huaan resources. The programs authorized, the funds appropriated, 'are nos to

support i(stfir.4tons q( to provide entertainnent or diversions for some citizens. e

-In Splcialltepert 31 of the National Contagion fOrHanpower Policy issued in

Novemher, 1978 on pages 9 nadpiliNfind solo important quotes by Thomas Murphy,

Chairman of 9n Board of fairal. M040010 Mr. Murphy told a recent Conference that

the unemployment rates, aspeciallandng inner-city minority th:

for

1!7

a
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".;.is one of the moat Critical and potentially explosive social

problems facing our: country. Neither conscience nor concern for our

*Conomy - indeed for our society - cap abide.continued inattention to
't

plIght."

Mr. Nuipby continues tiutt:.

"...the cost of Any program und

(

taken to help mak. productive

citizens 6f then muet be weighef aga st the awesome cost to society

of doing nothing." ,

t

AACIC 111 aware that the Congress and rhe President are faced with the

dilemma of both holding down governsient spending, to curb inflation and yet provide

for the national welfare and the needs of,our pitizene. We, as wall, are very

concerned ab t the.costs of improved equity proposed above. We estimate that

*our recommendations would coit.as follows:

$2,0 million to eliminate the one-half cost limitation in BEOG;

$225 million tv lower the contribution rate:ol,discrotionary

income for independent students without other dependents to

35% - still over 3 time& that for dependent students;

- $20 million to lower the $200 minimum.award level in BEOG and

SEOG to $50;

$15 million to the fee for applying for federal aid'
0

called "campus based";

- No additionnel cost to open up the SEOG program to studinte

ing less -than -one -fiairtime;

ional cost to open up the SSIG progrgm to

attending less-than-one-half time!

-19-
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We suggest that these costs are minimal when compered to tho costs of pro-

viding CETA training, welfare or incarceration, often tho alternatives open for

low income adults. Certainly, ws believe that quity', should be enacted before any

enrichment for current recipients of fedeeal student financial aid is propoped,

such as raising the maximum grant. in BEOG and SEOG. We suggest that most of these

costs can bo recaptured through otther a "cap" on the Guaranteed Student Loan

program, qhich is now open to our,Ztlthiest citizens, or the elimination of

interest subsidies in the GSL.progzem (by adding them to the principle) as

suggested by tho Administration awl legieiation introduced in this session of

A
Congress.

Mr. Chairman and member. of the Subcommittee, thank you for listening to

our views. I will be pleitaell>to answer any questions.

4
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Community Colleges- -
R&M Part-time Szudonts
and the Higher
Educatton Act
fairOMINIa

by Bette 2verett Hamilton

n eh of federal education pol-
e ili5tLy is predicated orf a very

traditional view of higher educa-
tion and the kinds of students who
frequent the halls of ivy. In the fall
of 1973, however, there were ap-
proxi4ately 4.6 million part-time
students enrolled at postsecondary
institutions-269Ft 41 percent of
the total college population. Part-
time adult students comprise 64
percent of the enrollment at com-
munity and junior colleges. Yet
due to eligibility guidelines and
processing formulae, these stu-
dents received fewer than 3 percent
of all federal student aid dollars.

Today's part-time students are
typically 30 years of age and em-
ployed full-time at work or at
home. The vast majority are eco-

tmically disadvantagedthe
rking poorbut little or no fed-

eral or state student assistance is
available to them.

The unintended consequence of
federal student aid policy has been
a de facto form of age discrimina-

Ian LyERETT HAMILTON it emaciate
&team kr raamenmentat Wain el the
American Association of Commnnely and
lunk.a Cullers.

SI
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lion that disproportionately affects
the junior and community college
populations. Regardless of their
age or number of dependents, stu-
dents no longer economically de-
pendent upon their parents are
penalized under the two most often
used needs analysis systemsthe
uniform methodology and the fed-
eral Basic Educational Opportun-
ity Grants (BEOG) analysis sys-
tem. Those who attend school on a
less than full-time &Isis have their
awards further reduced until they
become ineligible for all funds
when they attend less than half
time. In addition, awards to part.
time students are Jeopardized by a
discriminatory half-cost Me in
the BEOG program, which means
that the award to lower-income
students cannot exceed one half the
cost of attendance. And because of
a $200 minimum award level a stu-
dent whose determined "need" is
less may receive nothing at all.
Some campus aid officers augment
the problem further by showing
preferential treatment for the
younger, full-time students in the
allocation of moneys under the
tampusbased programs (Supple,
mental Educa tional Opport u nity
Grant, College Work-Study, and
National Defense Student Loan).

The fact that federal education
policy is out of step with the times
is most alarming when one con-
siders the **graying" of America, as
well as other federal initiatives,
such as CET& that provide train-
ing opportunities for unemployed
citizens and displaced home-
makers. It is savagely ird'hic that a
10w-income oftice worker 'can be
denied assistance under the federal
student aid programs to upgrade
her skills at a community college
but can qualify to study at the
same institution if she loses her job
and becomes a CETA participant.

Part-time students not.: com-
prise 12 percent and 26 percent of
the total enrollments at four-year
colleges and universities. respec-
tively. As the traditional pool of
13- to 22-year-olds dwindles by
some IS percent over the next 10
years. the proportion and number
of art part-time students are
boun to continue upward .for

-21-

most institutions.
As the battle shapes up over

reauthorization of the Higher
Education Act, Congress faces a
choice over student aid programs:
Does it want to extend more aid
to the current population of
eligibles or provide aid for the
first time to the growing numbers
of adult part-time students7 Sev-
eral members of Congress and a
coalition of largely public college
interests are pushing for the latter,
while the administration (spouting
budgetary restrictions) and the in-
dependent college interests are fo-
ctning their attention on improv-
ingl delivery systems and benefits
primarily for those attending high-
tuition institutions,

The administration's lioSition, as
stateki by Joseph Califano at the
onset of House hearings on the act,
is to provide equality of opportun-
ity for all eligible "youth" to pur-
sue postsecondary education and
especially for those who would
choose institutipns of "excellence."
Califano reiterated his concern
that some people were going to
college who "didn't belong there."
Not only would the administration
find it difficult to support aid to
part-time students, he added; it
was not even prepared to imple-
ment a mandated portion of the
Middle Income Student Assistance
Act (MISAA) that would improve
the equity afforded independent
(adult) students.

MISAA, signed by President
Carter in November 1973, im-
proves the status of independent
(adult) students considerably on
two out of three countsbut so far
the changes are only on paper. The
act upped the allowance for an in-
dependent student with a family of
specific size from 51.100 to 51,450
an amount comparable to that
allowed dependent students. It also
provided that both independent
and dependent students Be exempt
from any tax on their first $25,000
of assets, with any remainder
taxed at a 5 percent rate.

On the third count, although
MISAA lowered to 10.5 percent
the percentage of discretionary in-
come that a tamily must contribute
for a dependent, the law was silent

1 it
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on the percentage that must be
provided by independent students.
As a result, independent students
must continue to contribute a

much larger percentase of their
discretionary income toward their
education than the families of de-
pendent students: 75 percent if the
student has no other dependents:
50 percent if the student has ont
other dependent; and 40 percent If
the student has two or more de-
pendents. Again, this compares
with a 10.5 ptrcent rate for the
families of dependent students in
cakulating the family contribution
whkh ultimately determines the
amount of the BEOG award.

As Califano points out. al-
though MISAA is in effect for the
1979 award year. the administra-
tion has refused to implement even
those changes afforded indepen-
dent students. Thus Congress has
been forred into a game of chick-
en, with prominent members of
both the appropriaticins and au-.
thorizing corsmittees of both
chambers recommendins that the
entire family contribution schedule
bc vetoed, delayins the 1979
awards, unless the administration
relents and Implements the changes
for independent students. (The ad-
ministration has since agreed to
carry out the MISAA provisions.)

r mplktt in Califano's remarks
L and in the administration's fail-
ure to fund all provisions of
M1SAA is a bias prevalent in HEW
and in other bastions of higher ed-
ucation that some students are
more deserving than others of re-
ceiving federal student aid. Per-
haps it is a vestige of our immi-
radt pasts that the adult popula-

tion is required and encouraged to
crifice for youth, yet benefits on-

y uicariousty, through its off-
pring. Parents daring to improve
heir family's lot directly, by pur-
uing education themselves, are
eemed illegitimate students.

A recent Carnegie report echoed
he youth-oriented bias by recom-

ending to Congress that the liher-
tired treatment of ;independent
tudents be revimed. Tht. Cal ne-
ie group stated a concern that the

231

changes made by -M1SAA would
encourage parents to_feclare their
children independent thus shirk-
ing their financial responsibilities
as parents. The report was silent
about the scores of self-supporting
middle-aged adults who claim to
bt dependents of their elderly par-
ents in order to qualify for any stu-
denf aid. At community and junior
colleses, this latter kind of student
aid "cheater" Ls much more preva-
lent. (Adults have only to claim
that their parents contributed 5750
to their annual income or housed
them for a total of six weeks during
the year to technically qualify as
dependent studentsthis is encour-
aged by the federal government.)

Equity of treatment always has
economic consequences, and im-
plementing total equity for part-
time and/or adult students in the
Higher Education Act will not be
cheap. But the costs are actually a
bargain when compared with the
costs of providing CETA training.
welfare, or incarceration, often the
alternatives for low-income adults.

Implementing the changes for in-
dependent students already legisla-
ted by MISAA will cost approxi-
mately 5130 million annuallya
drop in the bucket compared with
the total 54.15 billion student aid
budget. Removal of the discrimin-
atory half-cost rule will require
an additional 5300 million. Lower-
ing the contribution rate on dis-
cretionary income for indepen-
dent students with dependents to
that allowed families ot ckpendent
students would cost about S225
minion. Lowering the contribution
rate on discretionary income for
independent students without
other dependents to a lower rate,
such as 35 percent (still over three
times that required for dependent
students). would cost an additional
S30 million. Reducing the 5200
minimum award level in nEOG
and SEOG would also tae necessary
for more part-time students to
qualify for federal financial aid:
estimates of changing the,5200 to a
reasonable amount, such as S.50.
are About 520 million.

In total, the cost ol near equity
for part-time adult students equals
almost 5.5 billion mere in annual

-22-

expenditures for federal student
aid programs. It's a big jump for a
Congress that one year ago in-
creased the federal budget by 51.2
billion to pass MISAA. Perhaps it's
too big a jump for a reluctant ad-
ministration concerned about fis-
cal restraint and people being in
cones, "who don't belong there."

The reauthorization of the High-
er EducationlAct, this year an4
next, stands to be anything but
boring, as matters of fundamental
federal education policy are dis-
cussed and resolved for years to
come. Joining with community
colleses in their fight to legitimize
the adult part-time student fight
art tht National University Exteg.
slon Association, tht Coalition for
Alternatives to Post Secondary
Education, the American Associa-
tion of State Colleges and Univer-
sities, and the National and State
Universities and Land-Grant Col-
leges. As the proportion of part
timers in higher education con-
tinues to grotv. the battle will move
well beyond the community col-
lege front.

Snecial Icctle$
In coming months, Qtanne
has planned two special
theme Issues of significant
interest for Its diverse
readership.

For Julv/Aurmst
Education and Work

With the prospect of a virtud
steady.sSate economy and con-
tinuing tnflatton. career expecta.
lions of null:on; of college
graduates chumatIcally xceed
the reel:ter of the workplace. In
thn spectal issue. prominent
andlornics deal with the facts and
hard ratthrtes

F 01. OCtOtr
The Education of
Black Americans

How eel has. Amencan higher,
educeston served the neerests of
block Arm:aeons. and witx re
mains tO bc done? A mato. corn-
pen& of essors and spenal
features ori One of the cr. sting
agorda, 1-..fore all AM.:Mont

Chns,ae/May-Jun 1.1:3 SI
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ATTACHMENT B

PERCENTAGE OY TOTAL POSTSECONDARY UNDERGRADUATE ENROLLMENT'
SY RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS, SIX, FULL-aIKE AND PART -TIN4

. ATTINDIUG TWO-YEAR COLLEGES 13.1976f
,

'
Anar. Indian

Non-les. or
Alien Black Alaskan Naeive Aaian Hispakics Subtotals

1,

Minority

Tu 11-tiao 25 40 55 37 48 40

Part-tine 74 97 99 99 65 67

Sub7total 34 56 72 57 54 54

Women

wool
Pull-tine 29 38 46 31 46 39

Part-tine 79 97 99 95 95 96

Sub-total 43 5$ 70 53 64 59

All /ull-tine 26 39 50 34 47 40

All part-tine 76 97 99 97 79 91

Total 36 58 71 55 .0r/ 56

*source: Anerican Association of community and Junior Colleges 1979, AACJC 1976,
MEM data 1976 ahd NCES 1977.

A
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- Federal Grants Programs: BECG and SEOG

I. licamendations AASCU and NASULGC Support

1. Lntroduction.

Generally,'the American tasociation of State Colleges end Universities

(AASCU) together with many other higher education associations, does not believe

thatgreat changes in the federal giant programs are necessary at this tine.

We commend COngress and especially the leadership of the House and Senate com-

mittees and subccumitteek which have responsibility for student aid, for the

development of the present grant programs and for the extension of the BEOG

program to middle-inccue Students in 1978, through the passage of the Middle-

Income Student Assistance Act (MISAA).

The further action of the House and Senate education ccumittees in 1979,

insisting that HEW treat indefendent students fairly in the BEOG program, has

also helped extend access to higher education to many
4
more people.

4,-
AASCU believes that the next 'major steps izi the grants programs should be

A

elimination-Or modification of the half-costlpr sion, and extension of.aid to

less-their-half-time students. Mhny groups, including the National Association

of State Universities and Land-Giant Colleges and the American issociation of

Comumniti, and Junior Colleges, share these views.

2. Elimination or modification of half-cost.

Since the passage o) the Basic Fibration Opportunity Grant program in 1972,,

many economists, student aid specialists, and spokesmen for higher education,

including spokesmen for the education of minorities and the disadvantaged, have

pointed out'that the half-cost provision discriminates against the large pro-

portion of all,law-income students whoattend public colleges.

At least 80 percent of all lad-inccum and minority students (black, Hispanic,

and American Indian) attend public colleges and carmunity colleges. Many of these I4P

fit
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students must help their families financially while they go to school. Yet the

half-cost provision means that no matter how poor they and their families may be,

they can never receiye more than half the.total cost of education in the form,

of a BEOG grant.

A poorAtudent attending a College whioh costs 12400 cannot receive more

than $1200.,,At a $3000 c011ege that student cannot receive more than $1500. Yet

the BEOG maximum grant is already $1800ind re are.proposals to raise it

higher. This Condtitutes a very serious of discrimination at a time of

rapidly rising college costs..

Gavid Brenaman and Chester Fian, in-their book, Public Policy end Private

Higher Education (Brookings, 1978) say of half-cost:y

- Unfortunately, this provision affects only students in the most

impoverished circumstances, and it'is therefore rightly accused of

promoting choice by curbing the postsecondary access of those very

students for whom federal aid is intended:

'Later they say that halfrcost takes "a painful toll on thdkneediest students

enrolling at tte lowest-priced colleges and thus impedes attainment of the federal

goal of access."

ManY other commentators have said exactly the same thing.

Half-cost has been defended on two counts. One is that if it were done awe);

with.public colleges would becoMe "too attractive," and students wuuld not attend

private colleges. But we know of no serious student of higher education who

supports the view Chat making all of higher education considerably more expensive

for very poor students 4 encourages them to attend still more expensive institu-

tions.

Another, more recent argument is that if half-cost were ended, thole would '

e.not be quite as s ong political coalitions rin the states to support state student

411

.11
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aid. The theory is that if poor students received more federal aid, there

would be less incentive for states toappropriate Additional aid. We believe

that large numbers of low-income students should not be made to suffer, and

perlimps lose the chance of going to college, in order_to 'encourage political

coalitions" in the state to support other programs. State student aid pro-

grams should and can stand co their own merits.

Similarly, the argument that ending or modifying half-cost waild weaken

the politcal base of support for campus-based aid should not serve as an excuse

to penalize lower-income fltudents. We believe Chat the campus-based programs

0
are especially well established, and-can also stand on their own merits.

Some members of the Subcommittee have expressed an interest in a possible

compromise on the half-cost issue. While we would prefer simply to see-half-

cost removed, the Subcommittee may want to consider setting the maximum BEOG

grant at say 75 percent.of cost, less family contribution. This would still

o
require the student to put up 25 percent of costs from work and other sources.

r- One step toward modification would be to follow the shggestion made by

the National Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators (NASFAAin

their May 16 testimony before this Subcommittee, and allow somewhat larger
4,

living allowances for students off-cempus, especially, perhapa, Ehose who are

not living with their parents. This would'at least define "costs" in a way

more favorable to many lower-income and self-supporting students. There seems

no good reason to allow students a much larger living allowance simply beuse

they live on campus.

Congress'has done a great deal to help midale-income students sing

IliMISAA--and insisting that it be funded. We hope that Congress will ind
. .

1

V

it possible to give more help to lower-incone students.

/1 0
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3, tess-than-half-time students.

Ccogress can also do more to help.the approxiMately 40 percent of eq.

students who attend college part-time, including the Large numbers who attend

less-than7ha1f-time and are not eligible for most federal OT state student aid.

These include a great many older people--aome attending college for the

first time,others returning to develop new skills or upgrade themselves in 1

their work. The group also includes increasing numbers of older women.

There are also many members of disadvantaged and minority groups who did not have

the chance for an education.at an earlier point in their lives.

The case for aiding these students is made very welt by Norman Kurland,

Executive Director tor Adult Learning Services for the New York State Education

Department, in testimony before this Subcommittee on May 9. Kurland cited the

support given such aid by the Regents of the state of New York in a 1979 report

submitted to Congress. Many other witnesses have also spoken on this subject;

we do not believe it is necessaxy to go further into it at this time.

II. Recommendations AASCU and.NASUIGC Oppose oriAiew With Concern.

1. Ending or greatly reducing the use of other federal aid to match SEOG

rants.

Undet present federal taw every SEOG dollar awarded to a student must be

Matched by another dollat from some other source. The institution may use other

federal student aid funds (BEOG, CWS, or NDSL) or non-federal funds which may be

state or private funds to make this match.

It has been proposed that the.law be amended to prevent colleges from

using federal matching funds. In one proposal, no federal matchingrwould be

permitted; in another, not over $250. The effect of these proposals would be

'weliminate or greatly.redmice the availability of SEOG funds at many public

colleges which lack state or private student aid funds. In many states, little

or no state student aid goes 41 students at; public colleges and community colleges.

z
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Shnilarly, most of these institutions,have.little if any pricte student aid'

available.

Public colleges with large minority or low-income enrollments, which

depend heavily on SEOG now, would be particularly hard-hit by this recommit-

dation., Similarly, it is likely that many private collsges, especially those

with sumll andoments and those with large minority or law-income enrollments,

would be hard hit. .

AASCU is therefore very opposed to these proposals.

The National Association of Student Financial Aid AdMinistration (NASFM)

in their May 16 testimony before this Subconnittee, urged" quite different

course. lbey suggested that the 10w be amended to eliminate _Iyai requiremea,

for matching funds for SEOG. They pointed out that the present SEOG law

requires.that aid go only to students with exceptional financial need. They

believe that thiirrequirement assures thsttlwill go where it is mast needed,

and thai any matching arrangement is unnecessary and adds greatly ba paperwork

and ackninistratiOe complexity.

We believe that Congress should consider very carefully this NASFAA recom-

mendation, which would also do more to assure that the less affluent or well-

endowed public and private colleges could make the best use of their SECG

money. This would also make it shnpler to use some SEOG money for less-than-

half-time students, since no matchindlis contemplated by those who favor aiding

such.students.

2. Raising maxhium grants for FOG, SEOG, and SSIG.

It has been proposed that the HMG maxhomn be raised from the present

4
$1800 to $2400, the SECG maxiuum from $1500 to $200 or possibly no maxima,

and the SSIG grant from $1500 to $2000 or possibly no maxhoun.

I.

4
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.

The effect of these proposals could be to make it possible for a studetif

to receive $6400 or more in federal grants from BEOG, SEOG, and SSIG. Theoreti-

cally the student could also receive a College Work-Study award which is 80 per-

cent federally subsidized, a GSL loan which is 70 percent federally subsidized,

and state student aid as well. (Secretary Califano informed the Subcommittee

March 20 that a GSL loan reOiesents a 70 Percent federal grant, when all costs

are includeck)
4

In actuality, students would probably not receive this much, but it would

not be impossible to receive many thousands of dollars in federal grants per

year at a high-tuition college or profit-making school, plus College Work-Study

and loan awards representing several thousands more in federal grants.

In an accompanying memorandum dat if 5, AASCU has raised a number

of questions aboUt this whole approach (pages 5-6). The basic question is

that of which national priorities should be addressed next. Congress has now

done a great deal to help middle-income as-well as lower-income students attend

college. We believe there is still unfinished business--providing tore help

for oflower-income students,and self-supporting, part-time students--

before Congress twins its attention to raising the grant maxinuns and making

more funds available to more affluent students.

CO'
3. Half-need, self-help, and other alternatives. CP

On March 20, HEW Secretary Joseph Califano told this Subcommittee that 4°

the administration is considering several alternatives to half-cost. These

ideas include substituting "half-need" for half-cost,%and requiring that a

student provide $900 in "self-help" (work or loans) before receiving any BEOG

grant. Theseand several other alternatives were discussed further by Michael

O'Keefe of HEW in his testimony before the Subcommittee on May 16.

We urge the Subcommittee to review these proposals with great caution.

From Mk. O'Keefe's testimony, it appeared that in a number of cases students



7t

fran both lower-incane and middle-income families would receive lss aid than

they do at present. At a thne of rising Odulational costa and after the passage

of MISAA, this would be a step backward for everycne in higher educaticn.
.

,

Ibis is.not.to questice the importance'Of work as weil'as grants. AASCU

believes that the College Work7Study program should be extended to mere middle-
e

incane students, and also ccnverted in part to a "national cooperative educatice

program" which would attempt to relate work more closely to a stmient's educatiqi.

and to career interests. AASCU-bopes to testify cc this propoeal at'a later

point. But mendatinK work of loans before a grant could be obtiinedwouldbe

harmful 6 many lower-income students, especially thoee in areas of high unem-
e

ployment or who need full-time academic ntudy to make up for past deficiencies.

We attach as an appendix an AASCU statement of April 5, which gces into

more detail on a number of Higher Education Act recamendations.

* * * * * *

Enclosure
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Amen= Assomabon of Stale Colleges and UT1IVerSibeS, One Dupont Curite/Suite700/Wa

ARril 5, 1974

on. D C 20036 (202) 293-707

AASCILPositions on Exitsion of the Higher Edutation Ac't

A.Staff Memorandum

EMITIVE SUMIARY

The American Association of State Colleges and Universities (AASCU) !has
reviewed legislative recommendations foiplextension and amendment of the Higher
Education Act (HEA)eand also made recommendations of its own. What.follows
are, first, recommendations which AASCU supports; second, recomendations it
opposes or has serious concerns about; thild,,recommendatiovs is stilt

studying.

This report is intended for AASCU members, members of Congress, and others
who are interested.

I. Recommendations AASCU supports.

1. Modification or elimination of the "half -cose'provision in the
BEOG program. I

'2. More aid for independent and part -time.students.

3. Extending eligibility for College Work-Gtudy to middle-income
students.

4. Federal assistance to changekCollege Work-Study from a studen;
aid program alone to a national cooperative work-study prograh,
to provide students with educauienally valuable work relevanq
to their interests.

5. .More assistance to graduate students under College Work -Stld

and the Guaranteed Student. Loan progrmu.
6. Support for a nbmber of tecluiical student aid amendments.
7. Continuation of the "non-Title IV" or categorical aid progr

8. Support for the Urban Grant University Act, but with extens on
of ;he program to urban areas of a 200,000 mininm populati

rather than the 500,000 proposed in H.R. 3181. .

9. Support for the Schools of Education Assistruice Act. le

10. Continu and srrengthen undergraduate aid under the-Language and

Area St dies Program.

11. Recarmenda ions AASCU opposes or views with great &went. 1

1. Ending or greatly reducing the use of.other federal studeilt aid
funds(BEOG, CWS, or NDSL) to match SEOG grants to studen . This

would discriminate against almost all public colleges an probably

many less affluent private colleges, including many Vithl large
minority enrollments. ; I

Allan W Oster, Executive Director

z
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2.. Proposals to raise maximum grants for BEOC, SEOG, and SSIG, St
that students at very high-tuition institutions (largely pri-
vateOrprOfit-making) could receive as much as sevOral thousand
dollars more grant aid per year than students at.public colleges.

3. Proposals for a TUition Advance Rind or other form of national
student loan bank.

Recommendations AASCU is still reviewing.

1. Incentive payments to encouralb public and
hold down tuition.

inbrioodokini".***

private colleges to

MORE DETAILED REPORT

I. Recommendations AASCU supports.

1. 'Modifying half-cost. AASCU supporta the elimination or modifi-
cation of the llalf-cost" provision in the.Basic Education Opportunity
Grants (BEOC) program. Most student aid expertp agree that this language
discriminates against most of the 80 percent ofrall low-income students who
attend public colleges, by giving them smaller grants than theY would other-

.

wise receive.

2. More aid for independent and_part-time students. AASCU supports
amendments Which would-provide more aid for self-supporting (independent)
students and part-time students. A very large and growing proportion of all'
students today are self-supporting, often part-time1 and over twenty-one.
Many are qupportingtheir own families while attending college. Present
student aid pogroms, including BEOG, Sq9C, and SSIG, .often give them little

or no help. '

3. Extending Coll e 'Work-'Study to middle ncome students. AASCU
supports an amendment to t e Coikege Igor -Study ( ) program whichiwould

make it possible for middle-income students to.obtain jobs after th# needs
of low-income students are met. In part, this purpode can be athieved by
increasing CWS appropriations, by providing more BEOG aid to low-income stu-
dents (which frees CWS mOney), and possibly by colleges changing to the BEOC
needs analysis system for campus-based programs.. The last change in effect
reclassifies more middle-income students as needy, and entitled to CWS and

other aid.

0

However, a change in the law is the best way to assure that CWS as well
as BEOG funds are made available to a great many middle-income students who t

have been considerd "too wealthy" for student aid, despite.their real needs
and modest family incomes.

4. Changing College Work-Study into a "national cooperative work-
study program." Minor amendments can Celp change Collegt WOrk-Study from a
student aid program alone to what might be called a national cooperative

work-study program. That is, colleges should be strongly encouraged to use

2

,
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CWS funds not only for traditional College jobs in college dining halls 4nd
student unions, but for a wide range of work experiences of educational.'
value to the student as well as direct value to society;

Under the present law,ANS funds can be used for almost any kind of
employment on- or off-campOi, in non-profit agencies vd organizations.
Students can be used as faculty research assistants, dr peer counsellors
and tutors helping other-students. They.can be employed in apecial programs
to helpthe disadvantaged, the young, or.the elderly. :They can work off-
campus for state and local governments or,in non-profit organizations, in
education, health, recreation, law enforctment, and many other fields. They
can be employed in a serigp of different jobs. In this way they can gain
experience of very greatlblue to them in terms of their own.career and per-
sonal interests.Such practical work experience enriches their classroom training.

A program of this kind can draw from the highly successful experience,
over many years, of those institutions Which have ploneered in cooperative
education. The federal government now Supports a modest level of coopera-
tive education; a greater use of CWS funds would make possible a major,
nationwide expansion of this approach.

The development of a nationwide cooperative work-study program can be
strongly encouraged by amending the present "Job location and Development"
section of CWS to provide more funds for job development programs, on-
campus as well as off-campus. AASCU is preparing legislation to achieve this

purpose. s,

5. More aid to graduate students. Graduate students are eligible for
CWS as well as GSL loans, although not for other kinds of student aid under

the Higher Education Act. However, a shortage of funds has kept many graduate-

students from participating in these programs. Expansion of CWS Tunds and
the extension,of eligibility to more middle-income students should help grad-

uates as weil as undergraduates.

For some years spokesmen for the executive branch as well as some
members of Congress have expressed the view that there is "no need" to assist
graduate students, on the grounds that there is no longer a shortage of col-

lege teachers. Many federal fellowship programs have been ended or greatly

reduced.

This policy has been a serious mistake for several reasons. One rea-

son is thatIrhere is still a need to help.capable people who wish to enter

many fields--not simply college teaching. The nation cannot afford to lose

the talents of a whole generation of scholars'. A second reason is that

women and minorities are particularly underrepresented in graduate schools

as they are in almost allprofessions,and often particularly in need of assis-

tance. A final reason is that.many fields today require at least a Master's

degree if not a doctorate:

At the'very least CWS and GSL funds should be made more available to
graduate students than is now the case.

,
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6. Support of technical amendments. AASCU joins the other higher'
education associations in supporting a series of amendments intended to make
BEOG an entitlement progrmn; raise the threshold funding levels for SEOGt CWS;
and NDSL, to assUre adequate funding of these programs as well as B80Gt in- 'Crease the percentage of omnpus-based aid funds allocated for student informa-
tion allowances; make the BEOG and GSL student inforMation allowances an inte-
gral part of those programs; and otherwise

improve the effectiveness of student
aid programa.

7. Continuation of the "nal-Title IV" Or categorical aid programs.
supports die ccntinuatiotof fhe program other than stUdent aid author-
under other titles of tIM' These include, among others comMunity services;

college library assistance; reveloping Colleges; teacher edueAtion; cooperative
edscation; language and area studies; facilities aid; and other program. There
is an especially great need for facilities assistance to help dOleges meet the
massive expenditures required for energy conservation, eliminatron of barriers
for the handicapped, OSHA, mld other often federally mandated needs.

.8. Support for the Urban Grant University Act. AASCU strongly supports
the Urten Grant University Act filed by Rep. William FOrd and others as H.R. 3181,which will probably becane part of HEA. However, AASCU believes that eligibility
should be extended to institutionsinStandard

Metropolitan Statistical Areas with
a minhnum population size of 200,00. The present bill limits participation to
areas of 500,000 population and more, with the additional.próviso of at least one
Urban Grant University in every state. Many institutions which can make an import-
tent contribution to the resolution of urban problems will be excluded if the'
500,000 figure is allowed to stand.

9. Support for the Schoola of Education Assistance Act. AMS%strcngly
supports this act, tiled as S. 360 by Sen. Harrison Williams and others.' It is
likely to become an Amendment to the Higher Education Act. AASCU carmends those .members of Congress who wish to preserve the capability of schools and depart-
Irma of education, aed assist them in converting to meeenew needs.

10. Continue and strengthen undergraduate aid under the Language and
Area Studies program. ,At present, under the National Defense Education Act
Title VI area studies program, funds go to a number of undergraduate centers and
programs as well as to graduate centers and programs. AASCU believes that itis

he
essential to continue and to strengthen t undergraduate was well,as gradua
emphasis in this prognm. An hdcreasing number of AASCU institutions as well as
other colleges and universities are active in international program. Most expect
to be more active in the years ahead, and all are interested in education for
international understanding.

Ukkkit***Ork

Recommendations AASCU opposes or views with great concern.

1. Ending or reducing federal matching support for SEOG. Under present
law every SECO dollar awarded to a student must be matched by another dollar from
sane other source. The institution may use other federal student aid funds or
state or private (non-governmental) student aid, to make this match. Federal fundar

iian include BEOG, NMI., and College Work-Study.

1
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It been prqmpsed that the law be amended to prevent colleges from
using fed 1 matchflig funds. In one proposal, no federal matching would be
permitt n another, not over $250. The effect of these proposalsvould be
to elim e or greatly reduce the availability of SEOG funds at manyloublic
colleges ich lack state or private student aid funds. In many states, little
or no stete student aid goes to students at public colleges and community colleges.
Similarly,imost of these institutions have little if any private student aid
available.)

Pubiit colleges with lafge minority or low-income enrollmentb, which depend
heaviry On SEOG now, would be particularly hard-hit by this recommendation.
Similarly, it is likely that many private colleges, etpecially those with small.
endowmentsoand those with large minority or low-income entollmenta, would be
hard hit.

AASCU is therefore very opposed to these proposals:
ear_

2. Raising maximum grapts for BEOG, SEOG, and SSIG. It has been proposed
that the BEOG maximum be raised from the present $1800 to $2400, the SEOG maximum
similarly from $1500 to $2000.

A statutory "goal" has also been proposed, under which the federal govern-
ment would underwrite through federal grants (with some assistance from state and
private grants) up to 75 percent of the total costs of attending any college or
profit-making school in the United States, with the additional proviso that stu-
dents could obtain almost all of the remaining 25 percent of costs from federal CWS
funds plus a federally subaidized loan.

In one version of this proposal, a student might receive a maximum of $4500
or more inmgrants at a private non-profit college, $3000 or more at a profit-
making proprietary school, about $2200 or more at a public four-year college,
and $1700 or more at a community college. In each case, the remainder (except
for $400 in summer earnings) could be obtained from CWS and a federal loan.

Federal student aid is already tilted in such a way that a student may be.
able to receive substantially more grant aid at a higher-tuition institution.
A student can now at least in theory receive $1800 from BEOG and $1500 from SECG,
or a total of $3300 in direct federal grants. He or she can also receive up to
$1500 in federal aid from SSIG (matched.by an additional $1500 in state student
aid), as well as federal help from CWS and a loan. 'NS represents an 80 percent
federal subsidy, and the loan may be 40 to 70 percent federally subsidized, when
all costs are included.

While some students may receive this much money, in practice grant aid is
often limited by the availability of funds under SEOG, SSIG, and the other pro-
grams, as well as available State student aid. However, raising the maximums,
appropriating more funds, and ending the possibility of using federal funds to
match SEOG grants, as wrill as setting a statutory ."goal" favoring up to 75 per-
cent grant aid for all students at all institutions would mean a major move to-
ward providingcliterally thousands of dollars in ggant aid a year to some students
at high-tuition colleges and proprietary.schools.

These proposals raise a number of questions which need careful review by memr
bers of COngreSs and others coucerned about the next steps in federal policy for
highlt education. Here are some of these questiOns:

0
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a) Should the next major priority in federal aid be to provide more #

aid to the 80 percent of low- and Moderate-income students at public colleges--
or to the 20 percent who attend private institutions?

Indeed, in manystate and COngressional districts moreothan 80 percent
of allmitudents attend pu lic colleges. A vote to increase grant (=MUMS
in this fashion--especially for SEOG and SSIG--would be a vote to make all
federal.taxpayers pay to provide especially high benefits for a relatively
small manority of students largelygFoncentrated in a few states.

b) Is it deB4able public policy for the federal government to pay
100 percent of the operating costs of profit-making schools, plus a profit,
perhaps 60 to 70 percent of the operating costa of private nomprofit
collges, t only zero to 25 percent of the operating costa of public

lAi
colle ges?,. is is the effect of a system Which pays studenthid to cover
in effeetv,whatever level of tuition the institution charges.

c) Wbuld not such politnes encourage mulch higher tuition? Experience
with the WOrld'Whr II G.I. Bill indicates that many profit-Making, private,
and public colleges will raise their charges if they can "capture' a great
deal of federal aid. This would appear especially tempting for the approxi-
mately 5;000 profit-making schools now eligible for student aid. Financially
pressed private colleges would also be tempted, and state legislatures as
well as cOmmunity college districts would also be under great pressure to
raise their tuition. The effect would be to defeat the Turl)ose of student
aid, or force the federal goverrinet to carry a still larger share of costs
previously borne by state and loca overmments and individuals.

k
d) If the federal government sup rted up to 75 percent of total college

costs through direct grants, and over percent if CUB and loans are in-
cluded would Chit lead to pressures ,,..r much more rigorous federal control,

?

including a0diting and possible cost containment? Proposals to impose cost
containment in higher education, like similar Plans in the hospital field,
are already under discussion'.

.

e).Wbuld a massive increaim in SSIG and state student aid funds take
away from badly needed state appropriations for public colleges andiforce up
public tuition? There is already some evidence that this is taking place.

"

.

AASCU believes that these and other questions need very careful study.

3. Proposals for a Tbition Advance Fund or other form of student
loan bank. AASCU hos strongly opposed proposalá for a Tuition Advance !kind
or studmit loan bhnk which could encourage the transfer of a very substantial
Share of the total cost of education to the student and result in enormous
student debts to be'repaid over many years.

AASCU would prefer a combination,of federal and state policies which
would make it possible for most college students, especially thoae from low-
and moderate-income fomilies, to attend college through a combination of
parental help, earnings, BEOG, and CWS, without the necesiity for loans.
The other campus-based programs--SEOG and NOSIIas well as Ggl, should be
strengthened as well, for those students needing additional help.

i

Irkkkidddrk**
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III. Recommendaeons AASCU i still reviewim.

s
.1. Incentie payments to encourage holdim down tuition., AASCU

staff have developed a proposal which wouId reward ixiblic and private colleges

whicKhold tuition increases below the Consumer Price Index increase, through

gmall incentive payments. The payments would be made from the surplus in

BMX approPriations, with an assurance that'ill student needs for WOG funds

Would be fully met.

This proposal is intended as a form of "maintenance of effort," to

discourage price increases to "capture federal student aid." It is also

intended as an alternative to proposals which would establish federal cost

containment or price control over tuition increases.

AASCU has estimated that a $100 ler PTE increase in tuition at every

1 cost about 760 million ot which SMUmillice or more mi:ht be

tax
:s

Thus it is in t In eres ..era

to help hold down tuition, but no federal policy now addresses this question.

Instead, federal student aid policy can encourage student aid increases,

especially if state officials come to the erroneous conclusion that there is

enough federal student aid available so that tuition can beraised without

hari to any student.

AASCU is still reviewing the possibilities of an incentive payment,

proposals.

WVnh'4**Orerirak
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AR. CHAIRMAN,AEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE, I AM \ow
DR. CHARLES E. TAYLOR, PRESIDENT PF WILBERFORCE UNIVERSITY

.

IN WILBERFORCE, OHIO, 1 AM4LEASED TO APPEAR BEFORE YOU

,TODAY REPRE4TING THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR EQUAL

OPPORTUNITY INAIGHER EDUCATION (NAFEO) OF WHICH WILBER'`'

f
FORCE IS PROUD TO BE A MEMBER. WE APPRECIAT 04 OPPOR."

\
TUNITY EXTENDED TO US TO MAKE RECO MENDATIONS CONCERN4NG

i

REAUTH IZATION OF THE HIGHER EDUCAIp-ION ACT OF 1965 AS

APAMEND D. t

NAFEO REPRESENTS THE 105 HISTORICALLY,BLACK COLLEGES

THAT ENROLL MORE THAN 2001000 STUDENTS-AND GRADUATE

APPROXIMATELY 30,000 STUDENTS YEARLY WITH BACCALAUREATE

DEGREES. OUR INSTITUTIONS, THOUGN CONSTITUTING A SMALL

PERCENTAGE OF.THE INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDU6TION, PRODUCE

APPROXIMATELY ONE-HALF OF ALL THE BLACK RECIPIENTS OF

BACCALAUREATE DEGREES
\

THE MEMBER INSTITUTIONS OF NAFEO HAVE ACCEPTED THE

IMPORTANT NATIONAL MISSION OF PROVIDING OPPORTUNITIES IN

HIGHER EDUCATION TO THOSE WHO ARE ECONOMICALLY' POOR AND

BEAR THE SCARS OF PREVIOUS EDUCATIONAL NEGLECT AT THE

ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY LEVELS. APPROXIMATELY 90 PERCENT .

OF OUR FULL-TIME STUDENTS QUALIFY AS LOW INCOME PARTICIPANTS

IN FEDERAL FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS, AND MOST OF THOSE

WHO ARE NOT ELIGIBLE ARE SO,MOT BECAUSE THEY HAVE LARGE

INCOMES, BUT BECAUSE THEY' ARE FROM FOREIGN COUNTRIES. OUR

OWN EXPERTENCE SUPPORTS THE RESEARCH WHICH DEMONSTRATES THAT
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MOST LOW INCoME STUDENTS ARE FROM FAMILY AND SCHOOL

BAC6ROUNDS WHICH HAVE LEFT THEM EDUCATIONALLY AS WELL
-

AS ECONOMICALLY DEPRIVED. THIS COMBINATION OF CQONOMIC

AND EDUCATIONAL,DEPRIVATION PLACES:AN ENORMOUS ADDI-

TIONAL BURDEN ON THE COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES WILLING

TO ACCEPT THE RESPONSIBILITY AND CHALLENGE OF ASSISTING

SUCH YOUNG PEOPLE IN THE PINCE6OF. BECOMING PRODUCTIVE

CITIZENS AND LEADERS WITHIN AMERICAN SOCIETY. IT IS

IMPORTANT TO RECOGNIZE THAT THE KIND OF STUDENT WE

SERVE MAKES VIRTUALLY EVERYTHING WE DO AT NAFEO INSTI- e.

TUTIONS MORE COMPLICATED--ADMINISTERING FINANCIAL AID)
VW

KEEPING ACCURATE STUDENT RECORDS) REGISTRATION PROCEDURES)

' PROVIDING EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES) SUPPLYING ADEQUATE

COUNSEIIING AND TUTORIAL SERVICES) HOUSING AND FEEDING

STUDENTS) AND DEVELOPING APPROPRIATE EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS.

IN LIGHT OF THE TREMENDOUS IMPACT OF FAMILY INCOME

ON THE NEEDS OF PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS AND THE INSTITUTIONS

WHO WOULD SERVE THEM) WE BELIEVE THAT THE FOLLOWING

RECOMMENDATIONS AND ISSUES SHOULD BE GIVEN HIGH PRIORITY

IN THE REAUTHORIZATION OF TITLE IV - STUDENT ASSISTANCE

PROGRAMS.

A. GENERAL PROVISIONS

1. AS IN PREVIOUS YEARS, THE RATIONALE FOR DISBURSEMENT

OF TITLE IV FUNDS TO'STUDENTS SHOULD BE FINANCIAL NEED.

SINCE THE EARLY INCEPTION OF THESE PROGRAMS) THE INTENT OF

256
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THE CONGRESS WAS TO PROVIDE FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE FOR

STUDENTS WHO, WIITHOUT SUCH ASSISTANCE. WOULD BE UNABLE

TO AVAIL THEMSELVES OF THE BENEFITS OF HIGHER EDUCATION.

'IT IS THIS CONCEPT THAT HAS ENABLED TITLE IV TO EXPAND

FROM THE NMI:PROGRAM FUNDED AT SEVERAL MILLION DOLLARS

IN 1953 TO THE ASSORTMENT OF PROGRAMS AND THE BILLIONS

OF DOLLARS CURRENTLY BEING EXPENDED

IN THE ABSENCE FINANCIAL N D. THE PROGRAMS ARE

RELEGATED A LEVEL' OF C NVENIENCE AS OPPOSED TO NECESSITY,

......jAND IN TI OF SCARCE RES URCES, MAY NOT BE PROPERLY

SUPPORTED BY THE PUBLIC:

FOR THIS.REASON, IT SHOULD BE REQUIRED THAT ALL

TITLE IV ASSISTANCE (MDSL, SEOG, CWS, BEOG, SSIG) WITH THE

OF HE GUARANTEED STUDENT LOAN PROGRAM, MEET A

CEDS TESTI U RTHER, THE METHOD OF.ASSESSING FINANCIAL

NEED SAOULD BE THE UNIFORM METHODOLOGY FOR DETERMINING THE

ABILITY OF FAMILIES TO CONTRIBUTE TO THE COST OF A POST-

SECONDARY EDUCATION, AS DEVELOPEDAND ADOPTED BY THE NATIONAL
i

TASK FORCE ON STUDENT AID PROBLEM/ S AND ANNUALLY UPPATED BY

THE COALITION FOR THE COORDINATION OF STUDgNT FtNANCIAL AID
----No. ,

PROGRAMS. THIS SYSTEM NOW CONSIDERS AND APULD CONTINUE TO
v..]

CONSIDER BOTH INCOME AND ASSETS IN ATTEMPTING TO MEASURE

FAMILY CONTRIBUTION.

B. STATE STUDENT INCENTrVE GRANTS ' 1

1. THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT SHOULD URGE STATE§ TO PROVIDE
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STUDTS WITH GRANTS WITHOUT CONCERN FOR THE STATE IN-41MICH

THE STUDENT ATTENDS COLLEGE, THE GOAL op MOST FINANCIAL ALD

PROGRAMS HAS BEEN B011.1 ACCESS AND CHOICE. SINCE A PORTION

OF THE FUNDS RECEIVED BY STUDENTS AS STATE GRANTS ORIGINATE

FROM THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT, THE STMDENT SHOULD BE ABLE TO

USE STATE GRANT FUNDS OUTSIDE HIS STATE OF REVDENCE. THIS

WOULD HELP TO ENABLE LOW AND MIDDLE INCOME STUDENTS TO MAKE,

THEIR COLLEGE DECISION ON THE BASIS OF TIJE CONTENT OF THE

EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCE AND NOT ON THE AVAILABILITY OF STUDENT

AID DOLLARS, NATIONAL PORTABILITY OF STATE GRANTS WOULD BE

MAJOR STEP TOWARD THE GUARANTEE OF ACCESS AND CHOICE FOR

\ILL STUDENTS. '

. C. BASIC GRANT PROGRAM

1. LEGISLATION AUTHORIZING-'A FOUR PERCENT ADMINISTRATIVE

ALLOWANCE FOR BASIC GRANTS SHOULD BE EXPANDED TO FIVE PERCENTN

OF THE AMOUNT DISBURSED TO STUDENTS, THE COST OF ADMINISTERING

THE BASIC GRANTS PROGRAM AT THE CAMPUS LEVEL CONTINUES TO

INCREASE. VALIDATIA, INCREASED EDITS, REJECTED APPLICATIONS/

AND OTHER ADMINISTRATIVE DEMANDS BY THE OFFICE OF EDUCATION

'CONTINUE TO PLACE. MORE AND MORE RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE

ADMINISTRATION OF THIS PROGRAM ON UNIVERSITIES. THE FEDERAL

.GOVERNMENT NEEDS TO ACKNOWLEDGE THE ROLE ,UNIVERSITIES PLAY

AND PAY ITS SHARE (THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT'S) OF THE COST OF'

ADMINISTRATION AT THE UNIVERSITY LEVEL.
\ `

2 5 s
I.
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2. THE NUMBER OF YEARS OF ELIGIBILITY FOR A BASIC GRANT

SHOULD BE EXPANDED TO THE EQUIVALENT OF FIVE Fuv. ACIogc

YEARS OR UNTIL ROCEIPT OF A BACCALAUREATE DEGREE, WHICHeVER

IS EARLIER, STUDIES SHOW THAT MANY STUDENTS REQUIRE FIVE

YEARS IN ORDER TO COMPLETE THEIR ACADEMIC DEGREE-. THIS IS

eSPECIALLY TRUE OF MANY NEEDY STUDENTS, PARTICULARLY THOSE

COMING FROM SEVERELY DISADVANTAGED ENVIRONMENTS WHERE SOME

REMIF1AC WORK MAY BE NECESSARY BEFORE A STUDENT IS PREPARED

TO ASSUME THE FULL COMPONENT OF COLLEGE REQUIREMENTS. To

RECOGNIZE THIS SITUATION, WE RECOMMEND THAT A BASICGRANT

BE AVAILABLE TO ALL STUDENTS FOR FIVE FULL YEARS.

D. FEDERAL PAYMENT OF INTEREST SUBSIDY ON GUARANTEED STUDENT

LOANS SHOULD BE LIMITED TO THOSE ELIGIBLE.FOR BEOG. .THE

UtWERLYING RATIONALE FOR TITLE IV FUNDING MUST REMAIN A

FINWIAL NEED. °PRESENT PRACTICE DEVOTES TOO LARGE AN

AMOUNT OF TOTAL FEDERAL STUDENT ASSISTANCE FUNDS TO THOSE

WHO HAVE AeCESS TO OTHER RESOURCES,

E. CAMPUS-BASED PROGRAMS GENERAL PROVISIONS

1. THRESHOLD LEVELS OF FUNDING FOR THE,CAMPUS-BASED PROGRAMS

SHOULD BE REAUTHORIZED AT INCREASED LEVELS. THESE PROVISIONS

HAVE TRADITIONALLY IN'SURED A PROPER FUNDING BALANCE BETWEEN

ENTITLEMENT GRANTS AND CAMP4A-BASED AID DOLLARS.

THE MIDDLE INCOME STUDENT ASSISTANCE ACT OF 1978 HcAS

.

47-669 0 - 79 - 17
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EXPANDED BOTH THE FINANCIAL NEEB7OF MIDDLE INCOME STUDENTS

AND, THE NUMBER..OF MIDDLE INCOME STUDENTS ELIGIBLE TO

PARTICIPATE IN JITLE IV PROGRAMS, IN ORDER TO PROVIDE

ADEQUATE CAMPUSIBASED AID FOR THIS EXPANDED 00PULATION

WITHOUT SACRIFICING THE NEEQS OF LOW INCOMESTUDENTS, IT

IS IMPERATIVE'THAT.THRESHOLD FUNDING.LEVELS BE REAUTHORIZED

AT.THE FOLLOWING LEVgLS:

SVPPLEMENTAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY
bRANTS $450,000,000

COLLEGE WORK-STUDY - 600,000,000

96TIONAL DIRECT STUDENT LOAN
rEDERAL LAPITAL - 400,000,000

2, LEGISLATION.AUTHORIZING A FOUR PERCENT ADMINISTRATIVE

ALLOWANCE FOtTHE CAMPUSIBASED PROGRAMS SHOULD BE EXPANDED TO

F.Ivr PERCENT OF THE AMOUNT DISBURSED TO STUDENTS. AS FEDERAL

DEMANDS,,FOR INCREASED INSTITUTIONAL ACCOUNTABILITY MOUNT, THE

COST OF ADMINISTERING THESE 'PROGRAMS CONTINUES TO RISE,

AMITIONAL FEDERAL DOLLARS TO DEFRAY THESE COSTS ARE NECESSARY.

3,, CONGRESS SHOULD CONSIDER A GRADUAL INCREASE OF THE MAXIMUM

BEOG, BASED UPON COST-OF-LIVING INCREASES/ TO $2,400 BY THE

1985 FISCAL YEAR IT WILL BE NECESSARY TO INCREASE THE MAXIMUM

BEOG SO THAT STUDENTS (AND FAMILIES) WILL BE ABLE TO KEEP PACE

WITH.INEVITABLE TUITION, FEES AND.RELATED COST INCREASES. THE

\ABSENCE OF' SUCH A'FLEXIBLE PLAN WILL INVARIABLY DEPRESS OPPOR-
.,

TUNITIES FOR PARfICIPATION IN POST-SECONDARY EDUCATION BY

MINORITY STUDENTS.

260
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F. NATIONAL DIRECT STUDENT LOAN'PROGRAM

1. THE NATIONAL DIRECT STUDENT LOAN PROGRAM SHOULD BE .

4
CONTINUED INTACT UNTIL SUCH TIME THAT A BONA FIDE "LENDER Of

SECOND RESORT" IS MADE AVAILABLE TO ALL STUDENTS REQUESTING

LOAN 4SSISTANCE. MANY STUDENTS FROM LOW INCOME AND DISAD-

VANTAGED BACKGROUNDS ARE EXCLUDED Tom PARTICIeATION fig THE

GUARANTEED STUDENT LOAN PROGRAA BY LENDER POLICIES AND

UNAVAILABILITY OF FUNDS. FOR THESE STUDENIS, THE NATIONAL

DIRECT STUDENT LOAN PROGRAM HAS BEEN THE ONLY SOURCE OF

AVAILABLE LOAN ASSISTANCE. THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT SHOULD.

CONTINUE TO CAPITALIZE THIS PROGRAM UNTIL SUBSTITUTE LOAN'
et,

ASSISTANCE' IS MADE AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST TO ALL LOW INCOME

STUDENTS.

2. WE ARE IN FUNDAMENTAL AGREEMENT WITH SECRETARY CALIFANO'S

PROPOSAL TO CRENTE,OSINGLE, COHERENT LOAN PROGRAM WITH INTEREST

SUBSIDIES FOR LOW INCOME STUDENTS. T'HOUGH WE HAVE NOT YET SEEN

A DETAILED PROPOSAL, AS WE UNDERSTAND IT, THE NEW PROGRAM WOULD

* BeADMINISTERED BY COLLEGE FINANCIAL AID OFFICES, MAKING IT

UNNECESSARY.FOR STUDENTS TO "SHOP" FOR LOANS AT MANY BANKS.

IT WOULD ENABLE FINANCIAL AID OFFICERS TO BETTER INSURE THAT

STUDENTS' NEEDS ARE MET. AND IT WOULD RELIEVE THE COLLEGES
**
A

THE BURDEN OF COLLECTING LOANS, A FUNCTION WOICH COMPLICATES

THE COLLEGt$' ALREADY DIFFICULT. TASKS.
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2. TEACHER CANCELLATION PROVISIONS SHOULD BE CONTINUED

FOR TEACHERS WHO.TEACH IN DISADVANTAGED SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND

FOR TEACHERS OF THE HANDICAPPED, ALTHOUGH.THESE PROVIS4ONS

ALLOW DOLLARS TO BE LOST TO NE FUND, THEY CONTINUE TO ACT

AS CONGRESS INTENDED AS INCENTIVES FOR TEACHERS TO SERVE IN

AREAS WHERE THEY ARE MOST NEEDED.

G. COLLEGE WORK$TUDY PROGRAM

1. INSTITUTIONS SHOULD BE AUTHORIZED TO CARRY FORWARD UP

TO 10 PERCENT OF AN_ALLOCATION 19 THE SUCCEEDING FIScAL YEAS.,

OR TO UTILIZE UP TO 10 PERCENT oiF THE_ALLOCATION FOR iiHE

SUCCEEDING YEAR4TO MEET CURRENTOSLIGATIONS.

WHEN PLACING STUDENTS ON THE CWS PROGRAM INSTITUTIONS

ESTABLISH A LIMITATION OF EARNINGS WHICH IS THE MAXIMUM

AMOUNT THE STUDENT CAN EARN., HOWEVER, FOR MANY REASONS, THIS

MAXIMUM MAY NOT BE EARNED.. THEREFORE, TO UTILIZE AVAILAB),E

FUNDS,'FINANCAL AID ADMINISTRATORS ARE CONSTANTLY MONITORING

PAYROLL TOTALS. SINCE THE NUMBER OF STUDENTS ON THE PAYROLL

MAY BE LARGE, AND WAGE RATES VARY CONSIDERABLY, IT IS-DIFFICULT

_ TO ESTIMATE PRECISELY WHAT THE TOTAL.EARNINGS WILL BE.

ANY FAILURE TO MAKE PRECISE ESTIMATES RESULTS EITHER IN

A SURPLUS WHICH 'THE INSTITUTION AND THE STUDENTS LOSE, OR

EXCESS EARNINGS WHICH MUST BE.PAID BY THE INSTITUTION FROM

ITS OWN FUNDS, WHICH MINOT BE AVAILABLE, OR IF PROVIDED,

CAUSE UNNECESSARY HARDSHIP. ON THE INSTITUTION.

ON,' k
1-04

se,
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THE RECOMMENDATIO OF 10 PERCENT IS TO ALLOW FOR

ierif;REIRS IN ESTIMATES WHICH OCCUR DESPITE THE BEST EFFORTS

OF THE FINANCIAL AID ADMINISTRATOR,

H. SUP PLEMENTAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY GRANTS

1. THE CUMULATIVE CEILING ON THE AMOUNT OF SEOG A STUDENT

MAY RECEIVE SHOULD BE ELIMINATED. SINCE THE NUMBER OF YEARS A

STUDENT MAY RECEIVE AN SEOG IS RESTRICTED; THE CUMULATIVE

CEILING ON:THE AMOUNT OF SEOG IS UNNECESSARY, A STUDENT SHOULD

BE ELIGIBLE TO RECEIVE UP TO $1-,500 PER YEAR FOR FIVE Nu.

ACADEMIC YEARS. THIS WOULD PROVIDE A STUDENT WITH MAXIMUM

ASSISTANCE OF $7,500. THE CURRENT SYSTEM ALLOWS FOR A

MAXIMUM OF ONLY $5,000.

2. INSTITUTIONS SHOULD CONTINUE TO BE ALLOWED TOIMATCH

tEOG FUNDS WITH OTHER FEDERA, AID DOLLARS, THE SEOG PROGRAM

WAS DESIGNED FOR STUDENTS-OF "EXCEPTIONAL FINANCIAL NEED."

SUPPLEMENTI.L GRANT ASSISTANCE CONTINUES TO BE NEEDED 4Y LOW

INCOME STUDENTS IN ORDER TO PROVIDE AN APPROPRIATE BALANCE

BETWEEN SEL-HELP AND GRANT ASSISTANCE. ANY REQUIREMAT

RESTRICTING ELIGIBLE MATCHING FUNDS WOULD DEFEAT THIS PURPOSk

AND UNDERMINE THE INTENT OF THE PROGRAM.

I. TRIO PROGRAMS SHOULD BE CONTINUED IN ORDER TO IDENTIFY

AND ASSIST POTENTIAL STUDENTS FROM LOW INCOME FAMILIES.

SPECIAL PROGRAMS FOR STUDENTS FROM DISADVANTAGED BACKGROUNDS;

UPWND BOUND; AO TALENT SEARCH HAVE EACH PLAYED AN IMPORTANT

ROLE IN PROVIDING ACcpS TO HIGHER EDUCATION\NR YOUNG PEOPLE
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WHO HAVE ACADEMIC POTENTIAL.BUT MIMH NOT OTHERWISE ATTEND

COLLEGE.
s-

J. LEGISLATION PROVIDING ASSISTANCE TO INSTITUTIONS OF

HIGHER EDUCATION SHOULD BE FOUTHORIZED AND FUNDED AS SOON

AS POSSIBLE, THIS PROGRAM COULD PROVIDE DUE RECOGNITION OF

THE VERY REAfIAND EXCEPTIONAL FINANCIAL BURDENS4OHICH

ACCRUE TO INSTITUTIONS AS A DIRECT CONSEQUENCE.OF THEIR

HAVING LARGE NUIBERS OF LOW INCOME STUDENTS. THE ADMINIS-

TRATIVE AkLOWANCES ASSOC1ATED.WITH STUDENT ASSISTANCE ARE

WHOLLY INADEQUATE AS A MEANS OF ASSISTING INSTITUTIONS WITH

LARGE PERCENTAGES OF LOW INCOME STUDENTS. THROUGH THIS

AUTHORIZED, BUT NEVER FUNDED, PROGRAM THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

COULD DEMONSTRATE ITS COMMITMENT TO ASSISTING THOSE INSTI-,

TUTIONS WHICH ARE STRIVING TO MEET THE NATIONAL NEED OF

PROVIDING EQUAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY FOR ALL.

\

10
°N./CONCLUSION, I WOULD LIKE TO REITERA ONCE AGAIN

OUR' BASIC CONTENTION THAT FEDERAL STUDE,NT ASSIS JANCE PROGRAMS

SHOULD BE DESIGNED TO DISBURSE FUNDS4WHETHER THEY BE IN

THE FORM OF GRANTS, LOANS OR PAYMENTS FOR WORK-IN ACCORD

WITH THE FINANCIAL NEED OF STUDENTS. WHILE THERE CAN BE

LPTTLE DOUBT THAT MIDDLE INCOME FAMILIES ARE EXPERIENCING

FINANCIAL PRESSURES'DUE TO INFLATION, IT WOULD BE A GRAVE

,INJUSTICE TO 'PROVIDE FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE TO STUDENTS WHO

ARE RELATIVELY WELL-OFF BY TAKING SUCH FUNDS AWAY FROM THE
0

POQR, THUS, WHILE WE DO NOT IN PRINCIPLE OPPOSE THE

20

.r
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BROADENING OF FEDERAL FINANCIAL AID TO ASSIST A WIDIk

POPULATION/ WE MUST.BE REALISTIC ABOUT THE FACT THAT/

APART FROM MASSIVE INCREASES IN APPRARIATIONS1 SUCH

BROADENdNG CAN ONLY BE DONE AT THE.EXPENSE OF LOW INCOME

STUDENTS AND THE COLLEGES THAT MAKE IT A PART 0E-4THEIR

a

MISSION TO SERVE SUCH STUDENTS.

(//COLLEGES UNIVVIT?ES REPRESENTED BY NAFO

ARE FUNDAMENTALLY COMMITTED TO PROVIDING EDUCATIONAL

OPPORTUNITIES TO MAW( WHO WOWS OTHERWISE BE UNABLE TO

A3URSUE THEIR ASOIRATIONS FOR CAREERS REQUIRING COLLEGE

EDUCATION. WE URGE THE CONGRESS' TO SEIIIOUSLY CONSIDER

OUR RECQMMENDATIONS FOR IMPROVING THE TITLE IV STUDENT

ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS. .

0
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ESTIMATED DISTRIBUTION OF SSIG ALLOTMLIITS BY STATE
FY 1977 - FY 1978

FY 1977
Allotments i
Reallotments

FY 1978
Basic

Allotments

GRAND TOTALS $59,969,617 $63,750.000

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona

Arkansas
California
Colorado
ConnectAcut e
Delaware
District of Columbia
Florida, .

Georgia
Hawaii

Idaho

Illinois
Indiana

Iowa
Kansas

Kentucky
Louisana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi

Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada ,

New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carol I,na

South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas

' Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington

. West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

American Samoa
.Guam
Puerto Ritz) At
Trust Territory
Virgin Islands
Northern Marianas

,

\

41

.

\\

t

\

\

,

.

7.---..*1

.

.

1111.

'

.

Q

o

272,850
0

633,608
207.000

10,010,343
785,796
789,435
160,563
436,597

1,859,362
1,103,041

154,768
180.805

3.079.645
1,185,655
/ 644,359

675,344
742,244
297,444,
226,005

1.070.957
2,105,428
2 640 905

'

1.142,037
532.081

1.213.580
164.940
409.049
81.176

1207,757
1,602,365
280,700

6,137,049
1,285,213

159,682
2,321,361

881,522
771,444

2,593,301
326,103

73Q.958
v 118,000

996,835
3.307,966
439,036
150,426

1,232,897
1,219,131
414,268

. 1,320,422
8,178

3.535
18,838

564,994
3,66a
8,950
0 :

950,733
75,046

949,458
372,056

10.236,372
834,908

4 810,605
170,598
463,884

1,901,344
1,127,946
4 248,378
/ 206,157
3,149,182
1,212,426
661,639
690,593
759,003
864,715

, 231,107

1.099,677
2,161,890
2,711.728
1.167.824

554.711
1.246,126

.. 175,249
420,019
203,344
220,741

1,638,545
299,011

6,275,620
1,370,509

163,287
2.383,616W

936,617
788.862

.

2 651,857
z

346,484
/ 776,643

172,868
1.019,343
3,382,659

466,475
151,822

1,309,953
1,246,658
423,62

1.350,236
97,353

3,629
20,015
580,146

2,426
10.950
1,335 ,

ilk
12Dote wes collected es of (October, .1918,4 the SSIG Program Office.

--

2 S ;
. *
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Freed -Hardeman College Henderson, nne

June 4, 1979.
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Telephono901/90g-4011

The Honorable William D. Ford,Chairman
Subcommittee on Post Secondary Edutation,
Committee on Education and Labor

U. S. House of Representatives
Washington, pc 20515

.7
Re: BEOC "self-help" provisions

Dear Congressman Ford

I have read with interest the arguments for requiring needy students to provide

up to $1,000 per year as a "self-help" student aid -component. It seems reasonable

that students should work and contribute to the cost of their education. They

will do this, of course, as they repay their loans.

Permit me to urge consideration of the potentild impact of program changes on

students and college ? as it relates to summer school attendance. Disadvantaged

students sometimes need to attend summer school for developmental studies, to

repeat courses in which they have low or failing grades, or to spread their work-

load over an additional term so they can cope with it--perhaps along with work

or other responsibilities. Other students wish to rAcelerate their completion

of their degrees so they will be able to repay loans from higher earnings as

Araduates. Both groups, but especially ihe latter, which includes many ambitious

low-income students, are already hindered by laws and regulations which calculate

grants as a fixed amount per calendar year, regardless of whether the student

attends two or three semesters (or three or four quarters).

Use of faculty and facilities in the summer is the kind of resource utilization

which ought to be encouraged for economic and educational reasons. Instead of

structuring student financial aid to expect students to work in the summer

(competing tor limited and often low-paying jobs), the administration and the

Congress should be developing programs to encourage and support summer enroll-

ment by those who need or wish to une this time to greatest advantage.

As has been Ointed out in recent testimony, a "self-help" work or earnings

requirement will affect most directly those who may need to concentrate on their

studies rather than on work and those least able to raise help from their families

or to find profitable work. The inctleased work-study funds being mode available
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help many students
to work part-time during the fall-to-spring academic year,but intensiVe summer sessions often allow little time for such work. Supplementalgrants or authority to grant or land more than a fourth of the total allowsblefor an undergraduate
program.when the student is seeking a degree less thanfour years'would be desirable.

Sincerely

ebyiAmeO
Thomas

Vi President for ACademic Affairs

JDT/de

-
cc: E. Claude Gardner, President

Joe P. Hardin, Director of Financial Aid
Salvatore Paratore, George Washington University
James Saeger, U. S. Senator

Joseph A. califano, Jr., Secretary of_Health, Education, E. Welfare

4



REAUTHORIZATION OF THE RIG
EDUCATION ACT AND RELATED MASIIRES

Part 4Student Financial Assistance: Grants

THURSDAY, MAY 24, 1979

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION, .

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, parsuant to tiotice, at 9:30 a.m., in room
't261, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Ted Weiss presiding.

Members present: Representatives Weiss, Buchanan, Tau lk and
Petri.

Staff present: Thomas Wolanin, staff director; Patricia Rissler,
deputy staff director; William Clohan, minority assistant education
counse ; and Jennifer Vance, minority legislative associate.

Mr. WEIsS. Good morning. The subcommittee on Postsecondary
Educat on will come to order for the purpose of continuing hear-
ings on reauthorization of the Higher Education Act and related
matteriL

Today will be our final hearing on the programs of grant assist-
ance authorized by title IV, the basic educational opportunity
grant, the supplemental educational opportunity grant, and the
State s-Aident incent've grant.

Our Witnesses thi morning will include individuals particularly
concerned with non itional education and lifelong learning as
.well as representatives of State programs who hre most interested
in the State student incentive grant program. .

I und\erstand our first witness will be introduced by our distin-
guished'colleague from Alabama, Mr. Buchanan.

Mr. B \ CHANAN. Thank you.1,

Dr. Th mas Hearn is vice president of the University of Ala-
bama. He is speaking on behalf of the National Univertlity-Exten-
sion Association. I have known him for mariy years. He is e man of
fi e ability and a natural leader. We are very proud of him.

r. FErsa. Thank you.
I nderstand joining him will be Mr. Ayers, trustee, Council of

Asse ment for xperiential Learning, Massasoit _community Col-
lege, Brockton, Mass.

(263)



STATEMENT OF THOMAS R. ARN, Vla PRESIDENI% UNIVER-
SITY OF ALABAMA-BIRMINGHAM, NATIONAL UNIVERSITY EX-
TENSION ASSOCIATION; GEORGE AYERS, TRUSTEE, COUNCIL
OF ASSESSMENT FOR EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING, MASSASOIT
COMMUNITY COLLEGE, BROCKTON, MASS., ACCOMPANIED BY
MICHAEL GOLDSTEIN, COUNSEL, COALITION FOR ALTERNA-
TIVES IN POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION

STATEMENT OF THOMAS It. HEARN, VICE PRESIDENT, UNIVER-
SITY OF ALABAMA43IRMINGHAM, NATIONAL UNIVERSITY EX-
TENSION ASSOCIATION
Mr. HEARN. Thank you. The testimony is in the record, I believe.

I shall simply make a few comments by way of emphasis and
interpretation.

Mr. WEISS. Without abjection, the statement will be entered into
the record.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Hearn follows:]

I.

rota.

a
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PRIPARRD TISTIMONY OF DR. THOMAS R. Hamm, Vic! PRIBIDINyi UNIVRROITY OF
ALABAMA AT BIRMINGHAM, BIRMINGHAM, AIA., ON &HALF OF NATIONAL ABOOCI- ;

ATION OF STATIC UNIVIRBITII8 AND LAND-GRANT COLLSORS AND TM NATIONAL

UNWZRETY grZIENBION ABBOCIATION

Mr. daimon, I am Thomas R. Heare, Vice Presiclint of the University of

Alabama at Biemingham. I am speaking for the organizations listed on the cover page

of this testimony.

We ore addressing ourselves to the financial needs of ult part-time udents

and the inadequacies of student aid programs in serving their needs. On May 9 Jerold

RoschUalb spoke about the needa of less-than-half-time students. He presented our

recnIsmendations for aid to those students. Today we want to discuss idult students

who are enrolled half-time or more. Most of what Mr. Roschwalb has said about

leas-than-half-time students applies as wellto the adults who are studying half7tlme

or more. The difference is that some of these people are able to arrange their work

and family responsibilities to'take half or moire of a full course load and some are

not. MI course, sntyther difference i8 that the half-time-or-more students are nqw

eligible to participate in student aid programs. We will discuss needed changes in

the program to enable the programs to serve the needs of this segment of the student

body more effectively.

We have used the word "adults." This term does not adequately describe the

students on whom we are focusing our attention. We are talking about people who have

jogs-and family responsibilit'les and who because of these can not all be full-time

students. A high proportion are part-time student* but they ao not corlitute all of

Ihe body of part-time students: Most of them are considered "independent" students in

student aid programs; thfulore, we will discuss provisions in student aid and programs .

for "independent students" and "part-time students."

"in4gendentk" "hop-traditional," adult part-time students are dedicated,

hard-working, tax-paying citizens trying to advance in their'work, prepare for better

41.
jobs, become more productive Citizens and enjoy more satisfying lives. TheV see

education as an important means of achieving these Objectives.
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Included among these students and potential students are sueh people as these:

-- Working meu and women who, when they gtaduated from high school, were unable

. to go to college or were not motivated to do so and who, ih later years,

often with low incomes and family
responsibilities, want to prepare for

better lives through education as part-time students.

Divorced and widowed mothers who must support their families and need

education and training to get jobs and to escape a welfare existence.

-- Women whose family responsibilities are at a stage permitting them to

enter the work fotee but who need education to do so.

-- People in mid-career in fields Of declining employment who must prepare

for new careers.

People who seek new careers with greater opportunity in which they can be

more productive and better citizens.

The available data do not well *scribe this population of students and.potentlal

students. However there are data that ip t the size and characteristics of this

fr%part of the student body.

YMPIPers:Pf_ILIY0-1,T51-9.0entrt

Accoring to NCES data in 1975, 3.6 million people enrolled in courses for credit

as part-time students at two year and four year educational institutions. Of these

About 1.6 million had completed 4 years of college. Half of this group had family

incomes of less than $15.000. About three fourths were lens than 35 years old. A

high proportion of the part-time students are "indoendent" according to Office ot

Education criteria.

Preliminary NCES enrollment data for 1979 indicate that of 11.3 million students

enrolled at_all institutions, about 41 percent are enrolled on n part-time basis.'

Other data indicate that approximately 60% of the part-time stndents are

half-time or more.

2'Y')
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Assuming the 1979 students are 55% at the undergraccuste level as in 1955 and

that 60% are half-time or more, the 1979 population of,pazt-time undergraduate

students who are half-time or more would appear to be about 1.6 milliOn, or 14

percent of the undergraduate student population.

.Nomhof8 of 1JiAJTAA11ATE111.1

Bureau of the Census data for the spring of 1976 indicate that of about 10

million students, 44 percent were heads of households or spouses -- mostly

"independent."

Unpublished census data for 1975 indicate that of the students who were heads
tx

of houieholds or spouses, 43 percent had faipily incomes of less than $15,000,

compared to 21 pernent of the dependent'students. Combininkthese data it appears

that about 190,000 students.are heads of households or spouses with featly incomes

of lees than 415,000.

Income and Family Size Independent Stucients

Office of Education data shed some light on the size of the families of independent

'students and their incomes. The data desoribes those ttident% wilt! applied for BEM grants.

Of dburse many did not apply. The applicants includd abl/ut safe and a half million full-
,

-14.)time students.And 900,000 part-time students. About 60 pa;ceit of the virtotime and 75%

of the full-time-independent students who applied had incoLea of less than $15,000.

2"
Of 111 the indepeefient students wh6 applied 20 per4nt were single independent studen,ta.

About 25 percent had a family size of 2 and 55 percept a family six* of three or more.

The applicants with a faaily size of three or mor",:and (ally income below $15,000 were

38 petcent (600,000 applicants) wren ipplicanfla. ,f

4

These data, of course, are not enough to tell us the extent of financial need. But

they do indicate the magnitude of it. (More complete data ire included in Attachment A).

1

.3
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In summary it is clear that there are large ni.Imbers of working people with

family teaponsibilities who study as full-time or less-than-full-time students and

who manage somehow to do so on very limited incomes. We have attached to our .

testimony a brief description of a few of these people to illustrate their situations

in mbre human terms than do the statistics.

No one knows how many more people like theae 4Ould become atudents if they.had

more adequate help with their CogtH of education. There have tsten several studies

that indicate that the cpet.of educationIts the major deterrent for many people who

'want to study as part-time students.

For example, the Vice Provoat at .the University.of Cincinnati reports that "our

records indicate that over 45% of the students registering through continuing educed(?).

aethe University of Cincinnati for the first time request financial assiatence.

Winter quarter of 1979, the only people who did not complete enrollment (who were peen

by 1,counselor) were those who could not go to college without financial assistance."

He also reported that in a recent survey in Cincinnati, 35% of the people who wanted

to enroll did not do eo for financial reasons. A study of prospectivegadult students

in Youngstown, Ohio, a city with heavy unemployment, indicated thai 56% did not

. enroll because of the costi of edUcation. No one knows how many of these people

w6uld actually become students if more adequate student aid were available.

We commend this committee for its interest and action in behalf of independent

students. The provision in the Middle,Income Student Assistance Act to provide more

adequate subsistence allowances in BEM programs for single independent students was

a major step in peoviding W5re equitable treatment of aingle independent students.

The provision in MISAA l'equiring the team Ireatment of signets for independent students

with dependents,and dependent.students in determining eligibility la anjther important

step. Your action to assure financing of these provisions thib year demonatrated again

yourvinterest.
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1.

; We believe 'Om/ as rill reauthorize the Higher Education Act you Hhould seriously

consider alditiooal steps 0 provide more adequate service to theivnedds of independent

atudents -1- particularly those with-J*1 and family responsibililies.

One must of course look at th le package. of, student aid programs':' Student

loan programs serve independent (eclat) students whd study half-time or more.

We see no need to change.these programs for the independent (adult)

taudents. However, many of.these independent (adolt) Htudents are already heavily

in debt and t:lnctant tn take on more. Also the financial needs of part.rtimedoStudentH

,are genet:411y small compared to dependent fulf-tilMe Htudents and thin leada to small

Itigh coHt loans. For these reasons, louns can meet only a part of the need.

+.14ork Htudy programs are of little vajue, if any, to people with full-time lobs

or fumily,retmon ibilitiom and studying 4n a parl-time basis.
%

' State,progr 9 of student aid hels some of these students but generally these

litograms ar adminidtered t.t help..4ply dependent full-time students.

.Among the present progranm we believe the BEOG and the SEOG programs bre best
'

soiled to Serving the needs of this adnl/ poptitation whotot needs we are dincoosing.
4

The remainder of our testimony-is devotes te. needed changes in those programs..

269

We believe that a definition of the public intbrest ia basic to changes in the

BEOC and SEOG programs. We are talking about the education of such people as a

. 0

widowed mother who waRts an edocation to get a better job te enable er to sup

and edueateher chflaren, or a 30 year old man with a wife and chil ren whe.":Ua

..

education to prepare for a better 46: We fre talkiilg about people w o are highly
0 .

motivated, who have a real purpose Al their quest tor education./ propose that
er.

k...
hupport:of the education of thebe people is in the pubtic intempst as is support.

:

.0 the'ZVcation,of 18-22 yeariold full-time students. *further propose that

,equ4ty demands fair and equal treptment of these students as conimred to their 18-22

r old ceunterparts, If youfloncur i11.11210 interpretation of the public interest.

47.669 0 - 79 18
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if this is the public policy, we think this need.. to be expressed clearly in yournit

. legislation. Such an expression of policy and Lpteresys needed to help'change

the attitude of those Who believe aid should be given main'ItY to help parents

educate tilt children. A cleA4 statement of policy is needed to help those who

manage student aid root out all of the detailed practices that result in inequitable

treatment of independent (adult) sedenta and part-time students.

Earlier we submitted to your committee specific
legislative language for

imp'lementing thls interprelation of.the public interest, for additional steps beyond

those in MISAA, to provide equitable treatment in BEOG anANG progrtisIS for

independent and part-time students. We will not repeat here the details presented
4in our earlier submission.

At the heart of the 'problem are the assessment rates applied to discretionary

income in determininuexpected family contribution. Clearly ,. in a given family a

given expenditure for educatioh has the adhe effect on the family living when a

parent is a student as when a child is a student. A 40% or 50% assessment rate in

one case and a 10.5% rate in the other case
represents a considerable inequity in the

treatm4nt of these independent students, even though the dependent stUdent may be

expected to Itenerate some iricome and apply all of that to the cost of education.

For fully equitable treatment we recommend the.same assessment rate for income of

independent atudents with dependents as for parental income in the case of dependent

students.

In the Cese of the single independent student your r4tent action in raising the

subsistence,allowance has made great progress toward equitable treatment. We believe

0 hoW:Irkr, thdt fiArther improvement may be needed through a lowering of the 75%

4

assessmenerate on income. We do not have ilata to telgrus just how single independent

students should be treated to provide equity. We believe the commissioner should

make a specfal stuip of th48 issue and then develop'an appropriate "expected family

Contributive-schedule" for these students.

-OW

a,
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4

The 'font ztation of costn of education 'Hied in determining the amounts of student

6 ald for in pendent and part-4(me shah:nen nhould be studied and revised. Costs of

room and bogrd certainly should ret Ii, t the fact thnt these student"' live at home

tA
4

but have some additional coats because of theIr being students. Alto) the student

came studien attached to this tentimony demonstrate that some atudentm have important

costs of commuting to claim and of child care while the mother in attending class.

Cost computation"' based on these realities would provide greater equity. When

realistic contn of part-time ntudentn are used in the calculation'', the requirement

that the grant computed !Mould tte reduced bY 1/2 tor a half-time student nhould be

revined. Substituting'a ceiling of one half of the amount a person would receive

an a full-time student would avoid noMe inequitien.

We further recommend reducIlon of the $200 minimum applied to grants. For HUMP

independent part-time ntudentm, amounts below $200 make the difference between being

a student or not.

Obviounly you must be concerned about.the vontn of '14 change"' in the "'Indent

aid programs, As nre we. Our recommendation concerning the reduction of assennment

rafts on income of independent ntudents with dependent"' would be the more contly 01

the changes we recommend, as these lower rate"' are appiled to full-time tuul part-time

students and as improved benefits enable more working adult"' to become part-time

ntudents and some Part-timers to become full-tiMe.

Profesnor Allan Wagner of Purdue Unlvernity hasentImatqd that equalizing the

asnesnment rate"' on discretionary income for independent studentH wit Iiit Ii ele'pendentn

with rate"' applied to the Inconie of parents of dopendent students would result In

the following additional costs 11101100p4m program': for part-time ntudentn $209

to $2313 million (including grants to students induced te enroll by Increased aid)),

for full-time students $315 to $530 million (Including grauts.to students induced

to enroll by increaned aid).

*
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We kelleve that equitable treatment of the various categories of needy students

should be provided at all levels of appropriation for student aid. However, we

recognize the reality that such increases in aid to 'independent students woul4

require a reduction in the size of grants al some other students, in the absence\

of an Appropriations increase to cover these added costs. We recognize that'it

is not realieric to suggest such reductfuns in grants. The Congress may consider

other changes in student aid programs that will increase the need for funds. He

strongly recommend that Improved equity in the treatment of independent students

have high priority among such changes. If funds attce not available to finance any

cgst-increasfug changes now, the Congress might provIddkor phasing in these

Increases au it becomes possible to provide increased appropriations.

'A
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ATTACRENT A

Independent Students.Who Applied for BEOG's, 1976-77*

PtILL-1. NE. STUDENTS FART-TINE STUDENTS

$ 0 - 4000 14.3% 226,134 5.9 .52,809

4001 - 6000 12.6 199,744 7.3 65,541

6001 - 7500 10.1 159,921 6.9 62,314

7501 - 10,000 12.5 197.215 12.2 109,475

1

10,001 - 12,000 9.9 156,287 10:8 96,743

12,001 - 15,000 16.0 252,998 18.0 160,940

15,001 20,000 14.1 223,447 21.4 191,183

20,000 t 10.5 16L,662 _17,5_ .157,264

100 1,580,408 105 896,869

*Based on ()Mee of Education Data

Indopen.dent_ Students bx Family Income and Family Size, 1916-11*

\FAMILY INCOME FAMILY SIZE

-

0 - 4000 162,345' 54,115

4001 - 6000 88,340 56,240

6001 - 7500 58,488 57,371

7501 - 10,000 55,817 87,711

10,001 - 12,000 29.858 75,656

12,001 - 15,000 73,115 117,558

15,001 - 20,000 24,499 104,618

$20,000 t 41,528 64.707

*gaged on Office of Education Data

3

34,031

50,935

46,210

67,472

54,148

86,099

74,326

55,371

4 5 6 7 8+

15,900 6,416 3,068 1,395 1,674

37,140 19,366 7,959 1,183 2,122

29,243 15,403 8,706 4,241 3,572

49,377 23,922 11,960 5,520 4%907

46,810 24,038 11892 5,567 5.061

89,410 43,464 23,595 10,762 9,935

102,977 54,395 28,236 11,287 17,872

69,214 44,747 23,500 11,267 11,589

416

eSk's
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ATTACHMENT 11

I.

Case BtOdies Demonstrating Moeda

)0. Many colleges and universities conduct special programa to serve needs of adult

tudents. The experience of Kingeborough Community College, Brooklyn, New York,

illustrates situations they encounter.

Gene Plannigan,dean of Continut Education, Kingsborough Community College,

reports that Kingsborough has four special programs designed to encourage adults

to continue their educations. In each instance, adults are encouraged; but many

must abandon their plans when they diacover that there is no financial aid available

to them.

1. 400 adults earned their high school diplomas this year through a special

high school equivalency degree program sponsored by Kingsborough. After

earning their diploma, students have a counseling program available to

them in which they discuss,their possible entry into college. These stu-

dents are motivated, especially after completing their.NID'e. They are

discouraged and dismaYed when their expectations have been raised to conr-
0

tinue their ducation and they have to coma up with $300 or $400. Most

of than can not do.so. They do not meet the criteria for federal financial

aia. In addition., there is no state aid in New York for half-time audents.

2. Kingsborough has a very large and successful Women's Reentry Program which

is non-credit and serves about 10,000 people a year. Counselorufrom

Kingsborough often attend these sessions an4 talk with women about continuing

their.educatlon a credit basis. One of the major obstacles to Overcome

with these wo,II is the guilt which Iccompanies their going.to school - doing

something for themselves and not their families. Once this'is overcome and

th;y accept the fact that by continuing their education they are doing

something positive for their families,as well as for themselves, those women

are stopped dead in their tracks by a lack of student financial aid.

Trankportation and child care costs'ispose an especially severe burden.

f

r, -

.-
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3.) Kingsborough runs a series of programs Ailed "Learting to Decide and

Deciding to Learn," which hAs caused many adults to surface whcl want to

continue their education. Again, many of them are frustrated by the

expense.

4. A fourth and final program Kingsborough runs to assist adults is a serien

of career seminars and career nights for those in non-credit programs.

Participants disCuss what they can realistically expect job-wise after

coopleting a certain amount of education. Here again, expectationn are

raised but the financial aid is not available.

Pacts bear out that when tuition was instituted at the City University of New

York, of which Kingsborough is a part, the students who w forced out in the

greatest numbers were part-time adult students who were inelig ble for federal

tedent aid and who were not served by state student aid.

B. The following brief descriptions of a few adult students at several institutionn

illustrate their problems, the needs and the great variety of situations they face:

1. 30 year old female, single, has a 6 year old child. 1977 adjusted gross

income,L $2792. She.works as a teachers aide: 'She is in her senior year

Of,a hachelors degree in sociology and is hoping ,that this credential will

help her attain a better paying job on a full time basis. Although she has

help from welfare for medical needs, there is no extra room in her small

income to pay for tuition, books, childcare and transportation for One

course a quarter. She is unable to take more than one course per quarter

because her job and child consume the rest of her time. So, lathough she

financially qualifies for BEOG, she is unable to use it on such a part-time

basis.
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2. 56 year old female, married, has two teenage children. 'Her husband is

totally blind and $n amputee who requires additional care from her.

Their small business and his social security benefits amounted to an

adjuated gross income In 1978 of $6895. They have started a email craft

ancieecond hand businesa and she is trying to complete a certificate in
?g,

marketing at the University which she feels will give her the necessary

skilla in bookkeeping, selling techniques and small business operations

that will make their busineas a succesa. Becauae of the time involved in

the %hon, with their childreniuld her husband, she is unable,to take more

than one Course per quarter. Although her income qualifies her for BEOC,

her part-time status diaqualifies her from receiving the financial help

she needs tq pursue her education.

3. 45 year old female, aingle, works as a nursing amaintant. Her 1977

adjusted gross income was $3600. She is working for her R.N. degree which

will help her find a better job at a such higher salary. She is just

starting better.back to school after many years and with a full time job.

does.not feel that she can do well in more than one course at a time.

When she has completed some of the difficult prerequisitiee and is formally

admitted to the program, she feels she will be able to attend on a full-

time basis. With additional special expenses, he does qualify for BEM.

but her inability to take enough credits prevents her from receiving this

assistance.

4. 28 year old female, recently divorced with 4 children. Her 1977 adjusted

groat; income was $7734. She has just been employed 101 a Jr. account clerk

and is trying to work on an accounting certificate at the University which

will qualify her for a promotioni'upon completion. However, with 4 children

and iu inning a new joh, ahe doea not feel that she can do ivatice to.

4,

ft

0
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more than one course at time. So het part. time statue will prevent her

from obtaining BEOG.

5. 27 year old male, married, -ne child. Din 1977 adjueted groes income wqn

$5385. Dv worku as a janitor. He in in bin senior year of a combination

Buniness/English program, which he is hoping will help him info a hetter

paying job. His job and family do not allow him enough time to take more

. than one clasu 'per quarCer. Therefore, he cannnot qualify for BEOG. In

an attempt to continue hiq edu.ation, he tries to gave enough money to take

a course every two or three quarters.4bla is calming him to take two

or three time the usual amount of ii. to finish his degree.

6. 23 year old female, married. has 2 email children. 1977 adjuuted groat'

income was $4798. Her huuband in an apprentice carpenter six dayn a week.

They have $70/month medical hills. She iu trying to work on a Commercial

Art Certifieate in preparation for a job which will help them meet these

monthly expenses. However, with the main responsibility for two children,

she does not feel she can afford the time for more than one course per

quarter. Although, she would quillfy for a small BEOG award, her part

thee statue will prevent her from receiving it.

7. 31 year old male, married, one child. din 1977 adjusted groan income was

$1960. 'He ie a.picture framer and self employed carpenter. He has

approximately. 20 credits remaining to complete a BA degree., Becaune of

the time he feels Ile must epend with him family and bueiness, he ie unable

to take more than one courae per quarter. Therefore BEOG cannot cover bin

tuition expenses.

8. 28 year old female, married, no children. Their 1977 adjusted gross income

was $4000. She and her husband are housepar4nts in a group hoMe for retarded

adulta. She is at the end of her sophomore year working on a bachelorn degree

in paychology. Because of the nature of her job ehe cannot ty'e away from the
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ATTACHMENT B (CONTINUED)

home andil&ding the time to study more than one course per quarter.

Although they have no unusual payments, monthly rent ($110/mo) healt

insurance and car payments leave no extra money for tuition, book,

transportation to achool; Although her income qualifies her for
A

assistance fromullEOG, her part time status prevents her from receiving

it.

9. 31 year old female, married, 2 children, not employed, husbands salary

$15,000 to $17,000, drives 25 miles one way, 'leeks B.S. in elementary

education, has completed 11 hours, hopes to .complete degree in 1984-85,

vosta of commuting and child care $100/mont1;, grade point average 3.8,

41
tit)

10. 29 year old female, single, 4 children. Income less than $10,000, works

.20 30 hours per week, child care cost $40/week, has earned 80 hours

credit toward degree in social work, 3.9 average, eligible for small

BEOG.

11. 28 year old female, married, 2 children. Family income $15,000, seeks B.S.

in recreation, completed 38 hours, expects to complete degree in 1983.

Child care expensea $100 per semester, no aid.

12. 40 yea.r old widow, 4 children, $9800 income, $3000 equity in house, not

eligible for aid.
P.. #

13. 24 year old female married, no children, $900 family income, $4500 debt,

no assets, quit job to go school. Not eligible for BEOG. Obtained1140

16an.

14. 25 year old male, 1 child, $3600 income, $22,000 equity in house,

ineligible for BEOG.

15. 33 year old male, married, 2 children, $9800 family income, have equity

$6600t not eligible for BEDG.

or.

0/1
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Mr. HEARN. The traditional conceptions of pogtsecondary educa-

tion were obviously common to the egperience of this culture in
education for many years, and that is, it belonged to a definite
period in a person s life. At this point a career choice was to be
made which would be subsequently exercised through the rest of
one's life and it was mainly to be available to those who could
receive substantial or total parental subsidies.

Almost everything about that pattern .shas now chang . Educa-
tion is a lifelong process. Career change is the order o the day.
Most,rf the technical vocations are requiring not only certification
for entry into education but recertification periodically through the

, periods of one's career.
Perhaps nothing is more important in .the disruption .of this

ilattern than the necessity that higher education now be open to
the non4f1uent. ft is difficult to understand what the solution to
any of, our rundameTital social problems can-be Which does not
frit/dive lite-evailabilifY of postsecotidary education to a larger and
larger grbup cif Qur citizens.

These change.4.pthis pattera of high r education have respond-
ed not Ally to t gersonal needs of our citizens"frand the social
needs of.dur bod politic but obviously to thing§- having to do with
the knowledge explosion elf and the inability .of traditional
modes of education to deli enough information and skill during
traditional periods and the nges .in the technical vocations
themselves. -

Now, the testimony you have before you is partly compile ted 11:37
the fact that it describes .numerous student groups which are ovin.-
rapping and which are nondiscrete in their references. We are,
talking about the independent studentrabbut th6 addlt student,
about the nontraditional and part-timetudents. But what it boils
down to, of course, is the working studentis the student who
must integrate educational experiences wiith efther life responsibil-
ities. And this group of working part-time students, however we
describe therm comprise over 40 percent of the total students in-
volved in postvcondary education in the United States.

At my institution, the University of Alabama, they e6nstitutp
diome 55 percent of our student population.
I Now, the issue of most significance in the testimony concerns the
rate of assessments and discretionary income, that is the rAiount
the student is expected to contribute toward his or her edfflfation
from the availa le family resource. That rate,is about. l0.5 percent
fir/. the full-time ependent ,4iludent. For thAndependent student
that rangeS frorp 50 or 40 to 75 percent.

To give you skrme graphic illustrations of the inequities and t1he
problems which this creates for people, have brought a doupl of
ankcdotal example'g from our,own stude aid office. There at
our uniVersit/ a widow and her son both o Vfrhom 'are studen
our univertify. Based on the family income, the family is expec ed
to contribute $400 toward the soli's educational experience. But he
family is expected to contribute $2,600 toward his mother's educa-
tion out of-the same discretionary family income. That is $2,600 of
Trtatil of $4,200 available discretionary moneys. Now, that is the
kind of inequity which it seems to me is sor(iy in need of redress.
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A different example, there is a divorced woman, an employee of
our university. She makes $8,600 a year as a secretary. tinder the
present authorization she qualifies only for loans. Unfortunately
her recent divorce has left her heavily in debt and, therefore, she
qqalifies for no aid Pft Bll, ,

Now, obviously steps have been taken in the past to correct these
inequities and the leadership of this committ4e and the members of
it \has been very important, but we want to simply indicate what
recommendations we believe are critical to the'continUed develop-
ment of equity in the treatment of this class of students.

First, there is a need for a clear expresMon that it is a publi c
poliCy that education of working students is critical to the public
interest.

Next, there is need to assese discretionary 'income at the same
rat#1 for independent students with dependents as for dependent
students. There is a need to study the treatment of single inde-
pendent students.

And next we need to revise in the direction of equity the compu-
tation of the costs of education for independent students.

We need to revise the requirement that grant awards be reduced
by one-half for halftime students, since that doubly penalizes the
student population.

Finally, there is Ai need to examine the reduction of the $200
min' um which is applied to grants.

N w, generally we are dealing here with stildents who are tax-
pap. g citizens. They are productive members of the community.
And hat is being asked is that they be given adequate access to
available dollars to enable them to enhance their contributions and
to continue to participate even more fully in the life of the commu-
nity Which they already serve.

It is not the purpose of these recommendations to reduce the
grants to other students. And we would hope to leave it to 4the
wisdom of the Congress to face inequitable treatment as funds will
become available.

I wish to say in conclusion that I don't often have an opportunity
tq thank in public Congressman Buchanan, whose broad interests
in urban affairs and urban education and particularly his sueport
of Pie University of Alabama in Birmingham, is terribly important
to our activities and is deeply appreciated. And I wish to thank in
absentia Congressman Ford for his interest in the Urban Grant
University bilJ.

Given that now 75 percent of the citizens of the United States
live in recognized metropolitan areas, it seems to me that the full
partnership of education, higher education, with the urban culture
is an urgent national priority.

Thank you very much.
Mr. WEISS. Thank you. We will make sure the Chair knows of

itk your expression.
we go to questions, Dr. Ayers, your stateMent swill be

inserted in e record.
[The pre ared statement of Mr. Ayers follows:j

A
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. GEORGE Ay lat13, PRESIDENT, MASSASOIT COMMUNITY
COLLEGE, ON BEHALF OF THE COALITION !OR ALTERNAn IN POSTSECONDARY

EDUCATION

Mr. Chairman, I am George Ayers, President of Massasoit

Community College, Brockton, Massachusetts and a Trustee and Secretary

of the Council for the Advancement of Experiential Learning. I am

speaking this morning on behalf of the Coalition for Alternatives

in Postsecondary Education and its constituent.organizations.

A few weeks ago, my colleague Robert Sexton addressed this

panel on the subject of extending access to financial aid to less than

half time students, to make eligibility for assistance to commence,

continue and complete one's postsecondary education a right based on

need and not on status. Today, I want to continue that line of thought

in the broader context of the effect of the current student financial

aid programs on non-traditional students, many of whom b-e engaged in

academic enterprises which take other than traditional forms.

The Higher Eddcation Act, and the regulations which flow

from it, reflect a degree of indecision with regard to the student who

does not fit the traditionaluodel,or who is pursuing an education

in other than traditiona) fork For example, Section 131 of the Act

contains an unequivocal stateMent cif the public policy of the United

State( when it states that "American society should have as.a goal

the availablity of appropriate opportunities for lifelong learning for

all its citizens without regard to restrictions of previous education .

or economic circumstances."

Notwithstanding such a ;lear statement of national policy,

there remain provisions of the Act which erect substantial barriers

to the aid programs inco4orated wtthin it. This is particularly

true with regard to limitations on the types of students, periods of

learning activities and institutional contexts. It is these limitations
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y which most direttly affect the students in whose interest I am speaking

cO ay

Of the six major student financial aid programs authorized

under Title IV-of the Higher Education Act of 1965, one, College

Work-Study, will be the subject of a subsequent hearing before this

committee, and I will defer our commentS to that panel. For all of

these programs, the General Provisions of the Higher Education Act

impose a common eligibility standard: the student must be one "who

attends an institution of higher education at least on a half-tVe basis.

As you know, the Coalition has previously testified in support of

eliminating this half-time requirement, and I will not repeat that

argument. In addition, access to three of the programs -- Basic and

Supplemental Gt-ants and state incentive grants -- are limited to

undergraduate students.

We believe that the undergraduate limitation unfairly and

unrehonffbly discriminates against manyolder students. Changing job

and economic conditions, technological obsolescence and the massive

return of return of women to the market place make the need for

education beyond the baccalaureate of rapidly growing importance.

If the purpose of the student financial assistance programs is.to enable

the learner to be productive in the labor.market, then older students -

retdrning to obtaip needed educ'ation and training should have the same

oppqrtunity. If that training logically should be beyond the bachelors'

Xgree level, then the student should have access to the same support a

student without a B.A. would have -- providing of course that the student

has not already exhausted his or her entitlement under/any such.program.

2 1)
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We do not advocate an unlimited free ride: rather, we are seeking to

encourage maximum access to postsecondary training for those who,need

and deserve this nation's help.
. , '

///.

We are also concerned that the present studeht aid Fr gr
.

unnecessarily discriminate against the alternati4e delivery systjs

),

which are necessail tb serve the spec4al deeds of the adult, n944raditional
.

student -- the new learner who is rapidly becoming the new liajor:ity.

:

.
While it is true that the Higher Education Act ls'generaffy

14.

sifipt with rigard.to specific programmatic eligibility,Jhis silence

has opened the door for the promulgation of reitrictle' regulations MhAch

limit the options available to 'Students who Ikust rely/On -Student aid

e

for the continuation of their education. The effec of this regulatory :

exercise is to limft the options available A4 po ntiai!leartiers to

a relatively narrow range of traditional prog?a . Stuaents who waht
.;

or need ,programs which are more concentrated 'to 4gretion'or otherwise

alternative in delivery may fi nd that...4uth ctoice. is precluded by

the lack of access to student ald prOgram Similarly, manY,14rners'

have found that their needs are bes7 me y specific educational enierienges

/ . I

" which, at a particular point in time, re not tied )6 formal credits

certifications. Yet the present reg lotory scheme; without clear authority

in law, has prec)uded this choice if ,financial Aid is a critical factor.

We have iMplicitly told the less ffluent amon4 us ihat their edbcational
.

choiceS are to be circumscribed that those With perhaps the greatest )
, A

need for alternatiims are:to e deprived or that.access.
.1 .

As an entitlement rogram, BEOGlin partticular ihiuld not be

restricted o certain type of ed6cational. activities ,ahd format's.

;

/ere

. 4

25)9

A

'.1

r
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It must be the prerogative of the student --.armed_91 course with adequate

4

Consumer information -- to decide.from amiNg the widest ranle.of academic

offerings where the best educational services is to be found in the context

iof his or her own specific needs. We therefore urge'that Section 491(c)(W'
( Vtir4N

of the General Provisions be amended,to make explicit a student's right r

,

to be considered in attendanc, at an eligible institution -- and therefore

eligible for aid -- even if he or 40 is-not in a program conducted

in traditional form qr pursuing a specific degree of certificate at
a

a given point in ttnie..,

Of great concern to us.is the discrimination visited, upon."' '
..

. . . ,.,

the adult learner through the cornerstone student aid prograil -- BtOO.
. .

Basic .Gr nt provisions .which discriminate against the adult, non-traditional

stud t must be viewed-as serious impédimeets te :the goal of equal

acc ss in postsecondary education. T.

The fundamental philosophy of the BARG formulation ts that the

so-called independent studeht should be required to contribute a far

greater proportion of his or her current resource and assets towards

the costs of education thn should the,families of what.we term "dependent"

. students. While there is perhaps some justification for expecting a
-

higher contribution Tor the single independent sfudent without dependenis,

since his or her income and assets could in its entirety be,considered

,discretionary, the application ot this doctrine to independent students

with dependents of theit' own is substantially discriminatory.

Wiyirle the Middle 1ncil9e.Student Assistance'Act has to some
r:

'P

extent relaVed the inequities inherent in the treatment of the essetsof A

Independent 5 udent with,dependents of their own, it has left untouched

4

,

rop-_
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4I.

the.enormous di4arity in treatment of income. Thus, an independent

4stUdent with ch/ldren to support is expected to contribute from.

his or her'so-calTed discretionary income at"a rate four times that

of the family.of a depeaent student. The parent who seeks to further.

his or her education to,better support,a
family and provide for his or

0 her ctildren's own education is penalized in comparison
t
to the parent

whose child is the learner.

' 'The Arovision reflects a bias thralthe adult student's desire

o)'f('eedfror postsecondary education'is,sbmehow less serious, more seTf-
.

serving and without the same societal value as that Of a traditional

college-age-student. Blithely ignoring the fact that an adtil often has to

make far greater sacrftice% to attend school, the present statute

excludes adult learners from the same,benefits to which a comparably

situated dependent student would be eligible. The adult who may have

A beenedepr'ived of an adequate early education, ecotfomically disadvantaged

and perhaps the target of discrOkination, and who now seeks to remedy

that situation -- and give his o'r her Own family greater opportunity --

finds.that the law quite explicitly favork the'18 year old traditional

student.
,1

We urge that Section 411(a)(3)(C/ be amended to provide that

independent students will benefit from the same assessment rate on .

4

discretionaryincdme as is currently levied against "parental" discretionary

income. Furthermore, we urge that the Comissioner of Education be .

instructed to-identify and elirniliate all regulatory'and-administrative

policies affective Title IV programs which discriminate against adult

learners, in the analysis of their financial need. '

)

41-60 0 - 119. - 19 29
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Too other proviiions within the BEOG it'atute combine to exclUde'\\

from its benefits a substantial number of/present and potential part.t1me

students. Tbe statute prides that a student attending on a less

than full time'basis shall have his or her BEOG award "reduced in .

proportion to the degree the student is not 50 attending on a full time
0

basis": But inste4 of a proration.of the award on the basis of the

proPortion less than full time4, as clearly was the intent of the Congress,

the Office of Education'has elected to,establish a categorical system,
4

Ased on rigid standards for full, three quarters or half time enrollment.

Since a stuilel hro11ing in a nUmber of courses above the limit

fctr'one level but below.the next has his or her,award ca)culated

on the basis of the lower category,.this system works to the distinct

disadvantage of the part-time student. The financial slipport provided

part-time students has thus been 'Curtailed in thk service df administrative

c nvenience.

By adding the woilt "direct" before "proportion" in Section

411(a)(2)(A)()i), th,e requirement of an exact proration would be clarified
-

and the arbitrary organization of part-time enrol.lment terminated.

Part-time students are further discriminated agaInst in terms

of accets to financial assistance by'thelorovisions'in both grant progr'ams

limiting the minimum award for any academic year 6 $200.

tif this provision is to deny the part-time student, or whom anamount

less than $200 might well make the difference of being able to

continue his.or her studies, access to tfie grant to whiN he or she is

entitled. Congress attempted to deal with the inherent inequity of this*

The effect

situatipn for Balic Granis by providing that "p'ursuant to criteria established
t

Q. A

a
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by the Commissioner by regulation the institution...may award a basic

grant of lev than $200 upon determination,..that due to eieeptional,

circumstances this reduced grant should be made in order fb enable the

student to benefit from _postsecondary education." But-that provision

is inadequate and unfair, since it puts the
)
burden upon the student to

1/1

prove :exceptional circumstancW in order to receive his or her

entitlement, sqmathing the student receiving a grant of $200 or more is

not required to undergo. The only possible justification for this provision

is that ri reduces the dministrative workload, but as Dr. Sexton

said in'his earlier testimony, the cost of need assessment is the same

whether or not a grant is awarded. We urge that these provisions

be stricken in their entirety: ,
ski

While it is obvious that the adult, part-time student must

take more time to'achieve an educational objective than would be the

'case for a full time student in the Wail program, the period during whIch

f
a student may receive both BEOG and SEOG support is premised on a full

ttme schedule. With limited and specialized exceptions, astudenU.

has only four years of eligibility for both of these programs. The

discriminatory aspects of this provision are considerable: while

.. a student enrolled in a two yean associate degree program may takefour

ycars to complete his or her studies and receive grant support t roughout,

another stulfent in. a bachelor's program loses his or her eliiibil

.

after four years of support. While-the intent may have been to rovig

a limited erititlement7ft effect is to di5priminate against the part-time

student, even though the net outlay over a longeic.perjod of time may

not be pgnificantly different.

'1r

a.
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we urge that the time limitation.far the utilization of BEN

and sEop support be eliminited in favor of a r:easonable satisfactory

progress requjrement. Coupled with the existing caps on total grant

awards, such a change wquld eliminate-a corisiderahle inequity without

Ading to the cost of.the programs.

We should note that relying on n'tatiSfaqtory'progress" raises

another set of problems relating to the regulatory,interpretation of

that phrase.

. .
Sectibn 497(e)(1) of Act provides that student assistance

shouA4 only be provided to a stu nt who "is maintaining satisfactory
.

progress idthe couPse of study he is pursuing, according to the standards

and practices of the institution at which the student is in attendance."

Thislanguage does not require that the student meet any particular

fedeitally-mandated standard of "satisfactory-progress",.and-, indeed

,

the prefatory remarks to the Interim Final Regulat ion of August 24, 1978,

make it clear that "the Commissioner believes that the contents of

the ins tution's standards of satisfactory progress is strictly
.,

.

an institutional,matter." The institution must have standards, t4y
.r

must be uniform as between different student financial assistance programs,
-

but tliey can be different for studenls in reCtipt of, and thOse not in .

receipt of,' such assistance. Some have interpreted this pretatory

treterial as forcing institutions to reserve'student financial aid to

c students wlking on degrees and doing so at *a fairly substantial pace.

But lisen to the language:

I.

s,

fa,

I

p.

r
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"In setting standards of satisfactory progress, an instituion
is attempting to evaluate a student's efforts to achieve'

an educational goal, within a iveiLperiod of time, To

make this evaluation, theinst tut on needs to establish

a normal time'frpme for completing the course of study,
and it must have some means, such as grades or work
completed which can be measured against a norm".

,

We do not read these rather carefully qualified words as

prohibiting, in and of themselves, the award of student financial

assistance to students not pursuing degrees, or not doing so for a

major part of their time. We are encouraged by the August 24th

regulation in believing that the removal of other.limits would not

0. still leave an insurmountable.obs6cle in place with the satisfactorY

progress language.

We would be remiss, however, if we did not point out ominous

language.in the very next column of tkese same prefatory "remar . The

1

paragraph in queststion reads:

"For a number of years, financial aid offjcers h ve
expressed concern about an inability to deny aid th

'perpetual students wlio may continue in enrollment

from year to year while making little or no progress
toward the achlevment of ,any educational goal." . (Emphasis added).

We are concerned lest the use of the phrase "educational goal"

in this context could vitiate the meaning we hope it has in the passages

quoted above.

We must also object to the use, in the issuance of the regulation,

of the phrase "perpetual student". A clearly perjorative term, it fits

rirst uncomfortably with a reading of'Section 131 of the Higher Education Act.

,(
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We mean only to point out in this hntext, that not all the barriers to
r

the non-traditional studott are found in the law or the regulations,

but that both should be constantly reviewed 6 weed but excessively

rigid views of the proper goal of the educational process.

Two final points. \With the substantial increase in part-time

enrollments, allocation formulas.cannot be tied exclusively to full time

enrollment.figures: While SSIG now reflects these changed circumstances

SEOG and CWSP allocations are still based upon the ration of full-

time enrolled students in a state to the natiOnal total. Such a provfsion

discriminates against those states and the institutions within them

which have been successful in serving part-time ttudents, effectively

reducing their per Capita share of the allocation.

We therefore recommend changing the NDSL, SEOG and CWSP

allocation formulas to account for part-time enrollment.

Finapy, the 1976 Higher Education Amendments added a new set

of provispins to the pre usly-enacted Student Consumer Informatfon Act,

requiring covered institUtions to provide present and prosprective

students witp specific information regarding/financial assistance opportunities

&id institutional programs. While this is a step forward in providing learners

with,bett`44formation and thirefore'opportunitids bothfor infonned choice

and for access to resources, fh practice the institutional responses have

not in general been even-handed in their applicability to all learner groups.

In far too manycases the information provided is directed entirely to

the traditional student, with scant attention pall' to prospective part-time

or non-traditional. students.

296

41,
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We urge that Secs. 493A and 493B be amended to deal specifically

with the special needs of part-time students.

The proposal for an amendment to Sec. 493B assumes that these

amendments will all become law ats a part of the Higher Education'Act

reauthorization'process ir the 96th Congress. The language proposed

would put It first prioility on the provision.ofinformation services

to part-time and non-traditional students for the life (,which may confidently

be expected ta be four years) of amendments. It is (suggested

that iT this propoSal is made by the Admini ration and accepted by the -

Congress, it should be accompanied by an explicit undertaking that it will

not be renewed in,the next HEA cycle. If an honesteffort is made tO

carry out this amendment after 1980, information services for traditional

a4 non-traditional services should reach parity by the subsequent

4
authorization.

While the adequate consumer information is vital to the effort

to promote equal educAtional opportdnity for partlime and non-traditional

students, it is not a substitute for knowledgeable and responsive .

professionaf financial aid counseling.. Yet most finaho441 aid coUrielors

have eeh trained to deal with thesneeds and problems of traditional

etstud ts, and despite their personal concern may be ill-equipped.to resNi

to the needs of part-time and adult liparners.
- .

We therefore recommend that Sec. 493C be amended to Rrovide

for specialized training of financial-aid administrators in the.provisfOn

of assistance ro part-time, adult and other non-traditional learners.

s.
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:Throughout this analysis we have recommbnded changes in the

existing student financial aid programs 0 provide for more equitable

treatment of part-time and non-traditional itudentS. However, the fact

remains that these p ams were designed to meet the needs of traditional

postsecondarf1117dents ro ,d full' time in traditional programs

at traditional institutions, he changes we have advocated attacx the

most obviously discriminatory aspects of the current legislation. But

the overriding concern must be to establish a suppOrt system to enable

people to engage in learning activities in a'variety of settings, modes

and outcomes, 'throughout their 1.1fetimes. Or more succinctly: how

is this nation going to fulfill its stated commitment to life'long

learning?

While many proposals have been put forth to achieve what has

come to be called "tht learning society," we are not at present prepared

to recommend one particular approach. What we do support is the development

-
of a system of student financial aid which provides equality of opportunity

throughout a lifetime, allowing the individual to select Aateve; education

meets hiS or her needs, interests and priorities at a particular point

in time; without bein§ bound by unrelated form, format or temporal

Gonsiderbtons. Every moment that is lost in arriving at such a system

serves to deprive more and more people of their prOper educational opportunity.

2 98

4
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STATEMENT OF GEOlEiGE AYERS, TRUSTEE, COUNCIL AS-

SESSMENT FOR EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING, MASSASOIT-COM-
MUNITY COLLEGE, BROCKTON, MASS., ACCOMPANIED BY MI-
cIIAEL4B. GOLDSTEIN. COUNSEL, COALITION FOR ALTERNA-
TIVES IN POSTSECONDART EDUCATION

t,

Mr. AYERS. Thank you.
As I mentioned, I am George Ayers, president of Massasoit Com-

munity College in Massachusetts and a trustee and secretary of the
Council for Advancement of Experiential Learning. I wish to speak
with you this morning on bel?alf of the Coalition for Alternatives
in Poaserndary Education as well as its constituent organization.

A few weeks ago, my colleague, Robert Sexton, addressed this
panel on the 'subject of extending access to financial aid to less
than half-time students, to' make ,elipibility for assiStance to come
mence, co ontinue and complete ne s postsecondary education a"
right based on need and not on status.

Today, I want to continue that line of thought in, the broader
context of the effect of the current student financial aid programs
on nontraditional students, many of whom are engaged in aca-
demic enterprises which take other than traditional forms.

Notwithstanding such a clear statement of national policy, there
remain provisions of the act which erect substantial barriers to the
aid programs incorporated within it. This is'particularly true With
regard to limitations on the types of studenta, periods of learning
activities and instjtutional contexts. It is thtse limitations Which

o

'most directly affect the students in .whose interest I am speaking
today.

Of the six mAjor student financial aid programs authorized under
title IV of the Higher Edi6ation Act of .1965, one, college work .

study, will be the subject,øI a subsequent hearing before this com-
mittee, and will defe our comments to that panel. For all of
these programs, the Ge al Provisions of the Higher Education
Act impose a common-eligibility standard: The stutent must be one
who attends an institution of higher education at least on a half-
time basis.

As you lithow, the coalition il9s previously testified 'in support of
eliminating this half-time requirement, and I will not repeat that
argument. In addition, access to tfiree of the programsbasic and
supplemental grants and State incentive_grantsare limited to
undergraduate students.

We believe that the undergraduate limitation unfairly and un-
reasonably discriminates against many older students. Changing
job and economic conditions, technological obsolescence and the
massive return of women to the marketplace make the need for
educarnon beyond the baccalaureate of rapid1r growing importance.

If the purpose of the student financial assistance programs is to
enable the learner to be productive in the labor market, then older
students returning to obtain, needed education and tiaining should
have the same opportunity. If that training l9giical1y should be
beyond the bachelors' degree level, then the student should have
access to the same support a student without-a B.A. degree,-woutd
haveproviding, of course, that the stlident has not already ex-
hausted his or her entitlement under any such program. We do not
advocate an unlimited free ride; rather, we are seeking to encour-
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age maximum accest to postsecondary training for those who need
.and deserve this Nation's .help.

We are also concerned that the present student aid programs
unnecessarily discriminate against the alternative delivery systems
which are necessary to serve the speCial needs of the adult, nontra-,
ditional studentthe new learner who is rapidly becomin the new
mAjority.

While it is true that the Higher EducE4n Act is ge rally silent
with regard to sspecific programmatic eligibility, tlas silence has
opened the door for the promulgation of restrictive regulations
which limit the option§ available to students who mist rely on
student aid for the continuation of their education. The effect of
this regulatory exercise is to limit the options availabld to potential
learners to a relatively narrow range of traditional programs.

Students who want or need programs whidh are mote concentrat-
ed as to duration or otherwise alternative in delivery may find that
such a choice is precluded, by the lack of access to student aid
programs.

Similarly, many lerners have foulid tliat their needs are best
met by specific educational experiences which, at a paPticular point
in time, are not tied to formal credits or certifications., Yet the
present. reguratory 'scheme, without clear authority in law, has

rechided this choice if financial' aid is a critical factor. Wt have
mplicitly told the less affluent among us that their educational

choices are to be circumscribed, that those ,with perhaps the great-
est need for alternativestare to be deprived of that access. I

As an entitlement program, BEOG in particular, should not be
restricted to certain type8 of educational activities arut formats. It
must be the prerogative of the studentarmed, of course, with
adequate consumei informationtct decide from among the widest
range of academic offerings where the best educational services are
to be found in 'the context of his or her own specific needs. We
therefore urge that section 491(c)(2) of the general provisions be
amended to make explicit a student's right to be considered in
attendance at an eligible institutionand, therefore, eligible for
aideven if he or she is not in a program conducted in traditional
form or pursuing a specific degree or certificate at a given point in

/ time.
Z Of great concern to us is the discrimination Oisited upon the

adult learner through the cornerstone student aid program
BEOG. Basic grant provisions which discriminate against the adult,
nontraditional student must be viewed as serious impediments to
the goal of equal access in postsecondary education. ,

The fundamental philosophy of the BEOG formulation is that
the so-called independent_student should be required to contrihute
a far greater proportion of his or her current resource and asset
toward the costs of education than should be families of what we
term deperideDestudents. While there is perhaps some justification
for expecting higher contribution for the single independent stu-
dent without dependents, since his or here inc6tne ahd assets could
in it's entirety be Considered discretionary., the applicAtion of this
doctrine to independent students with, dependents- of their own is
substantially discriminatory.

3 0 t
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siltfik'the Middle. Income Student AssIstance Act -g q...4Ptiae .-
-.

,i ^ extekt ielieved the thequities inherent in the treatm 'of the .

assets of independeni ;Indents with dependents of their o n, it-has
: left untonched, tlie enormoUS "disparity, in kreatMent .of `ncome.

Ttins, an independent fitudent with Children to support is be pected
. to contribute from his on.her so-called dis6retimiary. income at a

, rate four times 'that of the fainily of a .dependent student:. The
parent who seeks to further his Or.her. education to better support
a family' and :peovide for his or her childiren's own education is
penalized in cOmparison to the'parent whose child is the learner,

. The provision reflects a bias tlAat the aduWstuderit's,desire or
need for postsecondary education is sOmehav less serious, more
self-serv,ing and without the same pocietal value as that Of a tradi-
tional college age student. Blithely 'ignoring the fact that an athilt
often has to Make far greater- sacrifices.to attend school, the pres-

. ent statute excludes adult learnerg from the scone benefits to which . .4

a compa,rably,situated dependent student, would,be eligibfe. . . ,-..

1-, The adult, who might have been deprived' of an adequate earlY .,

education, economically disadvantaged and perhaps the target'of
discrimination, and who now seeks to remedy tHat situatiohand
give his or her own familPgreater opppfturiityTinds that-the,law .

quite explicitly favors the 18-year-old traditional student.
We urge that section 411(03X0 tie ainended to provide that

% independent students will benefit' from the same assessment rate
oh discretionary income as is ti

m
currently leved pgains parenlta, -

.. discretkary incoine.
Furthermore,b we urge that the Com.missioner of Education lib

instructed to identify and e 1 i nil inate all regulatory and administra-
4

, tive policies effective in title IV programs wkich discriminate
'against adult learnei-s in the,analysis of their financial need. The 1

requiremelit ()flan exact proportion would be de-tilled arid the-
. arbitrary' organization of part-time enrollment be terminated..

We also urge that the provision in.-both grant programs dealing'
with-and limitindthe amount of minimum award for any academib

.. year to $200 be eliminated. And we urge that be stricken in its _

1 entirety in terms of,the program. .

Section 487(01) 'of the act provides that student assistance -

should only be provided to a student who "is'maintaining sattsfac- *
tory progress in the course of study he is "pursuing, according to the.

. standards and practices of the institution at which the student is in-
:- ,

attendance."
.. This language does not require that the student meetviny pattic-

ular federally %mandated "standard of "satisfactory progress! , and,
indeed the prefatory remarks to the Interim Final Reg'uliation of
August 24, 1978, make it clear that "the CoMmissioner "believes.
that the contents of the institution's standards 9f satisfactory prog-
ress is strictly an institutional matter." .

The institution must have standards,/ they triliss.t be uniform as
between different student financial assistance 16rograms, but they
can be different Mr students in receipt of, and those'not -in reteipt
of, such assistance-, Some have interpreted this prefatory material

, as forcing institutions to reservg student financial aid- to stvdents
working on degrees and doing so at a fairly substantial pace.
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Two final points: With the substantial increase in part-time' en-

roliments, allocation formulas cannot be tied exclqsively 'to full-
time enrollment figures. While SSIG now reflects these èfianged
circUrhstances, NDSL, SEOG, and CWSP allocations are still.abased -

-'upon- the ratio -of full-time enrolled students in a State to ,the
4nationiil total. Such, provision discriminates against those States
' and the institutipns within them which hve'been successful in
,serviQ kart-time students, effectively reducing their per capital

ie. share of,the .
; We therefore recoMmend changing the NDSL, SEOG and. CWSP
Allocation formulas ta account for part-time enrbllment.r Finally, the 1976 Higber Education' Amendments -added a new 4.
.set of provisions to the previously enacted Stddent Consumer Infor-
mation Act, requiring covered institutionii to prdvide present and

; proskctive students with specific, information regaiding financial
assistance Opportunities and institutional. programs: While this is a. /
step forward in providing --Tearnera with- better information and
therefore opportunities both for informed choice and for access to-
resoarces, in.practice the institutibnal responses have pot in gener:
al beeeevenhanded in. their applicability to all learner groups. In
far 'too many cases, the information provided is directed entirely to
the traditional itudent, 'with scant attention paid to prospective

. pait-time or nontraditional students.
(4.We urge th4t sections 493A and,493B be amended to deal specifi-

callOvith the special,needs 1:49part-time students. N

t endments will all become law as a paft of the Higher
The posal for an amendment 'to section 493B assxmes that

hese a
,

Education ,.Act -reauthorization process in the 96th Cbngress. The
langpage- proposed would be a first priority 4-on the provisiOn Of
infozmation, services to part-time .and nontraditional students for 0

the .lifewhich may confidently be expected to be 4 years--..of We
1980 amendmepts.

It is suggesfed that if this proposal is made by the adminiatratfon
and accepted by the Congress, it should be accompanied 13y. an
explicit understanding that it will not be renewed in the next HEA
cycle. If an honest effort is mkde tO carry out this anpermiment after
1980, information servkes for traditional anZ1 nontraditional,,-serv-

,k ices should rekh parity by the subsequent, authorization.
While the adequateconsumer ifformation is vital to the effort to

promoteequ4)ducatiOnal opportunity for part-time and' nontradi-
tional students, V is not a' substitute for knowledgable and respon-
sive professional financial aid counseling. Yet most fimancial aid
counselors have been trained to deal with Ole needs and problems
of traditional students, and despite their personal coffbern may be

, ill-equipped to responld to the needs of part-time-and adult learners. (

We therefore recommend that section 494C be adtended' to pro-.
vide for specialized training of financial ai4 adiiiinistrators in the
provision of assiStfince to part-time, adult, and other nontraditiong
learners.

We have.recominended a number of cha'nges in existing financial
aid programsmore than are included in the record that you have
before you. However, the fact remains that these programs were
designed to meet the needs of traditional postsecondary students'

3 0
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enrdlled in full-time and traditional programs t traditional insti-
tutions.

The ,phanges we have advocated attack the most obviously dis-
criminatou aspects of current legislation but the overriding con-
cern would be to establish a support-system to enable people to
engage in learning activities in a variety of settingS, modes, and
outcomes throughout their lifetimes. rore succinctly, how is the
Nation going to fulfill US stated com itment to lifelong learning?

While many proposals have been put forth to ac)Aieve what has
come to be called the learning socie-ty, we are not at present
pr ared to recommend One particular approach. What WI!, do.sup-
p is the., development of a system of student financial aid witch
proyides equality of oppOrtunity.throughodt a lifetime. Allowingln
individual to select whatever education meets his or her negls,
interestsoand priorities at a particular.pOint in time without ,being
bound by unrelated form, format, tr teipporal donsidei'dtions.

E'very moment lost in arri(ring at such a system serves tb deprive
more and more people of their proper, educational opportunity.

Mr. WEISS. Thank you very much.
-And nowiwe will see if there are questions.
Mr. BUCHANAN. I would ask both 'of you to respond, 'it you will.,
Dr. 'Hearn, you mentioned the btudents and potential students

included among the indepenklent students as including working
men and women who did not earlier gu to college but now would
desire to do so, divorced and widowed mothers whose family re-
sponsibilities now let them go to postsecondary institutions, people
in midyears, people who are seeking new careers, et cetera.

Do you have an idea, in the whole category of independent
students and among these $pbcategories you mentioned, of the
proportion as to sex and etl\nic group? Is it the case that the
students you would represent would be proportionally weighted
nore heavily toward ethnic mitiorities and toward women tliarL,the
t aditional student a few years \ago?

Mr. HEARN. You want either of us to respond?
r. BUCHANAN. Yes.

Mr: AYERS. Experience in working in the field' of experiential
learning in the past 8 to 10 years and observing documents in
terms of reaching out to students and serving them, I wotild sug-
gest you would find an equal distribution between men and women.

,But maybe in some cases the percentages might be slightly higher
Afor women returning.

In terms of ethnic minorities, I Oink you a(Yould find that the
numbers have not been as gfeat, mainly because ethnic minorities
have not been as responsiv,to getting involved in these programs

4 looecause of the lack of financial means. And many" ethnic minorities
have to be concerned with work along with going to school because
they have to wo?ry abput survival. And as a result, not being hble
'to make sufficient funds to pay for education, they have nut taken
advantage of many nontraditional programs.

M. Hx4RN. I would assume the information you request would
be,astertainable. You could look at what the traditional studAnt
population has been and factor that as a percentage of the social
group and make some reasonable projections about what are the
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principal ingredients in the population mix not currently, being
'served by financial aid programs.

Arid if you would like to see a more epecific answer to that
queption I think it could/be provided.

Mr. BUCHANAN. I should have started with the fact that Chair-
man Ford, myself, and others on the subcommittee do have some
substantial interest in and: sympathy toward the group 'you repre-
sent. I think we reflected that in several previous actions, and I
think it will be reflected, in what we do with this preilent legisla-
tion. .

But I am inclined to believe the most significant change that had
taken place in the work force in recent history, has been the
dramatié entry of women and the ehange of the role of women in '
this society. The fact of the women's movement and civil rights
movement are the mEkjor factori of this era. And if we try to adjust
our eductional system to meet the needs of toddy, it just seems to
me that this becomes a legitimate and rather crucially important
civil rights and women's rights issue. Whether or not we are
making it possible through the programs, as we, revise them, for
women in greater numbers to have educational opportunities that
may have an impact on career opportunities, and for ethnic minor-
ities who may, in earlier times, not have had the incentive and the
opportunities.

It seems to me you represent legitimate civil rights and women's
rights issues and that is what I am trying to get at.

The be1ll, has rung. I have a couple of questions but--
Mr. WEISS. That is 'right. I think we should break to report a

quorum call, and we will return in a few minutes if you wfll bear
with us. 0

[A short recess was taken.]
Mr. WEISS. OK, we are back. We will resume witlkylr. Buchan-

an's inquiry.
Mr. BucHANANOhank you.
I have indicated the basic sympathy of the subcommittee in the

direction that you recommend. Htwever, we are, regrettably, con-
stantly faced with difficult and sometimes draconian choices be-
cause of funding limitations. If we could obtain the degree of sup-
port from OMB, the Budget Committees, the Appropriations Com-
mittees, that we would Hke to see from the perspective of the
authorizing committee, a lot of choices would be simpler.

For example, in the case of part-time students, hOw far do you
recommend we go? Should we give more aid to half-time and
greater, or Ahould w6 expand eligibility for the student aid pro-
grams to less than half-time students? Doyou have a recomptenda-
tion in that area?

Mr. HEARN. Some of the gentleinen from the associations may
wish to comment on this. But generally speaking, Congressman,
the concern is simply to introduce greater flexibility to the institu-
tions,so they may have greater discretion to devote aid resourCes to
thosoystudents who in their own judgment, with respect to their
own programs, are most needy.

Mr. AYERS. Yes, we had gone on record in a previous presenta-
tion here, Dr. Sexton had mentioned to you that we should elimi-
nate setting any kihd of mandate in terms of half time or quarter
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. time, per se, but rather have it on a prorated basis bused on the
need of the students.

I think it would provide grefiter flexibility for the part-time
students if it was done that Way.

Mr. BUCHANAN. I wonder how you would suggest thfit Federal
student aid tbe given, to graduate stddents, Dr. Ayers; thipugh
SSIG, at the discretion of the institution or what? Do yOu have a
suggestion'? A

-
Mr. AYERS. Not at this time I don't have any suggestions how

you might probeed with that.
Mr. BUCHANAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I may have addition-

al questions.rater.
Mr. WEISS. Somewhat of a different focus but in the saline area of

choices, I wonder if in the course of preparation of the testimony
you had occasion to Cost mut, even on a very broad oVerall basis,
what the phasing-in costs have been? You mentioned the, phasing
in of some of these bronder discretionary approaches.

Mr. HEARN. In the testimony there is contained a study from
Prof. Allan Wagner of Purdue which indicated if you -elmalize
assessment rates on discretionary incórge for independent students
with dependents with 'rates applied "To income of parent with
dependent studenth, it would result in the following addjtional
costs in the BEOG prd ram:

For part-time students, $205 to $238 million including nts to
students Induced to enroll by increased aid; for full-time s dents,
$315 to $530 million, including grants to students induceUAo enroll
by increase4 aidA.

Now; tt*e' are Worst'case outcomes.
Mr. WEISS. inere is this?
Mr. HEARN. Page 7.*
Now, obviously stiatistics of this Aort are highly unreliable.
Mr. WEISS. When You are suggesting, Dr. Ayers, and Dr...Hearn,

that it be left to the discretion of the institutions as to whatvel
of participation would- be covered by the programs, are you s ying
that-ought to be done on an institdtion-by-iiistitution basis? ShOuld
there be some limits set on a national level in legislation?

Mr. HEARN.. It seems to Me that the principal concern is to
provide a measureof intitutional flexibility. Now, that is not incon-
sistent, it seems to me, with some federally mandated parameters
within which institutions might operate because I am not sure
those are incompatible.

Mr. WEISS. It seenis to me that one of the problems that you
might run into is if you have five institutions inv a State, for
example, using different standards and pne part of the State allows
greater flexibility then the other. People in the area where there is
lesser flexibility may question why are their peers in another
institution are entitled to fairer financial treatment.

Mr. HEARN. When you look at thelotal aid package, that same
problem exists today. That is not a new problem that there is a
difference and that people do complain about it. The only question
is whether greater fleXibility rather than lesser flexibility is to the
good. It is our belief that it is.

Mr. Moss. Mr. Ayers. 46,4
to
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Mr. AYERS. I think it should be based on thepremise of the needs
lof the students. Again, if you try to be responsiveito the students, it
may necessitate different istitutions within a State marea to have
very different policies in terms of admissions arid in the provision
of finandal aid. But as long as it was done based on standards and
definable criteria, I think it would be adequate and of vakye.

Mr. WEISS. Thank you.
I understand t4!?.t counsel may have a question or two..
Mr. WOLANIN. Thank you.
Proceeding on the same assumption of the subcommittee'; great

sympathy for providing greater equity for nontraditional students,
let mei raise some practical questions about the suggested changes.

First, with respect to reducing awards in direct proportion to the
degree to which a student is enrolled, as -a practical matter, hoW
would one handle that on the `campus given that students are
adding and, dropping courkes witb. great frequency and regtlarify.
The direct proportion of full time to which they are enrolled could
chatige from 86 percent' full time to 73 percent and then might go
back up again. .

How, as a practical matter, could one handle the direct propor-
tionality of assistance to a degree of enrollment?

Mr. AYERS. I wquld defer to Mr. Goldstein.
Mr. GOLDSTEIN. My name is Michael Goldstein. I am counsel to

the- Coalition AjternatiVes in PostseCondary rducation. We have
looked at this issue. It does not seem to be a significantly greater
burden to provide the aid in indirect proportion of enrollment than
to provide it in increments when a student crosses a line of over
three-quarter time or under three-quarter time for dropping or
adding a course, and in either case having an extremely substan-
tial change in the level of aid to which they are entitled.

We would prefer imposing at worst a sjight administrative
burden and instead of forcing a student to accept a Change in aid of
perhaps 25 percent where the change in enrollment may be no
more than 5 or 10 percent.

Mr. BUCHANAN, Just to show how closely this subcommittee
thinks together, I had written out the Same question.

It is a Consideration.
Mr. WOLANIN. Another practical concern, if one eliminates the

$200 minimiim grant, how small should a grant be, $5, $10, $50?
Should there be no lower limit at all? 1

Mr. AyEas. I would like to respond to that. I think there silo*.
not be a limit, because I again go up:to the pOint of basing it on
need. There are students who may only need $40 or $50 authorized
to survive and-also provide the "kind of maivation needed to suc-
ceed in higher education:

I guess I would want to be in a position to be able to provide that.
if that was going to help the individual move ahead in terms of-
their educational goals.

On the other hand, there may be an individual who ,may
need $15 or $20, and even though it might be insignificant in our
minds, that might be really significant for that individual.

Mr. GOLDSTEIN. If I may, at the last hearinif on the higher
education programs relating to the less thrin half-time students, Dr.-
Sexton, representing our organization, responding to a cfuestion

396
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from the Chair, indicated that the major cost in. administering aid
funds is in ascertaining the student's need. That cost, is fixed
whether or not the,student is in fact going to be awarded a grant
Once that iost has in fact passed, the incremental cost of 'writing a
check is relatively minor. I say relatively, minor because there is -..

certainly a cost.
But we feel, in terms of the potential benefit to the sthdent, tliati

arbitrary establishment of a cutoff level has more deleterious effecA
than allowing institairens to take the additibnal cost of writing the
check. There may indeed be a need to adjust the adrninistrative
cost in a minor way. But we do n'ot feel that would be significant.

-, Mr. WOI.ANIN. Dr. Ayetts, with respect to your recommendation
that students be allowed to be eligible for Federal student assist-.
ance even if they are not in a program conducted in the traditional'

.,:i-.. form or not pursuirig a specific degree of certificate at a given.point
/ in time, I suppose that is equivalent to a recommendation that non-

degree credit students be eligible for student grant assistance.
It is rel ed by your sa30g "In attendance at an eligible institu-

tion." Now, on the on,e.hand, you seem to be suggesting nondegree
credit stude s at eligible institertions; on the other hand, there are
a Whble range of institutions which are not eligible institutions at
which students are gaining all kinds 91 educational experiences oi....
participating in educational programs. .

I guess again .it is 4 question of how far as'a matter' of degree do
we want to opeti up or to expafid the eligibility for the program to
nondegree Credit students or even students not being edutated in
the traditional form of education, as long as it 4is an eligible institu-
tion. .. -

Are there any limits we want to put on student eligibility?
As epractical matter, how would there be Fedexal monitoring

and accountability?
Mr. AYERS. Well, one way, on6 approach we use in nontraditional

education is individuals pursue an educational program, afid as
thq do, it may be they may tot be pursuing a degree per se but
very specific educational goals that may be related to their career
or to something they want to do in life. I feel that <vould be of
importance to.provide them ability to do that. .

When you are talking about nondegree, that is diffeent. iou
may be talking about students taking courses for pleasure or other
types of' recreational ventures. But what I am thinking of' in terms
of the testimony I dm referring to, is those individuals we have,
and there,would be many who fall in that category who have not
yet been defined a career goal as to Where they want to go, and are

.. in a period of' exploration by returning to school.
And I think by having such a program and providing such finan-

cial assistance, that would be of benefit. .
Mr. WOLAWN. You are not suggesting that eligibility be expand-

ed.to recreational 6 nd avogational courses but rather that credit
and degree credit is an excessively narrow kind of' definition?

Mr. AYERS. Right. And as I mentioned in the testimony, the kind
orcredit may be diffePent in ncntraditionakprograms where you
may not be concerned with giNig a person a grade per se bat
rather charting their progress in some narrative assesspent as to

- how they are achieving their educational goal, .

v)
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Mr. WOLANIN. Let me raise one more point to really just rify
- this. -The thrust of your testimony seems to-1)e that the Stte
allocation formulas for the campus-based programs are inequitble.
because they c sider only full-time,students. As I read the l w, it
says that you c nt "the number of persons enrolled full time mid
the full-time ivalent of tbe number of persons enrolled part
time in insti ions of higher education." -...

.

Now, did I miss something, or do we not 'adequately count the
full-time equivalent of part-time enrollments?

Mr."GoLnerm. On the allocation formulas for SEOG in particu-lar
Mr. WoLANIp. What I just r ead from was SEOG.
Mr. GOLDSTEIN. In certain the allocation formula do at present -

have the effect, and I must admit we had to go thrpugh this ciuite a
number of times before ascertaining the import, that those States

---,with more substantial part-time .61rollments .in effect are discrimi
naied against in terms of allocation of funds )/is-a-vis those States
with smaller, part time enrollments.

Mr. WOIANIN. How does that happen given the way the law is
written?

Mr. GOLDSTEIN. The problem is that it is a ratioa ratio of
peoplein the State versus a ratio effectively of full-time equival6nt
students. So it is balancing people on the one hand with students
and fractional students on the other.

The effect appears to be that since you are not mAasuring equal
qu tities, you are not measuring students to people, total number

students versus total number of people, but you are measuring
essentially total number of people against credit hours, that the

te $.#ith heavier aggregate full-tome loads g9t substantially great-
e allocations and those with 8ubstantially7rpart-time apportion-
meNs get substantially less. . .

Now, we are not talking institutionally. We are talking about
distributions among the States. So the effect here is the States with
substantial part time enrollments are disadvantaged. While this
does not have a 'particular effect on the allocation of die individual
institutions, it has a sIgnificant effect among allocations among the
States, in terms of th6se more active in 'dealing with gild recruiting
the part time student versus those who are not,'

We would be pleased to provide the committeeain writing with a
further elaboration on this point.

Mr. WEDIS. That would be welcome.
[The information referred to above followsd \ .
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Attached is our analYsfs;of the effects of the

allocation formuli with regard to .part-time students. As you

will see, we erroneously transposed SUOG into the problem

ts T h
category, although as you properlyrinted out, the formula

doe take account o PT students. e language of the act is
..anbiguouseiods "number of such persons" refer to the aggregate

of all students or of the PTE of students, but OE has interpreted
ioit to miiii7Ili-aggregate ortheoFTE, which is a satisfactory

solution.'

ltSL and part'of CWS do ignore the PT student in the

and'we consider that to be a problem. While at present

unding levels the.allocations formuli do not play an important'

. I roletjthe statute ought not discriminate against states with

larg& part-time enrollments if and when the funding levels

require tke.use,of the formuli.

I've also clarified our position with regard to the

minimum grant provision. As a matter of principle, our members

believe there should not be an arbitrary floor. Obviously,

. however, we.would not be unhappy with a reasonable compromisee

pOsition.

441-
4 ,

Thanks for your guidance.

.r
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. Hon; William D. ford f
Chairman
Subccmmittee0on Postsecondary Education

..-.--'---- Committee on Edudation and LabOr . "- t . a
House of Representativef r

.4,
Washington, D.O. 20515

. fr

Dear Chairman Ford:
.

In testimony before your cceetittee on May 24th
Dr: George. Ayers", the CoalitiOn'for Alternatives
in Poitsecondary E ation, made the following stitement:

IV
"With the substantial increape in part-time'

. .10( enrollments, allocations.formulae cvnot be tied
exclusively to full-time enrollmell figpres. While
SSW now refleCts; thesechanged cillcumstanceis, NDSL,
REM and CWSP aklocations are still based on the

. ratio of full-time enrolled studente in a state to
the national total of sucIetudents. Such a
provispion disdriminates ageinst those students
and the institutions within them which AIMS been
sucilessful in serving part-tiara students,

-.I.,

effectively reducing their per capita share of 0.
the allocatiods." (TestiMony at p. 10.)

. \ /
"While this argument indeed holds true for NDSL and

CWSP (see Secs. 442 and 462), Sec. 413D does in fact take into
Account the total full time egdivalent enrollment in computing
state SEOG allocations. . We therefore wish to correct our state-
ment by changiAg the second sentence in the above paragraph .

to read:
...4

"While SSIG and SEOG now reflects these changed.
circumstances, NDSL, and CWSP allocations " " " (etc.)."

-311)
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o

We must commend bVth majority and minority counsels for bringing
this discrerlancy to our and we regret any inconvenience .

the transposition may have c used.
. . ,..,.. .

At the request-of Dr. Wolanin we have complete4 an
analysis of the effects of theLpvesent NDSL and CWSP iangu e

.

on those states (and the instaStious within them) .with hi
part-time enrollments. The chart aEtached to thii-letter
Illustrates the effects of.this disparity id.the case of tou
hypothetical states. In the case of State A, allthe stUdents-
are enrolled full-time; 'in State B, all of the students are
part-time; in State C, half are full-time and half part-time; Ns
ahd in State D, all the students are full-time, but the heallk. t
count is one-half that intheVfirst three. (For the sake dr...,
simplicity, each part-time student has leen assumed"to generate'
.5 FTE.).

In thecape of SSIG, total headcount is,compared
to headcount in eaa state, while in the case of SEOG, total'. .

FTE is compared to FTE in each state. While thy effedts of!these.
TOI-muli differ, each does take into account theienrollment ed.
less-than-full-time students. On the other hand, the formuli. ..

used forNDSL and for one-third of the MVP allocation ignore
part-tiMe students entirely,, with the resultant advantage to
those states whose institutions concentrate.their enrollment
effokts on full-time tudentst- '

0

The SSIG ormula is somewhat more favorable to
states with large pa_ ...takenrollments than is the one usel.
for SEOG. However, we would be comfortable with thelpplication
of either, so long as part-time Students are indeed factored
into the equation. (We would urge, for the sake of administrative
siMplicity, that the same/basis for computation be used fot
each o1 the programs, instead.4, the variations now written
into the law.)

.

We also wish to clarify a commend-'made by Dr. Ayqrs
in response to a'question concerning the present $200 floof for
student grants. Dr. Ayers stated,the Coalition position that
students'should receive all the aid to which they are entitled,
without regard to an arbiTTary flew, noting that if a student
needed a relatimsly modest sum to continue his or her'educatien,
that sum shouldNUrt be arbitrarily Wi

3 1
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Hon., William D. Ford
.May 30, 1979
-Page Three

)
. 1\

Flowever, we are not unsy/mpathetic to the very real .

costs of ptocessing and auditing grant payments, abave and beybnd
the costs attendant ppon needs assessment. We trust that the
Committee will take into, account our argument that an arbitrary
floor may create undue and unnecessary hardships,.but we wOuld
not oppose e compromise level which would minimize such deleterious
effects. J

Orbehilf of Drs. Sexton and Ayers, I convey our thanks
for tin; tourtesy and concern pbo41lo1y the CommIkteeipnd its
'staff during these hearings.

7 incere

-&

;

encl.
MBG/1j*,

2'

1
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Couns ,

Coali, ion for Alternatives in
Postsecondary Education
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ANALYSIS OF EFFECTS OPSTATE ALLOTMENT
-.....

FORMULI

* ,

.90

v.

STATE
(4)

l STUDENTS
ENROLLED

FULL-TIME
-.0.,

(D)

I Simko
ENROLLED
PART-TIME

(C)

TOTAL
HEAD COUNT
ENROLLMENT.

(0)
FULL-TIME.
EQUIVALENT
OF PART-TIKE
STUDENTS

(E)
TOTAL

FULL-TIME
EQUIVALENT
ENROLLMENT

SSIC .

ALLOCATION
8E00 ,

ALLOCATION
NDSL-CWSP
ALLOCATION

4

-.4

.

A

E

c

,., D.

100,000 f

5000

14

50,000

.

)11

..--0-:

100,000

50,000

-04,

.

103,000

*
100,000

100;000

.

501,000

*

..

-0.,

50,000

25,000

.

4-0-

100;000

50,000

71,000

50,000

28.62

28.6.

28.6

14.3

36.42

18.2

27:3

18.2

502.

.

6

25

.25

TOTALS "100,000(1) 150,000 350,000(0) 75,090

ti

275,00000
,

100
f

100

Eases for Calculation.of Allocation S eras

SSW Allocation State'Head Enrollment(C) e Total Head Count Enrollment(C)

SEOC,Allocation State FTE Enrollment(I) Notal,FTE.Enrollment(H)

NDSL/CWSP Allocation State Full-Time Enrollment(A) Total Full-Time Enrollmest(F)

Notes

Each part-time student assumed to represent .5 FTE.
4

Allocaiion shares do not include or, in case of CWSP, other bases

not related to postsecondary enrollment

*Prepared by
Ctialitiom for Alternatives in PoStsecondary Education

3/3

1
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Mr. WoLANIN.'Perhaps a specific suggestion of the way in which ,
the law could be changed to acCommodate that problem.'

Mr. WEISS. In the course of your examination has the issue of
day care, and the need of full- and/or part-time students for day
care been considered-determihing assets? Our income tax laws now
provide for certain deductions up to a certain-amount for day care.
Is that given consideration now or should it be?

Mr. HEARN. It should be. It is an important consideratio t is
not, now. Arid it is our view that this is a growing proble that
speaks directly to the rieeds of particularly women and that specific
provision should be mad.e for that.

.

Mr`WEISS. Mr. Tauke.
TAUKE. No questions. , -

Mr. WEISS:. Mindrity counsel?.
Mr. CLoHAN. No.
Mr. WEISS,. Mr. Ilirchanan.
Mr. BUCHANAN. I really like the idea of giving 'more discretion'

and more flexibilAy to the institutions. I wonderand these are
0114 of the moment percentagesbut on the SEOG program, I
wonder about giving you the' authority to spend no greater than 15
percent for graduate students and no greater than 15 Percent for
less than half-time' students, if something along that line .would be
helpful. That would not necessarily cost More because wearereãl-

/ locating money within the SEOG program, and we would net have'
to make these,determinations. You could:

Mr. HEARN. think -the general issue of flexibility, without'a
specific opinion about the percentages. named, is an important
development and would be useful,

Mr. BUCHANAN. I wonder if those percentages are realistic per-
centages, but I-won't belabor the point.

. .Mr. WEISS. If there are no further questions--
Mr. BUCHANAN. *Ayers?
Mr: AYERS. One ort cOrntnent. That is,' if we provided these

funds, we would also have-to keep in mind that ive would' lave to
add additional kinds of resources to accommodate'the students and
help them along. ,

Mr, WEISS. Thanklyou both very much for your testimony:
Our.next panelDr. Kenneth Reeher and Haskell Rhett, assist-

ant chancellor for' student services, New Jersey DeOartment of
Higher Education and State Higher Education Executive. Officers.
We welcome the two of yon.

STATEMENT OF KENNETH REEHER, PlitSIDENT, NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF STATE SCHOLARSHIP ANN, GRANT PROGRAMS

Mr. REEHER. F am Kenneth Reeher, the president of- the State
grant directors. I am joined by. Dr. '-Rhett, who is the immediate
past president and cochairman of Our Federal Policy ComMittee.
The other cochairman, Mr. Jursa from Michigan was unable to
attend.

Mr. "WEISS. The, prepared qtatements have been given to the.
subcommittee members and will be entered into the record without.
ob. ction. 4 '-

e prepared statement of Mr. Reeher follows:J

1 1
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financial aid package. We are pleased that the maximuvrint.will now be $1,800 per
41

b." .
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PaRPARED Tosrmeowir OF KRNNIFTH R. RUHIR, PRESIDENZ NATIONAL ASSOCIATION

4;4'
OF STA= SCHOLARSHIP AND. GRANT PROGRAMS !

' Mk. Chairmen; I want xo thank you and:the ComMittee for giving me the Oppor-

1

tunity to testify..on'behalf of ihe National Association/hi State:Scholarship-a

Grant Programs concernNg the reauthorisation'of the Nigher Education Act. You have

stecifically asked.that J.discuss the Basic Educationa/. Opportunity Grant, Supplemental

Eduwational Opportunity Grant, and the State Student Incentive Grant Programs.
,14

The Basic Educational Qpportunity Grant Programlias become the base upT which

W .state programs build grant aid and upon which financial aid offiiers build a student's"

year' begTnnit4with the 1979-80 aCademic year and recommend minimum an'nual.increases_

f $100 per ',ear in the maximum BEOG award beginning with the/1981,82 appropriation

t'take-intO'SccOunt the rising cost of education. Student costs.ar.;'.currently
I

increasing annually, moving up by 8% in 19 -79 and estimated to be 9% higher in

1979-80. The automatic annual adfustmetAs in t uture would helP needy students

handle these.increased costs.
6

There has been a partnerdfiip between state andjE. . ogram administrators the

peat two Years in that efforts have lueen made to eas e access io public funds

through a common data c011eotion device and pro edure. This proess hal been termed

the Multiple Data Entry.System and his develop d administratively as a result of
1

dongresSional direction under the Thompson/Eshl man amendment. NDE caused ttie develop-

ment of a so-called "common form," an instrument or a number of such which had common

items'to cbllect datad common insiructions on hoW to complete the ista collection'

items. The "common form" has been utilized by about 34 states to gather a data base-

upon which grint eligibility is thip determined for both,state and f eral funds.

This process, *hich has been ; iremendous step towarde simplification f *the applica-

Zion process, has talten several forms. Most states havo gathered data to determine
N .

-

eligibility for state fuRds through the utilization of,an cverprint on a small, portion

,

MO'
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4%.

.0
of the need analysis form used by either College

Scholarship Service or the American

- 2

4
co

College.Testing Prostrate. Pennsylvania utilikedatesown composite state/fedefal form

and functioned 'fie a Multiple Data Entry cobtractor
for its! reiidonts 'and those non-

residents in attendance at'Pennsylvania institutions. -It did not gather the insti-"

tutionai req uired dateld?ring the MDE function as CSS and ACT did. However, because

state policy could nbt be altered on an 'immediate basis,
the.Pennsylvanta ferm was

rather complex though not so complicated as filing two separate forms for state'and
if

federal aid would have' been. California utilized a state grant application form in

addition to the CSS-,form and "bundled" therewith a common form to gaiher the demo-
- *

graphic data yequired or desired by-the colleges in California. Ibis, too, was

complex.but a substantial improvement over multiple institutional forms distributed

and collected separately. 0

1.41

In spite of ,the variations on a state-by-state basis, the MDE Systa; resulted in

a substantial reduction to the forms filed by students during theinitial year of MDE

with a reduction of 3 million duplicate forms filed natiolAlly... More
4,

than 2.75 .

million students'(78%) fileA on a single applicat n form.and only 750,000 filed more

than:one form. .In prior years, almost all st filed at least two forms.

Theri was only a 6% overlap nationally in t,tp. n uplicate application forms

under MDE. /n Pennsylvania prior io MDE, we r ired'that eClery'applicant get his or

her BEOG eligibility index before we wou run them through our state system. We

felt the new mDE role of the Pennsylva ia agencyloculd simplify the application

process and ease access of our resident to both state and federal public funds,

J1SW!

To determine the effectiveness of the new process PHEAA conducted surveys of

the BEOG applicants, the college financial aid officers; and the high school guidance`

counselors. our surveys of the renewal BEOG applicants showed 88.6% of the applicants

'felt the 1978-79 process was simpler an when they were reuiret to se* aid on

separate forms through BEOG and Penn ylvania during 1977-78. The survey of all

3 1 G
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financial aid officers in the Commonwealth indicated that 77% felt the Multiple Data

Entry eystem had simplified the pplication process and 87% of the FAO's were in

fevor of the state agency's involvement in MeE. This survey was conducted during the

end of September at a time when t:he financial aid officers had a good chance to feel

the impact of MDE on the arrplication processing system and the ability of BEOG and

PHEAA to make timely awards.o The high school guidance counselor's survey showed

93.1% in favor of PHEAA invavement in MDE and 86.8% of the high school counselors

felt that MDE simplified the .application process.

There were Bove unusual gains for Pennsylvania residents as a result of the

Multiple Data Entry System. PHEAA received from the BEOG central processor the names

and addresses of those students who had received a BEOG in 1977-78 but who had not

applied to the state grant program for aid. PHEAA sent a composite PHEAA/BEOG appli-

/
dation to the home of sach of these students so that they could apply to renew their

BEOG award and apply for a state grant for the first time. This resulted in 4,342

new state grant recipients in 1978-79 with awards amounting to $2,889,3394 Aemember
o

these students had not applied to the state program previouslY and as a resLt'of rDE

they received state grants for the first time. This group of state grant recipients

had an average family income of $6,933 as compared to an average family income of .

$11,480 among the total state grant recipients. I think it is obvious that this

43
large group of very needy Pennsylvania residents were aided by state grants in 1978-

7g through a procedure that was a direct refeklt of federal-state partnership ip,

Multiple plata Entry.

Although it is too early to reports final results, there appear to be similar

benefits under the $DE System for those new.BEOG constituents brought into the potential

eligibility pool under the leadership of the Chairmal of this Subcommittee through

4
the adoption of the Middle Income Student Assistance Act (MISA). An you may or may

not be aware, the BEOG Program does not mail application forms on which current

sir
.tY

a

f'
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recipients can file for renewal of their award. BEOG doss not mail applications to

those who applied and were ineligible but who may be ligible in a subsequent year

because program parameters have beet( liberalized. Aware that this committee intended

eligibility extension under MISAA, PHEAA mailed its composite federal-state applica-

tion form to 37,080.11E0G applicants Who failed to

though they had filed* complete BROG applic;Nn

maLled with a letter explaining the new potential

qualify for BROG in 1978-79 even'
1

form. The MOE application form was

eligibility in BEOG under MISAA.

Al of May 21, more than 14,000 of theie students returned.their application to

PHEAA and 7,165 have been,processed.by the BEOG national processor with 3,05 qualifying

for $2,637,908 in BEOG (average award of $732) and2,684 receiving Pennsylvania

grants valued at $1,328,228 (average award of L. More than 90% of these recipients.

' were dependent students and their family income was 35% above the average income of

all eligible students ($19,520 vs $14,478). Although we only have a 50% return from

thiS mailing to date it seems quite obvious that the MISAA which you'fosterdd has

truly moved the long forgotten middle class into the student aid programs and with

some Appiatance from the new MDE System functioning under the state-federal partner-

ship for data entry.

There were some,problems getting the KDE System functional and there were

NI

complications caused by the more stringenfedits initiated by BEOG at the national

processor for thn 1978-79 academic year. However, once the system was in gear it

seemed to work very smoothly and efficiently. 'The major problems BEOG experienced

because of its more substantial edits and data validation were problems that would

have probably occurred without MDE. Since 1978-79 was the first year for the MDE

system, it is only reasonable to assume that the system will be even better in 1979-

80 since it will be in its second year and we are operating MDE with a minimum of

change. This process of gathering datl to determine eligibility in multiple programs

tarted with Congressional direction that MDE be undertaken on an experimentakballis.
A
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It is our opinion that the experiment has worked and We hay, given the Chairman

recommended reauthorization to keep MDE in place and to expand its function as state

agencies demonstrate their administrative capacity to the Commissioner. The recommenda-

tion also allows states tOlenter into mutual interstate agreements to provide joint

processing of application forms under the M)E System.

The U. S. Office di Education plans to introduce a new "Single Application Form"

during the l980-8l processing year. The new federal singledorm will be used for all

applications for Bac Grant or other federal aid. This will be a form geared to

A gather the federal data whereas the Multiple Data Entry System and its "common form"

St

(
are geneially gathering the data necessary for state, federal and institutional

oonsideration 01 needy applicants. It might be remembered that institutlonal aid and

BEOG are grounded on unrecognized but basic differences. BHOG is not outright entitle-

ment such as Social Security and Veteran's Administration benefits but is rather

entitlement tempered by program eligibility standards similar to but not the equivalent

of generally accepted standards of need analysis. The entitlement concept does not

exist in campus funded programs and the campus financial aid officer has traditionally

required and continues to see a need for data which more appropriately moves eligibility

from the entitlement concept towards a pure assessment of the patents' ability to

pay. The administrator of limited funds is properly concerned with "equity" in the

distribution of the limited funds being administered, be they federal, private or

institutional." For this reason the financial aid community has opposed the move of

the USOE to its so-cailed single form. It is a single form for application,to federal

sources of student aid but fails to serve as.a.common form designed to meet the'state

and institutional needs. Future federal intrusion on the state and institutional

definition of the data base required to administer funds under programs which do not

carry any concept of entitlement'but are rather based upon an analysis of parental

ability to pay should undergo (;Ongressional consideration either, through regulatory

pronouncement subject to congtes;ional review or specific legislative establishment

of the federal role.

3 r 9
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There are two other guastions related to changes to the imp Program, one being

changing the minimum award to $100 and the other bOing removal of the ont-half Cost

limitation in the maximum award amount. In Pennsylvania, we have.simulated the

Penntylvenia 197480 BEOG applicant file and a test run on the $100 award indicates

that this change would create about a 4% increase in the number of awards. The

awards would occur across all college sectors (public and independent) and would be

'made to those students in the higher income ranges (generally increasing in number as

you go above $12,000 income). Removal of the one-half cost limitation shows- an

xpenditure increase of about 8% with none of the funds going to the full-charge

independent ector. The state subsidized community and state-owned colleges where

tuition is lowest would derive the maximum benefit from removal oethe one-half cost

limitation. The increased BEOG eligibility would flow to families at income levels

below $12,000. A report of our.study of this is attached.

A change such as removal of the one-half cost limitation has a kerious potential

policY'impact for the broad and comprehensive state grant programs. As the maximum

BEOG grant in the Pennsylvania compunity college moves from $1,050 under the,premont

system to $1,800 under removal of the one-half cost limitation, the state program

must redirect ite state funds away from the BEOG recipient or tHh student will be

overawarded. This means the state program will lose the public college low-income

student as a state student aid.program constituent and this sector of bAgher education

will lobby for direct state subsidy of institutions rather than extensiy of student

aid program supOort. Ninety-two percent of the new BEOG dollars go tqAble state

subsidized colleges and 91% of the state money it causes to be redirected aro removed

from state grant recipient. attending these colleges. Families below the $42,000

income *lel receive 80% of the new HEW dollars when the one-half cost criteria is

removed and 87% of Mhe state money that is redirected is withdrawn from the below

812,000 income level. ,To illustrate the impact of thin change in Pennsylvania,.the

low-income stUdent enrolled at a coMMunity college andcommuting kom home would

320
Jr,
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receive $1,800 in BEOG and $100 in state grant aid tolinence college costs of $2,110.

At our tYpical community college this would finance the $590 in tuition and fees

payable to the.college and the student would receive a check in the amount of $1,310

to cover the costs of commuting from home, boOks and so forth.

There has been considerable discussion during the last eighteen months concern-

tif

ing.thm base year in the State Student Incentive Grant Program and consideration of a

change soHlis to encourage new state funding in those states which have over matched

the federal allooetion. I would suggest that poseibly the problem is not in the base

year but rather in the fact thet this particular subcommittee has done its job but

this has not been followed up by the AParoprietions.Committee. The enabling legisla-

tion which the Posteecondart Subcommittee'enected provided for $50 million authorization

during the initial year of the SSIG Program, growing to an authorized $200 million

after four years. -The Labbr...HEW Appropriatione'Committee has not seeh'fit to fund

the SSIG Program at this level. One of our Association's recommendations would

suggest that appropriate federal funding coald be acquired if the authorizing committee

would tie mandated federal funding to the growth of the Basic Grant Program as has

been done in the canpus-admimistered programs and this could be established at a

percentage of the federal funds available through the Basic Educational Opportunity

Grant Program.

The Association now 'kuggeste additidnally that the most urgent federal assistance

might be in the maintenance of state funding levels and that further growth of the

well established state grint programs might be an unrealistic expectation. If the

Committee shares in the belief that a lack of.priority in the Lebor-HEW Appropriations

Committee has been our problem and that maintenance of state effort is our current

crises then there would pe no peed to address the queition of revision of the bust

year to encourage new state funds. We would suggest that the first $100 million

appropriated in the SSIG Program be available on the current allocation formula and

3 t
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that a mainten nce of effort formula similar to that Ailipad in the campus-based.1
programs If introduced to asure retention Of state fundlng during a period of

restrictive state budgets. The State funding levels of 1976, 1977, and 1978 could be

averaged to establish the state's level of effort Ad * state should then be eligible

for its federal allocation on the current enrollment formula so long as.its level of

,effort is Maintained in thelitate appropriation. Federal funding through the $100

million level should also le allocated on a sCate-by-state basi's on the current

allocation formula utilizing this level of effort concept. Federal allocations above

the $100 million level can then be based on,a supplemental allvation formula that

reflects our Association's recomeendation to base'allocations_jin the state's share Of

graduating high school seniors. This two-tier concept will hold harmless those i

states which hawt received extra funds under the current allocation p6cedure. Amp

. The states should be required

to match alf funding from the federal government with the growth matching for developing

states and maintenance of effort for the more established programs being the federal

policy objectives%.

The Association is concerned with the trend to tie policy objectives of the

Congress to the State Student Incentive Grant Program, There are those that think

there ought to be possibly some flew device that would cause the overmatched states to

put new money into the SSIG. There has been interest in using SSIG funding in order

to get less than hali-tdme students, graduate students and other now groups into the

SSIG. The Association.wants to point out that the direction of SSIG (and its state

matching) towards those not eligible in BEOG will impact on the policy of a "package

of aid" consisting in part of an entitlement through the Basic Grant Program. Since

the new constituents would not be in BEOG, there coulel not be the building concept

'and if this should occur withia the current funding level we would be directing

current SSIG and state m:tching funds away from the current AEG recipients.

Ono oe the major concerns in the financial aid community particularly at the

3 9
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federal policy level is that'the broad bated Basic Grant Program with its recent

enhancements might lead state legisfito;s to allow tuition increases in order to

capture additional federal dollars. It might be that the Congress would want to look

at a direct program of assistance grants to either the states or the institutions of

hi.per learning with such grants to.pigeyback on the Basic Grant Program. The size

1
of the institutionill grant if such were desired could be related somewhat

tuition costs at the various institutions or the success of the ins

tuition levels.from some Spec ase year. This could die

to cspture WIG dollars.

u ion to

age tuition incr eeeee

e comprehensive apprnaCh migh be to consider the

total'state support of the institutions of higher learning it through direct

appropriations to retain tuition charges, the number and a rage amount in the state

grant programs for stUdents, or the state funding of construction costa, In fact: it

;could be.a combination of all of these andApossibly other factors. The federal
00

A4!.,government has adopted student aid as its main thrust for assisting the higher education

community whereas the states have not done this. The states have carried fesponsibility

for building facilities, paying salaries, retarding tuition :increases and poisibly

all of this should be taken into accOunt in making the SSIG allocation above the $100

million level.

Another approach to deter policy change to capture BEN dollars could be to base

the allocations upofi the percentage of the total cost of education or the percentage

of the tuition charges which is being met by the state's student grant program. It

would also be possible to /elate total state grants to the total BEOG.dollars coming

into that state. Any of these concepts'could be used for BEOG piggyback grants to

the institutions or the states and should work towards leveling of tuition.

In th4 case of the Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant Program we recommend

legislation whic4would tie funding of the sEOG program to a percentage of'the BEOG

funding to more effectively provide student freedom of choice- If the SEOG grant is

I

4 47-669 0 - 21

1

9 3
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packaged with the Basic Educational Opportunity Grant and state grant assistance the

opportunity for freedoM of choice is entuinced..

We reccamend that the SEOG maximum% award be increased to ;2,000 which will in

part offset infj.ation trends. This increase will also assure that faourcea are

available on an individual basis in a sufficient amount to mee48 m2hy cite+ of
. .

"exceptional need" as possible. It will also allow more realistic packagil of BEOG.

SSIG and other aid in the independent institutions. a
(1;

?"

Mx. Chairman, thank lou for hearing our position on these very,Nital issues.

Our membership stands ready to assist in the federal-state-institutional partnership
em

and lookstp this committee for the definition of a most important role as we work

jointlVto btain a priority for and secure higher education Sunds, define eligibility

standards, assUre access to aid and improve the application ifd administrative process.
C.

will be glad to attempt to answer.any questions now or prepare respoAses to your

inquiries subsequent to this session.

111
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PINNSYLVAMIA

INDEPIINDENT 1001-11A1 -t 1 - 0.22 *$ 4 1.42 Beloit $3,000 -$ 103 - 3.2; .$ 515 13.5*

ETATS OWN
A

ED - . 697 -10.0 2,518 .13.7 3,000 - 5,999 340 - 6.7 1,502 .15.0

STAT1 RRLATID 422 - 3.0 . 1,538 6.4 6,000 - 8,999 332 - 4.3 1,351, .10.8
.

4
, INDRPRNDENT TWO-YIAR 19 - 0.5 . 28 1.3 9,000 - 11,49 191 7, 2.0 829' 6.5

1i COMMUNITY 354 -15.2 3,064 +40.0 12,000 - 14,999 88 - 0.9 AS; + 3.6

WISING r - 42 - 3.6 164 . 9.7 15,000 - 17;999 43 - 0.4 276

SUSINISS/TECKNICAL If .. 52 - 1.3 .321A 4.2 18000 20,999 13 ' - 0.1, 163 . 1.6

TOTAL !INNSYLVANIA 1 -$1,577 - 7.22 .$1,561 .8.52 21,000 - 23,999 2 0.0 1.2'

s TOTAL)UT-Of-STATI 37 J - 4.7 197 .1.7 24,000 - AROVI - 1 0.0 +2.
TOTAL PROGRAM 7$1,614 -2.0% .$7,753 *7.72 Total Dependent -$1,123 - 1.72 .$5,223 6.12

Students '
.

414.

#

0

-PENNSYLVANIA HIGHER EDUCATION ASSISTANCE AGSM

UPC*?

IMPACT Of ISMOVIMO ONG GNI-RALP COST LIMIT
CNA= IN AWARD DOLLAR mu

STATE GRANT P5021A14 vs. MG PROGRAM
(ALL VALdsS i THOUS/MDR)

I'

4

STATS GRANT PROGRAM SIOG PROGRAM ;STATE GRANT PROGRAM MOO PROGRAM
Award Percent Aveig---------fercent Award Percent

Dollar's Change Dollars . Change Dollars amit Dollars itITJEL

DRPENDIWIT STUDROTS

TOT DOLLARS

COST LIMIT
ONI-NALP COST LIMIT REMOVED

StrZlik
$79,569

.. Other Applicants
Valorem. - 10 i2O.5

$100,211 'Self-Supporting - 481 - 5.1 . 2,190 .17.3
$107,964

/
TOTAL PROGRAM -$1,614 - 2.0X *$7,753 7.1X

*
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.IMPACT OF REMOVING EOG ONE-HALF COST LIMIT
** BEOG PROGRAM DATA **

.DEPENDENT SSIBMINTS BY INCOME/OTHER APPLICANTS

11,

/
WItibNE -HALF COST LIMIT WITHOUT ONE-HALF COST LIMIT

4 '
NIT CHANGE

4

PHEAA PARENTS' VALUE PULL-YEAR Percent VALUE FULL-YEAR Put and VALUE PULL-YEAR PERCENT
(most INC= APPLICANTS AWARDS (THOUSANDS) AVERAGE Aided AWARDS (THOUSANDS) AVERAGE AIDED, AWARDS (THOUSANDS) AVERAGE' AIDED

DEPENDENT STUDENTS' .

.

1,110

iilow $3,000 3,712 2,860 $ 3,810 $1,323 77.6 2,880 $ 4,325 $1,502 77.6 0 1 515 +$179 0.0

3,000 - 5,999 7,484 7,032 9,991 1,61 94,0 7,032 11,493 1,634 94.0 ,0 1,502 + 213 0.0

6,000 - 8,999 10,188 9,212 12,471 1,)54 90.4 9,212 13,822 1,500 90.4 0 + 1,351 + 146 0.0

9,000 - 11,999 12,400 10,604 12,747 1,202 65.5 10,604 13,576 1,280 85.5 0 + 829 + 7$
',.

0.0

12,000 - 14,999 14,104 11,240 12,106 1,047 79.7 11,240 12,538 1,115 79.7. 0 . 432 34 0.0
.

l

15,000 - 17,999 17,000, 12,264 11,928 973 72 1 12,264 12,204 995 72.1 0 + 276 22 4 0.0
)4'

18,000 - 20,999 21,312 12,248 10,193 832 57.5 12,248 10.356 846 5700 0 + 163 + 14 0.0
4

a

21,000 23,999 15,336 7,940 6,043 761 51.8 7,940 6,118 7711 51.8 0 + 75 + 10 0,0

24,000 ABOVE 25 588 8 384 6 000

.

716 32.8 8 584 6 080
6
725 32.8 0 + 80 + 0 0.0

TOTAL DEPENDENT
STUDENTS 127,124 81,804 $ 85,289 $1,043 64.3 81,804 $ 90,512 $1',106 64.3 0 +$5,223 4*f 63 0.0

OTHER APPLICANTS
VETERANS 5,084 2,068 $ 2,290 $1,107 40.7 2,068 $ 2,630 $1,272 40.7 b 4 340 +3165 0.0
SELF-SOFPORTING 13 560 9 868 12 632 1 280 72.8 9 868 14 822 1,502 72.6 0 2,190 + 222 0.0

TOTAL MORAN 145,768

-.A

93,740 $100,211 $1,069 64.3 93,740 $107,964 $1,152 64.3 0 +$7,753 1 83 0.0
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INPACT OF ISMOY;NO 11800 ONE-HALY COST LIMIT
** DWG PROGRAM DATA **
SY TYPES OF INSTITUTIOM .

A 116

-WITH ONE-HALF 'COST LIMIT WITHOUT ONE-HALE COST LIMIT # NET CHANGE

..?
.

VALUE. PULL-TEAR Percent VALUE PULL-YEAL PER GENT . VALUE PULL-VtAR PIRCENt,

.APPLICANTS AWARDS (THOUSANDS) AURAGIE Aided AWARDS (THOUSANDS) AVERAGE ADM AWARDS (THOUSANDS) AM,M11.- ,AAE!R

.y
/

PENNSYLVANIA i

Independent fourl-Yeer

, Ste#Owned
o

State *elated

Independent Two-Year

Community
. .

Nursing

lueiness/Technical

TOTAL PENNSYLVANIA

TOTAL OUT-Or-STATE

TOTAL PROGRAM

44,504

27,452

34,572

2,272

10,500

2,556

6 888

26,360

18,644

22,496

1,664

7,960

1,740

4,760

,$ 29,371

18,388

24,112

2,132

4,651

1,685

5 793

$1,114

986

1,072

1,281

961

968

1,217

59.2

67.9

.65.1.

73.2

95.8

, 66.1

69.1

26,360

18,644

22,496

1,664

7,960

1,760

4,760

$ 29,375

20,906

25,650

2,160

10,715 '

1,649

60)8

$1,114

1,121

1,140

1,298

1,346

1,063

'1 269

128,744

17,024

-
483,624

10,116

$ 89,123

11 079

_
0

$1,066

_1_095

65.0.

59.4

--
83,624

10 116

$ 96,693

11 271

$1,156

1 114
..._.___.,_

145,768

-
93,740 $100,211

_
$1,069 64.1 93,740 $107,964 $1,152

e;

3 7
J.

59.2 0 +3 4

67.9 0 2,518

65.1 0 +.1,538.

73,2 4 . 28

75:i 0 + 3,064

68.1 0 , 4. 164

69.1 0
\

+ 245

65.0 0 +$7,561

59.4 0 t 192

4

,64.3 0 +37,753

+$.1-3:

,1 0.0

0.0

+ 68 0.0 s

+ 17 0.0

+ 385 0.0 LS2
1...1

+ 93 ' .0

+ 52 0.0

+ 90 0.0

+ li 0.0

+9 83 0.0



IMPACT OF REMOVING SE00 ONE:HALT COST LIMIT
** STATE GRANI PROGRAM DATA **

DEPENDENT STUDENTS BY INCOME/OTHER APPLICANTS

. )

WITH 0111-HALF COST LIMIT WITHOUT oik-HAir COST LIMIT. NET CHANGE

PNEAA PARENTS' VALUE FULL-YEAR VALUE FULL-YEAR VALUE FULL7YEAR
cam's Incas AWARDS (THOUSANDS) AVERAGE AWARDS (THOUSANDS) AVERAGS AWARDS (THOUSANDS) AVERAGE

DIPEW)INT STUDENTS ...... g

..

.- below $3,000 3,772 3,198 $84 if 31.7,Z2 $ 3,095 $820 0 -$ 103 -128 .,

e
4 3,000 - 5,999 7,540 5,222 693.

I

7,540 4,872 .646 0 g 350 47

6,003... - 8,999 10,300 7,686 746 10,300 7,354 714 0 332 32

o 9,000 - 11,999 12,428 9,363 753 12,428 9,172 . 7313 c 0 191 15
, .,

12,000 - 14,999 14,. 160 10,0531 710. 14,160 9,965 704 0 86 6.

t

15,000 - 17,999 16,352 10.020 613 16,352 9,977 610 0 43 3

16,000 - 20,999 16,936 9,552 564 16,936 9,539 563 0 13

21,000 - 23,999 10,068 5,449. 541 10,068 5,447 541 0 . 2

24,000 ABOVE 1 ,1 744 . 6354 541 11 744 6.353 541 0 1 0 :- ..*-
.A

l

TOTAL DEPENDENT STUDENTS 103,300 $66,897 ,8648 103,300- $65;774 $637 0 -$1,123 4-811

OTHER APPLICANTS
VETERANS 4,604 4,880 1,060 4,532 4,870 1,05
SELF-SUPPORTING 12.076 9

11
406 779 12 076 8 925

t,

739

TOTAL. PROGRAM 119,980 $81,183 $077 119,908 $79,569 $64

tf

-72 10 . +$15
0 481

772 -$1,614 113
A

IV



WrHARI-JIALY COST LIMIT WITHOUT ONS"NAU CO6;1.41412 NIT CHARM
f

VALUE 'mil -MR SALMI FULL-28 VALU8 FULLAYEAR

* 9

4

'IMPACT OF REMNING B/LOG ONE-HALF COST LIMIT
**.STATE GRANT PROGRAM DATA **

flu .

BY TYPE OF INSTITUTION

t ;.

41

; -
iMA99111 (THOUSANDS) AVERAGE .AWARDS (THOUSANDS) MIRAGE AWARDS (THOUSANDS) AYIRAOL

doC

..'

..

*PINOSYLIONIA

!',."Y): '.

.Inddstendent lout-Year 40,304 343,003
,e

$4. State Owned 100,541.' *6,989

pate Related 27,092 13,966
..

. Independent Two-Year '''' 2,071 . 1,767 -.

Community 7,712- 2,331

4110

, 4 Nursing.
. . .

_...4......./!,336 1,160

?usinees/Teehnica149 6 166 is 0,4

$1,0g7

338

313 .

653

,.

302

303

639

4.

4

.

.

I
40,304

19,548

27,052
.

2,064

7,700

2,336,

6 L128
..

zAtOAIPINIISYLVANIA- 103,212

. TOTAL alIT-024-STATE.. s 14 L 768

1--
673,267,

7 696

..9' .697

533_ _--

$ -677

--,---..

105,104

14 766---
04110M4 !ROGRAN . 119,980

4i.

, ws. ',

961,163 119,906

$42,999 $1,067 k 0 -$ 1 .9 0
. s

6,292 322
J

0 697 36

13,344 501
.

40 42.. 14

'03$ 132 '4°6 9 1.
1,977 247 .

- 4 334 43..
t

.
.

es

1,136 487 8 42 16
e

. .

4 002 633 -20 - 52 - .6

$71,710 $ 662 -72 -$1,577 :. -915

7, 9 532 o - 17 - 3
4 / ........11 ,

979,569 9 664 -72 -91,614 -913 r

\
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TITLE IV - STUDENT ASSISTANCE

324
**

Part A, Subpart I - Basic Educational Opportunity Grants.
Employing a Federiliy-established need analysis sylAem, this
progr.as is authorized to provide grants of up to $1800 to
undergraduates enrolled on at least a hs,!f-time basis. No
grant can exceed half the cost of attendance. This Js essen-
tially a student aid entitlement 4or undergriduates with need.

Statute: 20 USG 1070a

Funding History: .1/

Year Authorization Appropriation Budget Request

,1973 J4Such sums as $ 122,100,0Qp $ 701,800,000 2/
1974 necessary) 475,000,000 959,000,000 i/
1975 .840,200,000 1.300,000,000
1976 1,325,800,000 1,050,000,000
1977 1,903,900,000 1,100,000,000
1978 2,160,000,000 2,316,000,000
1979 2,626,900,000 2,177,000,000

_
.

t of Annual EvanuNtion Report on Erntrams Administered by the
.s.-1UFfice of Education; FY 151/81, U.S. Department of HEW,
ifice of Education, Office of -Pfanni4hg, Budgeting, and Eval-

. uation; 'anebudget documents for varibus years.
2/ Combined amount for College Worl-Study, Educational Opportunity

Grants, and Cooperative Edu!ation.
111

1.
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TITLE 11, - STUDENT ASSISTANCE

Part A, Subpart 2 - Supplemental EdUcational Opportunity Grants.
Through a State-based Ailotment formula, funds for the Supple-
mental Grant Program are disbursed tm individual campuses.
Financial aid officers control the awarding of these funds to

.students. Needy undergraduate students enrolled on at least a*
half-time bas4s are eligibli for up to $1,500, or half the sum
of the total amount"of *id provided to the student, whichever
is less. A maximum'of $4,000 can be awarded*through the under-
graduate years, exclept in certain circumstances. Prior to

Education AmendtlenteSf 1972, these grants were Eduwional
Opportunity Grants.

Statute: 20 USC 1070B-40701)0N
/"

1/

Authorisation Appropriation

_

Budget Request

Funding History:

% Year
i

1966 $ 70,000. ,000 2/ $ 58,000,000 $ 0

1967 70,000,000 2/ 112,000,000 122,000,000

1968 70,000,000 2/ 140,600,000 159,600,000

1969 70,000,000 2/ 124,000,000 6158,100,000.

1970 125,000,000 164,600,000 175,600,000

1971 170,000,000 2/ 167,700,000 185,600,000

1972 170,000,000 2/ 220,300,000 971000,000 3/

1973 200,000,000 2/ 210,300,000 701,800,000 5/

1974 200;000,000 -2./ 210,300,000 0

4 1975
44,

200,000,000 2/ 240,300,000 0

1976 200,000,000 2/ 240,093,000 0

1977 200,0004000 2/ 250,093,000 0

1978 . 200,000:000 i/ 279,093,000 240,093,000

1979 200,000,000 2/ 340,100,000 .270,093,000

1/ Draft of Annual Evaluation Report on Programs Administered by the
U.S.-Office of Educatlon, FY 1978, U.S. Dept'. of HEW, Office

Office of Planning: Budgeting and tvaluatiOn;
and budget documents for various years. ,

2/ For initial year grants plus such sums as may toe needed for continuing

grants.

3/ Combined amount for College Work-Study, Educational Opportunity Crants

and Cooperative*Education.
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TITLE IV - 'STUDENT ASSISTANCE

Part.A, Subpart 3 - Grants to States for State Student Incentives.
States are provided, under the State Student Incentive Grant
Programs, with funds, on a 1-to-1 matching basis for the t.)

support of State-run, need-based, undergraduate student Aid
programs.

Statute: 20 MSC 1070c-1070c4

Funding History: I/

Authorization Appropriation Budget Request LJYear

1973

1974

1975

1976
1977

1978

1979

$50,000,000 2/
' 50,006,000 2/
50,000,000 2/
50,000,000 -I/

50,000,000 I/
50,000,000 I/
50,000,000 72/

0

$19,000,000
20,000,000
.44,000,000.
60,000,000
63,750,000
76,756,000

.0

0

0

$44,000,000
44,000,000

1,44,000,000
76,750,000

;

1/. Annual Evaluation Report on Prouams Administered by the U.S. Office
of EducaticTrit FY 1977, U.S. Dept. of HEW, OffAce of4Education,
Office of Flanning, Budgeting and Evaluation; and budget docu-
ments for various years.

2/ Plus such sums as,may be needed for continuation grants.

3 3, )

1

4
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BASIC EDUCATION OPPORTUNITY GRANT (BEOG)

a.

Appropriations History:

FEDERAL FUNDING OF THE BEOG PROGRAM
FY 1975 - FY 1980

./

Year Appropriation Number of
Institutions

Number of
Recipients

FY 1975 $ 660,000,000 4,720 1,228,034,

FY 1976 1,325,800,000 5,133 1,945,454' -

FY 1977 1,903,900,000 5,3164 N.A. ,

FY 1978 2,160,000,0001 N.A. N.A.

FY 1979 2,626,900,0002 N.A. N.A.

FY 1980 1,796,000,0003 N.A. N.A.

,

Description of Program:

The Basic Education Opportunity Grant program5 provides grants to
assist qualified undergraduate students to finance their postsecondary

Ak education. BEOG has been fully funded since 1975-76. In 1975-76 and

1976-77, the maximum grant to eligible stpdents was $1400. The maxi-

mum award available for the 1978-79 academic year is $1600.

1 U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Office of
Education, Office of Planning, Budgeting and Evaluation, Annual Eval-
uation Report on Programs Administered in the U.S. Dffice of Education,
Fiscal Year 1977 (Washington, D.C.: G.P.O., 1978), p. 218.

2The Chronicle of Hi her Education (October 16, 1978), p. 17.

.The Budget of the U Government FY 1980. 'The 1980 budget

assumes the avai abi ty o 72 m on n unds from prior year

appropriations for reappro riations. These funds will support a

total program cost of $2,4 4 million in 1980.

4Data on institutions and recipien from the Division of Policy

and Program Development, B sic Grants Bra h, Office of Education. The

number indicates those iris itutions which actually distribute BEOG funds.

5
Authorized by the Educ tion Amendm ts of 1972 and the Education

Amendments of 1976 to the Hig r Educatio Act of 1965 (Title IV;

P.L. 92-318; as amended P.L. 9 482).

6 3 33
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For the 1979-80 academic yeac, Congress mandated major changes in
the BEOG expected family contribution schedule8 in its Iniddle-income
student aid legislation. The new family Contribution schedule expands
the income and asset.eligibility, in addition to lowering the tax rate
on discretionary income (10.5 pgrcent), thereby increasing eligibility
of middle income families to the Basic.Grant Program. For example, a
typical four-member family with one child in college with an adjusted
income of $25,000 and up to $25,000 in assets should be eligible for

at least a $2§0 Basic'Grant.

As origin ly required in the law, at full funding, a Basic Grant
entitlement c not exceed $1600 in 1978-79 minus the expected family
contribution. A further stipulation is that the BEOG cannot exceed
one-half of the actual cost-of education, which includes tuition and
fees, books and supplies, room and board, and a personal allowance.
The minimum award at full funding is $200.7 In the event that full
funding is not achieved, as was the case in the first two years of the
program (1973-74 and 1974-75), reduction factors are applied to pro-
rate the students' entitlement downward based on the existing appropria-
tion.

Eligibility

Basic Grants are available to all qualified undergraduate students
who are enrolled in an eligible institution on at least a half-time
basis. Participating institutions include colleges, univqrsities, and
other post-secondary vocational, technical and proprietary institutions
which meet federal eligibility requirements. Eligibility usually

1
extends throughout four years of undergraduate study, but may be ex-
tended to five years under speCial'circumstances.8 .

Contact: Division of Policy and Program Development, Basic
Grants Branch, Bueeau of Student Financial Assistance,
Office of Education, Washington, D.C. 20202. Tele-
phone: (202) 245-1744.

6
8y law, the family contribution schedules for BEOG, indicating the

formula for determining the expected family contribution, must be sub-
mitted by the Commissioner of Education to0Congress for approval each
year.

Annual Tvaluation Report, p. 218.

8
Ibid., p. 218-219.

4
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OISTRIBUTION OF BEM FUNOING BY INSTITUAION/ROL ANO TYFE
FY 1975 - FY 1977

1975 - 1976
(FY 1975) 9

1976 -.1977
(FY 1976) 11

1977 - 19711

(FY 1977) 13

TYPE OF /INSTITUTION

PUBLIC 7

Universities

' Other Four-Year
TwoLltar
One-Year (But Less

Than Two-Year)
Six-MOnths (But Less

Than One-Year)

Amount

$609.030,990

303,867,790
61,166,253

240,745,336

2,668,679

582,932

% of
Total

Amt
65.0%

o.o

0.4

0.1

AmoOnt

$ .975,811,283

010,951
99,211,363
340,030,509

.

3,543,585

914,875

% of.

Total

Mt
66.0%

55.0
10.0
35.0

0.4

0.1

Amount

$1,005,688.240

559,937,49
101,125,008
340,272.326

3,386,008

4
967,329

% of
Total
Amt

66.0%

56.0
10.0

34.0

0.3

0.4

INDEPENDENT .

/

gniversities
ther Four-Year

ITwo-Year .

One-Year (But Less

I Than Two-Year)
'Six-Modths (But Less

i Than One-Year)

)232,704,448

81,300,848
123,449,132
27,266,227

,

319,126

369,115

25.0%

35.0

53.0
12.0

0.1

0.2

$ 362,291,820

132,916,069
192,166,158
35,885,270

838,126

486,197

25.0%

37.0
53.0
10.0

0.2

0.1

$ 377,530,288

145,110.388

195,948,318
35,165,269

840,687

465.626

25.0%

38.0
52,0
9.0

0.2

0.1

tROPRIIITARY

' Universities
1 Other Four-Year

70:Yfee:r r (But Less

. ( Than Two-Year)
MI Six-onths (But Less

han One-Year)

S 84,502,038

75,954

3,443,486
30,539,615

18,200.576

32,242,410

9.0%

0.1

4.0

36.0

22.0

38.0

$ 119,345,285

751,323
5,137,697

42,493,020

22,788,967

48,174,278

8.0%

0.6
4.0

36.0

19.0

40.0

$ 136,882,548

558,436
6,141,884
46,133,464

23,086,416

60,962,348

9.0%

0.4

4.0
34.0

17.0

45.0

Other S 3.348,689 0,4% S 6,403,680 0.4% S 30,800 0.0%

'

Alternate Disbursement $ 6,956,969 0.7% $ 9,962,319 0.7%

100.1Y

S 14,568,344

11,534,700,220

1.0%
,

101.0%
TOTAL ,,-'.

10
S936,543,134 100.1%

12
$1,473,814,387

. Variations from 100% are due to rounding.

9Department of Health, 6ucation, and Welfare. Office of Education, Bureau
of Student Financial Assistance, Basic Educational Opportunity Grant Program.

End-of-Year Report (February 1977).

10
ldcludes $00.0 ,000 originally appropriated plus $180,200,000 in supple-

mental appropriations, lus $171,300,000 carried ovilf from FY 1974.

11
Department of Healt Education, and. Welfare, Otfice of Fducation, Bureau

of:Student Financial Assis ance, Basic Educational Opportunity Grant Program,
End:of-Year_Report (February 1978).

12 1ncludes $715.000,000 originally appropriated plus $610,800,000 in supple-
mental appropriations plus $211,700,000 borrowed from FY 1977 funds.

1 34partment of Health, Fducation, and Welfare, Office Of Education, Bureau

of Student Financial Assistance, Basic Fdurational OpPOrtOnity Grant Program,

Institutional Agreement and Authorirat4oc Report (October 13.19781.

\
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DISTRIBUTION OF FOG FUNDING BY INSTITUTIONAL CONTROL AND STATE

1LI
1977- 1978
.(FY 1977)

Public Independent Proprietary Othe lotal

TOTAL .
1,008;535,041-$385,473,624 $140,460.70 $30,800 $1,534,700,220

Alabama 24,244,825 9523.851 2,282.174 36,050,850

Alaska 477,926 089,046 23,127 590,099

Arizona 14.747,010 464,604' 3,227.719 18,439,333

Arkansas 11,882.788 2,932,566 1,006,251 15,821,605

Calikornia 93,473,680 16,829,299 17,331.369 7,80 127,642,148

Colorado 13,646,773 1,038,683 ,1,841.490 16,526 946

Connecticut 7,238,410 3,159,980 1,466.732 - 11,865,122

Delaware 2,113,961.,' 335,376" 292,951 . 2,742,288

District of Columbia 2,284,847 5,305,765 13,977,657 11,568,269

Florida '39,795,970 9,048,346 2,762,024 ' 51,606,340

Georgia 19,169,526 8,439,881 2,306,767 29,616,114

Hawaii ' 2,693,596 443,993 222,292 3,359,881

Idaho 3,355,187 1,366,963 17,281 , 4,739,431

Illinois 42,412,498 18,803,591 4,997.951 66,194,040

Indiana 14.771,866 44187,693 4,624,287 24,283,846

Iowa 8,353,492 6,161,807( 471,988 15,187,283

Kansas 10,686,890 3,533,399 1,251.665 15,471,954

Kentucky 15,220,619 5,121,866 3,146,718 23,489,203

Louisiana 26,708,855 3,647,181 4,853,477 35,209,713

Maine 4,805,216 ' 1,438,702 578,294 6,822,212

Maryland 20,943,834 2,413,957 837,155 8,00 24,202,946

Massachusetts 20,084,149 18,994,492 3,768,920 42,847,561

Michigan 40,329,608 9,721,185 2.979,554 53,030,344

Minnesota 19,944,635 5,445,064 1,459,639 26,849,338

Mississjppi 25,729,413 4,172,533 1,049,519 30,951,465

Missouri 18,517,879 7,575,986 -2,069,b00 28,162065

Montana 4,083,261 529,644 180,881 4,793,786

Nebraska 6,720,163 2,261,578 837,402 9,819,143

Nevada 1,733,103 92,003 236,665 2,061,771

New Hampshire ' 2.467,767 1,791,487 212,782 4,472,036

New Jersey 27,331,260 6,914,586 5,642,569 39,888,415

New Mexico 10,193,021 1,344,001 606,497 12,143,519

New York 116,535,711 47,069,123 23,308,634 189,913,468

North Carolina 27,335,324 11,961,852 1,760,659 41,057,835

North Dakota 4,360,080 812,927 240,942 5,413,949

Ohio 34,498,685 12,638,519 4,955,046 15,00 52,107,250

Oklahoma 19,194,503 3,324,297 1,115,125 23,633,925

Oregon 13,360,206 2,038,583 996,056 16,394,845

Pennsylvania 38,836,024 19,278.086 10,427,128 68,541,238

Rhode Island 3,563,713 2,587,154 703,508 r-,6,853,375

South Carolina 13,743,207 8,079,376 2,691,232 24,,513,815

South Oakota 5,412,421 1,898,575 306,214 7,617,210

Tennessee 18,298,868 10,860,330 3,366,188 32,525,386

Texas 58,054,453 14,559,167 5,299,165 77,912,785

Utah 5,344,256 3,526,596 217,697 9,088,549

Vermont 2,133,680 1%459,855 ,83,831 3,677,366

Virginia 17,622,384 5,625,258 1,777,916 25,025,558

Washington 14,730,689 2,769,068 1,723,726 19,223,483

West Virginia 6,224,529 1,713,134 775,753 1013,416

Wisconsin 20,791,799, 3,798,363 1,308,640 25,898,802

Wyoming 1,498,974 0 97,129 1,596,103

American Samoa 30,243 0 0 30,243

Guam . 910,581 0 0 910,581

Misc. Pacific Islands ,566 0 0 508,566

Puerto Rico 29,121,146 67,444,057 2,963,366 99,578,569

Virgin Islands 263,977 0 0 263,977

15Basic Educational Opportunity Grant 1'ro)fam, Institutional Agreement and

Auth ization Report (October 13, 1978).
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SUPPLEMENTAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY GRANTS (SEDG)

o
App

r
opriations History:

FEDERAL-FUNDING OF THE SEOG PROGRAM
(FY 1975 - FY 1980)

Fiscal Year
...

Appropriation Number of
Institutions

Number of
Recipients

'

1975
1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

$240,300,000
240,093,000
250,093,000,
270,093,0001
340,100,0002
340,100,0003

,

3,197
.

3,517

3,700,
3,5874
N.A.

N.A.

' 449,232
442,573

459,768,
261,2864

N.A.

N.A.

Description of Program: o

The Supplemental fducational Opportunity Grant program5 Provides'
financial assistance to students of exceptional financial need to attend
postsecondary institutions. Federal grants are made to institutions who
then select students for the awards. The maximum SEOG award is MOO
a year or one-half of the tbtal student assistance provided from other
sources, either private or public, whichever is the lesser. SEOG grants
can be awarded on a continuing basis to students up to a maximum of
$4000 over four academic years or $5000 in cases where a student s re-
quired program extends over five academft years.

4. U.S. Oepartment of Health, Education, and Welfare, Office of Edit-
cat n, Office of Planning, Budgeting and Evaluatfon, Annual Evaluation
Re rt on Programs Administered in the U.S. Office of rducatIVC Fiscal
ar 1977--Nashington, D.C.; G.P.O., IWO, 0.226.

-1".
2
The Chronicle of Higher Education (October 16, 1978), p.17.

3 ihe Budget of the U.S. Government FY 1980.

4D
ata on institutions and recipients from financial rnanagenLnt

section Of Oivision of Program Operations, Office of Edu

5
Authorized by the Higher Education Amendments of 19 and the

Education Amendments of 1076 to the Higher Education Act of 1965 (Title
IV; P.L. 92-318 as amended P.L. 92-482).

-



Supplemental.grant; for initial-year awards are allotted among the

states in the same rattb.as a states! full-time and fyll-time equivalent

enrollment'is to the hational fulltime and fulltime equivalent enr011-

ment. .

Continuing year awards are allotted according to regulations

promulgated by the Commissioner of EdUcation.6 -

t

Eligibility:

SEOG awards are limited to students who have been accepted as

undergraduates, who maintain satisfactory progress, and who.are en-

rolled at least half-time. SEOG grants are limited to students

who otherwise would financially be unable to pursut a program of

study at that institution without such assistance./

AN,

Contact: Campus and State Grant, Division of Policy
and Program Development, tureau ,of Student
Financial Assistance, Office of Education,
Washington, D.C. 20202. Tel.ephone: (202)

245-9717.

Annual Evaluation Report, p 226.

7
Ibid., p.226.

47-66? 0 - 79 - 22 a.



DISTRIBUTION OF SEOG FUNDING BY INSTITUIIONAL CONTROL AND TYPE
FY 193 - FY. 1978°

1975-1976

(FY 1975)

1976-1977

(FY 1976)
1977-1978
(FY 1977). .

197811979
(FY 1978)

---r-____-__-

Type of

Institution Amount

% of

Total

Amt Amount

% of
Total

Amt Amount

% of

Total

Amt Amouk

% of
Total
AMt

PUBLIC

Universities
Four-Year
Two-Year
Voc-Tech,

$142,960,549

86,984,184
19,540,692

33,361,341

3,074,332

59%

61

14

23

2

$138,181,940

84,055,156
17,907,816
33,221,022-

2,997,946

58%

61

13

24

2

$134,646,960

81,814,633
18,535,086
31,729,307
2,567,934

54%

61 irimilt7,238
14

24

2

$140,298,172

19,092,929
14,490,724
2,977,281

52%

60

14

25

2
,

INDEPENDENT

Universitim,
Four-Year
Two-Year

$ 80,621,544
$

32,297,682
41,859,424

6,464,438

34%

40

52

8

$ 82,216,037

33,453,156
42,009,381

; 6,756,500

34%

41

51

8

93,458,824

40,688,228
45,640,810

7 129 786c 0 II

37%

44

49

7

$103,585,593

45,861,554
50,154,436

7,568,603

38%

44
48

7

PROPRIETARY
i

$ 16,714,908 7%

,

$ 19,688,842" 8% $ 21,862,750 9%- $ 26,076,032 10%

TOTAL $240,297,001 100%, $240,089,819 100% $249,968,534 100% $269,959,797 100

340-
1f

Data from Robert R. Coates, Chief, Financial Management Section, Division of Program Operation,
Office of Education, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.
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01518180(10N Of'SfOG 70601118 17 101SIII0I/08.41. CON14101. AND STAlL .

21 1970 r 7! 11769'

1976.11176

(IV 1976)

1176 1077

(rf 1076)

Public 'Independent. Propriotaryi Total Public independent Proprietary Total

101A5..
6142,060,549 110,621,544 616,714,9011 5240.297.001 138,481,940 182.219,037 $19.681,842 9240.081,4111

Alabbea 1.240,814 1.868.280 452.226 3.563.319 1.410,821 1.760.059 375,702 3.546,581

Alaska 4 364,196 30:450 s 4,661 389.301 328,293 ' 20,215 4,318 352426

Ahlsona 1,810.204 91.671 549,196 2,470.979 2.212.531 53,498 566,715 2.1110.264

Arkansas 996.594 356617 46,711 1.399.593 60,594 210.877 641.658 1,735.129

California 19.44007 4,592,469 3,576,015 26,353,071 18.166,043 4.259,393 4,408,073 26.04.301

Colorado 2.657.894 355.640 760.714 3.774.148 2,406.370 573,071 155.171 3,735.370

Connecticut 1,45E891 1,224026 161.676 2.045.202 1.225.380 1.673,910 134.457 3,033,743

Delaware 443.100 176,318 0 619.418 424,872 160,696 0 585.549

Oistrlct of Coloarbil 914.362 6790767 138.8141 1.678,077 029./13. 756,332 134.611 1.771.024

florids 3.103.261 2,111,497 279.636 5074014 3,148.007 2.210.750 259.373 5.690.130

Itatl'14

1,378.112
592.977

1.063.117
248.053

372,671
12.976

3.614,760
854,006

1.205.871
6)3.620

1,895,423
155,516

417,308
37,994

3.510.602
04,130

Idaho 603,674 129.748 70,731 752.661 540,161 148,635 21.710 711,386

111Inois 6,473.05 270.214 017,463 11,511,452 6,064,041 4,074,875 86).453 10.951.369

Indiana 3,135.2115 .1143.259 703.504 5.182.058 3.241.450 1.739.554 310.389 5.211,193

lOwe .3511,51 2,091,843 74.765 3.524,720 . 1.273,540 2.229.683 93.014 3,146,237

KanSIS ' 1, 931.766 41,549 2,479.644 1.496.704 918,740 74,228 o11,367

'Fantod,' 1,541.756 995,990 350.429 2,587,145 1,484.030 680.463 380,920 2.545.413

1.1suisiana 2.130.259 8731127 464.120 3.468.206 1,711,196 6110,705 619.570 3.021,471

0 Moine 3,710.259 727.281 37,860 4,555,400 3.561.306 864,317 37,161 4,487.706

Maryland 3,041,861 1.006.625 111.303 4,159,709 2.922.445 1.203.246 103.065 4.22E054

misukkytettp 4,4141.114 5,260,786 306.589 10.066.339 3,921,166 5.843,689 273,611 10.045.166

Michigan 6,513,733 3.869,794 . 439,107 10.871,634 6,623,815 3,939,574 461,260 11.074.649

ItinneS011i 4,373.00 2,691,044 134.692 7.109.386 4,188,878 2,673.947 259,254 7.122.079

Mississippi ' 2,311,282 762,461 36,7374 3.110.400 1.959.972 779,464 32.571 . 2.771.957

MIssoort 2.282.718 1.917,119 747,152 4,447,289 7,082.212 1.860,055 313.505 4,256,592

Pontan4 535.688 175.753 19.368 730.801 573.954 152.339 16.762 743.055

Nebraska 4. 706.824 726.156 131,897 1.565.072 647,297 341,756 125.500 1,514,053

Nevada 44,617 8 100,769 445,386 298.220 0 138.769 436.909

8e. Hampshire 987,289 591,142 18,025 1,596,996 1,211,760 672,477 79,119 1,913.356

New Jersey 3.276.816 1.456.131 392,983 5.125.910 ' 2,957,786 1.426.093 520,683 4.904.562

Mew Mortal 1,988.343 496,660 76,637 2,411,635 1,646,156 525.960 41,878 2.213,914

Neu York 10,023302 7,181,21. 942,667 18,147,081 9,632,103 7,711,910 1.179,422 18,524.315

borth Carolina 2,861,166 2,453,641 147,967 5,462,769 2,707,865 7,360,452 133.622 5,196.939

North Ortoto 1.498.746 401.114 44.284 1,472.600 293,423 45,508 1.911,531

Ohio 4,479,062 4,020,365 800,102

1,143,644
.1006.529 4,467.163 3.955.440 922.210 9.345.022

Oklahoma 1.687.84 946.167 132,187 7,666.235 1007,917 770,120 183,279 2,461.316

Oregon 2,361,645 8/5,764 710,090 4,392.499 3.889,435 816.065 243,047 1,948,547

Pennsylvilnis 3,892,102 5,049,890 . 938,089 9.880,081 3.705,270 5,096.087 1.192,906 9,994.263

Rhode Island 463.739 628,003 50.337 1.342.074 122.212 863.665 62.752 1.340,629

South Caroling 1,103,081 1,200,757 166,830 2.470.670 1,139,948 1,074,153 163,751 2077,352

South 046e1. 868,316 711,70 96,340 1,676,377 794,364 712,046 123.146 1.621.556

Tennessee 1,645,922 1.975,3511 3074960 3.929.232 1.550,272 7,010,412 306.659 3.867.343

texas 5.504,014 3,411.187 1.762,364 30,179,365 5.163.699 3.757,993 1,613,496 10,035.1

Man 4 1.759,381 60,279 53,783 1,873,443 1,514,261 104,193 75.767 1,693Jf3

Vermont 1,780,927 693,777 0 7,464,704 1.791.991 049.389 0 2.64 373

Virginia

Vashington

1,959,681
3,831,389

1,170.514
1,567,825

695,470
643,451

3.975,665
5.842.665

5,759,807
4,232,318

1,

1, .716

676,313
522,339

3,7 ,456

6, 9,372

lo st Oirsoni. 1,124,235 577.647 51,612 1,758,494 976,049 7 061 69,537 1, 76.747

Itisionsin 8.165,401 1,115.151 106,381 946,941 7,846,374 1,472.477 121 nay 9,498042

Wyoming 407,084 00 9,491 *411,577 396.162 0 41." 406,714

Guam 33.654 0 0 , 33,854 46,990 0 46,990

Puerto Rico 2,012,663 1,981,270 14,779 4,009.712 1,975,071 1,787,345 1194: 3,831.954

Virgin Islands 24,996 0 0 24.996 21.337 0 0 71.317

_

gOoto from Rohert R. Costes, Chle, Imamtal Nafagrx.rof Sertiem, Division oi Program Operations,

Otiur of [duration, Orpartment of Health, [duration, nd ti

seasoN,

w

.Efle
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h

1116100710i Of $108 90$0711$ SO 147170110444 CONTROL MD 01O12.

% IT 1817 .
1121-1174
(FY II 21

. Total

.

Public

12 1078.1

F9 10

lodependoot

70

41

ProprIpT1PAIR ladepesedoot Proprietary

1VAL . $114.6441.960 501.434.124 421.462.751,1240.1144.514 8140.204.172 $109.565.543 $26.076.032 1261.951.717

Alabama

A ....
Ar4ses&
Arsoosas
Catifereis
Colorado
Csewocticot
Delewere
Oistrict of Colwobis
Florida
Georgia
Kew,'
Idaho
Illinois
lodions
14mm
Kansas

Ktntucky
Lew461on.
Nine
411ty1664

rie husetts '

Pi ,n

Min...Iota

IIIIissourIPPI

liontuna

Nets

*teach,

km hamishire
hew Jtrses
New Mexico
New Yore
North C4ro14na
North Dotota
Ohio
05146004
°regal
Pennsxlvania
Ithode Island

South Carolina
South 046o04
Tennessee
7166$

Ut4h
Vermont
Virginia
Washington

p*6t VirgidS4
Wisconsin

Guam
Piver Rico

Pi, 'glands

1.5171%
232,401

2.102.667
460.253

17,117.743

2,312.533
0211.175

374.9%
754.589

0.347.030
1.292.672
564,148

644.146
9.246,3115

3,115.037
1,353,13e

1.361.611
1,523315
1,412,831

3.1117.166

2.982.643
3.636.128
6.493.814

4.404,34
2,001.231
1 .707.341

927.626
574.631
339.390

1.667.1139
2,363,602
1 793,504
4

8.185.474
3,048,061
1.406.037

3.867.3111

1.382.441
4.122.215
3.469.76$

. 469.176
1,222,361

797,662
1.624.915
5,879:540

1.241.579
1,929,481
1:707,710

1, 6,569
8, 8,463
430.842

62.691
.1.657.514

22,612

2.036,100.
35.447
64.711

244.511
4,874.264.

719,181
1,11511.042

157.1490

27,54443

2.341.224
1,7650164
176.131
160.755

4.542.100

1.804.02
2.473.504

1117.411

694.734
631.021

1150.140

1.316.186
7.361.033
3,715.406
3,005.090
420320

2,234,678
139.041
766.861

0
8011.996

1,810,619
364,260

9.546,705
2,120,282
404.111

4.846.819

862.066
046.412

6.876,115
1,171,0841

1,260,161

717.734
1.935.1311

3,501,014

163.278
1,044,916

m1,394,110
1,921.511
808,468

1 ,676.086
0

0
1.870.370

o

343,06$

4.211
557,504
101.544

4,711,474

740,536
187,111

0
161.222
3211.012

630.11113

56.507
9 34.270

864,112
307480
111,801

115,874
,761.655

767,1134

' 40,527
. 414.177
A 289,454

3111,631

268.068
23,463

428,781
20,640
1*.571
139,716
28.846

6011,811

69,478
1370,401

149,469

62.280
916.800
286.900
200,037

1,096,855
37,070

218.579
140.778
569.028

1,596.336

131,306
11.635

700.145
472,247
71,702

179,992
8,987

0
196,131

0

3,137,00
773,036

2.814.400
1.206.316

27,515.446

3.421.210
3.076.218

5112.835

1.649.294
6,067.840
3.5411.100

001.510
7,10.870

10,642.655
5,228,409
3.114.443
2.474.7117

2.540.306
2.811.7117

4,1811,034

4.713.703
11,288.656
10,600,851
7,478,334
27846.145
4,370,1

687.2
1

1.470.013
4711,1116

2,525.781
4,784,032
2,217,242

10.202.760
6,017.802

1.072.3011
9,631,619.
2,731.631
5.4114.659

11,441,818

1,614,134
2.721.011
1,666.168

4,019.162
10.974.161
1.628.112
2.986.031

3.810.965
6,425,730
1.926.739

10,044,541
430,829

62.691

3.724.015
22,612

1.423.467
125,377

2.288.061
1.106.561

18.517.215

2.480.750
1.028.716
416.314

726320
3.306,611
1.256.343
554.738

. 512.315
6.176.377
7.066.104
1.207,662
1.603.1114

1.557,1155

1.331.704
. 3.584.476

3.131.026
4.064,830
6.530,144
4.2141494
1.836.107
1,428,264
632,042

575,161

122.415
1 ,106,888

2,401,882
1,858,757

8.431.221
3,161,027

1.490.576
3,881,245
1,700,060
4,248,310
3,733,627
509,260

1.406.898
845.208

1.693.730
6.723.406
1,112.639
2.277.950
1.812.70
4.704,929
1.169.271
8.443.633

302.14

''' 40.301

1,036,461
24,645

2.087.711
12.119
75.800

244,520
5.314.212

619.666
4.050.904

1114,154

855,227
2.853.390
1,088,863
228.542

. 182120
6.564.2411

2.001.223
2.603.001
1.066.616
778,573
826:741

1,212,316
873.051

7.855.066
4,220,692
3,116,132

7113.131

2,466,266
162,642
680.376

,9
982.218

1,840,801

412,593

10.473,216
3,057,763
417.975

5,461.517
678,783
977,271

8,224,136
1.315.653
1.269.423

799.016
1,986.994

3.690.404
182.527

1,080,239
1,579,716
2,594,001
849,592

1.816.099
o

0
2.400.731

o

367.716
3.560

611.311

'106.625

5,622.091

917.179
304.741

2.873
180.601
344.5411

669.3*1
74.722

59.451
947.644

419.606
202,100
147,041

412.874
$62,571
61,700

598.669
455.216
478,707
279,001
)4.549

629.839
18,651

150,791
128,149

37,861
849.846
74.453

1.997,064
135,460

62.364

1,183.448
401.663
353,961

1,318,981

63,728

221.934
159.372
630.661

1.689.278
109,747

0
303.201

671.701
36,679
174,948

9.000

o

109.575
o

3.025.176
361,324

2.1134.874

1,547.714
20.451430
7.917.503
3,343,765
603040

1.762.817
6.744,511

3414.475
868.002
027.606

11.719.002
9084,1133

. 4.013.663
2.717,621

2,749062
3.0112.026

4.666.572.
4,603.644
12.3115.152

11.238,641
7.694,931
2.663.705
4,616.359

713,265

1.606.328
461.360

2.926.1167
5,112,520
2,345.803

20.201.921
6,354,240
1.970.1115

10.526,640
2,980,506

5.579.562
13.276.744
1,888,641

2.887.255
1.603.696
4.311.295

17.103.088
1.604.913
3.368.189

4.295.122
7.970.720
2,046,542

10.434.680
391.131

40.301

9.122.9i1
24.645

10Dot. from lobert K. Coates, Chief. financial Management Section, Division of Program Opeiations,

Office of fducation. Department of Health. Mutation. and Welfare
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STATE STUDENT INCENTIVE GRANT (SSTG4 '

I
t;

Apprapriations Historyi
. .

FEDERAL FUNDING OF THE SSIG PRQGRAM
FY 1975 - FY 1980, .

Fiscal Year "Appropriation
No'

t

Number.of
Recipients

.

....

1975 $ 20,000,000- 83,381

1976 44,000,000 159,506

1977 60,000,000, 240,000 '

1978 63,1,50,000' 255,000 est.).

1979 ' 76,750,0d02 307,000 est.)q

1980 76,750,0003 N.A
. 4

....._ .

Description of Program:

The State Student Incentive Grant program
5 provides assistance to

students with "sdbstantial financial ed" to finance their postsecond- 4,

, ary education at eligible institutions The SSIG program was established

'to provide an incentive tO states to e tablish or expand grant assist-

ance programs to undergraduate steents: The program is a 50-50 cost-

sharing (state-federal) of funds in which federal funds are allotted.

v ,...

1
U.S. Department af Healthi. Education, and Welfare, office of Edu-

cation, Office of Planning, Budgeting and Evaluation, Annual'Evaluation

Report on Programs Administered by the U.S. Office of FaucafidiTTITCV

Year 1977 TWashington, D.t.: G.P.O.,1978), p:132.

2The Chronic e of.Higher Education (October 16, 1978), lp.17.

3
.The Bud9et of the U.S.,Government, FY 198014

4Data from SSIG Program, Bureau of Student Financial Assistasnce,

fice of Education.

5 uthorized by the Education Amendments of 1'172 and-the Education '

Amendmi ts of 1976 to the Higher Education Act of 1965 (Title IV; P.L.

92-318; as 'amended P.L. 94-482).



.

. and/cubreallotted based upon Aformula which reflectsepirrent student
enrollment patterns. Funds from states which do not se.their current
allotments are reallocated to other states. The funds are allocated

states whiCh disburse theth to postsecondarY institutions to be
arded to students, although a state can use any distrtbution pro,-

c dure thatfalls within the scope of the statute. Although states
e responsible foe the selection of recipients,.the selectton cri-

t ia are subject to review by the Commissioner of Education. The
ma imum grants permitted under the SSIG progrim is $1,500 per academic
year.6'

9 0

States must administer the funds through a singlettate agency
and receive'no federal allowante for administrative costs. In order
to maintain state effort for initial awardt% states must dwonstrate
that they have.increased.the amount of student grants more 'Than the
amount spent two fiscal years prior to its initial receipt of aid under
the SSIG program./

As of the 1978-79 academic year, ifity-sevRn states and territories
are Aigible for grants under the SSIG program.0 Grant assistance is
given to students with "substantial financial need" and can be renewed
throushout fourjtars of undergraduate studY. States are given leeway
in determining-the definition of "substantial need;" therefore, students
from both low and middle incomli can be eligible for grants.9

Crtact: RiChard McVay, Director, State Student Incentive
-Grant Program, Burgou of Student Financial Assist-

'ance,OfficeofEducationWashington,D.C.20202
Jelephone: (202) 245-2201.'

6.
H.E.W., Annual Evaluation Report, p.232.

7
Ibid., p. 233.

8Joseph D. Boyd, Tenth Annual Survey: .State Scholarship and Grant
rograms, Natipnal Association Rt State Schairifil-p Programs (November
978), p. 1.

9
H.E.W., Annual Evaluation Report, p. 233.
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ESTIMATED DISTRIBUTION OF SS1G ALLOTMENTS BY STATE
FY 1977 - FY 1978

, .

.

4

FY 1977
Allotments I
Reallotments

1. FY 1978
, 08SiC9 ,-

Allotments

GRAND TOTALS $59,969,617 $63,750,000

Alabama 272,850 . 950,733
Alaska 0 75,046

Arizona 633,608. ' 949,458
111 Arkansas

'. California
267,000

I0,010,343
372,056

10,236,372

Colorado '785,796 834,908

' Connecticut 789,435 810,605

Delaware
District of Columbia

160,563

---446,597
0

170,598 .

463,884

Florida 1,891,362 1,901,344
Georgia 1,103,041 1,127,946
Hawaii 154,768 248,378

Idahp 180,805 206,157

Illinois '3,079,645 ' 3,149,182
Indiana 1,185,655 i' 1,212.426

Iowa 644,359 661,639
Kansas - 675,344 690,593
Kentucky 742,244 759,003

Louisana . 297,444 864,715

Maine 226,005 231,107

Maryland 1,070,957 1,099,677"--,

Pssachusetts 2,105,428 2,161,890

. Michigan
Minnesota

, 2,640,905
1,142,037

2,711,728
1,167,824

Mississippi 532,081 554,711 4

Missouri . . . 1,213,580 1,246,126
Montana 164,940 175,249

Nebraska . 409,049 420,019

Nevada 81,176 203,344

New Hampshire 207,757 220,741

New Jersey ' 1,602,365 1,6

New Mexico
New York

.

280,700
6,137,049 ,

2 9,011
6,2 5,620

North Carolina 1,285,213 1.370,509

North Dakota 159,682 163,287

Ohio 2,321,361 2.383,616

Oklahoma " 881,522 936.617

Or,egon
t,

771,444 788,862

Pennsylvania .....,,

Rhode Island
.

2,593,301
326,103

2,651,057 "

346,404

South Carolina . 730,958 776,643

South Dakota . 118,000 172.868

Tennessee 996,835 1,019,343

Texas 3,307,966 3,382,659

Utah 439,036 466,475 .

Vermont
Virginia

150,426
1,232,897

153,822 A
1,309,953 11

Washingtoo 1,219,131 1,246,658

West Virginia . 414,268 423,622

Wisconsin 1,320,422 1,350,236

Wyoming 8,178 97,363

American 5amoa 3,535 3,629

Guam 18,838' 20,016

Puerto Rico 564,994 580,146

Trust Territory 3,663 . 2,426

Virgin Islands 4 8,956 10,950

.Northern Marianas 0 1,335

"Date was collected as of October, 1978, by the SS1G Program Office.
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Mr. iviER. All right, Mr, Chairman,, we have submitted to the
commit e out' recommended changes as well as our statement and
we will ppreciate the opportunity to address you today and we do
look fo ard toeworking with the members of the committee and
the sta as you consider recommendations from the the! sectors
of the ft ancial aid community.

I haVe been asked today to specifically address BOEG, SEOG,
and ssp. I am sure you are aware that there is a State-Federal
partnership in the areas of the BEOG program. It has been called
the multiple data entry system. It is geared to provide better access
to particularly public funds.

This pme tlbout because of a congfessional ,direêtion called
Thompson/Eshleman amendments that would bring together more'
closely the Federal.State partnership in gathering of data. This

otrection in multiple data entry brought about. 34 State programs,
Working jointly with the Federal and in some cases institutional
entities together to gather data.

The 34 States took basically three different approaches to multi-
ple data entry; 32 of those States utilized either the CSS or the
ACT form. And'in *an overprint on a portion of the CSS or ACT
form they solicited the types of questions that-the States needed to
run their own State programs.

In the case of Pennsylvania we have entered directly into the
multiple data entry, and in the case of California they have used
the CSS form along with a separate State form to gatheri State
requireck.data. And then California has .a common forin to gather
instit ional data.

think that the multiple data entry sAitem has worked. Na-
ti ally we haye had a reduction of three million duplicate forms

the first year of its operation and there is only a 6-percent
overlay during that first year in duplicate forms.

Pennsylvania, as a multiple data entry entity, did a study of the
constituent groups to see what the reaction to multiple data entry
w . Now, the U.S. office has also done a study but that is basically
rom a statistical point of view.

In the Pennsylvania program, we went out to the aid officers, the
high school counselors, and the applicants, 89 percent of the appli-
ants on renewal, those who had been in the old system, on renew-
al said the new systern was simpler, 77, per"Crit of the financial ai4
officers indicated the system was simpler. And 87 percent of tire
financial. aid officers indicated they favored the role of the State
agency in multiple data entry.,

' As far as high school counselors were Concerned; 93 percent
'favored the State.agency rolt aud 87 percent felt that the system of
multiple data entry was simrpler.

I would like to address some of the gains that have come about
because of this Federal-State partnership. And I don't mean to
slight the institutional role in tile Federal-State-iristitutional part-
nership, but I am rather speak* from the governmentai point of
view at this hearing.

In 1977-78 there were BEOG recipients who did not receive a
'State grantthey were receiving Federal money but not Stdte
moneywe received the names mid addresses of those BEOG reciP-
ients from the BEOG administrators. We sent them each a multi-
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ple data entry system form on'which to apply for State aid as well
as renew their Federal grant. And after everything settled down,
we foulA that we liad 4,342 new State grant recipients who had
never 4,45lied to Pcmnsylvania. They received $2.9 million in State
aid for the first time.

The interesting thing here, although they had never applied for
State aid before, got into the system through multiple data entry,
the average income was $6,933 for that group as compared with
our totakfile income of $11,480: So .through multiple data entry a
substantial number of lovAincome kids who were in the basic grant
program, came into the State grant program.

We recently completed the 1979-80 file. As you know, the chair-
man and this committee were instrumental in deloping the idea
and Dp'shringing forth MISAA, middle income student assistance
grant t'Program. You may not be aware the basic grant program
does not send out renewal applications. The people that were eligi-
ble last year have to get into the system by themselves this year.

Also, if the parameters change and a student was ineligible in 1
year, they are not automatically placed info the application process
the following year. So what we did, we took the multiple data entry
file, we identified 37,000 students who had applied to basic grant in
1978-79, had a complete application, but did not reeeive a basic
grant. And we sent them a renewal or a new multiple data enfry
application and said in effect MISAA is here. You ought to reapply
even though you were not eligible last year. You may be eligible
under the new parameters of MISAA.

As of May 21, we have receiVed '14,000 applications; 7,165 are
those whq have gone through the basic grant process; 3,600 of thenf
are recipients of basic grants worth $2.6 million.

Additionally, 2,700 of them are receiving $1.2 million in State
grants.

Now, the interesting thing here, 90, percent of these students
were dependent on their parents. The parental income is 33 per-
cent higher than the average' in the basic grant file. The Liverage
income of these students, brought into the system through MISAA
and multiple data entry is $19,520 as opposed to the average file of
$14,478. So we think that your MISSA program is working.

We think there is a good demonstration here of what the Feder-
al-State partnership can bring about. We do realize thpt the first
year of multiple data entry had its problems. I don't know whether
the committee realizes it or not, but that, was a very hurried up
first year. All the vendors that were entering _into multiple data
entry did so without a contract. Everybody was on the kook. We
experienced tile new edits of data and the validation process. And I
think after those things shuffled out, that the multiple data entry
did work.

We found in Pennsylvania that students being held upifor State
grant consideration at this time last ,year we had 18,000 held up
becauseNe the slow flow through the basic grant hatIlmal proces-
sor. This year that number is cut to one-third, or riAghly 6,000.

You are also aware, I am sure, that multiple data entry has
moved toward a common form and from a common form is now
moving toward a single form. The single form is geared basically. to
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collecting data for Federal eligibility in the BEOG program and the
college based programg.

Multiple data entry, on the other hand, is' geared toward the
tripartite partnership, Fekral/State/institutional data gathering.
We have to realize BEOG is\ not an outright entitlement program.
We often say it is but if you compare it with social security and the
GI bill, you realize it is ;lot outright entitlement but really entitle-
ment flavored a little bit With what we have traditionally called
the need analysis concept.

Thd financial aid office on campus is a little bit different than
the BEOG program administrator in that in the basic grant pro-
gram in effect the committee and. the Congress say: These are the

a eligibility standards. You find eligible students and we will fund
each one of those. At the campus 'level there are limited funds, and
for that reason the Campus aid officer, more so than the basic
grant or the State grant adminstrator, has to,look for more detail
and better ways to assure that there is equity in the administration
of their campus based programs because their ,funds are limited.

For that reason, there is now a pretty good controversy between
the U.S. office and their counterparts in the financial aid commu-

, nity because of the single form.
Personally I feel that the timing of this is really the root of the

evil as far as the controversy between the U.S. Office of Education
and the financial aid commutlity. And we would recommend that
in tile future any further Federal intrusions as far as the campus. administration or as fa4 as the State administration of financial
aid are Concerned, the intrusion should be subject to legislative
oversight. Either regulations should be subjected, these things
should be done through regulations with the right and chance to
respond, the regulations should be subjected to congressional
rbview, 'or there should in readthorization be a very definitive
indication of the various roles of the three parts taking part in the
partnership, the Federal, State, and institution.

There are a couple of questions related to the basic grant pro-
gram that the community has been concerned with. We have done
some quick and dirty research in Pennsylvania in order to try to
bring some data to you on two of these items. Moving the basic
grant minimum from $200 to $100 and addressing the question of

-removal of half cost.
4

Our cost study is attached to our testimony. The bottom line on
the two atudies, and this i Pennsylvania basic grant file,, which is
fairly representative of Pennsylvania because for 4 years we have
required each State grant applicant to apply for basic grants before.
'they came to us, the $100 minimum creates in our Sr a -4-
percent increase in the number of grants.

The grants fall across all sectors, public and private. Generally,
as you go above $12,000 family income level, you see a larger
number .of basic grants.

We looked at the removal of one-half cost. We have policy con-
cerns here because as the basic grant absorbs more and niore of the
cost of education, we are finding that rriost of the cost of education
is absorbed by BEt1G in the public sector and for the low-income
student. And there is danger in removing those two typee of stu-
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dents from what have been broad, comprehensikre State grant pro-
grams. .

Fg&example, in our community college with removal of half cost,
the 11FAsic grant maximum award would go from $1,050 up to t1,800.
Our study shows that in doing this. 92 percent of the new basic
grant dollars created would go to the State. subsidized iolleges:
Ninety-one percent of the 'State m ey that we would rddirect in
order to prevent over-awards woul come out of the State subsi-
dized colleges.

At the $12,000 famil)y income and below, 80 percent of the new
BEOG dollars would fall below $12,000. Eighty-seven percent of the
State money that we would redirect, would be redirected away
from. the families below $12,000.

For example, in our community college, getting an $1,800 BEOG
and a $100 State grant to apply toward a $2,110 cost, this means
that grant money would pay the $610 tuition and fees and the
student would receive a 'Check in the amount of $1,209 to finance
their cost of commuting, books, and so forth.

So we feel that, the State grant program would be pretty much
forced out of that area as far as the State grant award would be
concerned.

Another thing that has been bandied about for some time, maybe
the last 18 months, is the base year in the SSIG program. We don't
believe you have a base year problem. This committee authorized
$50 million the initial year to grow to $200.millign at the close of 4
years. The only problem is the Appropriations Committee did not
do its job. They did not follow the directions of the autiiorizing
committee.

We have a recommendation before you that would tie SSIG
funding to BEOG funding. We think that maybe the most urgently
needed item as far as Federal support at this time in the SSIG
program would be to come up with something that would give us,
would assure us maintenance of State effort, maintenance of the
State grant programs during declining State support for higher
education. .

We would suggest that if you go with that, there is no need to
address the base year question. We would suggest, first of all, that
thq first $100 million in the basic grant program would go by the
current tormula coupled with a maintenance of effort.

You might take 1976, 1977, 1978 funding level of each State and
, establish an average. And asiong as a State would maintain that

average, they would get their share of the first $100 million. And
that would again be based upon the' current allocation formula.

Above $100 millimi our association recommends 'that you would
move toward a formula that would be based on high school seniors 1..
sine hey are the ones who graduate and receive the State aWards. .

We thi a two-tiered approach like this would hold harmless
those St tes who have benefited by the existing formula at this
point and he second tier could help those who have been disadvan-
taged.

There has een sonie talk about tying congressional policy to the
SSIG. A very ood example is the all/nonprofits. We think that
there should not be that kind of Federal policy tied into the SSIG.

33o
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It really should be a .program where you are evouraging State
appropriations And helping to maintain the State funding level.

There has been some talk about bringing in new groups, the less
than halftime student, the graduate student and others that, are
not eligible for the basic grant program. We ;would caution you
there that you would 'lose the building base Which basic grants
offer the fgate grant program. The State grant would, in those
areas, not/ be built upon basic grant as it is now. You would be
removing the.State grant and the matching SSIG from certain of
your basic grant recipients and you would be denying the financial
aid officer the packaging concept they now have, that is the basic
grant plus the State grant wit the college administered programs
built ito those.

There seems to be t--faelitith we need Co o something in the
SS_iV program to encourage State fundifig. We don't think that is
thdbase, at least in my.area it is not.

Totally across the Nation the SSIG is 7.7 percent Federal money
and 92.3 State money,. Since the SSIG went into operation, the
State awards, the value of State aWards is up 80 percent, the
number of State awards are up 53'percent, the State only dollars
for getting SSIG is up 81 percent and we have moved from o 57
States and 'territories each operating their own program. W are_
100 percent there.

In the top five 'States there is very little Federal money. In ew
York the Federal allocation is 2 percent of their program. It is 4
percent of the program in Illinois, Pennsylvania, Minnesota, nd
Vermont; in fact in15 States the Federal money is 10 percent or
less of the total dollars going into the State program. And t ere
are only 16 States Ikhere there are sufficient Federal fund to
reach the '50-50 match.

There has been some discussion about BEOG impact on the State
effort, particularly the concern that States will increase their tu-
ition charge in order to capture Federal dollars: We would suggest
that Congress might want to look at eitheroran institutional grant
or at a State grant that would be tied to, well, it could be tied to a
number of things. You might relate the size of the Federal grant
for example, to the tuition level at the school. In other words, if we
would pick the University of Pennsylvania, you might piggyback
on the basic grant an institutional grant tying the size of the
piggyback to the tuition level.

As the tuition leveled or reduced, the size of the Federal grant
.could be increased.

You might look at a grant to the States:It could be related to the
direct appropriation for the cost of education that a State is
making. It could be based upon the number and average .of the
State student grant or it might look at the State funding of con-
strUction costs or in fact, it could incorporate all three of those
since States generally have not moved their policy the same as the
Federal Government has.

The Federal Government has geared much of its support
higher 4iup, in fact the major part of it, toward student ai .

States on the otiThi hand. still have to maintain salaries, constru
tion, maintenance, and so forth:

3 5
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The half-oosto study that we gave you. shows a $7.7 million in-
crease-MA-he-basic grants in Pennsylvania if we remove the half
cost. That is eqilivalent to moving all of our public tuition to a
point where each of the most needy students would get the $1,800
basic grant.

Removal of the one-half cost,limitation would cost $7.7 million in
Pennsylvania. If Pennsylvania increased the tuition n PennsylVa-
nia that same way, it would cost the State grant 'program $24
million to do that. ,

The concept of a separate Federal grant to make sure that there
is no move to capture extra BEOG dollars could be related to State
grants versus that total cost of education or it could be State
grants versus the total tuition charges. In fact, it could be State
grants versus the basic grant dollars coming into that State. We
think this is something that the committee ought to look at as a
point to retird what seems to be the fear that States will move to
tncrease tuition charges to capture more Federal dollars.

That is all I have, Mr. Chairman. I would be glad to respona to
any questions at the proper time. Thank you.

Mr. WEISS. Well, we are nowI think that rather than start with
Dr. Rhett's testimony, we have a vote now on the budget revolution
coming back from the Conference Committee. So we wilr take a
break and be back in the next 10 minutes or so.

[A shott recess was taken.]
Mr. WEISS. I think we are ready to resume.

'STATEMENT OF HASKELL RHETT, ASSISTANT CHANCELIA)R
IcOR STUDENT SERVICES, NEW JERSEY DEPARTMENT OF
HIGHER EDUCATION 'AND STATE HIG4HER EDUCATION EX-
ECUTIVE OFFICERS

Mr. RHErr. I appreciate the opportunity to testify today and I am
doing so on behalf of the State Higher Education Executive Offi-
cers, or SHEEO, and the New Jersey Department of Higher Educa-
tion. .

We filed statements from both groups with the subcommittee.
With your permission, I will simply make a few comments about
the priorities in those statements rather than repeat them.

Mr. WEISS. They will be entered in full in the record, without
objection.

kThe statements submitted by Mr. Rhett follow:]

)
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SHOO POLICY STATEMENT ON STATE/FEDERAL RELATIONS AND REAUTHORIZATION or

THE HIGHER mucirrom ACT OF 1965

I. GPALS POR POST3ECCNDARY EDUCATION POLICY FOR THE NATICN

The State Higher Education Executive Officers As!6ciation (SKEW) believes

that the goals far postsecondary education.poligy for the nation should be:

1. To achieve equality of educational oppcmtunity for all persons

without regard to race, sex, )age, Istional_Origin, ethnic or cultural

i 6
:heritage, handicaiving condition, rcnnonic status or geographic

location;'

2. To achieve access for all personscspable of and interested in

postsecondary educat).on, end reasonible choice aSnog postsecondary

education institutions and prom= appropriate to each person's

educaticinal needs, capabilities and iiterssts;

3. To support excellence in instruction, research and service

thruogh 'institutions of postsecondary education in order io insure

the health, welfare and securit4 of the nation;

4.- To develop an inflneed and Odbcated citizenry; and

4. To insure strong end diverse systems of postsecondary education

. to meet the variety gkf society's postsecondary and higher educetion

4

needs.

II. PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITY OF THE STATES FOR POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION

Governance and finance of postsecondary education are primsrily state

responsibilities. This state role is implicit in the U.S. Constitution,

a

has 54en reinforced by decisidns'of the federal courts end is reflected
. .

in state conititutions and statutes and in thlibistdrical and current

patterns of education governance and finance.

4

.

v.
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States currently provide more than one-half of the total support, .public

and private, for postsecondarr education in the United-Statemg,,,

Eech individual stile has a responsibility to develop a comprehensive set

of policieaandprograms to achieve therabove goals for,:postsecondary edu-
.

cation in relation ta the unique needs and circumstances of that state.

III. RESPONSIBILITY OF THE fEDERAL'GOVERNMENT IN POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION

Granting the primary role of the states, the federal role in postlecondary

ed tion should be:

N

1. To enunciate those goals, objecti'ves and priorities that transcend

the responsibilities and capabilities of individual state4

2. To develop and implement federal policies and programs that supple-

ment, comNement and support eiisting state efforts to fulfill post-

secondary education responSibilities; and

5. To provide assistance and incentives to states to meeenational

goalp, objectives and priorities in the context of differtng state

circumstances.

DI. STATE/FEDERAL PLANNING AND POLICY FORMULATION INTERFACE

Planning for postsecandary education is 3114 must be primarily I state

responsibility. Throughout the nation states have established state

postsecondary or higher education coordinating, gov'erning or planning
a.

boards and'agencies pecifically charged with statewide planning responst-

bilities not just for spubliC higher education institutions but in many

states for postsacondary education as a whole. While the oldest of such

boards was established in 1784, many of them weie developed during the

period of rapieexpansion of the 19601s. Given current changing cOnditions--

-
from a period of expansion to one of variable or decreasing enrollments,

concern with tax limitatiOns Ind increasing demands for accountcability--

47-669 0 -'19 4. 23 4 3 5 5
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the objectives of statewide plannnig are changing but the'nead for such

planning atlhe state level has become more acute.

Effective statewide planning, while a state responsibilitt, is also in

the federal interest if federal postsecondary educational bbjettivei are'

to be attained through complementation rather than conflict with state

Since.the Higher Education Facilities Act of 1963 the federal

government has recognized the need for statewide planning in particular

categorical areas, The Higher Education Act. of 1965, in addition to 8

statewide planning for facilitiei, called 16 such planning in relation

to community service and continuing education and undergraduate equipment.

rn.the Education Amendments of 1972 the federal govrrnsent, for the first

time, recognized its.interest in comprehensive statewide planning for

postsecondary education by authoriling the states to designate or establish

state postsecondair education commissions (Section 1202) to reinforce state-

wide planning and encourage the extension of its sCope to include all of

postsecondary education. At the same time, it assigned additional specific
:

categorical statewide planning (for community colleges and vocational and

occupational education) to these state commissions. The Education Amend-.

malt.1 of 1976 added categorical statewide planning'for educational

infordation centers but without specifically assigning it to,stato

postsecondary dimation commissions.

The principle fedetal interest in effective statewide planning is
.4

c early establish . However,-in prectice federal programs mandating

statewide planning have at times tended (1).to be uAcoordinated on the

federab leve4 (2) to require planning for particular CategOrical programs

without reference to other such programs, and/or (3) to encourage

'it

/
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* .

fragmentation on the state level through creation.of additional state

agencies. In other areas, such as desegregation (Adams vs. Califino),

the principle of dealing Primarily with state postsecondary or higher

*Ur-arils agencies has been established an the grotmds thit solutions to

problems muMt be statewide rather than on an individual InstitutionaltI
-4asis. Other,major proams have tended to ignore not only statewide

planning but stat together. The result iq a mixed and conflicting

picturi in which the siate/federal partnorstp is cansideritly less than

a realit.y.

Even in the ani Orogrma (Sectian 1202) designed to reinforce stateWide

planning in genesal funding has been minimal and instead of utilizing the

state postsecondary education commissions as'vehicles for cooperative

fedeggl/state planning, the federal government has tended to view the
...%

program is another minor categorical annoyance: hi spite of this the

program has reinforced thq broadening of statewide planning to include all

sectors of postsecandary education, has enabled States to add to informa-

tion bases and, particularly where the commissions and the statewide

IIP

coordinating or i° verning boards are the same agency, has enabled some

states to bring federal/state planning concerns into the,mainstream of

0

statewide Opining.

To complicate matters fUrther, there frequently is little or no communication

ar coordination among programs at the federal level. Part of this is due

tie

to separate legislative histories and authOrizations of particular prqgrams.
%

4
however,.it is ;elated to a lack of communication within the

4
Administration among persons charged with developing regulations and with

A

administration. Some part is also due to inter-egencYrivalries

a

V

*Pk
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and iroblommof'turfdom among federal agencies. Such.fragmentation on

the federal letel creates coitinuing problems and, in turn, tends--if

. states are not careful- -to'induce siOlar fragmentation on tho.sta4 level.

Mors effective coordination in regulation and program development at the

federal level would greatlj'f facilitaie eflictive initiation and response at

the stati level.

cr

V. SUGGESTED PRINCIPLES P3R EFFEcTIVE STATE/FEDERAL PARTNERSHIP

An effective state/federal partnership in postsecondary education requires

that federal policies inl programs adhere to the following principles: -

I. Federal policiii and programs should be designed eo.recognize the

differences among states in:

a. postsecondary bducation needs and problems;

Av__ ,_.b. kinds of.postsecondary education institutions;

c. policies regarding financing of institutions and in providing

financial aSsistance to students;

d. lap and structures for statewide planning, coordination and

grvernange of postsitcondaty education; and

. economic conditions and the fiscal capacity and effort in

support of postsecondary:education.

2. Federal laws should set forth the substantive objectives to be

chieved by each federal program, but the structure and procedures for

carrying outiihe program should be left far each state to establish

in the light of local circumstances and its best judgment.

S. Federal policies should recognize, reinforce and assist existing

state effortsjtoward.comprdhensive statewide planning for postsecondarr..,

education as essential for effective and effiCient use oC both state

and federal postsecondary education resources.

01.

1.
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,4. Federal policies and programs sho d be planned, designeeand

implemented not in isolation from, but in the context of, the complex

interrelationships among existing policies for governance and finance
.

of postsecondary eduCation in each individual, state. Specifically:

a. Federal student.issIstance.programs should recognize and be

. .

coordinated with existing stAts Frograms, including both student

-....

assistance and institutional subsidy, to meet the needs of persons

within'each state..

b. Federally required state.planning should neither foster the

creation of mmultiplicity of state agencies, nor be isolated fpam

existing state planning

c. Although federal programs may be separately authorized and

separately administered, the programs.are related to each other.,

aild to,other existing.policies--a fact that should be nOcognized
.4.

not only at the national lelel, but especially as the programs are

Implemented at the state-and institutional levels

d. ,Fedmral requirements for devekopment of state plans 4or

categorical programs'such as vocational education, community ser-

rvice and`.contimiing education, educational information cgOters,

facilities 2nd equipment and community colleges should be related

to, be an integral part of and grow out of comprehensive statewide

planning for postsecondary education.

S. Federil programs should be enacted with reaSonable assurance of

sufficient'finniing and of continuity of funliing throughout the life

of4he progrs. panning funds should be provided as soon as possi-

ble after enactment of new categorical programs.

6. Continuing and cooperative programs.etbuld be forward funded in a

manner similar to current sttident aid programs. Through forward

3 5
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funding the effectiventss of prOgrams mold be increased by providing

sufficient lead tine for agencies.and institutions.

7.' The Coniiess smd the Executive Branch StiOuld iniNlve and consult

with state higher education executives it all stages of the federal

policy process on matters with dal or potential impact on state

postsecondary education policies. State higher education rxecutives

\
should share in the responsibility for initistini this'involvement and

consultation.
-

B. Either in the development of a new department of.edUcation or in

reorganization of the cuikent educational structure of the Department

of Health, Education and Welfare,-specific attention should bet given

to developing a mechanima for continuous and effective communication

with state higher education agencios in relation sq,policy development,

legislative proposals, recomeendatiems for funding and guidelines

development and administrative activities.

The federal education structure, whether the xisting Education Division

or'a new.department( should have a senior official with responsibility far

involvihg t!he 'Stites in postseco'andry education planning policy

development. The state-related functions of the fedenal garnaent

should be coordinated in a manner that facilitaes coordination at the

st:ate level and effective communication with the itates about the operation

of the program. .

A. SHEEO Recommenaationafor ImTroving State/Federal Partnership.

Planning for federal proirims should be an integral part of statewide

Tlanning for P-O-stecondary education. This will enable federal programs

to reinforce rather than conflict with state policy and proirams.

4r
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The State Higher Education Executive Officers recommend:

1. That the major federal programs for which statewide planning is

essential be identified. Current feden$11 law requires statewide plans

for (a) community service and continuing education, (b) lifelong

learning, (c) 'educational informatcon centers, (d) undergraduatf equip-

ment, (49 facilities, (f) establishment and expansion of commity
6

colleges, (g) planning grants for state occupational education programs ,

and (h) comprehensive statewide planning by state postsecondary education

commissions. Although lifelont learning, community colreges and planning

for occupati

each caile

education haKe not.been funded or activated, the law in

fes extended planning requiremws. In addition, state-

wide planning sho developed for student aid and compensatory

programs. All of these areas involve major, in some cases primary, state

concern. The statewide board or.agency assigped planning responsibilities

in these areas should Ittilize-Whatever advisory procedures or structures

are a5Propriate to the issues in question., particularly where the pro-

gram or issumin question is not covered within the normal purview of

the board.
or'

2. That acpvities under programs included in the Higher Education

of 1965 as amended not requiring statewide plans be reviewed by states

frr comsent with regard to their relevance to state plans, objectives

and goals.

3. That tho statewide board Tr agency primarily responsible for higher

and postsecondary education planning be explicitly utilized by the

-)
federal government to ccmrdinate state and institutional participation

in federal programs on the state level and to serve as a major .focus

for state/federal interaction in federal.program development.

3(3,i
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4.. That the federal lOWernment respect the experience of the states in

moving4rom rwpreientarive to lay boards to refleCt public interest and,

while it can expect or require participation of all interestedeparties

by whatever advisory groups are appropriate in the particular states, it

should not mandate specific representation on boards where lay boards

exist.

S.' that the federal government proviile funding faeiuch boards Or

agencies commensurate with the federal responsibilities assigned to them.

6. That the Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare, the Assistant

Secretary of Education-and the'Commissioner of Education take W144h steps

as are necessary to insure communication, coordination and cooperatjon

among departments, bureaus and agencies opOrrating federal programs in

postsecondary and higher education to encourage development of revile-

tions and guidelines and program operations with due cognizance and

complementation of each other and their impact an states.

B. SHIM Recomeendat is. for Caregorical,Programs

In relation to specifi progras and areas, thi State Higher EduCation

Executive Officers mak the'following cmments and recommendatinns:

1. Lifelong L and Educational Information

a. Adat Education,\Continaing Education and Litictong Leaaning

Y

With 6aa\!rowing importance of adult and Oontinuing education and

111

the critiCal need at state, institutional and local levels for effete-

tive planning and coordination to meet the needs of older citizens ...

(the changing student cAientele), 'the State Higher Education Executive

Officers recommend the Onsolidation of Titles IA, "Community Service
0

and Continuing Education Program", and IB, "Lifelong Learning", into a

single lifelong learning program wi00, primaty emphaais upon planning
i
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and the effective support of institutional and community programs.

Congress bas determined (Section 131, Education Amendments of 1976)

'that '"plauning is:necessary at the national, state and local levels

wto assure effective use of existing.resources in the light of changing

characteristics and learninineeds of the population.11

Such programs as the current Title Lk should reinforce the role of

the state higher or postsecondary education agency Presently responsi-

ble far plaiming in the state and should provide for planning ftnids

and far allocation of program support of institutions and community

.
.

service organizations through the agency in accordancevith such

planning. Planning for lifelong learning should be an integral part

of statewide planning for postsecondary education as a whole and should

take into account:

(1) Existing resources andchanging needs;

(2) Complementing of institutions, agencies and programs; and,

(3) Information needs of citizens of all ages.

Because of the variety of citizens of all ages.involved, it should be

fir
closely correlated with state planning for and development of educe-

tional in-formation centers.

Recommendatixin: Consolidation of Title LA and Title IB and

utilizatiol of funding primarily for statewidi planning,

coordinating activities andydevelotment of resources for

community service) adult, continuing education and lifelong

.1272921L1i.

b. EducatiotutL Inifoltmation-Centeu

Provision of adequate integrated infermation on student aid, educational

programs of all types, occupational options and labor market nditions

41

3,
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iS essential tO effectiVe aCceSs and choice far prospective students

of any age. The State Higher Education Executive.Officers urge con-
,

tinuation and expansion of the educational information center, program
4

opprated,thraugh the states. In order to make the.best possible use

of available resources, the efforts of all State-level information'

providers, whether federally ar state funded, should be coordinated

and, in some cases, consolidated..

Some confusion has arisen in relation to the term "centers:" The word

"center" as used in the title of the'program should-be interpreted
t A

not necessarily as a place, but as an integrative.statewide effort to

develop an effective network of..information services. -This conception

should be reflected in the law. Furtherrther information prevision

requirements in federal law in postsecondary education should be

related ;o, coordinated with or integrated into this section. These

include educational opportunity centers mid all career and vocational

education information programs operated either under the U.S. Office

of Education or the Department of Labor. Wherever possible such

activities should be funded under a single grant to td4 staie.

110

Recommendation: Continuation and expansion of educational

information centers, consolidation of erational OVOOTVU-

nity centers with educational intormatiOn centers and

coordipation of educational information canters with all

career and vocational information programs whether under

the Office of Education of theDepartment of Labor.

2. Institutions and Facilities

a- DeVetopieg i4titution4

Title III fOiStrengthening developinuinstitutions has been a direct

t °

r.
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federal/institutional program, including bottljublic and private

. 1/4,

institutions. The State Higher Education Executive d*ficers.ibould

be informed about proposals submitted to and actions takie die

U.S.. Commissioner of Education in relation to independent Institutions

and given the opportunity to comment an them in light of state planning

priorities. In those Cases where the allocation of Title III funds

would be inconsistent with state plans or the implementation of affid

ative action or desegregation plans, the states' comments to the

4
federal governnent should'be carefully reviewed before the Eunds are

allocated. Before Tltle III developmentaligUnds are granted to a public

.institution, a contract shoUld be worked o4x with the state'prolki%ng

for stater and federal cooperation over a multiyear period specifying
. \

federal, state and institutional commitment in the developmental phase

and objectives to be obtained by the end of the period. Such a contract

should clearly indicate the relation of the developmental plan for the

institutions to the overall statewide plan for postsecondary education.

Ri'a
A

e Iimendation: In relation to public institutions under the

de4relopthg institutions Program, provide for a contractual

re ation with the state for a multiyear period specifying

federal, state and institutional.commitment and objectives

to be obtained; in relation to private institutions, provide- 4
for\ informing the'state of all activities and ask for comment

Al in light of state plannqg priorities.

b. EquLenJ and InaitutionAt Suppont

*
Title VI, the tmdergraduate instructional enuiment program; we's Pori

. . .
funded in fiscal year 1979 and in previous years the funding level was

r tively lowl,S7.5 million.ln fiscal !teat, 1977 and 1973. While

que ions may be raised about the justificatioh and impact of such a
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small program, the grants often provided the critical margin,for quality

in small institUtions, both public and private, faeed with severe budget

constxainta. In a'period of.stabilizing and declining enrollments and

increased competition for resouices, the instructional equipment grants

could make it possible for small institutions to replace or update

audio-visual and Laboratory equipment and other materials.

The State Higher:Eduemtion Executivm Officers recommend that Title VI

be reauthorized, but that considetation be givei.44broadening the

range of materials and activities that could be supported under the

program. The Tie* could

through which the federal

states to encourage compr

be one element within a consolidated program

government would enter into agreements with

sive planning for postsecondary education

and to expand state technical assistance and other activities designed

to-address the problems faced by institutions in a period of declining

enrollments-and increasing costs.

Recommendation: Reaut1rization of Title VI and incorporation
4 -

of it into a consolidated progrsm of assistance to'neXy

inst tions.

c. F

In theleigbt of variability of enrollments projected for the next 'decade,

the State Higher Education Executive Officers recommend funding for

4
renovaiion and construction related to enroll&ent and clienteip changes,

change in function in existing facilitieksdeferred maintenance,

achieving federal.requirements by modification of facillies to Mdet the

needs of handicapPad persons and conservation of energy. Provision of

444
funding film facilities related to conservation of energy, whether grants

or loans, sh

%
Id be .carefully coordinated with provisions of the

664.41

4
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A.

National Energy Act. Since reconstruction and renovation and energy

conservation relate clearly to state planning and

it is,essential that the facilities program cont

.through state higher and postsecondary agencies

administrative funds for planning and operation

state priorities,

e to be operated

that appropriate

e made available.

Recommendation: Reauthorization of Title VII and coordination

of it with the National Energy Act.

' '3. Professional Programs

4. Cskaduate Edudation

Graduate- education constitutes both a state and nirional resource and. A

xesponsibility. It is appropriate, therefore, that the federal govern-

ment contribute mile support of graduate education LS proposed in

4Parts .A and F of Title IX (although these parts have.not beert funded)

and of graduate students as provided for in Part B. The State Higher

Education Executive Officers support reauthprization of Title IX.

However, given present concerns with (a) oversupply of graduate students

in some areas and shortages in others, (b) state concerqk with gradpate

program review to insure reinforcement and continuation of quality, and

(c) state concerns with excessive program duplication, it is critically

important that the federal government make such awards with the advice

--------- --and consultation-of state higher education planning and coordinating

agencies.

While the present Part A requires thaf applicant institutions'notify
%

"the appropriate state commission" so that it has the 'opportunity to

offer recommendations on the application to tbe Commissioner of Education,

and that the commissioner must consider the consistency of applications

with state, regional and national priorities, the State Higher Education
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Raseutive Officers urge that this provision be made applicable, to all

parts of Title IX including fellowship programs and thmr-the annual

repOrt of the commissioner to the Congress 6 the fellowship program

and its impact basharnd with the states.

RecommumficUmi: Reauthorization of Title IX with the

requirement that all actions under Title IX be reported to

the states for comment and recommendation in relation to

consistency with state1 regional and national priorities.

b. Teacktit Ettuattra.an ,
Federal programs related to teacher education should be

t
anned sad

thimplemen nn thted in a maer at takes into consideration impact of

Ithose programs on relevant state policy. The lack of such a review

process has a negative impact ontthe ability of-states to fulfill their

responsibilities in postsecondary education. For xample, the teacher

center program in Tiile V has the potential of creating in entirely

new teacher education systen at the very time states are confronting

policy issues related to declining enrollments, the changing mission

of teachers' colleges and a decreasing demand for teachers.

The teacher center section of Title V provides that application frost'

a teacher center policy board be approved by the state education agency. III

Two other sections of Title V require no stateagency review whatsoevdr--

the teacher corps program and the section on training for higher edu-

qation paisonnel. The latter provision bypasses the states altogether

and involves the U.S. Office of Education directly with institutions

of higher education:

.6

a
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Recomendation: If the Act is reauthorized provision should

be mad. that the state postsecondary dr higher education

agencyrbe informed and asked to comment on all awards made

in any teacher educatiOn programs.

4. Stjte Role in Determining Institutional Eligibility for Federal Funds

The State Higher EducatiowExecutiVe Officers reassert the states' pri-

mary regulatory responsibility far lpensing and/or authorizing institu-

tions to operate and to grant degrelli. State authorization, along with

4..
Accreditation by an agency recognized by the U.99PCommisskoner of

.1

Education aa a reliable authority in relation to educational quality, has

, \
beeW recognized in federal,legislaiion'since 1952 as an essential. conq

. 1

..ti institutional eligibility to receive federal funds. Today, \

0

inczpased concern at state and federal levels ;pith consvmer protection
. i

Iwo 4
in plestsecundary education and with eliminating fraud 90 abpse by some

,
.

institutions his made the strengthAing of stafe regulatory operations

in such authopization a matter of critical importance. The situation is

further cOmplicated by off-campus and out-of-state operation of institu-

tions where quality control and adequacy of suppprt services may vary
4

considerably from that available an institutions' home campuses.

-
"The federal govepjment should continuevto rely on current eligibility

criteria including state au rizatianand accreditation Sy an accrediting

agency recognized by theatommissioner. The federal government should not

.

develop a separate federal eligibilOx or certification,system. However, in

light of the dependence of the federal government on stare authorization as

an ential component in eligibility determination, the ftderil govern-
.

ment should share in the operational and administrative cost1 of the

\ authorization process and make provisioni for effective information

36,9
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sharing among the states and with the.federal governmept of state

aUthorization actions.

Rgonmeendeaom: Continue and strengthen current institutional

eligibility requirements for federal funding including state

authorization and accreditation and share in the operational ,

1 le A
and administrative costs of the authoritation process. '

C. SREEO Recommendations for State/Pederal,Programs in Student Assistance
P .

The passage by the Congress of the Middle Income Student Assistance"Act in

the fill of 1978 provided a 'major expansion in the numher.of students who

are 1114itible for-assistsnce from the Basic.dducational Opportunity Grant

(BEOG) program. The position of the BEOG as the cornerstode of federal stu-
.

dint assistance was strengthened, but several modifications in federal,

- programs are needed so that the combination of federal/state/ipstitutional

student aid can meet the needs of the maximum number of stuRents in the most

efficient way possible. A

The State Higher Education Executive Officers base their specific recommen-
p

dations on the following assumptions which are in addition to the.basic

principles enunciated at the first of this document:

1. The federal jprvernment, the states and the institutions all have

a responsibility'for'insuring accOss and choice through the operation
0

of sculpt assistance programs for students who have financial needs

that exceed parental ilitributions'anese f-help#capabilities.
0
2. A complete program of need-based student assistance should provide "

grants that COM' part of students' economic needs and self-help
0

opportunities (both work and loans) that, together with parental con-

tributions, meet the remaining needs.

3. Imcause of the states' primary role the support.of edlication

#

S.
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a
41,

ision of educational Opyortunity, states need to have a

major role inc¼rdinatin g studeny/aid, even though &valor part of

tfie money for student aid"copee/from the federal government.

4. In operating student itance programs, Om federal government

should respect.the diversity Of state laws and policies far providing

educational opportunity. Federal laws and regulations should not

limit different state aPproaches to achievement of national goals of

educational oppartunity.
'0

t .. Reconmendation4 licit Reaatitotazatiox all the Student A54i4tance Patt o4 the

,1114heit. EdueatZon Act:
.

, 4_

The federal/Basic Educational Oppoitunity Grant (BEOG) progran should

i' continuo asthe basic awareavaliable to all needy students for attendance
% .

.
.

at any recoviiied pontsecondapkinstitution. The BEOG program should be

.continued as a program that meets iinly part of s.tudentsJ costs and only

*
4 part of students' needs.

1. The maximum BfOG grant shAll be adjusted onward to take intd

account the risfng Price of'education to the rtudent, 111.0 price Of
AV

. education (tuition, books, roou and bosrd) to the stude t has risen
..--,

..avprOximately 75 percent since 1972 when the BEOG pro .was ,51, jish

The maximum BEOG award has .increas ^onlr:,28 percent in that sa;:e period.

"Further increases in the v ice o ucafion will be ineyi able 'as long

as inflaticn continues. Therefore,nthe amouneb.if th/ e BEOG grant award

-
A

.6
10 $t

also needs to-be adjusted upward periodically, ,but not in a way that

encotirages further increases in tuition ar liv osts. A periodic

adjustment in BEOG minimums fdk increases in price that fulve already

occurred would be one noninflationary.way of keeping the opportunity

for full-time po.stsecondary educatian.open'to low-income stents:
1

0 -'79 - 24

t A

5 -

3 71 .1

Ai.
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2. The BEOG should become an entitlement program, fully

funded for all students who meet the eligibility conditions. %Past

efforts to sti:sate the appropriation level recibired to fully lund

the 8141G program have AlOt4been very successful. Changes in the

' family contributions schedule and administrative procedures (recently

,initiated validation procIdures, for example) have also affected the

number of students who obtain basic grants. In addition, shifts in
.4

A

enrollment have affected the number of eligible students, and enrollment
,4

changes are difficult to estimate. Changevin the BEOG program in the

recent enactment of the Midille Income Assistance Acthave further con-

*
plicated the taSk of estimating needed appropriations. Eitimates vary

by as much as..$1 billion.

With the commitment of the President to reducing the deficit and

similar intentions indicated by the Congressional budget committees, "1/4

ihe tendency will be to use the loPest reasonable estimates of outlays

required to fully fund BEOG. Consequently, the president's budget

requests and the regular appropriations bills may include a lower level

of funding for BEOGs than may, in fact, be required4.. The usual pattern

is for additionalfunding to be provided thrgugh a'supplemental appro-

priaiion as the actual need for BEOG funding becomes apparent later in
A

thedfiscal year. mevertheless, ;here is no obligation of the Congress

to.make such additional appropriations todpsure full funding of the"'

program. Students are facediwith the uncertainty that the maximum

awards maOhave be reduced beCause of insufficient appropriations.

,11If the BEOG program were i true entitlemen% the Congress would be/

obligited to appropriate such funds a..; decessary to pay the maximum

levelstauthorized, by the law. This would give,attalts confidence in

plannkng and financing of their education and w6Uld assist plinnineand

administration at the federal, state and Institutional levels.

,

fo'N
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Th State Student centive Grant (SSIG program should be continued

and exnded to assi all states in onerat need-based grant prograns

of assistance. The State Student Ince*tiv Gran (SSIG) program has

been effective in getting states that did ot have state grant program

to establish them.. A number of the states have very small programs that

have little effect in expanding opportunity. A number of other states

hlve large programs that overmatch.theifederal fands by 10 to 20 times.

Those states that have made a big effort in the'past should not be_

penalized in the distributioir of futare additional federal funds to the

SSIG program. Nor should the design of state grant programs to meet the

special needs of that state be unduly limited by uniform federal rules

that press all states into a similar mold. 'States should retain wide

latitude to design student assistance programs that will compipment

federal and institutional programs.

4. The federal government should allocate.funds for the college based
4

programs (College Work-Study £CWSI, and Squolereentary 410gtional Oor-

tunitv Grants [SEOGII to states on an evimate,of the unmet wed among

all students attending Postsecondary inatitutions in the states. Unmet

need should be calculated by subtracting parental contributions, self-

help requirements and fed:tudent aid payments including BEOG, the

G.I. Bill and Social.Security.

If state and institutianal grant funds are deducted before calculating

the amount of SEOG and work-study funds needed, trere would be a nega-

d'tive incentivelto both institutions and stAes to operate, or expand,

their stuient assistance programs. The current method of federal

allocation tO states of funds for campus based programs does not *end

to an equitable allocatiorn of funds among states. The computation af

unmet need at the institutional levei is currently being developed by
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regulation. .The lmw should be modified to thft the total unmet need

in the state, defined as indicated above, will be used for allacation

to States.

5. ,Sustes should have the responsibility for allocating funds for C119; ,

and SEOG to the institutions within the state. At present allocations

to institutions ar4 made without Any participation by state officials

or without any opportunity.for the award distribution to be coardinated

with state grant awards or to reflect statipolicy oblectives. Distri-

,bution of campus based award funds to institutiOns should be made by

the states on the basis of uniform criteria that include unmet need fur

student assistance as one of the major criteria. .The involvement of

state officials Ln the establishment of Criteria for dtstribution of

student aid to institutions is important in enabling saktes to establish

student aid policies that are complementary with federal programs, and .

that give the states an opportunity to design student Aid and tuition

policies that can best meet the needs of students an4 potential students.

6. 1States should have the option of conducting some of the administrative

funktions, brpolved in BEOG awards under contract with the federal

government---States that operate large state student aid programs have

developed procedures for validating applications for state aid to avoid

ernyr and fraud. State validation procedures may duplicate some of the

BEOG valtdation procedures and in some states these procedures are m3re

comprehensive than the federal procedures. The credibility of state

student aid programs is affected by the credibility of federal student

aid prograas-and vice versa, so there is a mutual interest in developing

effective procedures that reduce fraud and error and increase the accep-

'a

tance of the arograa by
education officiali and the public. By making

it possible for the federal
government to cOntract with the states to

3, 4

,\

0.
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carry out various administrative procedures 1.4telationto the BEOG

prograa - -including supplying information to students about student

aid-opportunities, providing adequate state publicity for the BEOG'

program, processing of apticationa, validation of application infor-

mation.aod training of student aiionfficials-. -duplication of state

m1d federal procedures Can be minimized, the burden on applicants can

reduced and the coordination of federal, state and institutional

programs can be facilitated.

7. The federal government should develon a coadrehensive program of

evaluation of the impact of student aid on access to and oppartuniiY

NIkfor, higher education among all grouos in the poPulat n.\ 3his Vrogram

should be operated by the states in all states that have thi"catiability

to c out the'necessarv evaluation. The federal government twill pro-

1,

vide more than $4.5 billion during the iscal year for grants,

work-study and loan subsidies. The stet 11 add another $800 million

to $900 million in need-based grant awards d the institutions will

provide between $1.and $1.5 billion of the own funds and tuition remis-

sions for student aid. The effec t is major expenditure of funds

on the access and participation of various economic classes, einoritY

groups and others In postsecondary education are not adequately valuat .

How much do the combined federal. state and institUtionaI programs change

the participatibn of various grOups in postsecondary education? How much

do they change their persistence in'postsecondary education? Are there

big differences between states? Are sode programs more cost effective

than others? Answers to these importamt_guestions are not now availabfe

an a timely or comelete basis. The federal government s'hourir provide

funds to 'the states to develop adequate periodic evaluations of the

impact of student aid.programs on paorr6.1;iiion in various trpes of

postsecondary education.

3
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S. Current federal oolicy of encouraging thw-development and operation

of state loan guarantee agencies should be continued. States have much

Closer relations with banks than the federal government doss and are in

a better position to encourage participation by the banks in the loan

program. State guarantee agencies also ha; a better record than the '

federal government la keeping loan defaults down, although Substantial

reduction in default rates Ls still needed in a number of states.

States should adopt procedures to improve the management of loan pro-

grams and reduce fraud and error in loan program operations. The

federal government should continue the efforts to increase loan fund

availability by providing a secondaryirket for loan paper through the

A

Student Loan Marketing Association authority.,

9. The National Direct Student Loan (NDSL) program should be converted
p

to a state operated program designed to provide loan funds to qualified

students who are unable to obtain loans in the private market throujh

the guaranteed loan program. The terms and conditions of NDSL and

guaranteed loaps should be made identical as to interest rates, eligi-

bility, repayment provisions, etc. Institutional student aid officers

would continue to be the point of'contact in applying for a loan, but

the state loan guarantee agency would givelinal approval to the loan.
0.

handl, all collections and receive capital contributions from the federal

, government. The state agency could also take over existing lambs fram
1

institutions and administer repayments by institutions that did not wish

col.
to continue collection of student anlo payments. The institutionil 10

percent contribution to loans would,be returned.to institutions when

they ti.lned over *xi-Sting loan paper to the state agency, less the

institutions' share of any loans defaulted.

g) fr441
()

$
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10. Eligibility requirements for loans shpuld be tightened up to remove

potential abuses that will reduce the credibility of the loan program.

An income requirement should be reinstated to prevent well-to-do families,

who have acted to credit and.famiriarity in dealing with banks, frog

obtaining tho majority of loans, thus reducing the access to loans of

4
stbdents with greater need. High risk students with great need, a mar-

ginal commitment to pursuit of an educational program and a poor credit

rating should also be provided with other more appropriate fbrms of

student aid, rather iivan loans. This should include greater access to

work,m_vects of 5elf-help and greater access to grant assistance, .

particularly during the first.year of undergraduate Atudy. Making

loans to high risk students who Tubsequently have high default rates

is costly and in addition reduces the credibiliry of the total loan

program. Loans provide an important part of a total student aid program,

but they should be used far,persons whose prdbability of repayment is

good._

3
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PRELIMINARY POSITIONS ON 1980 REAUTHORIZATION
OF THE FEDERAL HIGHER eDUCATION ACT

OF 1965, AS AMENDED

NEW JERSEY DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION
T. EDWARD HOLLANDER, CHANCELLOR

OVERVIEW

Whfle the 1960s were a time of accelerated expansion of higher

education opportunities and facilities an4 the 197D's have been a time

of selective growth and stabilization, projections for the 1980's ;indicate

the very real possibility of a diminished sphere of higher education. Even

optimistic expectations do not include expansion of the overall system

or significant new resources. PFaced with this forecast, it is prudent to

set priorities, coordinate existing programs, and plan to capitalize on

anticipated shifts in the system. The reauthorization process for the

Higher Education Act provides an opportunity to exchange ideas on how

federal concerns about higher education can be translated into federal

statutes which will'assist the stateS to better fulfill their planning,

" 4" oversight, and coordinating responsibilities -- a role which will surely

become more prominent and critical in the decades ahead.

In the context of federal postsecondary education legislation, the

New Jersey Deliartment of Higher Education is a comprehensive state agency

With responsibilities that include the supervision, monitoring, or coordinating

of authorized federal activities in this area. The Department acts as

staff for the State Board of Higher Education, which is the 1202 Postsecondary

Planning Commiss, in New Jersey, and also operates the Title I Continuing

Education and Community Service; program, the Educational Information Center

program, k"ifrtiNtate Student Incentive Grant program, the State Student Financial

Aid Training pr gram, the Title VI Improvement of Undergraduate Instruction
,k.

prograll, the Title VII Academic Facilities program, and the Guaranteed Student

Loan program.

.0

4
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The Department agrees with the principles for postsecondary education

olicy formulated by the State Higher Education Executive Officers Association

(SHEEO). The primary emphasis hehind these principles, which are not repeated

here, is that the governance and finance of postsecondary education are

primarily state responsibilities. ToAlocA this responsibility, New Jersey

provides approximately one-half billion dollars annually to support,a diverse

and responsfve system of public higher education, support independent institu-

tions, and provide student assistance to New Jersey citizens. We are meeting

\
the needs of higher education' in New JerseyNazd: through the coordinating

ctivities of the State Board of Higher Education, planning for the 1980s
-

, and beyond. Federal statutes, however, do not build on these efforts by

integrating the federal concerns with state programs and planning efforts.

The broad objective, therefore, across all of the Department's recommended

positions on reauthorization that are set forth below is that pro ams that

.are operated by state agencies should be coordinated at the level,

.both ip implementation and planning, while programs that are federally sponsored

and operated by institutions should be approved at the state level to insure

comprehensive planning, with relation to statewide needs. Federal concerns

and activities in these areas dictate a close state-federal working relatiOnship

involving institutions of postsecondary education. Thus federal policies should
4

recognize and assist existing state efforts, while acknowledging legitimate state

differences in needs anepolicies.

The functioning of this partnership is usually not so much a matter of.

authorization as it is of regulation and implementation. Authorizing sections

exist, for the coordination of statewide planning in postsecondary education,

3
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but federally vonsored programs are usually operated separateTy, with

federal regulations that emphasize program responsibilities and rarel

allow for coordination of programs with overlapping objectives betwee

states; the federal sector,.and institutions.

The reauthorization approach should .build on models that,now exist in

several titles of the current law. For example, the Educational Information

Centers included in the 1976 Amendments provide assistance to states to

-

address a need.for better information (a federal concern shared by New Jersey),

yet is flexibje' enough to be tailored to New4Wersey's needs and existing

efforts so that the result 4s both to meet the local need and enhance'

130,

the capabilities. of an existikg resource (Thomas Edison College) rather than

produce a separate, isdlated federaplly sponsored center. Another example

is the 1202 Postsecondary Planning Commission. Despite miniscule funding

levels, this section has been a lever in New Jersof for coordinated planning

and has stimulated policy research and development in areas such as

facilities planning across vocational and Collegiate sectors, comprehensive

publications for student , and financiAg policies for postsecondary education.

Federal 'support for sucj state-level activities must be contirlued and expanded

if the challenging conditions of the 1980s are to be met with policies that

directly address state and local needs)

Specific recommendations for the various Titles of the Higher Education

Act are given below. Suggested legislative language to implement these

preliminary recommendations has been developed where appropriate and is

attached as Appendix A.

38 )
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TITLE I - community Service and Continuing Education Progromm

Parts A and B of this Title should beMerged to form a new thoriza-

tion level to focus federal concernt and state efforts on "no traditional"
1

adult students, those citizens currently-in need of education services

but not,served by traditional educational programs. Thls Title would

retain the block grants to states and thi present procedure of State-

Plans setting priorities for institutional project funding competition.

The planning, aSsesing, and coordinating, functions under the present/

1Part0 (not,cificrently funded) woyla be assigned to state agencies

,Ander the general supervisi-on and review of the 1202 Commission.

DiscrtIiary grants for both palts would be allocated to states on

the existi4g.art A formula basis, with grants awarded after state
-7\

approval o proposals
V.

eThe authorized appropriatiS ) 1 1 forty merged program should

\Ltz-, .

be increased to $200 mill&n.k

Authorizing language should be amended to enable instiq.utio65'to

attack more comprehensive problem areas but should also include

specific population categorks to be serve4,..,

The anilual State Plan for Title I should be coordinated and submitted
,

throvh the state 1202 Planning Connission.

4.

4
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TITLE I - Comunity Service and Continuing Education Programs (continued)

opt

Present provisions for diAbtt technical assistance from USOE

should be amended so that such assistance is provided to institu-

tions through the coordinating role of the state agency..

or
V

The National Advisory Council for this Title should include

broader representation of primary target populations and the institu-

tions and agencies most significantly involved.

TITLE Il - College kibrary Assistance and Library Training and Research

Grants under Part A should be increased from $5,000 to $10,000 and

should be awarded after proposal approval by the 1202 Planning

Commission.'

LE III - Strengthening Developing Ins,titutIons

.
TheNauthorization level should be increased from the,present $120 million

to $250 million.

;
Eligibility criteria for the program should be clarified to make

total amounts of need-based student aid a key factor, rather than

the present reliance on Basic Grant awards in the formula. The

qualifying le'vel of education and general expense should also be

expanded in the formula.

The present 75% allocation to baccalaureate level institutions should

also be reviewed with regard to demo raphic and enrollment da6 to

il

assure,adequafe representation of tw year institutions.

Q
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TITLE III - Strengthening Developing Institutions (continued)

.
Proposals should be approved by the.1202 Omission before funding.

TITLE IV - Student As$iStance

General

. A new section shOuld be added to authorizeand create a public

policy group, the federal Student Financial Assistance Board,

composed of representatives of the public, postsecondary institutions,

state agencies, student associations', and need analysis agencies.s

This Board would provide policy guidance and approve rulet and

regulations issued by Bureau of Student Financial Assistance, USOE.

The Board would replace the present Advisory Committee and would

assume the- consensus function of the Coalition te Coordinate Student

Financial Aid.

sl. Basic Edgc8tio11 Oppcirtunity Grants

. Present authorizing language-concerning experimental state operation

of Basic Grant processing should be revised to expand and strengthen

the present multiple data entry processcing system.

or

The maximum grant should be authorized to increase $100 a year beginning

in FY 1982 to a maximum of $2,400 in FY 1987.

.
Preamble language should be developed that recognizes the critiCal

'Art Basic Grdnts play in meeting the indirect educational costs

(room, board, bookstransportation, etc.) of students. Specifically,

the language should set a goal that students will receive a minimum of

70% of approved educational costs from a combination of Estimated

Family Contribution, federal, sta.te, and institutional grants.

, 3 93
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TITLE IV - Student Assistance (continued) /

This goal would assure a rationally derived an alAppropriition

for federal grant programs and

I

ive institutional nancial aid

officers guidance t
-

n packaging rants..

2. .Supplemenfal-Educational Opportunity Gram;s

-The authorized maximum grant should be increased from $1,500 to

r
.$2,000 per yeir.

1.
.

.1 4

. - .

Appropriations for this-section should be a mandated 10 per cent

of Basic Orsnt appropriations, set.in authodzing language.

3. State Student Incentive Grant

The autonomy of state policy must be recognized by authorizin*

language that recognizes the Precedence of state statutory approval

powers for institutiorA, by mOdifying mandated inclusion of all

non-profiN4nstitutions.

The distinctions between initial and continuing year students should

be dropped, and eligibility allowed for oart-time students where

state statutes and regulations al,low.

. Ihe state allotment should be based n the number of high school

graduates within a state, nbt enrolled colle'ge students.

The appropriation level of this program should be set as a mandated

.10 per cent of Basic Grant appropriations in authorizing language.

4,
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.TITLE IV.- Student Ass4stance (continued)

4. Special Programs,for Students from Disadvantaged Backgrounds

. Programs should be pl aced on a state/institutional matching basis

(similar to SSIG) in order.to provide an incentive for thcreased1

state'and tnstitutional efforts to afd sibdents from disadvantaged'

bayrounds. Programs should bescoordinAted wiih existing state,

efforts and be approved by 1202 State Planning.ComMissions:.

.
The Service Learning Center section should be eliminated (it isf

currently not funded and such services can be provilled thrpugh

Educational Opportunity Centers itnd co11e0 programs).

The authorized apRropriation level should be increased to $400 million

for ,t4 combined programs of Talent Search, illaword Bound, Special

Programs and Educational Opportunity Center's.'

Student eligibility in regulations shbuld be:bfoadened toallow

participation of students froM a slightly higher income group,

recognizing inflationary pressu44 on income.

5. Educational Opportuniti Ceniers

.
This program should be merged into thg sectionS for "TRIO' progra

nitP 'but with language that Asures the coordinated developMent of ony EOC

-with the statewide Educational nformation Center. ..

0

6. Educational,Information Centers
,

.
tafilwage should insure the de'velopment of EICs ill'coordinat on with'

,

1202 State Planning Commisstnns, with State Plans.tOove by the

. commission in each state.
.1

VI
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t TITLE IV.- Student Assistance (centinued)

7. Assistance td Institutions of Education

This section should be d ped from auth91,4ation (never funded).

8. Veterans Cost of Inst tio6 Program (VCIP)
'

". he sucCessfu Xperience of the VCIP-prOgram,providing services to

Vietnam 'veterans should be expande0.to 4nclude within its

outre component the cOncept of job development:training,
. ,

employment placement.

9. (-tonal Direct student Loan Programo

c.

-The terms and con ons of 161ft-under this program should be.raltered to confo m to the Guaranteed Student Loan Program, and .

,no.deferments should be allowed that are nq in the GSL Program.

. Federal capital4ation di the NOSL Program should be discbntinued.

Instead colleges should be allowed to pool their current toanable

capital in hn account ripationship with'Guaranteed Student Loan
,

t't agencies and then draw on a line of credit'to make loans to

4
Students under Guaranteed Student ,Loan criteria. Gearanteed Staent.

Loan agencies should then be allowed to recapitalize the NOSL funds

by selling blocks of loans on public security markets at no less

than 100% of par value.0

3

V.

,
A
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TITLE IV - Student Assistance (continued)

Guaranteed student Loan:Program

. .Authorized.deferment should be provided for periods of medical
,

internship ands-residency, to cut defaults due to lack of resources

to pay interest,Aue. .

:Stateguararity.agenciescouldbe fteetosPerldPitimary admin-6 10,
istrative toit allowance as.determined o meet)I4ate *needs. The

Atthorizing fanguage now requiring expenditure of 'certain propor-

tions on lender promotion..pre-clainm 5satande, and collections

should bp modified.

The special allowance provided to lenders should continue to be
1 .

linked with market conditions as dictated by the present foAula,

but removal oI the preient ceiling of 5% per annum Slruld besconsidered in

order to proOde an equitable,return to lenders based upon current

money market conditions.

The tpecial allowance should include an additional one-half percent '.

return to the lender for eachlban that enters repayment, to provide

compensation for the added cost incurred in converting a loan to*

billing-and repayment procedures.

Loan limits should be increased to $10.000 for undergraduate study

and $20.000 fbr undergimduate and graduate study combined. Annual

loan limits should renmin unchanged.

Greater flexibility should be allowed in establishing loan repayment

schedules, by clarifitation Of the firehearance
e

it guage presently used.

:

47-669 Op. ,

a
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TITLE IV - Student.Assistance (Tontinued)

Other federal student"loan programs should be brought /5to;

. 7 . , .

conformance with the GSLP by Setting similar rates,terms, and

conditions. 'Educational institutions would'continue to serve

as ledders for appropriate programs, including collection.

In case of default, however, loans would be transferred to the

:state guaranty agency foedisposition.

li. State Student Fintecial Aid Training

All who are involved in the financfal aid process should be eligi-
,.

bl.e to be'included in thining Ottivities.
°

The state agency responsible for SSFAT should coordinate all

federa5lly-supporte$1 financ4a1 aid traintng in the state, especially

with regard to curriculuM and calendar.

TiTLE V - Teacher Corps and Teacher Trajning Program

Ad horizing.languageshould be changed to reflect full eligibiliiy

of institutions of higher education to establish teacher centers,

to allow full representation of-the Nest effective existing respurce

for traiming teachers The present 10% restriction on funds going.to

colleges should be removed.

.,

TITLE V! t Financial Assistance for e Improvement of Undergraduate Instruction

t
. .

f,' w 1

. Authorization language shqul restructure the program as a state-grant
1

'

program, retaining the present state role in Proposal 4 iew, but .

-. adding state level evaluation.
°

1-The'Sgate Plan for this Title'shOuld be submitted as a coordinated !

'component of tbe-1202 Planning Cqmmission.

3.98.

-
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.TITLEVIII - Cooperative Education Program
. o

Amend to povide-that work can be parallel to study as well'as

alternaring withperiods of study.

Authorizing language should he clarified to allow Payments of

compensatio4of students for'employment by certified non-profit

employsrs.

The percentages of.annual federal support should be reduced to

encourage institutional fiscal commitment and transition to
, ^

institutionally supported programs.

TITLE XII - General Provisions

1. Comprehensive Statewide Planning (Section 1203)

. Authorizing language should be addei\-equiring the Commission

in each state to develop an overall plan for postsecondary.

%Ow

$.

educationlwithin the state and to coordinate and approve the

State Plans required in ill other Titles of federal postsecondarY
.

law: Thus a coordinated State Plan for each state would contain

components covering the activities for each Title, but rel a'ting

them all'to an overall description of state needs and pr4orities.

Actual program alloCation and administrative communitaeion would

rein direct to programs in each Title, but the planning would be

coo rdinated and primams approved through the Comndssion.

1g 9

.1
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RHErr. There id a relationship betreen the experience we
have had in States like New Jersey. and other States that are
represented in the SHEEO, memersh.ip and the recommendationg
.we have made for reauthorization, would like to relate .some.or
bur bxperiences very briefly to the sort of recommemlations that
w,e are making, and I won't attempt to repeat them all.-We found.
that in general States have, as I 'have testified earlier to this
subcomMittee,- known, strengths in certain, areas of student aid
adminiStration that we tend to think form strong links in the
State-Federal-institutiqnal partnership.
'1Tese include processing on- a statewide basis of applications and -

the issuance of eligibility notices, auditing, loan collections, and
loan gtiarantees, which I won't further discuss today unless,there
are questions, and the coordination of level of aid, Federal, State, .

and campus based, to institutions along-with cOordination of poli-
cies thiii regult in efficient pmigkaging of student aid at the-campus'
level.
." In New Jersey-re have had a rather painful transition over the'
last few years as We in full faith decided to Pick up our end of the
partnership. We do practically everything that a State can do to be
a full partner with the Federal Government. We, by State legisla-
tion,..consolidated five or six separate grant prograMs into a tuition
aid grant program that typifies what we think is the State respon-
sibility to aid students with tuition costs.

We coordinate that tuition aid grant program with the basic
grantf.,program'to assure that there, is not overpackaging of stu-
dents.

We moved from what-tOld have been up to six or eight applica-
tions into a cammon applicationjorm and a common need analysis
methodalogy -between the State and the campuses. We use the
uniform methodology and we use one of the national need analysis
services to process the commomform and to relay the 6ta to the
BEOG by multiple data entry.

I will echo my colleague, Mr. Reehpr's sentiments, that doing all
of that was a very painful process. And all 'across the country
States that attempted to play ball With the multiple data entry
concept'anfi go to a common form and in some cases a common
need analAis methOdology had late processing, some of them had
errors in their processing, things that those of us wlio deal.with the
public eirery day find to be extremely seribug problems.

I am 'happy to report that in the second year of this cycle, as we
once again send our data to the basic grant program and use a
common form, all is going very smoothly, whieh, of course, 'makes
the more cynical of us look forward to the reauttiorization and any
changes of these programs with increased fear and loathing. There
is a lot of stability that we have obtained and we would like to be
protectionists toward some of it.

Some of the things to change, aside from the mechanics' of, proc-
essing that have hindered-us, include some restrictions in the SSIG
program. Ken referred to those earlier. +For us the mandated re-
sponsibifity of including all nonprofit institutions 'means for the
State of New'*Jersey that 111/0 should iAelude hospital schools of.
nursing, pnd vortional Wchnical area schools, schools which have

3,') )
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explicitly been excluded from the state programs by our state
legislature after a long discussion and:hearing grocess. ,

If the SSIG program were to continue to be a vehicle for Federal-
policy in this,mafter, we would have no choice tut to be found to
be in exception to these ihandates end inevitably4 this incentive
program would restilt not in an incentive to us, but in being .

dropped by the 'UWE as not being in conforance with the stet-
ute. .

We are also concerned at the change in4Federal forms that js
being,brought abb,pt at the present time. Again, that sort of unilat-
eral change in a system that is now operating successfully is open
to serious question in terms 'of its effects, which are in large part ,
unknown on the processing, and the method by which the change
is being implemented, which is not through ,rulemaking at the
present time but simply through administrative action.

These kinds of experiences have led IS to recommend in our
positions on reauthorization certain common themes,', which go
back prid forth between the 9katq higher education executives and
our State of New aersey.

We call, and I won't try to give eN'rery detail here, forEm expan-
sic and amplification of the State student incentive grant pro-
gra . We ha4 some long, dialog earlier in the subcommittee I
recal ne between Congressman -Buchanan and myself, on the
mechanisms by which levels of effort could be measured, including
rolling base years and two tiers and ins and outs and lefts and.

'rights.
. %,I am at a stage ,. and many States are, where we think simplifica-

tion of thee methods is called fors as we move toward, as Ken said,
the authorized levels of appropriations which inf.-4.emselves Consti-
tute a heavy xnaLphing turdwPon States. All of 'We nlechanics that
accompanied the initial growil of the program so States could get
into the graht business.; Those who hadh't been in that` arearof
eqdeavor, I think can be abandoned with reauthorization.

I- think distinctions between initial and continuing students end
highly mechanical efforts to define base years in history are not
needed if the appropriation level is such, as in other categorical
programs, that the Stat has to make a real match to participate in
the,program.

We alpo call for a State role in basic grant processing. Our efforts .
in th,0 'regard go hpa: to the Thompson-Eshleman amendment
which was successfully legislated but implemented in A modified
form through -multiple data entry, and then done in a fopm so that'-, ,only, one State was able to participate In it.

VVe would suggest language that is somewhat br aderi-and we

agencies.to issue eligibility notices that are joint Fed ral and State
would utilize the known and proven processing capa lities of State

notices to students. We can document the fact that we can turn
the4e processing affairs around more quickly on. a State level than t
arts', nationq processor can. ,

Vie also are calling for a State role in the allocation OlVampus
based funds. There has been great progress in coming to a-more-

-equitable and justifiable formula basis .for campus based Federal
funds. We still think that the States have a role a play, there in
tern *. of almost an audit role, if you will. We know where the

3 9 j
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highest needs are in the institutions of the State. We know what
the, real enrollments are. We have our auditors in the field con- '

stantly not only for student "aidciollars but for enrollment. 'We are
in a good 'position to pass judgment on tbe requeSts for allocation of
these funds. '

,This does not mean that we would want any of these funds, I
hasten to add, but we think we can help in their equitable distribu-

, tion.
finally, I think we have a role Ne have not been balled upon to

play in the evaluation of the impact of financial aid. Staten such as
New Jersey and PerinAylvania that have comprehemlive computer
files are -able to simulate various options and assess impacts of
Federal and State policies in a veil rapid fashion, as evidenced by 8 A'
Ken Reeher's,rdata preseked today on a couple of possible options.

We, wouki be gIad to work with the subcommittee in expl$ring
the effect on States of any of these reauthorization popitions.

nally there is a position that New Jersey takes tkat has nOt 9

been put forward as of yet by theState Higher Education Execu-
tive Officers andithat is that we need to examine the governance of
the title IV ptudent'aid programs. In my State, for instance, I.am
not only subject, as a member of the executive branch, to the
ordinary 'legislative prw6ss of authorization and appropriation but
our student aid prOgrffms are overseen by a public board, a board
including members of the public appointed by the Governor, repre-
sentatives of the institutions of higher education, and students as
voting members.

The New Jersey position on reauthorization calls for an explore-,
tion of this same kind of public board, a nationwide student assist-
ance board that would ovbrsee the title IV programs, approve all
the final regulations, and' in effect be the, Federal policy board for
student assistance, taking bver ad hoc roles played by .the.coalition
to coordinate student aid, the advisory council on financial aid to
USOE, and othel- more informal groups. This wa think might act as
a correction to, some "of the unilateral executive actions that vile
have seen takdn by USOE in the student aid area.

I think that is a fair summary of what we think the priority
items are in the statements. I would be glad tb Answer any ques-
tions on what the statement lays Out in more, detail.

Mr. WEISS. Thank you very much. Thank you for bearing with
the sporadic operations ofbthe hearings;

Mr. BUCHANAN. Just for the record, I will look at what you have ¼ ,
recommended pertaining to SSiG. I am not personally set in con-
crete about what we Ought to do, although we have picked up some
support for the rolling base year idea, as you know.
, I am very interested in maidng sure thern SSIG program does
provide incentives for States to increase their State grant appropri-
ations,.and that we find some mechanilirn, you know, to kr certain
that iwippens. And that we in the overall Federal prtrgram do
something to essure maintenance of funds.

If we are jusfreplacing State dollarii with Federal dollars, we are
not really accomplishing mdch. k) I want to review very carefully
what y.ou have recommended.

z Let me esk you this. Both of you.haveithade reference to this. Do
you feel the campuses will have sufficiebt time to adequately pre-
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pare for implementation of the new single applicationlorm for the
1980-81 year?

Mr.Itthrrr. May I answer.that? I have been in meetings, it seems
like many meetings in the last month or so, with institutions and
other State agencies both at the national' coalition level, the Col-
lege Scholarship Service, and also in my State. .

The universal opinion fan behalf of the aid officers as they have
represented it to me is that they have a serious problem with the
timing kf this form. And they have presented these views, I believe,
through NASFAA and Dallas -Martin has, communicated those to
HEW. and given the,lit4t of reasons why we feel .it is premature.

But there are some interesting and subtle things I have come up
with as T had my own staff look at the effects on large programs
such as New Jersey's tuition aid drant program. For instince, it is.
true thnt we could run' our State grant program from the basic or,
module one form, the simple form. We would not see the supple-
mental form that vittually all the institutions in our State would
require, which las vastly more detailed information: Indeed, that
would not be processed but simply copied and sent to4the institu-
tions.

We think this would result in an enoriklous 'amber of correc-
tions lieing made on the campus to our grants as they become the
holders of a far greater balance of inforination than we have in the
central State agency.

And, indeed, one 16ng..range impact of this form might be 'to
completely decentralize our programs, something which institu-
tions hi oui%Stilte have asked us not to do in the past because of

, th6 workload it would impose on themby sd doing.
So, it goes beyond the graphics of the form or the production of

&ma elements.
From my past experience, where I worked in places such as

Educational Testing Service and 'developed a number of new forms,
I would have rather seen this forth subjected to some field testing
ihat included the entry of the data into 'a'systeM to see the effect%
on the number of rejects or edits and defects and the need analysis
used.

As it-is, -we seem to be marching into 1980-81 with very little
knowledge of' those kinds of effects on the systems and .on the
distribution data.Ken?,

Mr. REEHER. I might just relate to Pennsylvania, to the Permsyl-,
vania pictuie. We looked at this thing and we tried to look ahead 4

1 or 6 years. In the coalitions* Uniform Methodology subcommittee
meetings.we tried to work out with the U.S. office that we would
hnng the State form onto the Federal form, in other words, tdkr an
11 by 17 page and fold it twice and theft% would be two sides and
burs would be the other Ewo.

I have moved from that.position and last month I got my boarcl
of directors te agree that we would go with iheftwo page one sheet.
Apel. I don't know whether Ave did that correctly or not. I went
thsrough my executive committee to do it and the chairman of the
board, not being chairman of the executive committee, was at the
table .beside me. And the gist of the questionh we*: if this thing,

1



this new form by the board chairman is so .good that yoti
are trying to se 1 ui now, why were you so dumb the last 4 years?

Move to the questions "on veterans he points to the bid State
form. You have all of that massive thing on the veterar4-yon know,
you inquire, "Where were you before you* went into the service,
where did you go when you came.out and so on." ,

'When did you get so smart to enable ybu to eliminate 'ali thOse
questions on the new' form? , ; .

And I think that this ,really says in a nutshell what is wrong in
the financial aid commun,ity. I think College Scholarship Service,
American 'College Testing Prograni, ACTP, the various colleges and .
so forth have not had ample time to adjust their constkuents to
this really massive change. We have over the lrears built into our

. questions somq details So that a person would know how to answer.
They would get the specifics within the question such as that "by
dbmioile" we mean and that kind of thing. `

To get down to one form, much of the specifics are Moved &mil
the form and goes overinto the instructions. And I think there is a
real question of whether 'or not we were doing it the right way in -
the past and whether we will -get as good a data under the new
approach. That is the heart of the question. .

And.the other-is that the constituencies of CSS and ACT have to
be tested. They have to havp their philosophies and so forth adjust-
ed and sufficient time has not been there for the adjustment 9f
constituents. I think that is the basic aifference in the financial aid
community.

Mr. BUCHANAN. Mr. Chairman, just.one morecquestion. I certain-
ly hope the subcommittee will avail itself of whateVer enlighten-
mentit can receive in terms of your State, Dr. Hearn, and Pennsyl-
vania. That is very useful information.

.. There is one considerationoDr. Rhett. I would like to ask yoti do .

ou feel your projections of the impact of the removaIjof the half
ost in ennsylvania is representativeof the United States as a

whole, or do you believe you are atypical? ,

. MIER. I think we are typical of particutlarly the Northeast
- where you have a large number of private institutions mixed with.

the public colleges. ..

Now, the States where it is all public, the impact would not be
the same. I would say though, Mr. Buchanan, that our staff will
perform to our c9pabilities any analyses that the subcommittee
would like us to vybrk on from time to time.

Mr. %TRISECT nk you. very much. I think we,will adjourn for the
day. Thank you very much for your testimony andlpat4ence in
bearing with us. /

[Whereupon, at 12 noon, the committee ikas adjourned, subject to
thtcall of the Chair.]

[aterial submitted for inclusiowin the record follows:]
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Ray 30, 1979

Honorable John H. Buchan, Jr.
'Room 2199 RayWn House Office Building
Washington, 977C..... 20515

Dear Congressman Buchanan:
..

0
.

.
Du/ing my testimony befOre the Subcommitte on Postieconda4

Education, you inquires as to Whether or not the study on the reMoval

of the one-half cost limit in the Basic Grant Program .4 conducted by
.. PHEAA might be represfntatative of the Basic Grant file nationally.

Staff has reviewed this queition and indicates to me that the 7.7%

.
increase in programeost within Pennsylvania is probably low as a :

. national estimate because of the relatively hIgh college costs'for all
.7 sectors of'higher education in Pennsylvania. They suggest that a more

appropriate national impact mighnbe estimabell at 10 to 12%.

d X I
. .

1 I wanted to ali this to your attention and I have, enclosed an
additional copy of ehe ammaah of our findings in this Matter. Again,

we want to thank iou for the courtesies extende4,OurIng our testimony.

.

With kindest personal regards, X remain

KRR/eao
Enclosure

cc: Jaorable Willie.; D. ForWv

-A

A

Sincerely,

Kenne h R. Reeher

Cocumpoodno Addles:

Pmwmyhenis Maher Education Aasktor Apart
Towne Remo%
timerie.mrs. ami4WRamtia17102 '1717)717431
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PENNSVLVANIA HIGHER E0UCATION ASSISTANCE AGENCY
REPORT

.IMPACT OF REMOVING BEOG ONE-HALF COST LIMIT
'CHANGE IN AWARD DOLLAR FLOW

(ALL VALUES a* THOUSANDS)

BY TYPE or IINSTITUTION

PENNSYLVANIA .

INDEPENDENT FOUR-YEAR

.

AWARD DOLLARS
WITH ONE-HALF
COST LIMIT

-

AIM, DOLLARS
WITHOUT ONE-HALF

COST LIMIT

$ 29,371

,

?
c,

$ 29,375
STATErOWNED 18,388 20,906
STATE-RELATED 24,112 25,650
INDEPENDENT TWO-YEAR 2,132 2,160
COMMUNITY 7,651 10,715
NURSING 1,685 1,849

, BUSINESS/TECHNICAL 5 793 6,038

TOTAL PENNSYLVANIA $ 89,123 $ 96,693

TOTAL OUT-OF-STATE 11,079 11,271

TOTAL PROGRAM $100,211 .$107,964

D40111EIWF STUDENTS
%
BELOM $ 3,000 $ 3,810

.
+$ 475

:135:04$3,000- $ 5,999 '. 9,99k
$ 4,325
11,493 + 1,562

$ 6,000 - $ 8,999' 1 12,47i 14,822 + 1,351 +10.8

8$ 9,000 - $11,999 12,747 1n576 + 29

12,10e 12,538
12,204 : 176 2

+

$12,000- $14,999' + 3.6

$15,000 - $17,999 11,928 . + 2.3

$18,000 - $20,999' . 10, + 163l93 10,356 + 1.6
$21,000 - $23,999 6.,043 6 118 + 75 ' + 1.2

A24,000 ABOVE.
..7(

6,0)
,

6,080

:$5,2::

.. + 1.3

,
$ 90,h2TOTAL DEPENDENT STUDENTS . $ 85,289 + 6.1%

I *
3

AA OTHER APPLICANTS

VETERANS
r

$ 2,290 $ 2,630 +$ 340 +14.8%

SE1F-SUPPORTING 12,632 14,822 + 2,190 +17.3

BY APPLICANT CATEGORY

.

NET PERCENT
CAANGE CHANGE

+$ 4\ + 1.4%
+ 2,518 +13.7

+1,531, + 6.4

+ 2ir + 1.3
+ 3,064 +40.0

164 + 9.7
+ 245

mil
+ 4.2

+$7,561 + 8.5%*

+ 192 41.7

+$7,753 + 7:7%

TOPAL PROGRAM $100,211 $107,964 +$7,753 + 7.7%

1
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Procedures.Used to.Calculatte ,

: .
*

Impact of Removing BEOG One-Half Cost'Limit.

. .
\. . ..

..... .

.. .

-t
, , 0

.

e

l...- Developed tim. ippropriate BEOG AwaNd Paymelat Schedule Criteria fk,Or develoPing

the Award Payment0Schedule are established in the BEOG enabling legislatiop: In ,

this case the one-half colt faotor was ignored. Essentially the BEOG eligibility

. index5s for 7,43;600 and above".educational costs line on,thellchedCle occur at

the "0,000 and,abo4" educational costs line. ' P .
, .

4
I.

.
.

2. Calculated the. saw awards ukinq (a) the revised BEOG Award.Pa dt Schedule and

(b) the'regular one-half cost limit Award Pareent SchedUle.. e,authorinm%

,revlfsed treatment-of .rglf-supporting student assets was not rograMMed into

'this coapUter run. . . ,.
. .

,
..

'
t,

a

3. Developed comparative data by type of instit4tion, PHEAA gross parents' 'income
level0 for depecanti students, and,otter'applicant categories' to.measure jacact.

.

10

1.. No impact on the nutaber of eligibles.
..

.. . .4 . .
2. Eighty percent of the additional award dollars goes to students *toe.) parents, ft

have a PHEAA gross (taxafile plus non-taxable) income ot less thao $131400.
----,_ p4-'

. ,

1... Ninary-two,paroant of the additional awitd dollars goes to stuAnts enrolled

at public sector colleges and'enivetsities. 46.

, .

I. The 7.1 petcemt, increase in program emits in RennsAvania is probablx,too low
an estimate od a.national basis because of the relatively high college costs for .

'. all' sectors in Pennsylvania. A more appropriate national impact on program Costs

is estimated to be 10 to 12 percent. 1

S. 04
0.

4
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**omen's educational programs
a

IMiNS

-2
.- 6) Chairnmn i

Representative William D. Ford

I til

Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education
House Education andlabor Cmmnittee Ad

2268 Rayburn House Office Building a

Washington, D.C: 20515

Dear Mr. Ford:
- . .

. e

,
i The National Advisory Council on it's Educational Programs is a,

presidentially appointed body frtat by Congress to advance educational

.
*

equity for women and gtrls. In keeping vtith our mandate: the Council

student financial a?sistance programs.

The Council has examined t4e4ixtent to which Women receive financial ,.

1
it committed to the elimination of d1spaeate teeatment-of women in,

assistance through NDSL, BEOG, SEDG, and similar student.aid programs.lr
This examination was sertarly limited because data indicating women's

N lid available. Arherefore, one A the Council's major recommendation4 was
' t participation in student rnincial assistance programs were rarely

the critica) need far Federal student aid programs to collect and relArt
data by-sex-by-race/ethnicity and when appropriate, by age. The continued

4
lack of v_ich data will not only perpetuate those practices that have
limited Wes; of women and minorities to advanced educational opportunities,
but will clearly retard fere generations"participation inthe labor
market, especially in nontraditional occupations.

)L

Anbtherinajor concern governing student finaneial assistance programs is
-La*

that legisl ion and policy have not adapted to the changing characteristics
of a.nontr itional student population. For example, despite the growing

demand for ostsecondary eacation on a less than helf-time basis,,rthis
increasing tudent population is restricted from participating in Federal
f)nancial assistance programs. The most recent issue.of the Col4ege
Board Review notes that "...financial aid is still tailored to the.
traditional college-age student, and some women's groups assert that

'independent and part-time women students suffer disproportionately from
, present limitation of BEDG's and.other forms of aid to students who

a able to consistently devote a great deal of time to their education."
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'" The National Center for Educational Statistics datafindicate that "in .

1977 females comprised 49 percent of the college student body and 52 .

.perceit of the first-time entering students." ThierepOrt projects that

within the next 4 years the proportion of females enrolled in college
will be comparable to male participation. IP addition, data suggest that
an increasing'number of these women will be older than the typical college-

age population. The National Coalition for Women and Girls in Education

recently stated at a public DREW meeting that "women constitute a much
hieher,percentage of the part-time student population than men and of-

the growth in part-time students over 35,,t e vast majority ve been.

women during the past several years." If these trends con nue, and it

is generally assumed that they will, more women and particu arly those

attending college on a less than half-time basis will requirePsome form

of financial assittattce. This strengthens the need.for contlusive dat
on the.total universe of need and the universe of aid available to fil
that need. . .
This period of reauthorizatibkof the Nigher education Act is ap opp rtupe.

time to ensure that women are ot only benefiting from those prpgr

targ ted toward special popul ions, but that provisions aYe intlud

itall udent financial assistance programs to encourage leSs than h f-time

stude ts to pursue Idvancedpeducation. In order to bring f4erbi
assistance programs in line with the changing composition

'

of pig 11eg4

pOpulation the Council recomnends thit:

Title IV, Student Assistance

Basic EducationaleOpportunity Grants
,

The BEOG program be expanded to include support.for less than half-

time students.

Section'411(b)(B), which outlines the schnoirle fbr reduction in case

of less than full fugding, be deleted and Mat BEOG be leWirird as a
true entitlement program, with appropriations being.pon-d4scretionary.

. .

BEOG be increased to $2000 in FY 81, $2200 in FY 83 end $2400 in ry 85
and then adjusted in accordance with the CPI increases.

Distinction between independent and dependent studen't status be
eliminated; and that'triteria be established for determining
expected levels of family contributions onithe basis of a formula

, which does not penalize non7wage earring paicents.
1 I

oie

Supplemental Educattonal Opportunity Grants'ik,

The SEOG program be expanded to include suppoirt for less than half-tim

students.

3 99
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Sup lemental Educatiolal,OpportuniU Grants (continued)

/411= :endetli :11114:111keb:14:111 Mil:rfsolleergn:1:14 be

.

expected levels of family contri Oions on the basis of a formula
which 'does not penalize noil-wage earning parents. .

t

Maximum award be increased to $6000 for a'normal period of 4 years:', . .

State Student Iricentive Grant Program

SSIGP be expanded to include support for less than half-time students.

Direct Loans to 501:lents in Institutions of. Higher.Education

The program be maintained and the language be rewritten to furtber
clarify the distinction between NDSL and GSL and to emphasize the
position thit MDSL is to be used as a supplement to GSL..

More flexible repayment terms be created by allowing borrowers to
request leniency from lenders when they experience difficult9 in
repaying loans.

Title IX,,Graduate Programs

All graduate programs under Title IX collect and report data

by-sex-by-race/ethnicity.

Institutions be provided support, to explote ways of increasing the
participation of womeh and especially minotity women in fellowship
programs when their representation is not comparable to national
enrollment in.graduate institutions.

Greater emphasis be placed on increasing women in nontraditional .
fields by providing incentivesto targeted institutions.

The Council will appreciate your assistance in assurini that Federal
student financial assistance programs are more equitable. The Council

strongly feels that this issue merits high priority in the reauthorilation
of the Higher Education Act.

Sincerely,

'El za M. Carney
Council Chair
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